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Preface to “Advanced Mathematical Methods in

Intelligent Multimedia: Security and Applications”

The area of intelligent multimedia involves the real-time computer processing and

understanding of perceptual input from speech, textual and visual sources. It contrasts with the

traditional display of text, voice, sound and video/graphics, possibly with touch and virtual reality

linked in. The benefits of intelligent multimedia include improved productivity and efficiency,

better flexibility and agility and increased profitability. It also contains many applications that can

improve automation, machine-to-machine communication, manufacturing oversight and decision

making. However, despite the advantage of intelligent multimedia, it also brings many security and

privacy issues such as information confidentiality, data security and secure communication. Most of

these security and privacy issues can be solved with mathematical cryptology methods. However,

heavyweight cryptosystems still cannot be applied to various types of multimedia, which restricts

their applications in intelligent multimedia applications.

The present book contains the 13 articles accepted and published in the Special Issue “Advanced

Mathematical Methods in Intelligent Multimedia: Security and Applications” of the MDPI journal

“Mathematics”. The 13 articles, which appear in the present book in the order in which they were

published in Volumes 11(10), 11(8), 11(6), 11(4), 11(2), 10(22), 10(15), 10(7), 10(6), 10(3), 10(1), 9(14)

of the journal, cover a wide range of topics connected to the area of intelligent multimedia, security

systems and privacy methods.

It is hoped that the book will be interesting and useful for those working in the area of security

systems and privacy methods, as well as for those with the proper mathematical background who

are willing to become familiar with recent advances in security mathematics and privacy-preserving

systems.

As the Guest Editor of the Special Issue I am grateful to the authors of the papers for their

quality contributions, to the reviewers for their valuable comments towards the improvement of

the submitted works and to the administrative staff of the MDPI publications for their support in

completing this project. Special thanks are due to the Managing Editor of the Special Issue, Ms.

Jeannie Liu, for her excellent collaboration and valuable assistance.

Ximeng Liu, Yinbin Miao, and Zuobin Ying

Editors

vii
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Abstract: Pixel value ordering and prediction error expansion (PVO+PEE) is a very successful re-
versible data hiding (RDH) scheme. A series of studies were proposed to improve the performance of
the PVO-based scheme. However, the embedding capacity of those schemes is quite limited. We pro-
pose a two-step prediction-error-triplet expansion RDH scheme based on PVO. A three-dimensional
state transition map for the prediction-error triplet is also proposed to guide the embedding of the
two-step scheme. By properly designing the state transitions, the proposed scheme can embed secret
data or expand without embedding by modifying just a single entry of the triplet. The experimen-
tal results show that the proposed scheme significantly enlarges the embedding capacity of the
PVO-based scheme and further reduces the distortion due to embedding.

Keywords: reversible data hiding; pixel-value-ordering; prediction-error triplet expansion; prediction-
error histogram

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of computer and communication technologies, the pri-
vacy and security of data transmission have become more and more important. In order to
make data transmission more secure, researchers developed various encryption algorithms
to convert data into unrecognizable ciphertext. To make unrecognizable ciphertext appear
less conspicuous, researchers developed various data hiding algorithms to embed the
secret data into digital media, such as images, for transmission. Since a modified digital
medium with confidential information is very similar to the original one, it will not draw
the eavesdroppers’ attention.

Data hiding methods are mainly divided into two types: reversible and irreversible.
Reversible data hiding (RDH) [1–6] can extract secret data and restore the original digital
objects without distortion. Irreversible data hiding (IRDH) [7,8] can only extract secret data
and cannot restore the original digital objects losslessly.

So far, researchers have developed many efficient and easy-to-implement image
reversible data hiding (RDH) technologies, such as differential expansion (DE) [9–11],
histogram shift (HS) [12–14], prediction error expansion (PEE) [15–17], and so on. The DE
method embeds secret data by extending the pixel difference. In HS technology, the image
intensity histogram must be generated first and then modified for data embedding. Data
embedding based on the PEE algorithm needs to generate the prediction error histogram
(PEH) first, then modify it according to specific rules.

Due to the inherent characteristics of PEE-based technology, the embedding perfor-
mance is related to the generated PEH, and the degree of image distortion is related to the
modification rules. Therefore, work improving on PEE has focused on the design of a more
concentrated PEH, such as rhombus predictor [18] and interpolation prediction [19], etc.,
while other works were dedicated to designing rules for minimum distortion. In addition,
there is also a method called pairwise PEE, which uses the joint distribution between two

Mathematics 2021, 9, 1703. https://doi.org/10.3390/math9141703 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/mathematics
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prediction errors to generate a two-dimensional (2D) PEH and embeds secret data into the
cover image, the digital image used to carry secret information, by modifying the generated
2D PEH [20].

The pixel value ordering (PVO) algorithm proposed by Li et al. [21] flexibly divides
the cover image into scalable non-overlapping blocks to obtain a more desirable prediction
error histogram. Then, the algorithm modifies the maximum and minimum values in
each block to embed the data. The maximum value (minimum value) in each block is
either increased (decreased) by one or unchanged so that the order of pixel values does not
change after the data is embedded, thus ensuring reversibility. The improved PVO (IPVO)
algorithm proposed by Peng et al. [22] takes the spatial relationship between pixels into
consideration to improve the prediction method and PEH modification rules. In order to
make better use of the spatial relationship between pixels, flexible spatial location-based
PVO (FSL-PVO) was proposed by He et al. [23]. In [24], Ou et al. proposed a pairwise
PEE to expand the embedding capability of PVO. In addition, researchers also developed
various improved algorithms for PVO [25–28]. An example approach is to simultaneously
embed data at the first k maximum values (minimum values) of a pixel block, such as
PVO-k [26], k-pass PVO [27], and improved k-pass PVO [28].

PVO-based RDH schemes have the advantage of very low image distortion. That
means this series of data hiding schemes can produce a stego-image, the digital image
embedded with secret information, with a high peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) value.
However, their embedding capacity is quite limited. As we outline in the next section,
the existing PVO-based RDH schemes are all based on the two-dimensional state transi-
tion of prediction errors. In order to improve the embedding capacity, the new scheme
proposed in this paper extends the state space of the prediction errors into three dimen-
sions. More specifically, a prediction-error-triplet expansion RDH scheme based on PVO is
proposed. Through an ingenious design of a three-dimensional state transition map for
prediction-error triplets, the embedding of secret data or expansion for vacating rooms can
be performed by modifying just a single entry of the triplet. The new scheme can improve
the embedding capacity of the traditional PVO-based schemes while preserving the visual
quality of the stego images.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The second section briefly introduces var-
ious typical PVO-based RDH schemes. The third section introduces the proposed scheme
in detail. The experimental results and comparisons with related works are provided in
Section 4. Finally, this paper is summarized in Section 5.

2. Related Works

In this section, PVO [21], IPVO [22], and Pairwise-PVO [24] are briefly introduced,
and the embedding maps of typical PVO-based schemes are summarized. This series of
RDH schemes are all based on the same problem formulation.

The PVO-based RDH schemes need to divide the cover image into non-overlapping
equal-sized pixel blocks first. Each pixel block contains n pixel values (x1, x2, . . . , xn).
Then, the n pixel values are sorted into the sequence xσ(1) ≤ xσ(2) ≤ . . . ≤ xσ(n), where
(σ(1), σ(2), . . . , σ(n)) represents the original location as a function of the current order.
That is, the function σ : {1, 2, . . . , n} → {1, 2, . . . , n} is the unique one-to-one and onto
mapping. In the case of equal value, pixels are ordered by

σ(i) < σ(j), if xσ(i) = xσ(j) and i < j . (1)

Finally, the pixels of maximum values (minimum values) are exploited to calculate
prediction errors and embed secret data.

2
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2.1. PVO

The original PVO data hiding scheme [21] uses the second largest value xσ(n−1)
(second smallest value xσ(2)) to predict the maximum value xσ(n) (minimum value xσ(1)),
the prediction errors PEmax and PEmin can be calculated by{

PEmax = xσ(n) − xσ(n−1)
PEmin = xσ(1) − xσ(2)

. (2)

According to the histogram distributions of PEmax and PEmin, the peak bins are
exploited to embed secret data. The embedding rules for PEmax and PEmin are given by

PE′
max =

⎧⎨⎩
PEmax, if PEmax = 0

PEmax + b, if PEmax = 1
PEmax + 1, if PEmax > 1

; (3)

PE′
min =

⎧⎨⎩
PEmin, if PEmin = 0

PEmin − b, if PEmin = −1
PEmin − 1, if PEmin < −1

, (4)

where b ∈ {0, 1} is the binary secret bit to be embedded. Then, the maximum pixel value
xσ(n) is modified to

x′
σ(n) = xσ(n−1) + PE′

max =

⎧⎨⎩
xσ(n), if PEmax = 0

xσ(n) + b, if PEmax = 1
xσ(n) + 1, if PEmax > 1

, (5)

while the minimum pixel value xσ(1) is modified to

x′
σ(1) = xσ(2) + PE′

min =

⎧⎨⎩
xσ(1), if PEmax = 0

xσ(1) − b, if PEmax = −1
xσ(1) − 1, if PEmax < −1

. (6)

The rest pixels in the block remain unchanged. To make the embedding rules easier to
understand, the prediction errors can be translated into a location-based representation, as
introduced in [25] by {

e1
max = xu − xσ(n−2)

e2
max = xv − xσ(n−2)

, (7)

where {
u = min(σ(n), σ(n − 1))
v = max(σ(n), σ(n − 1))

. (8)

Based on the location-based prediction error pair
(
e1

max, e2
max
)
, the embedding rules

of the PVO scheme can be illustrated by the state transition map, as given in Figure 1a.
For each pixel block, its corresponding prediction error pair can be mapped to a ‘state’
on the map. The solid purple lines indicate the state transition rules for embedding the
embeddable states, while the pink dashed lines indicate the expansions of non-embeddable
states. The states without any guiding line are non-embeddable states with no expansion
required. During the secret data embedding phase, the maximum value (minimum value)
is either increasing (decreasing) or unchanged. The order of the pixel values is preserved,
which is crucial for reversibility. In the secret data extraction phase, the prediction errors
PE′

max and PE′
min can be calculated in the same way. Then, the secret data extraction and

the pixel value restoration processes can be designed according to their corresponding
embedding rules.

3
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(a) PVO [21] (b) IPVO [22] (c) Pairwise-PVO [24] 

(d) PVO-k [26] (e) k-pass PVO [27] (f) Improved k-pass PVO [28] 

Figure 1. The state transition map for PVO-based RDH schemes. (a) PVO [21]; (b) IPVO [22]; (c) Pairwise-PVO [24];
(d) PVO-k [26]; (e) k-pass PVO [27]; (f) Improved k-pass PVO [28].

2.2. IPVO

In the PVO scheme, bin 1 of the PEmax histogram and bin −1 of the PEmin histogram
are exploited to embed the secret data. Bin 0 is kept unchanged. That is, the states on the
main diagonal line of the state transition map (Figure 1a) are left unexploited. The IPVO
scheme [22] defines a new prediction error calculation method, which takes the position
information into account. The prediction error PEmax is defined by

PEmax = xu − xv, (9)

where u and v are defined the same as Equation (8). The embedding rules for IPVO are
given by

PE′
max =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
PEmax − 1, if PEmax < 0
PEmax − b, if PEmax = 0
PEmax + b, if PEmax = 1
PEmax + 1, if PEmax > 1

. (10)

The corresponding pixel value modification rules are given by

x′
σ(n) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
xσ(n) + 1, if PEmax < 0
xσ(n) + b, if PEmax = 0
xσ(n) + b, if PEmax = 1
xσ(n) + 1, if PEmax > 1

. (11)

Again, the modification of prediction errors and pixel values can be translated into a
state transition map, as shown in Figure 1b. Prediction error states that satisfy e2

max = e1
max

are exploited instead of e2
max = e1

max + 1. According to the experiments, the IPVO scheme
outperforms the original PVO scheme in embedding capacity. That is, the accumulated

4
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value of the histogram bins exploited by IPVO is greater than that of PVO for the conven-
tional test images.

2.3. Pairwise-PVO

To improve the embedding capacity, the pairwise-PVO scheme [24] allows two
maximum-valued pixels to be increased by one at the same time. The prediction er-
ror pair

(
e1

max, e2
max
)

is defined the same way as in Equations (7) and (8). The corresponding
state transition map of the pairwise-PVO is given in Figure 1c. The diagonal guiding
lines indicate the simultaneous increase of two maximum-valued pixels for embedding or
expansion. There are more embeddable states near the origin. Additionally, the state of(
e1

max, e2
max
)
= (1, 1) is exploited to embed a ternary digit.

Although the embedding capacity is effectively increased, the simultaneous increase of
pixel values severely degrades the visual quality of the stego images. A complexity measure
is applied to classify the image blocks into different categories. Only low complexity blocks
are embedded with the pairwise-PVO scheme. Median complexity blocks are embedded
with the IPVO scheme, while high complexity blocks are left unembedded.

2.4. Other Typical PVO-Based Schemes

To further improve the embedding capacity, studies [26–28] were conducted to embed
secret data by modifying the k maximum-valued pixels. The corresponding state transition
maps for PVO-k [26], k-pass PVO [27], and improved k-pass PVO [28] schemes are given
in Figure 1d–f.

Although their motivation is to modify k maximum-valued pixels, the concluded
feasible value of k is still 2. Further extension of the k value leads to an unbearable
degradation of image quality. The only difference between PVO-k and the original PVO,
referring to Figure 1a,d, is the usage of

(
e1

max, e2
max
)
= (1, 1) with the required additional

expansions. In k-pass PVO, the state
(
e1

max, e2
max
)
= (1, 1) is exploited to embed two bits

at a time, as shown in Figure 1e. The improved k-pass PVO further exploits the states of∣∣e1
max − e2

max
∣∣ = 3 to embed secret data, as shown in Figure 1f. As a result, the pixel value

may be increased by two.
The image quality degradation caused by modifying two pixel-values at a time is still

not solved. The improved PVO-based data hiding schemes [26–28] are all hybrid methods.
Only smooth blocks are processed with the newly proposed schemes. The remaining
complex blocks are embedded with IPVO or left unembedded.

3. Proposed Scheme

As discussed in the previous section, the embeddable states are concentrated in the
smooth blocks of a cover image. To enlarge the embedding capacity, the improved PVO
versions vacate more states for embedding by expanding the surrounding states outward.
In most cases, this results in the simultaneous modification of two pixel-values and thus
degrades the image quality.

In this section, a new PVO reversible data hiding scheme based on a prediction-error
triplet is proposed. By extending the state space from two dimensions to three dimensions
(3D), the space for vacating embeddable states can be effectively expanded. By modifying,
at most, one of the three maximum-valued pixels in a block, the proposed scheme can
embed secret data with the least sacrifice in image quality.

The flowcharts of the proposed data embedding and extraction processes are given
in Figure 2. In the following subsections, the framework and pre-process are introduced
first. Then, the new proposed 3D state transition map is presented. The complete data
embedding process of two example blocks is given in the third subsection, and then their
corresponding data extraction and pixel value recovery are demonstrated. Finally, an
additional complex block exclusion process is provided to skip non-embeddable blocks.

5
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(a) Embedding phase (b) Extraction phase

Figure 2. Flowcharts of the proposed scheme. (a) Embedding phase; (b) Extraction phase.

3.1. Framework and Preprocess

As shown in Figure 2, the data embedding phase consists of a pre-process and a block-
wise process. The cover image, the secret data stream, and the block size and complexity
threshold parameters are provided as the input information. The framework of block
processing is introduced first. Then, the required pre-process to ensure perfect recovery of
both the cover image and secret data is presented.

Like all the PVO-based schemes, the RDH scheme proposed in this paper first divides
the cover image into non-overlapping and equally sized blocks. Then, the pixels in each
block is rearranged into a sequence of n pixels (x1, x2, . . . , xn) in the raster scan order.
The secret data embedding process includes two steps: the maximum-prediction-error
expansion (max-PEE) and the minimum-prediction-error expansion (mini-PEE). In the first
step, the n pixel values are sorted to obtain the sequence xσ(1) ≤ xσ(2) ≤ . . . ≤ xσ(n), where
σ(i) represents the original location index of the i-th term after sorting. When repeated
pixel value occurs, the spatial order of pixels with the same value is preserved as given in
Equation (1). The 4-th pixel xσ(n−3) is used to predict the three maximum-valued pixels(

xσ(n), xσ(n−1), xσ(n−2)

)
and three prediction errors are obtained. The specific operation

is as follows: first sort the spatial indices (σ(n), σ(n − 1), σ(n − 2)) to obtain a1 < a2 < a3.
That is, the three pixels

(
xσ(n), xσ(n−1), xσ(n−2)

)
are resorted in their original raster-scanned

order into (xa1 , xa2 , xa3). Then, calculate the prediction errors
(
e1

max, e2
max, e3

max
)

by⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
e1

max = xa1 − xσ(n−3)
e2

max = xa2 − xσ(n−3)
e3

max = xa3 − xσ(n−3)

. (12)

6
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The prediction error triplet
(
e1

max, e2
max, e3

max
)

is a process in a similar manner as the
PVO-based schemes introduced in the related works to embed secret data except for the
state transition map is expanded to 3D space. The proposed 3D state-space transition map
is provided in the next subsection. Suppose the prediction error triplet

(
e1

max, e2
max, e3

max
)

is
modified into

(
e′1max, e′2max, e′3max

)
after data embedding or expansion, the three maximum-

valued pixels (xa1 , xa2 , xa3) are modified accordingly by

x′
ai
= xσ(n−3) + e′imax, (i = 1, 2, 3). (13)

In our design, the modification of the maximum-valued pixels is always incremented
or unchanged, while the remaining pixels are kept unchanged. The maximum-valued
group can be preserved. Further, the three pixels are resorted in their spatial order. This
order cannot be altered even if their order in value is changed during the embedding
process. Therefore, the embedding scheme’s reversibility can be ensured.

In the second step, the modified pixel sequence obtained in the previous step
(
x′

1, x′
2, . . . , x′

n
)

is sorted again to obtain x′
σ(1) ≤ x′

σ(2) ≤ . . . ≤ x′
σ(n). The indices (σ′(1), σ′(2), σ′(3)) are

then resorted according to their spatial order to obtain c1 < c2 < c3. The prediction errors
of the three minimum-valued pixels

(
e1

min, e2
min, e3

min
)

are calculated by Equation (14). The
second round of data embedding is executed by modifying

(
e1

min, e2
min, e3

min
)

according to
the same 3D state transition map into

(
e′1min, e′2min, e′3min

)
. The corresponding modification of

pixel values is given by Equation (15). Again, the three minimum-valued pixels are decre-
mented or unchanged to ensure reversibility. The remaining pixels are kept unchanged,
and the final stego pixel sequence

(
x′′

1 , x′′
2 , . . . , x′′

n
)

of the block can be obtained.⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
e1

min = x′
σ′(4) − x′

c1

e2
min = x′

σ′(4) − x′
c2

e3
min = x′

σ′(4) − x′
c3

. (14)

x′′
ci = x′

σ′(4) − e′imin, (i = 1, 2, 3). (15)

The pre-process is illustrated in Figure 2a. There are some auxiliary messages, includ-
ing the length and width of a block (4 bits), the threshold of block complexity (8 bits), and
the secret data size (16 bits). To avoid overflow and underflow, a block that contains any
0-valued or 255-valued pixel is classified as a non-embeddable block and is marked by 1 in
the location map. Then, the compressed location map and the other auxiliary messages
are hidden in the LSB of the pixels in the first two rows of the cover image, and these two
rows are skipped in the embedding process. The original LSB bits of these two lines are
appended to the front of the secret stream and embedded into the cover image. At the
receiving end, these auxiliary messages are retrieved first to help extract the secret data
and restore the cover image.

3.2. 3D State Transition Map

To design a proper 3D state transition map for a prediction-error triplet
(
e1

max, e2
max, e3

max
)
,

the 3D histogram of the triplet is investigated first. Figure 3 shows the 3D histogram of
prediction-error triplet for cover image ‘Lena’ slice-wise. As shown in the figure, the
maximum value appears at (1, 1, 1), which is a common phenomenon for ordinary cover
images. A 3D view of the histogram is given in Figure 4, where a cross-sectional view at
the maximum value is also plotted. The values of the prediction error triplets of an entire
cover image are highly concentrated near the state (1, 1, 1), and the population gradually
decreases outward.
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(a) Lena (b) (c)  (d)  

   
(e)  (f)  (g)  (h)  

Figure 3. Slice representation of 3D prediction error histogram. (a) Lena; (b) e3
max = 0; (c) e3

max = 1; (d) e3
max = 2; (e) e3

max = 3;
(f) e3

max = 4; (g) e3
max = 5; (h) e3

max = 6.

 
(a) 3D histogram (b) Cross section view 

Figure 4. 3D prediction error histogram with a view at the maximum value. (a) 3D histogram; (b) Cross section view.

A rule of thumb for transition map design is to select the maximum bins in the his-
togram as the embedding targets while reducing the required expansion of non-embeddable
bins. The 3D prediction-error space is divided into layered structures according to the
equation

Lp =
{(

e1
max, e2

max, e3
max

)∣∣∣min
(

e1
max, e2

max, e3
max

)
= p.

}
, (16)

where Lp is the set of all states included in the p-th layer. The layered structure is illustrated
in Figure 5. In fact, the 0-th layer is the boundary surface of an octant in the 3D space. More
specifically, the p-th layer contains all of the states on three quarter plane⎧⎨⎩

e1
max = p, e2

max ≥ p, e3
max ≥ p

e2
max = p, e1

max ≥ p, e3
max ≥ p

e3
max = p, e1

max ≥ p, e2
max ≥ p

. (17)

8
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Figure 5. Layered structure of the 3D transition map.

Since the maximum value of the 3D prediction-error histogram appears at (1, 1, 1),
which is located on the 1-st layer, the 3D state transition map for the 0-th layer and the
remaining layers are designed differently, as shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. In
each figure, the state transition maps for the three quarter-planes are given in (a–c), while
their projection versions are given in (d–f) for convenience. The major difference between
the 0-th layer and the remaining layers is that the state (0, 0, 0) is left unembedded, while
the states (p, p, p), p �= 0 are embedded with two bits each. Thus, the highest bin of
(1, 1, 1) is efficiently exploited. On each quarter plane, the embeddable states are aligned
on two diagonal lines, and the secret data is embedded by expanding the states along the
horizontal and the vertical axes. This design can reduce the embedding distortion to a
minimum since only a single value of the prediction-error triplet is modified. Based on the
3D state transition map, the proposed PVO scheme can efficiently embed the secret data
with the least sacrifice of image quality. The corresponding rules for data embedding or
pixel value expansion of the proposed scheme are summarized as follows.

For the 0-th layer (L0):

1. e3
max = 0:

(
e′1max, e′2max, e′3max

)
=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(
e1

max, e2
max, e3

max
)
, e1

max = e2
max = 0(

e1
max + 1, e2

max, e3
max
)
, e1

max − 1 > e2
max(

e1
max + b, e2

max, e3
max
)
, e1

max − 1 = e2
max(

e1
max, e2

max + b, e3
max
)
, e1

max = e2
max �= 0(

e1
max, e2

max + 1, e3
max
)
, 0 �= e1

max < e2
max

. (18)

2. e2
max = 0:

(
e′1max, e′2max, e′3max

)
=

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(
e1

max, e2
max, e3

max + 1
)
, e1

max < e3
max − 1(

e1
max, e2

max, e3
max + b

)
, e1

max = e3
max − 1(

e1
max + b, e2

max, e3
max
)
, e1

max = e3
max �= 0(

e1
max + 1, e2

max, e3
max
)
, e1

max > e3
max �= 0

. (19)

3. e1
max = 0:

(
e′1max, e′2max, e′3max

)
=

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(
e1

max, e2
max, e3

max + 1
)
, e2

max < e3
max − 1(

e1
max, e2

max, e3
max + b

)
, e2

max = e3
max − 1(

e1
max, e2

max + b, e3
max
)
, e2

max = e3
max �= 0(

e1
max, e2

max + 1, e3
max
)
, e2

max > e3
max �= 0

. (20)
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For the p-th (except for 0) layer (Lp �=0):

1. e1
max = e2

max = e3
max = p:

(
e′1max, e′2max, e′3max

)
=

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(
e1

max, e2
max, e3

max
)
, b1b0 = 00(

e1
max + 1, e2

max, e3
max
)
, b1b0 = 01(

e1
max, e2

max + 1, e3
max
)
, b1b0 = 10(

e1
max, e2

max, e3
max + 1

)
, b1b0 = 11

. (21)

2. e3
max = p:

(
e′1max, e′2max, e′3max

)
=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(
e1

max + 1, e2
max, e3

max
)
, e1

max − 1 > e2
max(

e1
max + 1, e2

max, e3
max
)
, e1

max − 1 = e2
max = p(

e1
max + b, e2

max, e3
max
)
, e1

max − 1 = e2
max �= p(

e1
max, e2

max + b, e3
max
)
, e1

max = e2
max �= p(

e1
max, e2

max + 1, e3
max
)
, p �= e1

max < e2
max

. (22)

3. e2
max = p:

(
e′1max, e′2max, e′3max

)
=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(
e1

max, e2
max, e3

max + 1
)
, e1

max < e3
max − 1(

e1
max, e2

max, e3
max + 1

)
, e1

max = e3
max − 1 = p(

e1
max, e2

max, e3
max + b

)
, e1

max = e3
max − 1 �= p(

e1
max + b, e2

max, e3
max
)
, e1

max = e3
max �= p(

e1
max + 1, e2

max, e3
max
)
, e1

max > e3
max �= p

. (23)

4. e1
max = p:

(
e′1max, e′2max, e′3max

)
=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(
e1

max, e2
max, e3

max + 1
)
, e2

max < e3
max − 1(

e1
max, e2

max, e3
max + 1

)
, e2

max = e3
max − 1 = p(

e1
max, e2

max, e3
max + b

)
, e2

max = e3
max − 1 �= p(

e1
max, e2

max + b, e3
max
)
, e2

max = e3
max �= p(

e1
max, e2

max + 1, e3
max
)
, e2

max > e3
max �= p

. (24)

(a)  (b)  (c)  

  
(d)  (e)  (f)  

Figure 6. (a–c) 3D state transition map for the 0-th layer Lp=0; (d–f) the projection versions.
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(a)  (b)  (c)  

  

(d)  (e)  (f)  

Figure 7. (a–c) 3D state transition map for the p-th layer Lp �=0; (d–f) the projection versions.

3.3. Examples of Secret Data Embedding

In this subsection, two example image blocks sized 2 × 2 are provided to demon-
strate the data embedding process of the proposed scheme. The first example is shown in
Figure 8a. The first step is to execute the max-PEE. The sorted sequence is (192, 192, 192, 193),
the maximum-valued pixels in their spatial order are (x2, x3, x4) = (192, 192, 193), and
the minimum-valued pixel is x1 = 192. The prediction error triplet can be calculated
by
(
e1

max, e2
max, e3

max
)
= (x2 − x1, x3 − x1, x4 − x1) = (0, 0, 1) and its corresponding layer

p = min
(
e1

max, e2
max, e3

max
)
= e2

max = 0. According to the state transition map of the 0-th
layer (see Figure 6e or Equation (19)), suppose the data to be embedded is b = 1, the
triplet

(
e1

max, e2
max, e3

max
)

is modified from (0, 0, 1) to (0, 0, 2). Consequently, (x2, x3, x4)
is modified from (192, 192, 193) to

(
x′

2, x′
3, x′

4
)
= (192, 192, 194). Then, the second step

of the mini-PEE has proceeded. The sorted pixel sequence is (192, 192, 192, 194) and the
minimum-valued pixels in their spatial order is

(
x′

1, x′
2, x′

3
)
. The prediction error triplet

is given by
(
e1

min, e2
min, e3

min
)
=
(
x′

4 − x′
1, x′

4 − x′
2, x′

4 − x′
3
)
= (2, 2, 2) and its corresponding

layer is p = min
(
e1

min, e2
min, e3

min
)
= e2

min = 2. According to the state transition map of the
2-nd layer (see Figure 7e or Equation (23)), suppose the two bits of data to be embedded are
b1b0 = 01,

(
e1

min, e2
min, e3

min
)

is modified from (2, 2, 2) to (3, 2, 2). Consequently,
(
x′

1, x′
2, x′

3
)

is modified from (192, 192, 192) to
(
x′′

1 , x′′
2 , x′′

3
)
= (191, 192, 192). The second example

block is given in Figure 8b. In the first embedding step, the maximum-valued pixels in
their spatial order is (x1, x2, x4) = (194, 195, 193). The prediction error triplet is therefore(
e1

max, e2
max, e3

max
)
= (x1 − x3, x2 − x3, x4 − x3) = (2, 3, 1). According to the state transition

map of the 1-st layer (see Figure 7d or Equation (22)), the state is not embeddable and(
e1

max, e2
max, e3

max
)

is expanded from (2, 3, 1) to (2, 4, 1). Consequently, (x1, x2, x4) is mod-
ified from (194, 195, 193) to

(
x′

1, x′
2, x′

4
)
= (194, 196, 193). In the second embedding step,

the minimum-valued pixels in spatial order is
(
x′

1, x′
3, x′

4
)
= (194, 192, 193). The triplet is(

e1
min, e2

min, e3
min
)
=
(
x′

2 − x′
1, x′

2 − x′
3, x′

2 − x′
4
)
= (2, 4, 3). According to the state transition

map of the 2-th layer (see Figure 7f or Equation (24)), suppose the data to be embedded

11
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is b = 1,
(
e1

min, e2
min, e3

min
)

is modified from (2, 4, 3) to (2, 5, 3). Consequently,
(
x′

1, x′
3, x′

4
)

changes from (194, 192, 193) to
(
x′′

1 , x′′
3 , x′′

4
)
= (194, 191, 193).

(a) Embedding Example 1. 

(b) Embedding Example 2. 

Figure 8. Two examples of the secret data embedding process. (a) Embedding Example 1; (b) Embed-
ding Example 2.
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3.4. Data Extraction and Image Recovery

The data extraction is operated in the reverse embedding order. At the receiver end,
the stego-image is first divided into non-overlapping blocks of the same size. For each
block, the pixels are sorted to obtain the ordered sequence first. Then, the reverse operations
of mini-PEE and max-PEE are executed sequentially to extract the secret data and recover
the original pixel values.

The stego-block in Figure 8a is applied as the first example shown in Figure 9a. The
pixel sequence is sorted to obtain the minimum-valued pixels in spatial order

(
x′′

1 , x′′
2 , x′′

3
)
=

(191, 192, 192) and the triplet
(
e′1min, e′2min, e′3min

)
= (194 − 191, 194 − 192, 194 − 192) = (3, 2, 2).

According to the state transition map of the 2-nd layer (see Figure 7e or Equation (23)),
(3, 2, 2) = (p + 1, p, p + 0) corresponds to the state (1, 0) on the map and comes from
(0, 0) due to embedding of b1b0 = 01. Therefore, the original prediction error triplet is
(2 + 0, 2, 2 + 0) and the pixel values are

(
x′

1, x′
2, x′

3
)
= (192, 192, 192). Then, the sequence

is sorted again to obtain the maximum-valued pixels
(
x′

2, x′
3, x′

4
)
= (192, 192, 194) and the

prediction error triplet
(
e′1max, e′2max, e′3max

)
= (192 − 192, 192 − 192, 194 − 192) = (0, 0, 2).

According to the state transition map of the 0-th layer (see Figure 6e or Equation (19)), the
triplet (0, 0, 2) corresponds to (0, 2) on the map and comes from (0, 1) due to embedding of
b = 1. Therefore, the original triplet is (0, 0, 1) and the cover pixel values are (x2, x3, x4) =
(192, 192, 193). The second stego-block is shown in Figure 9b. The pixel sequence is
sorted to obtain the minimum-valued pixels in spatial order

(
x′′

1 , x′′
3 , x′′

4
)
= (194, 191, 193)

and the prediction error triplet
(
e′1min, e′2min, e′3min

)
= (196 − 194, 196 − 191, 196 − 193) =

(2, 5, 3). According to the state transition map of the 2-nd layer (see Figure 7f or Equation
(24)), (2, 5, 3) = (p, p + 3, p + 1) corresponds to the state (3, 1) on the map and comes
from (2, 1) due to embedding of b = 1. Therefore, the original prediction error triplet is
(2, 2 + 2, 2 + 1) and the pixel values are

(
x′

1, x′
2, x′

3
)
= (194, 192, 193). Then, the sequence

is sorted again to obtain the maximum-valued pixels
(
x′

1, x′
2, x′

4
)
= (194, 196, 193) and the

triplet
(
e′1max, e′2max, e′3max

)
= (194 − 192, 196 − 192, 193 − 192) = (2, 4, 1). According to the

state transition map of the 1-st layer (see Figure 7d or Equation (22)), the triplet (2, 4, 1)
corresponds to (1, 3) on the map and comes from (1, 2) due to expansion. Therefore, the
original triplet is (2, 3, 1), and the cover pixel values are (x1, x2, x4) = (194, 195, 193).
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(a) Extract Example 1. 

(b) Extract Example 2. 

Figure 9. Two examples of the secret data extraction and block recovery process. (a) Extract Example 1; (b) Extract Example 2.
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3.5. Complex Block Exclusion

Since the embeddable states are aligned on two diagonal lines of each quarter plane in
the layered structure, at least two pixel-values in a block should be equal or very close to
each other to make it embeddable. Complex blocks are non-embeddable, and pixel value
expansion is required without any contribution to the embedding capacity.

All PVO-based schemes introduced in the related works include a complexity measure
of blocks and skip the complex blocks when embedding. In our scheme, the complexity
measure of blocks proposed by Ou et al. in [26] was adopted. The noise level (NL) of a
pixel block is evaluated through its context. When the size of the pixel block is n1 × n2,
referring to Figure 10, the two columns of pixels on the right and the two rows of pixels
below the pixel block are regarded as the context of the current block. Calculating the sum
of the absolute difference between every two consecutive pixels in the context can obtain
the complexity NL of the current pixel block. The formula is given by

NL = ∑ dver + ∑ dhor, (25)

where dver denotes an absolute difference of two consecutive pixels in the vertical direction,
and dhor denotes an absolute difference of two pixels in the horizontal direction.

Figure 10. A 2 × 2 sized block and its context (gray pixels), where NL is the noise level.

The pairwise-PVO [24], POV-k [26], k-pass PVO [27], and improved k-pass PVO [28]
all classify the image blocks into three types and process them with hybrid schemes. In our
work, the proposed single scheme was applied. The complexity measure was just used to
exclude the non-embeddable blocks when NL exceeds a given threshold T.

4. Experimental Results and Comparisons

The proposed data hiding scheme is implemented using MATLAB language on the
Windows PC environment. Eight standard grayscale test images sized 512 × 512 shown in
Figure 11 are applied. The binary secret data S is produced by a random number generator.
The performance is mainly evaluated through two indicators, the peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) and the payload. Let W and H be the width and height of the cover image. The
PSNR defined by Equation (26) evaluates the visual quality of a stego image.

PSNR = 10 log10

⎛⎜⎝ H × W × (255)2

∑H
i=1 ∑W

j=1

(
Gij − G′

ij

)2

⎞⎟⎠, (26)

where Gij and G′
ij are the pixel values in the i-th row and the j-th column of the cover image

and the stego-image, respectively. In general, we think that if the PSNR of the hidden
image is greater than 30, then the difference between it and the original image is already
invisible. Of course, the higher the PSNR, the smaller the difference between the hidden
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image and the original image, and the less likely it is to discover the secret data on the
hidden image. A stego image of a high PSNR value can be produced by minimizing the
required modification of pixel values during data embedding. A major objective of data
hiding is to resemble the original image as much as possible. Therefore, an excellent data
hiding scheme should embed a satisfactory amount of secret data with a high PSNR value.

    
(a) Lena (b) Baboon (c) Barbara (d) Elaine 

(e) Airplane (f) Peppers (g) Lake (h) Boat 

Figure 11. Eight gray level standard test images applied in our experiments. (a) Lena; (b) Baboon; (c) Barbara; (d) Elaine;
(e) Airplane; (f) Peppers; (g) Lake; (h) Boat.

The payload is the valid part of the data we embed in the stego image, i.e., the secret
data. In fact, the data we embed in the stego image consists of two parts: the payload and
the auxiliary information. The bigger the payload, the more secret data we can embed.

4.1. Experimental Results

There are two adaptive parameters in our proposed scheme, which are the block
size n1 × n2 and the threshold of complexity T. In general, larger block size or a smaller
threshold value can produce a stego image with a high PSNR value. However, both
strategies lead to the reduction of payloads. A larger block size reduces the total number of
blocks, while a smaller threshold value reduces the number of applicable smooth blocks.

In our experiments, the influence of the block size was investigated first. The block
sizes of 1 × 4, 2 × 2, 4 × 1, 2 × 3, 3 × 2, and 3 × 3 were tested, and the results are listed in
Table 1. As shown in the table, the visual quality of the stego images improves with the
expansion in block size. However, among different shapes of the same size, 2 × 2 and 3 × 2
outperform the others.

Table 1. PSNR values under different sizes (payload = 10,000 bits).

Image 1 × 4 2 × 2 4 × 1 2 × 3 3 × 2 3 × 3

Lena 59.51 60.26 60.20 61.05 61.18 61.42
Baboon 55.33 55.84 55.33 56.89 56.99 56.72
Barbara 59.65 60.01 59.68 60.97 60.98 61.28
Elaine 58.03 58.52 57.85 59.19 59.29 59.30

Airplane 62.63 63.07 62.97 63.73 63.80 63.63
Peppers 58.30 58.55 58.48 59.75 59.90 60.40

Lake 59.72 59.92 59.39 60.88 60.76 60.72
Boat 58.22 58.51 58.49 59.50 59.52 59.81
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By taking both the block size and the threshold value into consideration, Table 2 lists
the best block size and the complexity threshold to obtain the best PSNR for different test
images under a payload of 10,000 bits. As shown in the table, 3 × 2 is the most frequent
optimal solution and is the smallest size among all the sizes, which is advantageous when
the application requires a high payload.

Table 2. PSNR values under different sizes (payload = 10,000 bits).

Image PSNR Block Size T

Airplane 63.80 3 × 2 20
Baboon 56.99 3 × 2 223
Barbara 61.29 3 × 3 65

Boat 59.82 2 × 4 106
Elaine 59.29 3 × 2 97
Lake 60.88 2 × 3 68
Lena 61.57 3 × 4 70

Peppers 60.55 3 × 4 105

4.2. Comparisons

In this subsection, the performance of our proposed scheme is compared with the
typical PVO-based schemes, namely, PVO [21], IPVO [22], pairwise PVO [24], and the
improved k-pass PVO [28]. PSNR values under different payloads for different test images
are plotted in Figure 12, where the block size of 3 × 2 is adopted. The payload starts with
5000 bits, and the step length is 5000 bits, except for the cover image ‘Baboon’. Due to the
image’s special features, the initial and step sizes of the payload are set differently. The
results show that, for all test images, the PSNR of the proposed scheme outperforms the
other schemes under the same payload. As the amount of payload increases, the PSNR
improvement of the proposed scheme is more obvious. Due to the high embedding capacity
and the low pixel value distortion during embedding and expansion, the proposed data
hiding scheme provides a significant improvement for test images of high complexity such
as ‘Baboon’. This further confirms the superiority of the proposed 3D state transition map.

 
(a) Lena (b) Baboon 

Figure 12. Cont.
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(c) Barbara (d) Elaine 

 
(e) Airplane (f) Peppers 

 
(g) Lake (h) Boat 

Figure 12. The PSNR values under different payloads. (a) Lena; (b) Baboon; (c) Barbara; (d) Elaine; (e) Airplane; (f) Peppers;
(g) Lake; (h) Boat.

Tables 3 and 4 list the PSNR values of the stego images for related works under the
payloads of 10,000 bits and 20,000 bits, where the block size is 3 × 2. The embedding
capacity of the test image ‘Baboon’ cannot achieve 20,000 bits for all schemes, so its
corresponding row in Table 4 is empty.
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Table 3. Comparison of PSNR values when the pixel block is 3 × 2 (payload = 10,000 bits).

Image Proposed [21] [22] [24] [27] [28]

Lena 61.18 60.28 60.47 60.90 60.64 60.68
Baboon 56.99 53.43 53.49 54.94 54.00 54.60
Barbara 60.98 60.39 60.48 60.14 60.37 60.72
Elaine 59.29 56.79 57.34 58.29 57.67 57.49

Airplane 63.80 61.95 62.90 63.63 63.45 63.28
Peppers 59.90 58.83 58.97 59.36 59.29 59.14

Lake 60.76 58.13 58.85 59.94 59.71 59.86
Boat 59.52 58.05 58.25 58.05 58.28 58.61

Table 4. Comparison of PSNR values when the pixel block is 3 × 2 (payload = 20,000 bits).

Image Proposed [21] [22] [24] [27] [28]

Lena 57.67 56.14 56.51 57.04 56.81 56.67
Baboon — — — — — —
Barbara 57.27 55.40 56.13 55.88 56.09 56.74
Elaine 54.93 52.31 52.58 53.50 53.08 53.14

Airplane 60.04 58.09 58.99 59.73 59.59 59.18
Peppers 56.42 54.61 54.71 55.34 55.10 54.97

Lake 56.31 53.32 53.54 54.84 54.53 54.66
Boat 55.57 53.34 53.81 53.72 54.07 54.27

5. Conclusions

A new 3D state transition map for the PVO-based RDH scheme was proposed. The
newly defined prediction error triplet and a sophisticatedly devised 3D state transition
map were applied to guide the hiding of secret data in an image. The peak state in the 3D
prediction error histogram was efficiently exploited to embed two bits of secret data each.
All states, either embeddable or non-embeddable, were processed so that only a single
entry of the triplet was modified during the embedding of secret data or pure expansion.

The experimental results showed that the proposed scheme could efficiently embed
secret data with very low distortion to the cover image. The PSNR of the proposed scheme
significantly outperforms the existing PVO-based schemes. Our scheme is especially
advantageous for images with complex textures. As the amount of payload increases, the
improvement in the visual quality of stego images becomes more obvious. In the future,
a PVO scheme based on a state space of prediction errors with even higher dimensions
is promising.
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Abstract: This paper analyzes random bits and scanned documents, two forms of secret data. The
secret data were pre-processed by halftone, quadtree, and S-Box transformations, and the size of the
scanned document was reduced by 8.11 times. A novel LSB matching algorithm with low distortion
was proposed for the embedding step. The golden ratio was firstly applied to find the optimal
embedding position and was used to design the matching function. Both theory and experiment have
demonstrated that our study presented a good trade-off between high capacity and low distortion
and is superior to other related schemes.

Keywords: data hiding; halftone; quadtree; LSB matching; golden ratio

1. Introduction

With the development of the internet, the transmission and sharing of information
have become increasingly convenient. However, with this convenience, criminals may
tamper with or intercept information on the internet. To solve the apparently conflicting
open access of the network and information security, many privacy protection methods
have been studied [1–4]. Encryption can protect privacy, but the spread of encrypted files on
the internet easily attracts the attention of attackers. Information hiding technology, which
hides secret information in the carrier, emerged in the 1990s. After more than 20 years of
research and development, the technology has gained a measure of maturity, although it is
still the focus of research in network security.

According to whether an embedded image can be reconstructed, information hiding is
divided into two types, reversible and irreversible. Reversible information hiding is usually
divided into four categories: lossless compression [5–37], difference expansion [8–10], pre-
diction error expansion [11–13], and histogram shifting [14–16]. All reversible information-
hiding schemes can extract secret information and restore the original image; however,
the hiding capacity is not high. Most of the time, we need to embed a large volume
of information with low distortion, and it does not matter whether the original image
can be reconstructed entirely. The least significant bit (LSB) algorithm is a classic spatial
information-hiding algorithm. The secret data are embedded into the least significant bit
of the pixel value. The LSB algorithm has low complexity, simple operation, and greater
hiding capacity, but its robustness is poor. Today, there are many LSB matching algorithms
with low distortion.

There are two major concerns when selecting a gray image as the carrier to convey
information. The first relates to the high capacity of its pixel modification: if the payload
of each pixel for a cover image is less than 3 bpp, human vision is not able to detect the
visual artifacts of a steganographic image. An LSB++ scheme was developed to improve
the power of LSB-based algorithms. Generally, all these methods have tried to use the
reductant space in the cover image more fully. The second concern is the quality of the
steganographic image: Digital gray images are widespread on the internet. In many cases,
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secret data are embedded into cover images without noticeable visual artifacts. However,
a high embedding capacity can distort the image, so the transfer is not secure.

With the digital development of life and office, the secure transfer of documents and
mail through the internet became necessary. Although current steganography methods
send information as random bits, few people have embedded scanned documents into
cover images to transmit them safely [17–20]. The scanned documents were pre-processed
and embedded into the cover image, so people could share more information with the
same capacity. The earliest steganography method was a simple LSB (least-significant-bit)
substitution [21]. In many images, differences in the least significant bits of a pixel are im-
perceptible, so they seem suitable for embedding sensitive information into a cover image.
To hide greater volumes of data, many improved methods have been proposed [22–26]. The
authors of [22–24] improved the visual quality of the simple LSB methods with low complex-
ity; however, they were ineffective when the embedding rate was 1 bpp [25,26] designed
embedding unit consists not only one pixel, and the distortion was better than [22–24].
Refs. [36,37] proposed dual-layer LSB matching algorithms with high embedding efficiency,
and the cover image can be reconstructed completely.

There are three problems associated with current methods. The embedding method
of the scanned document was rarely specified; high capacity and low distortion could not
be achieved together, and a completely reconstructed high-capacity image could not be
achieved. The method proposed to improve the LSB matching algorithms by embedding
the secret data in the optimal position based on the golden ratio. The major improvements
of the proposed scheme are outlined below:

1. The secret data included random bits and scanned document, and they were pre-
processed by halftone, quadtree, and S-Box transformations, and the size of the
scanned document was reduced by 8.11 times.

2. The golden ratio was applied to find the optimal embedding position and design the
matching function.

3. This study got a good trade-off between high capacity and low distortion.

This paper presents our solution to the three obstacles and proposes a new LSB match-
ing algorithm based on scanned document pre-processing. Section 2 introduces related
work, including data-hiding schemes based on random bit streams and scanned document
images. In Section 3, we describe details of the proposed method, including secret data
pre-processing, scanned-document hiding, data extraction, and image recovery. Our study
investigated three candidates for pre-processing secret data: the halftone, quadtree, and
simple substitution. A novel LSB matching algorithm with low distortion and based on the
golden ratio is proposed for the embedding step. Pre-processing provides a steganographic
image with low distortion and more transformed secret information than current methods
offer. Our LSB data hiding method guarantees approximate cover image reconstruction. In
Section 4, we report the experimental results and analysis. In Section 5, our conclusions are
presented, and future work is proposed.

2. Related Work

The following methods were evaluated for their hiding capacity of two types of
information related to this paper. The main ideas, hiding capacity, and image quality are
briefly discussed.

In 2017, Soleymani et al. [17] proposed high-capacity image data hiding on a sparse
message of a scanned document image. They compressed the scanned document image by
halftone technology and converted the binary strings to their equivalent decimal values.
Then, they embedded this information into the cover image using 3-LSB. The average
payload was 5.43 bpp, and the quality of the steganographic image was 36 dB. However, this
method also coded the background area of the binary image. In 2018, Soleymani et al. [18]
improved [17] by using a more effective quadtree algorithm to code only the content of the
binary image. The average payload was 7.98 bpp, the PSNR (peak signal to noise ratio) was
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38.83 dB, and the SSIM (structural similarity index) was 0.93. Generally, for a high-quality
visual image, the PSNR was greater than 50 dB.

Unlike [17,18], which tried to improve embedding capacity using the vacated room
of the information and the cover image, Ref. [20] hid secret data in a gray image with
the mapping method. The binary values of each pixel image and character were divided
into four parts. After that, they selected two bits of the secret data, searched for a two-bit
similarity in the image pixels, and saved the location of the match. This approach tried to
leave the cover image unchanged and send the matches to the receiver secretly. However,
when the message capacity was high, the data could not be embedded completely, and it
was hard to recover the original information.

In [19], a high-capacity embedding technique and high-quality encoded image were
proposed. The secret data were first converted to their equivalent decimal values then into
binary strings. They hid the secret data in the edges of four similar gray images using LSB.
In this approach, the PSNR of each encoded image was equal to 81.23 dB. However, the
receiver needed to obtain the four images simultaneously to extract all the information.

The earliest steganography method for grayscale images was proposed in [21], which
offered a simple method for embedding data in cover images. This scheme embedded
information by replacing the LSB plane of the gray-level pixel value; it was invisible. The
main disadvantages of this scheme were its low capacity and poor security. When the
volume of secret data was high, so was the distortion of the cover image. To reduce the
distortion of the LSB algorithm, in [22–24], they proposed the optimal LSB method. The
optimal LSB algorithm could generate three steganographic pixel values by the remainder
operator, in which one of them had the least distortion. The simple LSB method or the
optimal LSB method considered one pixel as an embedding unit. The LSB matching
revisited scheme [25,26] considered more than one pixel as an embedding unit. In [25],
the cover image was divided into non-overlapping pixel pairs, and two bits of secret
information were embedded into the first pixel and a binary function. In [26], three pixels
of the cover image were considered as the embedding unit. This scheme utilized the first
and second most significant bits; then, the remaining six bits were XORed. The secret data
were embedded by comparing the result of XOR with three bits of the secret information.
The revisited LSB matching scheme minimized the image distortion, but the embedding
capacity was limited, and the original image could not be recovered completely.

3. Proposed Method

Current data-hiding methods try to provide high embedding capacity with low dis-
tortion. We propose a novel LSB matching algorithm with low distortion that embeds
high-capacity data in the cover images. The constructions of this paper are as follows:
(1) the scanned document was pre-processed by halftone, quadtree, decimal coding, and
S-Box; (2) a novel LSB matching algorithm with the lowest distortion was applied, based
on the golden ratio.

3.1. Pre-Processing Step
3.1.1. S-Box

We examined the DES [27] algorithm, a classic encryption algorithm. The S-Box is a
non-linear structure and, for any S-Box, the substitution mapping listed in eight S-Boxes is
such that, according to the values of rows and columns, its input is mapped to a compressed
equivalent decimal value. For any S-Box, assuming I = i1i2i3i4i5i6, let k = i2i3i4i5 and
h = i1i6. According to the values k and h, we could look up the Box value in row h and
column k: O = o1o2o3o4, a compressed decimal value. It can be seen that the secret data
were compressed from 6 to 4. For example, consider I = 111,000, and let k = 12 and h = 2.
In row 2 and column 12 of the S8-Box in Table 1, the number O = (15)10 = (1111)2 was
found. The size of the secret data was reduced by a factor of 1.5. In this study, to make good
use of the working principle of the S-Box, secret information in a bitstream was divided
into 6-bit groups, then compressed by a substitution operator.
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Table 1. An example for S8-Box.

R.

Col.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 13 2 8 4 6 15 11 1 10 9 3 14 5 0 12 7

1 1 15 13 8 10 3 7 4 12 5 6 11 0 14 9 2

2 7 11 4 1 9 12 14 2 0 6 10 13 15 3 5 8

3 2 1 14 7 4 10 8 13 15 12 9 0 3 5 6 11

3.1.2. Halftone and Quadtree

When secret information was scanned in our study, it was converted to embeddable
bits by halftone and quadtree techniques. The halftone method was divided into the
error-diffusion [28–30] and dither types [31,32]. The halftone image generated by the dither
method usually contains an artificial periodic texture; thus, we used the error-diffusion
method in our study. By considering the correlation between proximate pixels, the halftone
scheme converted each pixel to 0 or 1. Thus, the size of the secret information was reduced
by 8 times. The halftone image of a scanned document usually includes signs and white
backgrounds, shown with 0 and 1 bits, respectively. People are mainly concerned only with
the document content; thus, it is necessary to separate the content from the background
with a quadtree algorithm (applicable to any image dimensions). The error-diffusion
method consists of three steps:

Step 1: For any scanned document, the integer matrix is converted into a real matrix B
by dividing the pixel value by 255.

Step 2: Assume that the threshold t is 1/2 and real matrix B is accessed in raster scan
order. If the element of the real matrix is less than t, the halftone pixel value I(i, j) is 0, or
1 otherwise.

Step 3: Here, we defined one value wc(i, j), and wc = B(i, j)− I(i, j). The error of the
current pixel is transferred in a ratio of 7:3:5:1 and superimposed on four adjacent pixels.
When all the pixels were processed, we obtained the halftone image I.

The quadtree method also consists of three steps:
Step 1: The matrix of the halftone image I was divided into four sub-rectangles. If the

size of the sub-rectangle was larger than 1 × 1, the sub-rectangles were divided until the
size of all the sub-rectangles was 1 × 1.

Step 2: Some sub-rectangles did not contain information, so only the content and
coordinates of sub-rectangles that contain information were kept.

Step 3: All sub-rectangles that contain content are merged into larger rectangles.
Figure 1 shows the process of scanning a document. As seen in Figure 1c, not all

sub-rectangles contained a message. Figure 1d shows that it was necessary to save only
the content and coordinates of the sub-rectangles that contained the message. The more
sub-rectangles there were, the more content and coordinates needed to be saved. As
in Figure 1e, to reduce the number of coordinates, all the sub-rectangles that contained
messages were merged by scanning neighbor rectangles horizontally and vertically.
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Figure 1. (a) Secret document; (b) halftone process; (c) sub-rectangles; (d) content sub-rectangles;
(e) content sub-rectangles merging.

3.1.3. Decimal Coding

Usually, zeros on the left side of a binary string do not affect the size of the value. In
our study, the content and the merged coordinate were processed by decimal coding and
S-Box substitution. In the first step, the bit string of the content and the coordinates were
converted to decimal values. In the second step, the values were divided into 6-bit groups
then compressed into 4-bit groups by S-Box substitution. In Figure 1, the title of the paper
was tested, and the size of the original scanned document image was 17.6 KB (18,106 B).
After the above steps, the size of the results was reduced to 1953 B. According to the result,
we can see the secret data were compressed by 9.27 times.

3.2. Data Embedding

Mielikainen [25] proposed a simple LSB matching algorithm by modifying the pixel
±1, and two pixels as an embedding unit. The embedding and extraction procedure of
Milelikainen’s scheme was illustrated as follows:

Set p and q are the cover pixels pair, and c1 and c2 are two bits of secret data, respectively.
The embedding equation is given in Equation (1). After embedding, the stego image is
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obtained, and p′ and q′ are the modified pixels pair. The secret data c1 can be extracted from
the least significant bit of p′. The secret data c2 can be extracted according to Equation (2).

(p′, q′) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(p, q), LSB(p) = c1 and LSB(

⌊ p
2
⌋
+ q) = c2

(p, q + 1), LSB(p) = c1 and LSB(
⌊ p

2
⌋
+ q) �= c2

(p − 1, q), LSB(p) �= c1 and LSB(
⌊

p−1
2

⌋
+ q) = c2

(p + 1, q), LSB(p) �= c1 and LSB(
⌊

p−1
2

⌋
+ q) �= c2

(1)

c2 = LSB(
⌊ p

2

⌋
+ q) (2)

In this section, the information compressed by halftone, quadtree, decimal coding, and
S-Box substitution was embedded into a cover image by a novel revisited LSB matching
method. To improve the capacity of data hiding and transmission security, the secret data
were compressed then embedded into the cover image by an LSB matching algorithm
based on the golden ratio. For the first time, the golden ratio point was used to find the
best embedding position and applied as the basic criterion to design the mapping function.
First, because the output of the S-Box was 4 bits, the cover image was divided into non-
overlapping pixel pairs, and every four pixels were defined as a group. Second, the optimal
embedding positions were found according to the golden ratio. Finally, the XOR operation
assembled the eight least-significant bits to yield four original bits from the embedding
unit. Our new scheme is described below:

1© In raster scan order, the cover image was divided into non-overlapping pixel pairs,
each pair including four pixels. Assuming the four pixels Pi, Pi+1, Pi+2 and Pi+3 comprise a
hiding unit, the four bits of secret information were S1S2S3S4.

2© Each pixel was converted into eight binary bits, and the embedding positions were
found according to the calculations 8 × (1 − 0.618) ≈ 3. Normally, the change of the lowest
three significant bits of the pixel value does not affect human vision. To get better visual quality,
the optimal embedding position was found according to the calculations 3 × (1 − 0.618) ≈ 1.
The least significant bit can be used to embed information. Assuming Pi = a8a7a6a5a4a3a2a1,
Pi+1 = b8b7b6b5b4b3b2b1, Pi+2 = c8c7c6c5c4c3c2c1, Pi+3 = d8d7d6d5d4d3d2d1, the four bits of
secret data are embedded into the exact location. Here, we defined four values A, B, C, and
D, and they were obtained according to Equation (3):⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

A = a1 ⊕ a2 ⊕ b1
B = b1 ⊕ b2 ⊕ c1
C = c1 ⊕ c2 ⊕ d1
D = d1 ⊕ d2 ⊕ a1

(3)

As shown in Equation (1), the values of A and D were controlled by changing a1 of pi.
Similarly, the values of A and B were controlled by the least significant bit b1 of pi+1. B and
C were controlled by the least significant bit c1 of pi+2. C and D were controlled by the least
significant bit d1 of pi+3. When the pixel pi+1 was an odd number, A was controlled by
modifying bit b1 and b2 by Pi+1 + 1. When the pixel was an even number, A was controlled
by modifying bit b1 and b2 by Pi+1 − 1. Similarly, B, C, and D were controlled by modifying
the least significant bit and the second least significant bit of pi+2, pi+3, and pi.

3© We compared four secret data with four values to see whether they were the same.
The four pixels did not need to be altered in the data-hiding process if they were equal.
Otherwise, we needed to modify the four pixels until they were equal. We describe the
scheme in detail as follows:

Step 1: If there was (s1 = A)&&(s2 = B)&&(s3 = C)&&(s4 = D), the four pixels did
not need to be altered in the data-hiding process.

Step 2: If only (s1 �= A) or (s2 �= B) or (s3 �= C) or (s4 �= D), and the pixel pi+1 was
an odd number, we needed to control it with Pi+1 + 1; otherwise, we controlled it with
Pi+1 − 1, so that S1 = A. In the same way, if the pixel pi+2 was an odd number, we needed
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to control it with Pi+2 + 1; otherwise, we controlled it with Pi+2 − 1, so that S2 = B. If
the pixel pi+3 was an odd number, we needed to control it with pi+3 + 1; otherwise, we
controlled it with pi+3 − 1, so that S3 = C. If the pixel pi was an odd number, we needed to
control it with Pi + 1; otherwise, we controlled it with Pi − 1, so that S4 = D.

Step 3: If only (s1 �= A)&&(s2 �= B) or (s1 �= A)&&(s3 �= C) or (s1 �= A)&&(s4 �= D)
or (s2 �= B)&&(s3 �= C) or (s2 �= B)&&(s4 �= D) or (s3 �= C)&&(s4 �= D), if the pixel pi+1
was an odd number, we needed to control it with Pi+1 − 1, otherwise, we controlled it with
Pi+1 + 1, so that (s1 = A)&&(s2 = B). In the same manner, if the pixels pi+1 and pi+3 were
odd numbers, we needed to control them with Pi+1 + 1, Pi+3 + 1, otherwise, we controlled
them with Pi+1 − 1, pi+3 − 1, so that (s1 = A)&&(s3 = C). If the pixel pi was an odd
number, we needed to control it with Pi − 1; otherwise, we controlled it with Pi + 1, so that
(s1 = A)&&(s4 = D). If the pixel pi+2 was an odd number, we needed to control it with
Pi+2 − 1; otherwise, we controlled it b with y Pi+2 + 1, so that (s2 = B)&&(s3 = C). If the
pixel pi, pi+2 were odd numbers, we needed to control them with Pi + 1, Pi+2 + 1; otherwise,
we controlled them with Pi − 1, Pi+2 − 1, so that (s2 = B)&&(s4 = D). If the pixel pi+3
was an odd number, we needed to control it with pi+3 − 1; otherwise, we controlled it with
pi+3 + 1, so that (s3 = C)&&(s4 = D).

Step 4: If (s1 �= A)&&(s2 �= B)&&(s3 �= C) or (s1 �= A)&&(s2 �= B)&&(s4 �= D) or
(s1 �= A)&&(s3 �= C)&&(s4 �= D) or (s2 �= B)&&(s3 �= C)&&(s4 �= D). If pi+1 was an
odd number, we needed to control it with Pi+1 + 1; otherwise, we controlled it with
Pi+1 − 1. If pi+2 was an odd number, we needed to control it with Pi+2 − 1; otherwise,
we controlled it with Pi+2 + 1, so that (s1 = A)&&(s2 = B)&&(s3 = C). In the same
manner, we modified the other pixels and obtained (s1 = A)&&(s2 = B)&&(s4 = D),
(s1 = A)&&(s3 = C)&&(s4 = D), (s2 = B)&&(s3 = C)&&(s4 = D).

Step 5: If (s1 �= A)&&(s2 �= B)&&(s3 �= C)&&(s4 �= D), when pi was an odd number,
we needed to control it with Pi + 1; otherwise, we controlled it with Pi − 1. If pi+1 was an
odd number, we needed to control it with Pi+1 − 1; otherwise, we controlled it with Pi+1 + 1.
If pi+3 was an odd number, we needed to control it with Pi+3 + 1; otherwise, we controlled
it with pi+3 − 1. Lastly, we obtained (s1 = A)&&(s2 = B)&&(s3 = C)&&(s4 = D).

According to the scheme above, four bits of the secret data, s1, s2, s3 and s4, were
ensured to be embedded into the pixel pairs pi, pi+1, pi+2 and pi+3 respectively.

For example, as Table 2 shows, s1, s2, s3 and s4 represent any four bits of secret information.
When pi = (101)10=(01100101)2, pi+1 = (50)10=(00110010)2, pi+2 = (213)10=(11010101)2,
pi+3 = (210)10=(11010010)2, we obtained A = 1, B = 0, C = 1, and D = 0 according to
Equation (1). We adjusted the pixel values by the above rule and let pi, pi+1, pi+2, pi+3
denote the adjusted pixel values.

Table 2. Pixel variation using the LSB algorithm after data hiding. LSB—least significant bit.

Secret Data qi qi+1 qi+2 qi+3 Secret Data qi qi+1 qi+2 qi+3

(0000)2 101 − 1 50 213 − 1 210 (1000)2 101 50 213 − 1 210
(0001)2 101 − 1 50 213 − 1 210 + 1 (1001)2 101 50 213 − 1 210 + 1
(0010)2 101 − 1 50 213 210 (1010)2 101 50 213 210
(0011)2 101 − 1 50 213 210 + 1 (1011)2 101 50 213 210 + 1
(0100)2 101 − 1 50 + 1 213 − 1 210 (1100)2 101 50 + 1 213 − 1 210
(0101)2 101 − 1 50 + 1 213 − 1 210 + 1 (1101)2 101 50 + 1 213 − 1 210 + 1
(0110)2 101 − 1 50 + 1 213 210 (1110)2 101 50 + 1 213 210
(0111)2 101 − 1 50 + 1 213 210 + 1 (1111)2 101 50 + 11 213 210 + 1

As seen from Table 1, the probability of four pixels that needed to be modified was
1/16, the probability of three pixels that need to be modified was 4/16, the probability of
two pixels that needed to be modified was 6/16, the probability of one pixel that needed to
be modified was 4/16, and the probability of the preserved original pixels was 1/16. The
expected value of the changed pixels of the proposed algorithm was:

(1/16) × 4 + (4/16) × 3 + (6/16) × 2 + (4/16) × 1 + (1/16) × 0 = 29/16
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The expected number of modifications per pixel was: (29/16) ÷ 4 ≈ 0.453.
As Table 3 shows, one of the most important factors of the proposed LSB matching

revisited scheme was that at most, only one pixel at a time can be modified by +1 or −1
when carrying four bits of secret information. Changing four pixels at the same time does
not occur. The probability of two pixels needing modification was 7/16, the probability
of one pixel needing modification was 8/16, and the probability of the preserved original
pixels was 1/16. The expected value of the changed pixels of the proposed algorithm was
(7/16) × 2 + (8/16) × 1 + (1/16) × 0 = 22/16. The expected number of modifications per
pixel was (22/16) ÷ 4 ≈ 0.344. The secret data were pre-processed: when the secret data
were a bit stream, the expected number of modifications per pixel was (22/16) ÷ 6 ≈ 0.229.
When the secret data in the document were scanned, the expected number of modifications
per pixel was (22/16) ÷ 32 ≈ 0.0430. This result demonstrates that the proposed approach
effectively prevents pixel distortion after data hiding.

Table 3. Pixel variation using the proposed LSB matching revisited after data hiding. LSB—least
significant bit.

Secret Data qi qi+1 qi+2 qi+3 Secret Data qi qi+1 qi+2 qi+3

(0000)2 101 50 − 1 213 210 − 1 (1000)2 101 50 213 210 − 1
(0001)2 101 50 − 1 213 210 + 1 (1001)2 101 50 213 210 + 1
(0010)2 101 50 − 1 213 210 (1010)2 101 50 213 210
(0011)2 101 − 1 50 213 210 (1011)2 101 + 1 50 213 210
(0100)2 101 50 213 − 1 210−1 (1100)2 101 50 213 − 1 210
(0101)2 101 − 1 50 213 − 1 210 (1101)2 101 + 1 50 213 − 1 210
(0110)2 101 50 + 1 213 210 (1110)2 101 50 213 + 1 210
(0111)2 101 50 + 1 213 + 1 210 (1111)2 101 + 1 50 213 + 1 210

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the probability of modifying pixels of the three meth-
ods. Mielikainen [25] proposed an LSB matching revisited scheme and groups two pixels
as an embedding unit. For every four bits of data embedded, the pixel modification proba-
bility of the LSB method and Mielikainen’s scheme. However, the LSB matching scheme
has low computation complexity. It can be seen that our proposed method modified at most
two pixels every four pixels, and the magnitude of the modification was 1. The LSB scheme
and Mielikainen’s approach modified more pixel values. Our study set every four pixels as
a unit, and the computational complexity was lower.

3.3. Extraction

During extraction, the receiver can acquire secret data without any knowledge of the
cover image. There are two steps:

(1) Reading the steganographic image: the steganographic image was divided in raster
scan order into non-overlapping pixel pairs, and each pair included four pixels.

(2) Extracting the secret data: The four bits of embedded information can be extracted
using Equation (1) without knowing the original image information. If the secret data
were in a scanned image, the coordinates and S-Box were used to recover the secret
information according to content.
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Figure 2. Relationship between the number of modified pixels and the probability.

4. Experimental Results and Comparisons

This section presents the results obtained from our study of the proposed LSB matching
algorithm, using 20 standard images from the USC-SIPI image database. PSNR and SSIM
were used to evaluate the image; Section 1 gives a detailed example. Our aim was to discover
a general method to improve the hiding capacity of images, and we found an effective trade-
off between high capacity and low distortion. In part (2), we compare the efficiency of our
scheme with other schemes and discuss its implications.

4.1. A Detailed Example

Eight scanned documents of [26,33] were used as secret data. Table 4 lists eight pages
of scanned documents. Figure 3 shows the relation between segment size and compression
ratio. It can be seen that, for the same scanned document, the segment sizes were 1 × 1,
4 × 4, 8 × 8, 16 × 16, and 32 × 32, and the compression ratios for five different thresholds
were 8.110523, 4.573963, 2.051653, 2.051653, and 1.665751, respectively. Figure 4 lists the
relation between minimum rectangular size and the mean embedding capacity for the Lena
image. The mean embedding capacities for five different thresholds were 1.66186 bpp,
2.940742 bpp, 4.494556 bpp, 6.567377 bpp, and 8.084202 bpp. Figures 3 and 4 show that
when the segment size was 1 × 1, the compression ratio was the best, and the volume of
secret data transmitted was the highest. In Figure 5, the PSNR values of the steganographic
image for five different thresholds were 44.35711 dB, 44.16443 dB, 44.16444 dB, 44.16445 dB,
and 44.16446 dB. When the segment size was 1 × 1, we determined that the visual artifacts
were the best.
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Table 4. Eight scanned documents and their sizes.

Page Number Size (B)

1 308,002
2 507,020
3 524,171
4 467,128
5 419,473
6 436,539
7 492,878
8 378,691

 

Figure 3. Relationship between segment size and compression ratio.

 

Figure 4. Relationship between segment size and bpp.
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Figure 5. Relationship between segment size and PSNR. PSNR—peak signal to noise ratio.

Using the other algorithms, the 32 KB scanned document needed 262,144 bits of
secret information to be embedded. In our study, we had to embed only 32,324 bits.
Usually, for a small rectangle, the smaller the divided area was, the greater the time cost.
It was confirmed that the larger the segmentation area, the rougher it is, and the lower
the cost time. Figure 6 shows two scanned documents of 3 KB and 35 KB. Table 5 lists
the actual embedding amounts and the times from embedding to complete extraction for
two differently sized scanned documents. The smaller the segmentation size was, the
more accurate and the smaller the time cost. The fastest processing time for the 3 KB
scanned document was 1 s, and the slowest processing time was 3 s. For the 35 KB scanned
document, the fastest processing time was 6 s, and the slowest processing time was 48 s.
The larger the document, the longer the processing time, especially with the 32 × 32 block
size, which exceeded the user’s time limit.

 
(a) 

(b) 

Figure 6. Scanned documents. (a) Scanned document in 3 KB; (b) Scanned document in 35 KB.

Table 5. The relationship between block size, embedding amount, and time.

Scanned Document Norm 1 × 1 4 × 4 8 × 8 16 × 16 32 × 32

(a)
Embedding amount (bits) 1460 1972 2588 5148 5148

time (s) 3 1 2 2 2

(b)
Embedding amount (bits) 24,828 42,068 82,036 82,036 115,780

time (s) 6 10 27 27 48
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Table 6 compares the actual embedding amount and PSNR. When the segmentation
size is 1 × 1, the actual embedding amount of the two documents is the smallest, and the
image quality is also the best. The values of PSNR were 69.547 and 57.4617. The distortion
rate of the image increases as the amount of embedding increases. For the same document,
the larger the segmentation area, the more redundant the messages and, therefore, the
greater the distortion rate of the steganographic image. For the five segmentation sizes
of 35 KB documents, background redundancy was eliminated to varying degrees, but the
values of PSNR were all above 50 dB, which shows that the information pre-processing
and matching mapping function of this algorithm is sophisticated and practical. Figure 7
shows the images and their histogram, where (a) is the cover image and its histogram, (b) is
embedded in document (a) and its histogram, and (c) is embedded in the document (b) and
its histogram. Visually, it is impossible to distinguish the difference between the images.
The proposed algorithm has good visibility, and the PSNR values are all greater than 57 dB.
Because the distortion rate is relatively low, it is not easy to attract the attention of a third
party when transmitting on an open channel.

Table 6. The relationship between block size, embedding amount, and PSNR.

Scanned Document Norm 1 × 1 4 × 4 8 × 8 16 × 16 32 × 32

(a)
Embedding amount (bits) 1460 1972 2588 5148 5148

PSNR (dB) 69.547 68.2919 67.1127 64.1924 64.1924

(b)
Embedding amount (bits) 24,828 42,068 82,036 82,036 115,780

PSNR (dB) 62.7946 55.168 52.254 52.254 50.7378

Taking Figure 6 as the secret document, we evaluated our approach against attacks
like cropping, rotate, Gaussian noise, pepper, and salt noise. The results of the experiment
are in Table 7, which is under extraction accuracy as well.

Table 7. PSNR and accuracy under attacks.

Attack PSNR Accuracy

No attack 62.7946 100%
Cropping (1:128,1:128) 17.5888 93.6695%

Rotate (3◦) 16.3833 93.7371%
Salt&pepper (0.01) 25.3582 98.9409%
Salt&pepper (0.03) 20.6751 97.1126%

Gaussian noise (0.01) 20.0709 93.0112%
Gaussian noise (0.03) 15.5579 91.4116%

4.2. Comparisons with Related Studies and Discussion

We compared our study to nine state-of-the-art schemes for hiding capacity and image
distortion. Table 8 shows the PNSR comparison results for the same scanned document
(262,144 bits), and the visual metric PSNR of the LSB scheme [22–24] was 51.154 dB. How-
ever, the revisited LSB matching method [25,26] can raise the PSNR to 1.247 dB and 1.763 dB,
separately. Lu [36] proposed a dual image based on reversible data-hiding algorithm by
improving the LSB matching scheme of [25]. Because there were two stego images, the
embedding capacity was 524288 bits, and the average of PSNR was 49.24 dB. Sahu [37]
improved Lu’s scheme by using a dual-layer LSB matching algorithm. The secret data were
embedded into four stego images, and the PSNR and embedding capacity were 46.51 dB
and 1572864 bits separately. Our study was also a revisited LSB matching method, but we
can embed bit stream and scanned document images into the cover image with an average
PSNR of 53.025 dB and 65.55372 dB. It can be seen that Lu and Sahu’s schemes with higher
embedding capacity and low distortion. However, our study can embed two forms of
secret data. We believe that our study demonstrates a significant improvement. Tables 9
and 10 compare our study with similar work. In the comparisons, the same cover images
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were processed [18] with the quadtree and LSB algorithm, which significantly improved
the embedding amount and image quality over [34]. The average PSNR of our study
was 44.44 dB, and the value of SSIM was closer to 1. Table 11 summarizes the proposed
scheme’s average quality and data hiding capacity for comparison with [17,18,34–37]. In
our study, information was pre-processed, and the matching function makes the distortion
rate small. This gives us information hiding with high embedding capacity and a low
distortion rate.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 7. Images and their histograms. (a) cover image and histogram; (b) stego image and histogram
of Figure 6a; (c) stego image and histogram of Figure 6b.
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Table 8. Comparison between the method proposed and [22–26,36,37].

Cover Image [22–24] [25] [26] [36] [37]
Proposed Method

Bit Stream Scanned Document

Lena 51.156 52.404 52.916 49.25 46.50 53.021 65.5538
Airplane 51.143 52.4 52.925 49.22 46.49 53.043 65.5541
Baboon 51.161 52.405 52.917 49.26 46.51 53.022 65.5538
Elaine 51.17 52.407 52.914 49.27 46.52 53.014 65.5536
Man 51.138 52.39 52.911 49.22 46.48 53.025 65.5533

Average 51.154 52.401 52.917 49.24 46.51 53.025 65.55372

Table 9. Comparison between the method proposed and [18,34].

Image
Proposed Method [18] [34]

PSNR bpp PSNR bpp PSNR bpp

Pepper 44.29 15.90 37.48 9.41 34.93 3.95
Lena 44.36 10.73 37.71 6.35 N/A N/A

Aerial 44.31 11.77 37.66 6.97 N/A N/A
Jetplane 44.78 12.69 38.14 7.51 34.67 3.95
Average 44.44 12.77 37.74 7.56 34.8 3.95

(4)

Table 10. Comparison between the method proposed and [17,18,35].

Cover Image
Proposed Method [18] [17] [35]

PSNR bpp PSNR bpp PSNR bpp PSNR bpp

Blonde 44.35 15.98 37.48 9.46 35.23 5.65 37.31 3.04
Pepper 44.29 15.90 37.48 9.41 36.19 5.65 37.27 3.05
Jetplane 44.78 12.69 38.14 7.51 36.84 4.77 33.85 3.91

Boat 44.30 16.25 37.46 9.62 37.00 5.70 33.57 3.91
Average 44.43 15.20 37.64 9.00 36.31 5.43 35.50 3.47

Table 11. Comparison between proposed method and [17,18,34–37].

Method PSNR Embedding Rate (bpp)

[17] 36.31 5.43
[18] 37.83 7.98
[34] 34.8 3.95
[35] 35.50 3.47
[36] 49.24 4
[37] 46.51 6

Proposed method 44.35 13.48

5. Discussion

In our study, we proposed a novel LSB matching algorithm based on information
pre-processing. In the experiments, we proved that our scheme with high capacity and
low distortion. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first information pre-processing for
a novel LSB matching algorithm. Furthermore, we want to discuss two issues:

(1) Application: In our opinion, our study is most suitable for a digital office because
with the digital development of life and office, the secure transfer of documents and
mail through the internet became necessary.

(2) Future work: Because the authors did not evaluate our study against the most common
attacks, it is just a data-hiding scheme for pre-processed secret data. In the future, we
plan to strengthen the study of robustness.

6. Conclusions

We present in this paper a novel, efficient LSB matching algorithm. Experiments
showed that it had the lowest distortion, outperforming other related schemes. Before
embedding secret data, the information was pre-processed by halftone, quadtree, decimal
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coding, and substitution treatment, and the size was reduced by at least a factor of eight. In
the data hiding step, the cover image was divided into 1 × 1 sub-blocks. The compressed
information was inserted into pixels by a new revisited LSB matching scheme based on the
golden ratio. The receiver can extract the information without any knowledge. Therefore,
our method has general applicability and provides the best trade-off between capacity
and PSNR.

In our study, we saved the additional information and sent it to the receiver secretly.
In future work, we plan to improve the speed of pre-processing and reconstruct the cover
image completely. Therefore, it is suggested that a more efficient scheme for text documents
should be developed.
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Abstract: The k-means problem has been paid much attention for many applications. In this paper,
we define the uncertain constrained k-means problem and propose a (1 + ε)-approximate algorithm
for the problem. First, a general mathematical model of the uncertain constrained k-means problem
is proposed. Second, the random sampling properties of the uncertain constrained k-means problem
are studied. This paper mainly studies the gap between the center of random sampling and the real
center, which should be controlled within a given range with a large probability, so as to obtain the
important sampling properties to solve this kind of problem. Finally, using mathematical induction,
we assume that the first j − 1 cluster centers are obtained, so we only need to solve the j-th center. The
algorithm has the elapsed time O(( 1891ek

ε2 )8k/εnd), and outputs a collection of size O(( 1891ek
ε2 )8k/εn)

of candidate sets including approximation centers.

Keywords: stochastic approximate algorithms; uncertain constrained k-means; approximation centers

1. Introduction

The k-means problem has received much attention in the past several decades. The
k-means problems consists of partitioning a set P of points in d-dimensional space Rd into
k subsets P1, . . . , Pk such that ∑k

i=1 ∑p∈Pi
||p − ci||2 is minimized, where ci is the center of Pi,

and ||p − q|| is the distance between two points of p and q. The k-means problem is one of
the classical NP-hard problems, and has been paid much attention in the literature [1–3].

For many applications, each cluster of the point set may satisfy some additional
constraints, such as chromatic clustering [4], r-capacity clustering [5], r-gather clustering [6],
fault tolerant clustering [7], uncertain data clustering [8], semi-supervised clustering [9],
and l-diversity clustering [10]. The constrained clustering problems was studied by Ding
and Xu, who presented the first unified framework in [11]. Given a point set P ⊆ Rd,
and a positive integer k, a list of constraints L, the constrained k-means problem is to
partition P into k clusters P = {P1, . . . , Pk}, such that all constraints in L are satisfied and
∑Pi∈P ∑x∈Pi

||x − c(Pi)||2 is minimized, where c(Pi) = 1
|Pi | ∑x∈Pi

x denotes the centroid
of Pi.

In recent years, particular research has been focused on the constrained k-means
problem. Ding and Xu [11] showed the first polynomial time approximation scheme with
running time O(2poly(k/ε)(log n)knd) for the constrained k-means problem, and obtained
a collection of size O(2poly(k/ε)(log n)k+1) of candidate approximate centers. The existing
fastest approximation schemes for the constrained k-means problem takes O(2O(k/ε)nd)
time [12,13], which was first shown by Bhattacharya, Jaiswai, and Kumar [12]. Their
algorithm gives a collection of size O(2O(k/ε)) of candidate approximate centers. In this
paper, we propose the uncertain constrained k-means problem, which supposes that all

Mathematics 2022, 10, 144. https://doi.org/10.3390/math10010144 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/mathematics
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points are random variables with probabilistic distributions. We present a stochastic
approximate algorithm for the uncertain constrained k-means problem. The uncertain
constrained k-means problem can be regarded as a generalization of the constrained k-
means problem. We prove the random sampling properties of the uncertain constrained
k-means problem, which are fundamental for our proposed algorithm. By applying random
sampling and mathematical induction, we propose a stochastic approximate algorithm
with lower complexity for the uncertain constrained k-means problem.

This paper is organized as follows. Some basic notations are given in Section 2.
Section 3 provides an overview of the new algorithm for the uncertain constrained k-means
problem. In Section 4, we discuss the detailed algorithm for the uncertain constrained
k-means problem. In Section 5, we investigate the correctness, success probability, and
running time analysis of the algorithm. Section 6 concludes this paper and gives possible
directions for future research.

2. Preliminaries

Definition 1 (Uncertain constrained k-means problem). Given a random variable set X ⊆ Rd,
the probability density function fX(s) for every random variable X ∈ X , a list of constraints
L, and a positive integer k, the uncertain constrained k-means problem is to partition X into k

clusters X = {X1, . . . , Xk}, such that all constraints in L are satisfied and ∑Xi∈X ∑X∈Xi

∫
Rd

||s −
c(Xi)||2 fX(s)ds is minimized, where c(Xi) =

1
|Xi | ∑X∈Xi

∫
Rd

s fX(s)ds denotes the centroid of Xi.

Definition 2 ([13]). Let X be a set of random variables in Rd, fX(s) be probability density function
for every random variable X ∈ X , and q ∈ Rd and P be a set of points in Rd, p ∈ P.

• Define f2(q, X ) = ∑X∈X
∫
Rd

||s − q||2 fX(s)ds.

• Define c(X ) = 1
|X | ∑X∈X

∫
Rd

s fX(s)ds.

• Define dist(X, P) = minp∈P
∫
Rd

||s − p|| fX(s)ds.

Definition 3 ([13]). Let X be a set of random variables in Rd, fX(s) be the probability density
function for every random variable X ∈ X , and X1, . . . , Xk be a partition of X .

• Define mj = c(Xj).

• β j =
|Xj |
|X | .

• Define σj =

√
f2(mj ,Xj)

|Xj | .

• Define

OPTk(X ) = ∑k
j=1 ∑X∈Xj

∫
Rd

||s − c(Xj)||2 fX(s)ds = ∑k
j=1 f2(mj, Xj).

• Define σopt =
√

OPTk(X )
|X | =

√
∑k

i=1 βiσ
2
i .

Lemma 1. For any point x ∈ Rd and a random variable set X ⊆ Rd, f2(x, X ) = f2(c(X ), X ) +
|X |||c(X )− x||2.
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Proof. Let fX(s) be the probability density function for every random variable X ∈ X .

f2(x, X ) = ∑
X∈X

∫
Rd

||s − x||2 fX(s)ds (1)

= ∑
X∈X

∫
Rd

||s − c(X ) + c(X )− x||2 fX(s)ds (2)

= ∑
X∈X

∫
Rd

||s − c(X )||2 fX(s)ds + ∑
X∈X

∫
Rd

||c(X )− x||2 fX(s)ds (3)

= f2(c(X ), X ) + ||c(X )− x||2 ∑
X∈X

∫
Rd

fX(s)ds (4)

= f2(c(X ), X ) + |X |||c(X )− x||2. (5)

The (3) equality follows from the fact that ∑X∈X
∫
Rd
(s − c(X )) fX(s)ds = 0.

Lemma 2. Let X be a set of random variables in Rd and fX(s) be the probability density function
for every random variable X ∈ X . Assume that T is a set of random variables obtained by sampling
random variables from X uniformly and independently. For ∀ δ > 0, we have:

Pr(||c(T )− c(X )||2 >
1

δ|T |σ2) < δ, (6)

where σ2 = 1
|X | ∑X∈X

∫
Rd

||s − c(X )||2 fX(s)ds.

Proof. First, observe that

E(c(T )) = c(X ), E(||c(T )− c(X )||2) = 1
|T |σ2 (7)

where σ2 = 1
|X | ∑X∈X

∫
Rd

||s − c(X )||2 fX(s)ds. Then apply the Markov inequality to
obtain the following.

Pr(||c(T )− c(X )||2 >
1

δ|T |σ2) < δ. (8)

Lemma 3. Let Q be a set of random variables in Rd, fX(s) be the probability density function for
every random variable X ∈ Q, and Q1 be an arbitrary subset of Q with α|Q| random variables

for some 0 < α ≤ 1. Then ||c(Q) − c(Q1)|| ≤
√

1−α
α σ, where σ2 = 1

|Q| ∑X∈Q
∫
Rd

||s −
c(Q)||2 fX(s)ds.

Proof. Let Q2 = Q \ Q1. By Lemma 1, we have the following two equalities.

f2(c(Q), Q1) = f2(c(Q1), Q1) + |Q1|||c(Q1)− c(Q||2, (9)

f2(c(Q), Q2) = f2(c(Q2), Q2) + |Q2|||c(Q2)− c(Q||2. (10)

Let L = ||c(Q1)− c(Q2)||. By the definition of the mean point, we have:

c(Q) =
1

|Q| ∑
X∈Q

∫
Rd

s fX(s)ds =
1

|Q| (|Q1|c(Q1) + |Q2|c(Q2)). (11)

Thus, the three points {c(Q), c(Q1), c(Q2)} are collinear, while ||c(Q1) − c(Q)|| = (1 −
α)L and ||c(Q2) − c(Q)|| = αL. Meanwhile, by the definition of σ, we have σ2 =
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1
|Q| (∑X∈Q1

∫
Rd

||s − c(Q)||2 fX(s)ds + ∑X∈Q2

∫
Rd

||s − c(Q)||2 fX(s)ds). Combining Equal-
ity (9) and Equality (10), we have:

σ2 ≥ 1
|Q| (|Q1|||c(Q1)− c(Q||2 + |Q2|||c(Q2)− c(Q||2) (12)

= α((1 − α)L)2 + (1 − α)(αL)2 (13)

= α(1 − α)L2. (14)

Thus, we have L ≤ σ√
α(1−α)

, which means that ||c(Q)− c(Q1)|| = (1 − α)L ≤
√

1−α
α σ.

Lemma 4 ([12]). For any x, y, z ∈ Rd, then ||x − z||2 ≤ 2||x − y||2 + 2||y − z||2.

Theorem 1 ([14]). Let X1, . . . , Xs be s, an independent random 0 − 1 variable, where Xi takes
1 with a probability of at least p for i = 1, . . . , s. Let X = ∑s

i=1 Xi. Then, for any δ > 0,
Pr(X < (1 − δ)ps) < e−

1
2 δ2 ps.

3. Overview of Our Method

In this section, we first introduce the main idea of our methodology to solve the
uncertain constrained k-means problem.

Considering the optimal partition X = {X1, . . . , Xk}(|X1| ≥ . . . ≥ |Xk|) of X , since
|X1|/|X | ≥ 1/k, if we could sample a set S of size O(k/ε) from X uniformly and indepen-
dently, then at least O(1/ε) random variables in S are from X1 with a certain probability.
All subsets of S of size O(1/ε) could be enumerated to discover the approximate center of
X1.

We assume that Cj−1 = {c1, . . . , cj−1} is the set including approximate centers of the

X1, . . . , Xj. Let Bj = {X ∈ X |dist(X, Cj−1) = minc∈Cj−1

∫
Rd

||s − c|| fX(s)ds ≤ rj}, where

rj =
√

ε
40β jk

σopt. The set Xj is divided into two parts: X out
j and X in

j , where X out
j = Xj \ Bj

and X in
j = Xj ∩ Bj. For each random variable X, let X̃ be the nearest point (particular

random variable) in Cj−1 to X. Let X̃ in
j = {X̃|X ∈ X in

j }, and X̃j = X̃ in
j ∪ X out

j .

If most of the random variables of Xj are in X in
j , our idea is to use the center of X̃ in

j

to approximate the center of Xj. The center of X̃ in
j is found based on Cj−1. If most of

the random variables of Xj are in X out
j , our ideal is to replace the center of Xj with the

center of X̃j. For seeking out the approximate center of X̃j, we should find out a subset
S′ by uniformly sampling from X̃j. However, the set X out

j is unknown. We need to find
the set S′ ∩ X out

j . We apply a branching strategy to find a set Q such that X \ Bj ⊆ Q,
and |Q| < 2|X \ Bj|. Then, a random variables set S is obtained by sampling random
variables from Q independently and uniformly. And the set X \ Bj ⊆ Q can be replaced
by a subset S∗ of S from X out

j . Based on S∗ and X̃ in
j , the approximation center of X̃j could

be obtained. Therefore, the algorithm presented in this paper outputs a collection of size
O(( 1891ek

ε2 )8k/εn) of candidate sets containing approximation centers, and has the running
time O(( 1891ek

ε2 )8k/εnd).

4. Our Algorithm cMeans

Given an instance (X , k,L) of the uncertain constrained k-means problem, X =
{X1, . . . , Xk} denotes an optimal partition of (X , k,L). There exist six parameters (ε, Q, g,
k, C, U) in our cMeans, where ε ∈ (0, 1] is the approximate factor, Q is the input random
variable set, g is the number of centers, k is the number of the clusters, C is the set of ap-
proximate cluster centers, and U is a collection of candidate sets including the approximate
center. Let M = 6

ε , N = 79,380k
ε3 , where M is the size of subsets of the sampling set and N is
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the size of the sampling set. Without loss of generality, assume that values of M and N are
integers.

We use the branching strategy to seek out the approximate centers of clusters in X.
There exist two branches in our algorithm cMeans, which can be seen in Figure 1. On
one branch, a size N set S1 is obtained by sampling from Q uniformly and independently;
S2 is constructed by S1 and M copies of each point in C. Moreover, we consider each
subset S′ of size M of S2, and the centroid c of S′ is solved to represent the approximate
center of Xk−g+1, and our algorithm cMeans(ε, Q, g − 1, k, C ∪ {c}, U) is used to obtain the
remaining g − 1 cluster centers.

Figure 1. Flow chart of our algorithm cMeans.

On the other branch, for each random variable X ∈ Q, we calculate the distance
between X and C first. H denotes the set of all distances of random variables in X
to C, where H is a multi-set. We should obtain the median value m for all values in
H, which is the �|H|/2�-th element if all of the values in H are sorted. In the second
branch, Q is divided into two parts, Q′ and Q′′, based on m such that for ∀X′ ∈ Q′

, X′′ ∈ Q′′, dist(X′, C) ≤ dist(X′′, C), where |Q′| = � |Q|
2 � , |Q′′| = � |Q|

2 �. Subroutine
cMeans(ε, Q′′, g, k, C, U) is used to obtain the remaining g cluster centers. Therefore,
we present the specific algorithm for seeking out a collection of candidate sets in the
Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: cMeans(ε, Q, g, k, C, U)
Input: (ε, Q, g, k, C, U)
Output: a collection of candidate sets

1 M = 6
ε , N = 79380k

ε3 , S1 = S2 = H = ∅;
2 if g = 0 then

3 add C to the collection U;
4 end

5 sample a set S1 of size N from Q independently and uniformly;
6 if C = ∅ then

7 S2 = S1;
8 end

9 else

10 S2 = S1 ∪ {M copies of each point in C};
11 end

12 for each subset S′ of size M of S2 do

13 compute the centroid c of S′;
14 cMeans(ε, Q, g − 1, k, C ∪ {c}, U);
15 end

16 for each random variable X ∈ Q do

17 compute dist(X, C), and add dist(X, C) to H;

18 obtain the median value m of all values in H, which is the � |H|
2 �-th element if

all the values in H are sorted;
19 divide Q into Q′ and Q′′ by m such that for ∀X′ ∈ Q′, X′′ ∈ Q′′,

dist(X′, C) ≤ dist(X′′, C), where |Q′| = � |Q|
2 � ,|Q′′| = � |Q|

2 �;
20 if |Q′′| ≥ 1 then

21 cMeans(ε, Q′′, g, k, C, U);
22 end

23 end

5. Analysis of Our Algorithm cMeans

We investigate the success probability, correctness, and time complexity analysis of
the algorithm cMeans in this section.

Lemma 5. There exists a candidate set, with a probability of at least 1/12k, including the approxi-
mate center Ck = {c1, . . . , ck} in U satisfying ||mj − cj||2 ≤ 9

10 εσ2
j +

1
10β jk

εσ2
opt(1 ≤ j ≤ k).

The following Lemmas from Lemma 6 to 16 are used to prove Lemma 5. We prove
Lemma 5 via induction on j. For j = 1, we can obtain β1 ≥ 1/k easily, and prove the success
probability first.

Lemma 6. In the process of finding c1 in our algorithm cMeans, by sampling a set of 79,380k/ε3

random variables from X independently and uniformly, denoted by S1, the probability that at least
6/ε random variables in S2 are from X1 is at least 1/2.

Proof. In our algorithm cMeans, we assume that S1 = S1, . . . , SN , where N = 79,380k/ε3.
Let x

′
1, . . . , x

′
N be the corresponding random variables of elements in S1. If Si ∈ X1, then
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x
′
i = 1. Otherwise x

′
i = 0. It is known easily that Pr[Si ∈ X1] ≥ 1

k . Let x = ∑N
i=1 x

′
i ,

u = ∑N
i=1 E(x

′
i). We obtain that u ≥ 79,380k/ε3. Then,

Pr[x >
6
ε
] = 1 − Pr[x ≤ 6

ε
] (15)

= 1 − Pr[x ≤ 6ε2

79,380
79,380

ε3 ] (16)

≥ 1 − Pr[x ≤ ε2

13,230
u] (17)

≥ 1 − e−
(1− ε2

13,230 )
2u

2 (18)

≥ 1 − e−
(1− ε2

13,230 )
2 79,380

ε3
2 (19)

≥ 1 − e−
(1− 1

13,230 )
2 ·79,380

2 (20)

≥ 1
2

. (21)

From Lemma 6, an S∗ with size 6/ε of S2 can be obtained, and the probability that all
points in S∗ are from X1 is at least 1/2. Let c1 denote the centroid of S∗, and δ = 5/6. For
|S∗| = 6/ε, by Lemma 2, we conclude that ||m1 − c1||2 ≤ 1

5 εσ2
1 holds with a probability of

at least 1/6. Then, the probability that a subset S∗ of size 6/ε of S2 can be found such that
||m1 − c1||2 ≤ 1

5 εσ2
1 ≤ 9

10 εσ2
1 + 1

10β1k εσ2
opt holds is at least 1/12. Therefore, we conclude

that Lemma 5 holds for j = 1.
Moreover, we assume that for j ≤ j0(1 ≤ j0), Lemma 5 holds with a probability of at

least 1/12j. Considering the case j = j0 + 1, we prove Lemma 5 by the following two cases:
(1)|X out

j | ≤ ε
49 β jn; (2)|X out

j | > ε
49 β jn.

5.1. Analysis for Case 1: |X out
j | ≤ ε

49 β jn

Since |X out
j | ≤ ε

49 β jn, most of the random variables of Xj are in Bj. Our idea is to

replace the center of Xj with the center of X̃ in
j . Thus, we need to find the approximate

center cj of X̃ in
j and the bound distance ||mj − cj||. We divide the distance ||mj − cj|| into

the following three parts: ||mj − min
j ||, ||min

j − m̃in
j ||, and ||m̃in

j − cj||. We first study the

distance between mj and min
j .

Lemma 7. ||mj − min
j || ≤

√
ε

48 σj.

Proof. Since |Xj| = β jn and |X out
j | ≤ ε

49 β jn, the proportion of X in
j in Xj is at least 1 − ε

49 .

By Lemma 3, ||mj − min
j || ≤

√
ε/49

1−ε/49 σj ≤
√

ε
48 σj.

Lemma 8. ||min
j − m̃in

j || ≤ rj.
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Proof. Since min
j = 1

|X in
j | ∑X∈X in

j

∫
Rd

s fX(s)ds, and m̃in
j = 1

|X in
j | ∑X∈X in

j
X̃, we can obtain

the following:

||min
j − m̃in

j || = || 1
|X in

j | ∑
X∈X in

j

∫
Rd

s fX(s)ds − 1
|X in

j | ∑
X∈X in

j

X̃|| (22)

=
1

|X in
j | || ∑

X∈X in
j

∫
Rd

(s − X̃) fX(s)ds|| (23)

≤ 1
|X in

j | ∑
X∈X in

j

∫
Rd

||s − X̃|| fX(s)ds (24)

≤ 1
|X in

j | ∑
X∈X in

j

rj (25)

= rj. (26)

Lemma 9. f2(m̃in
j , X̃ in

j ) ≤ 2|X in
j |r2

j + 2 f2(mj, X in
j )− |X in

j |||mj − m̃in
j ||2.

Proof. Since |X̃ in
j | = |X in

j |, by 1, we have f2(mj, X̃ in
j ) = f2(m̃in

j , X̃ in
j ) + |X in

j |||m̃in
j − mj||.

Then,

f2(m̃in
j , X̃ in

j ) = f2(mj, X̃ in
j )− |X in

j |||m̃in
j − mj||2 (27)

= ∑
X∈X in

j

||X̃ − mj||2 − |X in
j |||mj − m̃in

j ||2 (28)

= ∑
X∈X in

j

∫
Rd

||X̃ − mj||2 fX(s)ds − |X in
j |||mj − m̃in

j ||2 (29)

= ∑
X∈X in

j

∫
Rd

||X̃ − s + s − mj||2 fX(s)ds − |X in
j |||mj − m̃in

j ||2 (30)

≤ ∑
X∈X in

j

∫
Rd

(2||X̃ − s||2 + 2||s − mj||2) fX(s)ds − |X in
j |||mj − m̃in

j ||2 (31)

≤ 2|X in
j |r2

j + 2 ∑
X∈X in

j

∫
Rd

||s − mj||2 fX(s)ds − |X in
j |||mj − m̃in

j ||2 (32)

= 2|X in
j |r2

j + 2 f2(mj, X in
j )− |X in

j |||mj − m̃in
j ||2 (33)

Lemma 10. In the process of finding cj in our algorithm cMeans, for the set S2 in step 5, a subset
S∗ of size 6/ε of S2 can be obtained such that all random variables in S∗ are from X̃ in

j . Let cj be

the centroid of S∗. Then, the inequality ||m̃in
j − cj||2 ≤ 2

5 εr2
j +

49
120 εσ2

j − 1
5 ε||mj − m̃in

j ||2 holds
with a probability of at least 1/6.

Proof. For each point p ∈ Cj−1, 6/ε copies of p are added to S2 in step 9 in our algorithm
cMeans. Thus, a subset S∗ of size 6/ε of S2 can be obtained such that all random variables
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in S∗ are from X̃ in
j . Let δ = 5/6. Since |S∗| = 6/ε, by Lemma 2, ||m̃in

j − cj||2 ≤ ε
5

f2(m̃in
j ,X̃ in

j )

|X in
j |

holds with a probability of at least 1/6. Assume that ||m̃in
j − cj||2 ≤ ε

5
f2(m̃in

j ,X̃ in
j )

|X in
j | . Then,

||m̃in
j − cj||2 ≤ ε

5

f2(m̃in
j , X̃ in

j )

|X in
j | (34)

≤ 1
5

ε
2|X in

j |r2
j + 2 f2(mj, X in

j )− |X in
j |||mj − m̃in

j ||2

|X in
j | (35)

=
2
5

εr2
j +

2
5

ε
f2(mj, X in

j )

|X in
j | − 1

5
ε||mj − m̃in

j ||2 (36)

≤ 2
5

εr2
j +

2
5

ε
f2(mj, Xj)

|Xj| − |X out
j | − 1

5
ε||mj − m̃in

j ||2 (37)

≤ 2
5

εr2
j +

2
5

ε
β jnσ2

j

(1 − ε/49)β jn
− 1

5
ε||mj − m̃in

j ||2 (38)

≤ 2
5

εr2
j +

49
120

εσ2
j − 1

5
ε||mj − m̃in

j ||2. (39)

Lemma 11. If cj satisfies ||m̃in
j − cj||2 ≤ 2

5 εr2
j +

49
120 εσ2

j − 1
5 ε||mj − m̃in

j ||2, then ||mj − cj||2 ≤
9

10 εσ2
j +

1
10β jk

εσ2
opt.

Proof. Assume that cj satisfies ||m̃in
j − cj||2 ≤ 2

5 εr2
j +

49
120 εσ2

j − 1
5 ε||mj − m̃in

j ||2. Then,

||mj − cj||2 = ||mj − m̃in
j + m̃in

j − cj||2 (40)

≤ 2||mj − m̃in
j ||2 + 2||m̃in

j − cj||2 (41)

≤ (2 − 2
5

ε)||mj − m̃in
j ||2 + 4

5
εr2

j +
49
60

εσ2
j (42)

≤ (2 − 2
5

ε)||mj − min
j + min

j − m̃in
j ||2 + 4

5
εr2

j +
49
60

εσ2
j (43)

≤ (2 − 2
5

ε)(2||mj − min
j ||2 + 2||min

j − m̃in
j ||2) + 4

5
εr2

j +
49
60

εσ2
j (44)

≤ (2 − 2
5

ε)(
1
24

εσ2
j + 2r2

j ) +
4
5

εr2
j +

49
60

εσ2
j (45)

≤ 9
10

εσ2
j + 4r2

j (46)

=
9

10
εσ2

j +
1

10β jk
εσ2

opt. (47)

5.2. Analysis for Case 2: |X out
j | > ε

49 β jn

Let X̃j = X̃ in
j ∪ X out

j , and m̃j denote the centroid of X̃j. Our idea is to replace the

center of Xj with the center of X̃j. But it is difficult to seek out the center of X̃j. Thus, we
try to find an approximate center cj of X̃j.

Lemma 12.
|X out

j |
|X \Bj | ≥ ε2

3969k .
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Proof.

|X out
j |

|X \ Bj|
=

|X out
j |

∑
j−1
i=1 |Xi \ Bj|+ |X out

j |+ ∑k
i=j+1 |Xi \ Bj|

(48)

≥
|X out

j |

∑
j−1
i=1

f2(ci ,Xi)

r2
j

+ |X out
j |+ ∑k

i=j+1 |Xi|
(49)

≥
|X out

j |

∑
j−1
i=1

f2(mi ,Xi)+|Xi |||mi−ci ||2
r2

j
+ |X out

j |+ ∑k
i=j+1 |Xi|

(50)

≥
|X out

j |
(1+ε)nσ2

opt

r2
j

+ |X out
j |+ ∑k

i=j+1 |Xi|
(51)

≥
|X out

j |
40(1+ε)kβ jn

ε + |X out
j |+ (k − j)β jn

(52)

≥
ε

49 β jn
40(1+ε)kβ jn

ε + ε
49 β jn + (k − j)β jn

(53)

≥ ε2

(80k + k)49 + (ε − 49j)ε
(54)

≥ ε2

3969k
(55)

Lemma 13. ||mj − m̃j|| ≤ rj.

Proof.

||mj − m̃j|| = || 1
|Xj| ∑

X∈Xj

∫
Rd

s fX(s)ds − 1
|Xj|

( ∑
X∈X in

j

X̃ + ∑
X∈X out

j

∫
Rd

s fX(s)ds)|| (56)

=
1

|Xj|
|| ∑

X∈X in
j

∫
Rd

(s − X̃) fX(s)ds|| (57)

=
1

|Xj| ∑
X∈X in

j

∫
Rd

||s − X̃|| fX(s)ds (58)

≤ 1
|Xj| ∑

X∈X in
j

rj (59)

=
|X in

j |
|Xj|

rj (60)

≤ rj (61)

Lemma 14. f2(m̃j, X̃j) ≤ 2 f2(mj, Xj) + 4β jnr2
j .
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Proof.

f2(m̃j, X̃j) = ∑
X∈X in

j

||X̃ − m̃j||2 + ∑
X∈X out

j

∫
Rd

||s − m̃j||2 fX(s)ds (62)

= ∑
X∈X in

j

∫
Rd

||X̃ − m̃j||2 fX(s)ds + ∑
X∈X out

j

∫
Rd

||s − m̃j||2 fX(s)ds (63)

= ∑
X∈X in

j

∫
Rd

||X̃ − s + s − m̃j||2 fX(s)ds + ∑
X∈X out

j

∫
Rd

||s − m̃j||2 fX(s)ds (64)

≤ ∑
X∈X in

j

∫
Rd

(2||X̃ − s||2 + 2||s − m̃j||2) fX(s)ds + ∑
X∈X out

j

∫
Rd

||s − m̃j||2 fX(s)ds (65)

≤ 2 ∑
X∈X in

j

∫
Rd

||X̃ − s||2 fX(s)ds + 2 ∑
X∈X out

j

∫
Rd

||s − m̃j||2 fX(s)ds (66)

≤ 2|X in
j |r2

j + 2 f2(m̃j, Xj) (67)

= 2|X in
j |r2

j + 2 f2(mj, Xj) + 2|Xj|||mj − m̃j||2 (68)

≤ 2 f2(mj, Xj) + 4β jnr2
j (69)

Lemma 15. In the process of finding cj in our algorithm cMeans, we assume that Q satisfies
X \ Bj ⊆ Q and |Q| < 2|X \ Bj|. For the set S2 in step 5, a subset S∗ of size 6/ε of S2 can be
obtained such that all random variables in S∗ are from X̃ in

j with a probability of 1/2. Let cj denotes

the centroid of S∗. Then, the inequality ||m̃j − cj||2 ≤ 4
5 εr2

j +
2
5 εσ2

j holds with a probability of at
least 1/6.

Proof. In our algorithm cMeans, we assume that S1 = S1, . . . , SN , where N = 79380k/ε3.
Let x

′
1, . . . , x

′
N be the corresponding random variables of elements in S1. If Si ∈ X out

j , obtain

x
′
i = 1, or else x

′
i = 0. It is known easily that Pr[Si ∈ X out

j ] ≥ ε2

7938k by Lemma 12. Let

x = ∑N
i=1 x

′
i , u = ∑N

i=1 E(x
′
i). We obtain that u ≥ 10/ε, and

Pr[x >
6
ε
] = 1 − Pr[x ≤ 6

ε
] (70)

≥ 1 − Pr[x ≤ 3
5

u] (71)

≥ 1 − e−
(1− 3

5 )
2u

2 (72)

≥ 1 − e−
(1− 3

5 )
2 10

ε
2 (73)

≥ 1 − e−
4
5 (74)

≥ 1
2

. (75)

Then, the probability that at least 6/ε random variables in S1 are from X out
j is at least

1/2. Since S2 = S1 ∪ {6/ε copies of each point in C}, a subset S∗ of size 6/ε of S2 can
be obtained, and the probability that all random variables in S∗ are from X̃ in

j is at least
1/2. Let cj denote the centroid of S∗ and δ = 5/6. For |S∗| = 6/ε and |widetildeXj| = |Xj|,
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by Lemma 2, ||m̃j − cj||2 ≤ ε
5

f2(m̃j ,X̃j)

|X̃j |
= ε

5
f2(m̃j ,X̃j)

|Xj | holds with a probability of at least 1/6.

Assume that ||m̃j − cj||2 ≤ ε
5

f2(m̃j ,X̃j)

|Xj | . Then,

||m̃j − cj||2 ≤ ε

5
f2(m̃j, X̃j)

|Xj|
≤ ε

5

2 f2(mj, Xj) + 4β jnr2
j

|Xj|
≤ 4

5
εr2

j +
2
5

εσ2
j . (76)

Lemma 16. If cj satisfies ||m̃j − cj||2 ≤ 4
5 εr2

j +
2
5 εσ2

j , then ||mj − cj||2 ≤ 9
10 εσ2

j +
1

10β jk
εσ2

opt.

Proof. Assume that cj satisfies ||m̃j − cj||2 ≤ 4
5 εr2

j +
2
5 εσ2

j . Then,

||mj − cj||2 = ||mj − m̃j + m̃j − cj||2 (77)

≤ 2||mj − m̃j||2 + 2||m̃j − cj||2 (78)

≤ 2r2
j +

8
5

εr2
j +

4
5

εσ2
j (79)

=
4
5

εσ2
j + (2 +

8
5

ε)r2
j (80)

≤ 9
10

εσ2
j +

1
10β jk

εσ2
opt. (81)

Lemma 17. Given an instance (X , k,L) of the uncertain constrained k-means problem, where
the size of X is n, for ∀ε ∈ (0, 1], k ≥ 2, we assume that by using our algorithm cMeans(ε,
X , k, C,U) (C and U are initialized as empty sets), a collection U of candidate sets including
approximate centers is obtained. If there exists a set Ck = {c1, . . . , ck} in U satisfying that
||mj − cj||2 ≤ 9

10 εσ2
j + 1

10β jk
εσ2

opt(1 ≤ j ≤ k), then Ck is a (1 + ε)-approximation for the
uncertain constrained k-means problem.

Proof. Assume that Ck = c1, . . . , ck is a set in U satisfying that ||mj − cj||2 ≤ 9
10 εσ2

j +
1

10β jk
εσ2

opt(1 ≤ j ≤ k). Then,

k

∑
j=1

f2(cj, Xj) =
k

∑
j=1

( f2(mj, Xj) + |Xj|||mj − cj||2) (82)

≤
k

∑
j=1

( f2(mj, Xj) + β jn(
9

10
εσ2

j +
1

10β jk
εσ2

opt)) (83)

≤
k

∑
j=1

( f2(mj, Xj) +
9
10

εn
k

∑
j=1

β jσ
2
j +

1
10

εnσ2
opt (84)

≤
k

∑
j=1

( f2(mj, Xj) +
9
10

εnσ2
opt +

1
10

εnσ2
opt (85)

= (1 + ε) · OPTk(P). (86)

5.3. Time Complexity Analysis

We analyze the time complexity for our algorithm cMeans in this section.

Lemma 18. The time complexity of our algorithm cMeans is O(4k( 13231ek
ε2 )6k/ε 1

ε nd).
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Proof. Let a = CM
N+kM, which N = 79380k

ε3 , M = 6
ε . By the Stirling formula,

CM
N+kM ≤ (N + kM)M

M!
≈ O((e

N + kM
M

)M) = O((
13231ek

ε2 )
6
ε ).

In our algorithm cMeans, steps 5–9 have a run time of O(k/ε3), step 11 have a run time of
O(d/ε), and steps 13–16 have a run time of O(knd). Let T(n, g) denote the time complexity
of algorithm cMeans, where g is the number of cluster centers, and n is the size of Q.

If g = 0, T(n, 0) = O(1). When n = 1, T(1, g) = a(T(1, g − 1) + O(d/ε)) + O(k/ε3).
Because a > k/ε3, T(1, g) = a(T(1, g − 1) + O(d/ε)) ≤ ag · T(1, 0) + g · ag · O(d/ε) =
O(g · ag · d/ε). Therefore, T(1, g) ≤ O(4g( 13231ek

ε2 )6g/ε) 1
ε d, where e = 2.7183.

For ∀n ≥ 2 and g ≥ 1, the recurrence of T(n, g) could be obtained as follows:

T(n, g) = a · T(n, g − 1) + T(�n
2
�, g) + a · O(

d
ε
) + O(

k
ε3 ) + O(knd).

Because a > k/ε3, two constants b1 and b2 with b1 ≥ 1 and b2 ≥ 1 could be obtained to
arrive at the following recurrence.

T(n, g) ≤ a · T(n, g − 1) + T(�n
2
�, g) + a · b1 · d

ε
+ b2 · knd.

Now we claim that T(n, g) ≤ b1 · b2 · 1
ε · ag · 22g · nd − b1 · d

ε . If g = 0, then T(n, 0) = O(1).
If g ≥ 1, n = 1, then T(1, g) ≤ O(4g( 13231ek

ε2 )6g/ε) 1
ε d, and the claim holds. Suppose that if

∀n1 ≥ 0, ∀g > g1, the claim holds for T(n1, g1), and if ∀0 < n2 < n, ∀g2, the claim holds for
T(n2, g2). We need to prove that:

b1 · b2 · 1
ε

· ag · 22g · nd − b1 · d
ε

≥ a(b1 · b2 · 1
ε

· a(g − 1) · 22(g−1) · nd − b1 · d
ε
)

+b1 · b2 · 1
ε

· ag · 22g · �n
2
�d − b1 · d

ε
+ a · b1 · d

ε
+ b2 · knd.

The above formula can be simplified as 1
4ε · b1 · ag22g ≥ k, which holds for ∀g ≥ 1. For

a = ( 13231ek
ε2 )6/ε, T(n, k) = O(4k( 13231ek

ε2 )6k/ε 1
ε nd).

Thus, we can obtain the following Theorem 2.

Theorem 2. Given an instance (X , k,L) of the uncertain constrained k-means problem, where the
size of X is n, for ∀ε ∈ (0, 1], k ≥ 2, by using our algorithm cMeans(ε, X , k, C, U), a collection
U of candidate sets including approximate centers can be obtained with a probability of at least
1/122 such that U includes at least one candidate set including approximate centers that is a
(1 + ε)-approximation for the uncertain constrained k-means problem, and the time complexity of
our algorithm cMeans is O(4k( 13231ek

ε2 )6k/ε 1
ε nd).

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we defined the uncertain constrained k-means problem first, and then
presented a stochastic approximate algorithm for the problem in detail. We proposed a
general mathematical model of the uncertain constrained k-means problem, and studied
the random sampling properties, which are very important to deal with the uncertain
constrained k-means problem. By applying a random sampling technique, we obtained
a (1 + ε)-approximate algorithm for the problem. Then, we investigated the success
probability, correctness and time complexity analysis of our algorithm cMeans, whose
running time is O(4k( 13231ek

ε2 )6k/ε 1
ε nd). However, there also exists a big gap between

the current algorithms for the uncertain constrained k-means problem and the practical
algorithms for the problem, which has been mentioned in [13] similarly.
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We will try to explore a much more practical algorithm for the uncertain constrained
k-means problem in future. It is known that the 2-means problem is the smallest version of
the k-means problem, and remains NP-hard. The approximation schemes for the 2-means
problem can be generalized to solve the k-means problem. Due to the particularity of the
uncertain constrained 2-means problem, we will study approximation schemes for the
uncertain constrained 2-means problem and reduce the algorithm complexity of approxi-
mation schemes for the uncertain constrained k-means problem through approximation
schemes of the uncertain constrained 2-means problem. Additionally, we will apply the
proposed algorithm to some practical problems in the future.
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Abstract: Secret image sharing is a hot issue in the research field of data hiding schemes for digital
images. This paper proposes a general (k, n) threshold secret image sharing scheme, which distributes
secret data into n meaningful image shadows based on a non-full rank linear model. The image
shadows are indistinguishable from their corresponding distinct cover images. Any k combination of
the n shares can perfectly restore the secret data. In the proposed scheme, the integer parameters
(k, n), with k ≤ n, can be set arbitrarily to meet the application requirement. The experimental results
demonstrate the applicability of the proposed general scheme. The embedding capacity, the visual
quality of image shadows, and the security level are satisfactory.

Keywords: secret image sharing; data hiding; meaningful shadow images; non-full rank linear model

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of portable devices and wireless communication, a huge
amount of information is transmitted via the Internet in daily life. To protect the security of
private information, encryption techniques are applied [1,2], which transform the private
data into a meaningless ciphertext with a secret key. However, the meaningless ciphertext
may arouse the eavesdropper’s suspicion. Researchers turn to develop some techniques
which hide private data into meaningful media such as digital images or videos. The
technique of embedding secret data in a digital cover image to produce a stego image
is called image steganography. Conventional methods for image steganography include
the least significant bits (LSB) substitution [3], the exploiting modifying direction (EMD)
method [4], the difference expansion (DE) [5], the histogram shifting (HS) [6], and some
other approaches [7,8]. The secret data are transmitted under the cover of a meaningful
digital image, without attracting the eavesdropper’s suspicion.

The current image steganography techniques suffer from a problem that the stego
images are vulnerable to tampering attack. Slight changes to a stego image may completely
disrupt the decryption result. To improve the flexibility of decryption, in 1995, Naro and
Shamir [9] proposed the visual secret sharing (VSS), also called visual cryptography, in
which they encrypted a secret image into n shares and recovered the secret image through
stacking not less than t shares. Later, many improved versions of visual secret sharing were
proposed [10–13]. The main weakness of such schemes is the low quality of the restored
secret image.

As a result, a series of secret image sharing schemes was proposed [14–19] that used
mathematical computation to recover the secret image instead of stacking. A common
approach is to apply the polynomial-based secret sharing scheme. In a (k, n) polynomial-
based secret image sharing scheme, the dealer divides a pixel or a pixel block of the secret
image into n shadows via a polynomial function. In such schemes, we can consider that the
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secret image is encrypted with polynomial-based secret sharing into n noise-like images.
Due to the continuous feature of a polynomial, the reconstructed secret image is distorted
by numerical errors.

Another series of secret image sharing schemes focusing on sharing secret into multiple
image shadows were proposed [20–22]. The image shadows are indistinguishable from
the cover images and the secret can be perfectly recovered. In 2007, Chang et al. [20]
introduced the first version of such schemes. The secret message is transmitted through
two meaningful image shadows, and it can be recovered only when both image shadows are
obtained. Although these schemes distribute the secret data into multiple image shadows,
all shadows are required in the secret extraction phase.

Some works on (k, n)-threshold secret image sharing have been proposed [23–26],
in which the secret data can be completely recovered by no less than k shares. However,
shadow images are vulnerable to the steganalysis because they are generated based on the
same cover image. Recently, some secret image sharing schemes using different meaningful
cover images have been proposed [27,28]. In these methods, (k, n) is a fixed pair of
predefined constants.

The motivation of this research is to find a general secret image sharing scheme,
in which parameters (k, n) with k < n can be arbitrarily chosen according to different
application requirements, and the n distinct cover images can be arbitrarily assigned too.
We first present a (k, n)-threshold secret sharing scheme based on a non-full rank linear
model. A secret segment of k entries is used to generate a solution vector of n entries. By
using any combination of k entries from the solution vector, the complete solution vector
can be recovered and the secret segment can be restored.

Then, this scheme is applied to a digital image transmission system. In the first
step, the secret data is divided into secret vectors too. Then, the solution vectors are
generated in the same way as the proposed secret sharing scheme. To implement it on the
image transmission system, each solution vector is further applied to modulate a vector
constituted by pixel values collected from different cover images. In the final step, the
resulting modulated vector is recorded to the image shadows. In the recovery phase, only
a predefined number of shadows are required to restore the complete secret.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the
(k, n) secret sharing scheme based on a non-full rank linear model. The proposed (k, n)-
threshold secret image sharing scheme is described in Section 3. The experimental results
and theoretic analysis are given in Section 4. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.

2. (k, n)-Threshold Secret Sharing Scheme Based on Non-Full Rank Linear Model

In this section, we first discuss the solution of a non-full rank linear model over a finite
integer field. Then, an application of recovering a solution vector with missing entries is
introduced. Based on this mathematical model, we propose a generalized (k, n)-threshold
secret sharing scheme based on a non-full rank linear model.

2.1. Non-Full Rank Linear Model over a Finite Integer Field

Assume p is a prime number, zp is a field of integers modulo p; n and k are two positive
integers with n ≥ k. The equations π1, π2, · · · , πn−k are (n − k) linearly independent
equations of n variables over the field zp, which are formulated as

πi : ai,1x1 + ai,2x2 + · · ·+ · · · ai,nxn = bi mod p, i = 1, 2, · · · , n − k. (1)

Let

A =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
a1,1
a2,1

a1,2
a2,2

· · ·
· · ·

ai,n
a2,n

...
an−k,1

...
an−k,2

. . .
· · ·

...
an−k,n

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠, b =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
b1
b2
...

bn−k

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠. (2)
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Then, the solution space of the (n − k) linear equations Equation (1) is given by

H =
{

x
∣∣∣x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn)

T , Ax = b mod p
}

. (3)

This system of linear equations can also be written in matrix form as⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
a1,1
a2,1

a1,2
a2,2

· · ·
· · ·

ai,n
a2,n

...
an−k,1

...
an−k,2

. . .
· · ·

...
an−k,n

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝

x1
x2
...

xn

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
b1
b2
...

bn−k

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠mod p. (4)

According to linear algebra, a system of n linearly independent equations with n
variables x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn)

T , a unique solution vector x can be determined. The current
non-full rank (n − k < n) system of linearly independent equations leads to a solution
space of rank n − (n − k) = k.

We can manipulate the augmented matrix (A|b) by using elementary row operations
over field zp to obtain the simplest row form as⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 0 · · ·
0 1 · · ·
...
0

...
0

. . .
· · ·

0
0
...
1

c1,n−k+1 · · · c1,n+1
c2,n−k+1 · · · c2,n+1

...
cn−k,n−k+1

. . .
· · ·

...
cn−k,n+1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠. (5)

Then, we obtain an equivalent system of linearly independent equations⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
x1 = −c1,n−k+1xn−k+1 − c1,n−k+2xn−k+2 − · · · − c1,nxn + c1,n+1 mod p
x2 = −c2,n−k+1xn−k+1 − c2,n−k+2xn−k+2 − · · · − c2,nxn + c2,n+1 mod p

...
xn−k = −cn−k,n−k+1xn−k+1 − cn−k,n−k+2xn−k+2 − · · · − cn−k,nxn + cn−k,n+1 mod p

. (6)

Let β = (β1, β2, . . . , βn−k, 0, 0, · · · , 0)T be a particular solution for Equation (6). To
solve the unknown entries, we substitute β into Equation (6) and obtain⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

β1 = c1,n+1
β2 = c2,n+1

...
βn−k = cn−k,n+1

. (7)

To solve a set of linearly independent homogeneous solutions of Equation (6), let the k
homogeneous solutions be

(α1, α2, · · · , αk) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

α1,1
α1,2

α2,1
α2,1

· · ·
· · ·

αk,1
αk,2

...
α1,n−k

...
α2,n−k

. . .
· · ·

...
αk,n−k

1
0

0
1

· · ·
· · ·

0
0

...
0

. . .
0

...
· · ·

0
1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (8)
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To solve the unknown entries of each solution αi, we can substitute them into the
homogeneous equation that corresponds to Equation (6) and obtain⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

αi,1 = −c1,n−k+j mod p
αi,2 = −c2,n−k+j mod p

...
αi,n−k = −cn−k,n−k+j mod p

, i = 1, 2, . . . , k. (9)

The solution space H can be defined by using the homogeneous and particular solu-
tions as

H =
{

x
∣∣∣x = ∑k

i=1 miαi + β mod p
}

, where mi ∈ zp. (10)

Suppose a particular solution vector with missing entries x′ =
(
x′

1, x′
2, · · · , x′

k
)T is

given, where (n − k) entries of a solution x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn)
T ∈ H are missing. We can

recover the missing entries by the following procedures.
Without the loss of generality, let us assume the available entries are the first k entries.

We first manipulate the original augmented matrix (A|b) with elementary row operations
into the following form⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝

h1,1
h2,1

...
hn−k,1

· · ·
· · ·
. . .
· · ·

h1,k
h2,k

...
hn−k,k

1
0
...
0

0
1
...
0

· · ·
· · ·
. . .
· · ·

0
0
...
1

h1,n+1
h2,n+1

...
hn−k,n+1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠. (11)

Then, the missing entries can be obtained by⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
xk+1 = −h1,1x1 − h1,2x2 − · · · − h1,kxk + h1,n+1 mod p
xk+2 = −h2,1x1 − h2,2x2 − · · · − h2,kxk + h2,n+1 mod p

...
xn = −hn,1x1 − hn,2x2 − · · · − hn,kxk + hn,n+1 mod p

. (12)

Each solution vector can be represented as

x = m1α1 + m2α2 + · · ·+ mkαk + β mod p. (13)

By substituting the obtained particular and homogeneous solutions into Equation (13),
we can get

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

x1
x2
.
.
.

xn−k
.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
xn

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

= m1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

α1,1
α1,2

.

.

.
α1,n−k

1
0

.

.

.
0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

+ m2

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

α2,1
α2,2

.

.

.
α2,n−k

0
1

.

.

.
0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

+ · · ·+ mk

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

αk,1
αk,2

.

.

.
αk,n−k

0
0

.

.

.
1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

+

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

β1
β2
.
.
.

βn−k
0
0

.

.

.
0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

mod p. (14)

By expanding the last k rows, we can also get the coefficients of the given vector x′.⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
m1 = xn−k+1
m2 = xn−k+2

...
mk = xn

. (15)
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From the above analysis, Equations (5)–(7) give the solution steps to obtain a particular
solution, and Equations (8) and (9) give the solution steps to obtain a set of linearly
independent homogeneous solutions. Thus, any solution vector of the given (n − k) linearly
independent equations of n variables can be represented with a linear combination of
homogeneous and particular solutions as Equation (10). In addition, Equations (11) and
(12) give the solution steps to recover the missing (n − k) entries of a solution vector from k
available entries; Equations (13)–(15) give a one-to-one mapping between a solution vector
and the coefficients of the linear combination. Based on this model, suppose coefficients
(m1, m2, · · · , mk) are the secret, we can produce a vector (x1, x2, · · · , xn)

T , which includes
n secret shares, using Equation (13). When k shares among n are available, we can restore
the remaining shares and calculate the secret from the restored complete set of shares.

2.2. (k, n). -Threshold Secret Sharing Scheme Based on the Non-Full Rank Linear Model

A general scheme for (k, n) threshold secret sharing based on a non-full rank linear
model is proposed in this section. It is divided into three phases: the setup, the share
generation, and the secret extraction with authentication.

2.2.1. Setup

The scenario is that a dealer embeds secret data S into n shares X1, X2, · · · , Xn and
distributes them to n participants. To recover secret data, at least k participants should
cooperate by providing their shares. The dealer first selects (n − k) linearly independent
equations with n variables over the field zp as

πi : ai,1x1 + ai,2x2 + · · ·+ · · · ai,nxn = bi mod p, i = 1, 2, · · · , n − k. (16)

Then, a set of linearly independent homogeneous solutions {α1, α2, · · · , αk} and a
particular solution β can be obtained by applying Equations (5)–(9).

2.2.2. Share Generation

The secret data S to be shared is divided into l secret segments of k entries denoted by
mj =

(
mj,1, mj,2, · · · , mj,k

)
, where mj,r(1 ≤ r ≤ k) ∈ zp, 1 ≤ j ≤ l. For each secret message

segment mj, a solution vector xj can be generated by

xj = F
(
mj
)
= (mj,1 + γj,1)α1 + (mj,2 + γj,2)α2 + · · ·+

(
mj,k + γj,k

)
αk + β mod p, (17)

where γj,r(1 ≤ r ≤ k) is a series of integers over zp generated by a pre-shared data hiding
key. This integer series encrypt each secret entry by adding a random offset. By rearranging
the collection of synthesized vectors xj (1 ≤ j ≤ l), the dealer generates n secret shares as

Xi = (x1(i), x2(i), · · · , xl(i))
T , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (18)

where xj(i) denotes the i-th entry of the j-th synthesized vector xj. Finally, these shares are
distributed to the n participants.

2.2.3. Secret Extraction with Authentication

Suppose k faithful participants provide their shares as X1, X2, · · · , Xk. The combiner
first rearranges the k shares into l vectors as

x′
j = (x′

j(1), x′
j(2), · · · , x′

j(k))
T , 1 ≤ j ≤ l, (19)

where x′
j(i) denotes the j-th entry of the i-th share. Then, the vector x′

j with missing entries
can be restored into the complete solution xj by using Equations (11) and (12).
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To extract secret data, the combiner first reproduces the random sequence γj,r(1 ≤ r ≤ k)
by the shared data hiding key. Then, the secret segments mj(1 ≤ j ≤ l) can be extracted by
substituting the complete solution vectors xj(1 ≤ j ≤ l) back into Equation (17), as

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

xj(1)
xj(2)

...
xj(n − k)

...

...

...
xj(n)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

+
(
mj,1 + γj,1

)

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

α1,1
α1,2

...
α1,n−k

1
0
...
0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+ · · ·+

(
mj,k + γj,k

)

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

αk,1
αk,2

...
αk,n−k

0
0
...
1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

β1
β2
...

βn−k
0
0
...
0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
mod p. (20)

By expanding the last k rows, we can get the secret segments⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
mj,1 = xj(n − k + 1)− γj,1
mj,2 = xj(n − k + 2)− γj,2

...
mj,k = xj(n)− γj,k

. (21)

When additional doubtful shares are available, they can be authenticated by using the
restored missing entries based on the trustworthy shares.

2.3. Demonstration

Let us assume k = 2, n = 4, and p = 5. That is, we are going to demonstrate a (2,4)-
threshold secret sharing scheme. The dealer selects two linearly independent equations
with four variables, as

π1 : 1x1 + 3x2 + 1x3 + 2x4 = 1 mod 5,

π2 : 2x1 + 4x2 + 0x3 + 1x4 = 3 mod 5.
(22)

That is, A =

(
1 3 1 2
2 4 0 1

)
and b =

(
1
3

)
.

2.3.1. Particular and Homogeneous Solutions

Manipulate the augmented matrix with elementary row operations (see Appendix A)
over the field Zp to obtain a row simplest augmented matrix as

(A|b) =
(

1 3 1 2
2 4 0 1

∣∣∣∣ 1
3

)
R2=R2+3R1→

(
1 3 1 2
0 3 3 2

∣∣∣∣ 1
1

)
R2=2R2→

(
1 3 1 2
0 1 1 4

∣∣∣∣ 1
2

)
R1=R1+2R2→

(
1 0 3 0
0 1 1 4

∣∣∣∣ 0
2

)
.

(23)

Then, by applying Equation (7), we can get a particular solution β = (0, 2, 0, 0)T . By ap-
plying Equations (8) and (9), we can get a set of linearly independent homogeneous solutions

α1 = (−3 mod 5, −1 mod 5, 1, 0) = (2, 4, 1, 0), (24)

α2 = (−0 mod 5, −4 mod 5, 0, 1) = (0, 1, 0, 1). (25)

2.3.2. Share Generation

For each secret segment mj =
(
mj,1, mj,2

)
, the solution vector xj can be generated by

xj = (mj,1 + γj,1)α1 + (mj,2 + γj,2)α2 + β mod 5. (26)
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Let the secret data be m1 = (4, 0), m2 = (1, 1), m3 = (4, 2), and the random inte-
ger series generated by the data hiding key be (γ1,1, γ1,2) = (3, 2), (γ2,1, γ2,2) = (4, 2),
(γ3,1, γ3,2) = (2, 3), then the generated vectors are

x1 =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
x1(1)
x1(2)
x1(3)
x1(4)

⎞⎟⎟⎠ = (4 + 3)

⎛⎜⎜⎝
2
4
1
0

⎞⎟⎟⎠+ (0 + 2)

⎛⎜⎜⎝
0
1
0
1

⎞⎟⎟⎠+

⎛⎜⎜⎝
0
2
0
0

⎞⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
4
2
2
2

⎞⎟⎟⎠, (27)

x2 =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
x2(1)
x2(2)
x2(3)
x2(4)

⎞⎟⎟⎠ = (1 + 4)

⎛⎜⎜⎝
2
4
1
0

⎞⎟⎟⎠+ (1 + 2)

⎛⎜⎜⎝
0
1
0
1

⎞⎟⎟⎠+

⎛⎜⎜⎝
0
2
0
0

⎞⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
0
0
0
3

⎞⎟⎟⎠, (28)

x3 =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
x3(1)
x3(2)
x3(3)
x3(4)

⎞⎟⎟⎠ = (4 + 2)

⎛⎜⎜⎝
2
4
1
0

⎞⎟⎟⎠+ (2 + 3)

⎛⎜⎜⎝
0
1
0
1

⎞⎟⎟⎠+

⎛⎜⎜⎝
0
2
0
0

⎞⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
2
1
1
0

⎞⎟⎟⎠. (29)

The dealer rearranges the vector entries into secret shares and distributes them to
the participants.

X1 = (4, 0, 2)T , X2 = (2, 0, 1)T , X3 = (2, 0, 1)T , X4 = (2, 3, 0)T . (30)

2.3.3. Authentication

At the combiner side, suppose that only shares X1 = (4, 0, 2)T and X2 = (2, 0, 1)T

are trustworthy, while X3 and X4 are doubtful. The combiner can reproduce the remaining
shares and restore the secret data by using the faithful ones. He/she first manipulates (A|b)
by using elementary row operations, so that the submatrix constituted by column 3 and 4
becomes an identity matrix as

(A|b) =
(

1 3 1 2
2 4 0 1

∣∣∣∣ 1
3

)
R1=R1+3R2→

(
2 0 1 0
2 4 0 1

∣∣∣∣ 0
3

)
. (31)

Then, the combiner rearranges the available entries into x′
1 = (4, 2)T , x′

2 = (0, 0)T , and
x′

3 = (2, 1)T . Finally, these vectors with missing entries are substituted into Equation (31) as{
x1(3) = −2 × 4 − 0 × 2 + 0 mod 5 = 2
x1(4) = −2 × 4 − 4 × 2 + 3 mod 5 = 2

. (32)

{
x2(3) = −2 × 0 − 0 × 0 + 0 mod 5 = 0
x2(4) = −2 × 0 − 4 × 0 + 3 mod 5 = 3

. (33){
x3(3) = −2 × 2 − 0 × 1 + 0 mod 5 = 1
x3(4) = −2 × 2 − 4 × 1 + 3 mod 5 = 0

. (34)

Therefore, the complete solution vectors are x1 = (4, 2, 2, 2)T , x2 = (0, 0, 0, 3)T ,
x3 = (2, 1, 1, 0)T , and the remaining shares should be X3 = (2, 0, 1)T , X4 = (2, 3, 0)T . If
a share provided by a suspicious participant does not match the result, then he/she is
a cheater.
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2.3.4. Secret Recovery

To restore secret data, the combiner first manipulates the given linear equations to
obtain the particular and homogeneous solutions as the share generation phase. Thus, the
solution vectors should be

xj =
(
mj,1 + γj,1

)⎛⎜⎜⎝
2
4
1
0

⎞⎟⎟⎠+ (mj,2 + γj,2)

⎛⎜⎜⎝
0
1
0
1

⎞⎟⎟⎠+

⎛⎜⎜⎝
0
2
0
0

⎞⎟⎟⎠ mod 5. (35)

Therefore, the secret segments can be obtained by substituting the restored shares
X3, X4 and the integer series γj,r, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2, 1 ≤ r ≤ 2, generated by the shared data hiding
key into the last two rows of Equation (35), as{

m1,1 + γ1,1 = x1(3)
m1,2 + γ1,2 = x1(4)

→
{

m1,1 = x1(3)− γ1,1 mod 5 = 2 − 3 mod 5 = 4
m1,2 = x1(4)− γ1,2 mod 5 = 2 − 2 mod 5 = 0

. (36)

{
m2,1 = x2(3)− γ2,1 mod 5 = 0 − 4 mod 5 = 1
m2,2 = x2(4)− γ2,2 mod 5 = 3 − 2 mod 5 = 1

. (37){
m3,1 = x3(3)− γ3,1 mod 5 = 1 − 2 mod 5 = 4
m3,2 = x3(4)− γ3,2 mod 5 = 0 − 3 mod 5 = 2

(38)

The recovered secret segments are m1 = (4, 0), m2 = (1, 1), m3 = (4, 2), which are the
same as embedded.

3. (k, n)-Threshold Secret Image Sharing Scheme Based on Linear Model

In this section, the (k, n)-threshold secret sharing scheme discussed above is applied
to the platform of digital image transmission. By using the proposed secret sharing scheme,
we can hide secret data in three distinct meaningful images and produce three shadows
with imperceptible changes. While the shadow images are transmitted to n different
participants, the secret data can be recovered only if more than k participants share their
shadows. We present our scheme with the following subsections: system overview, setup,
shadow image generation, secret data extraction with authentication, and a demonstration.

3.1. System Overview

The flowchart of the proposed scheme is shown in Figure 1. In the proposed scheme,
secret data S are converted into a sequence of p-ary digits first. Then, this sequence is di-

vided into segments denoted by S =

{
mj

∣∣∣∣mj =
(

mj,1, mj,2, · · · , mj,k

)T
∈ zk

p, j = 1, 2, · · · , l
}

,

where l is the total number of secret segments. We randomly choose n distinct meaningful
cover images I1, I2, . . . , In with size w × h > l. A vector sequence is produced from the
cover images and denoted by Ivec =

{
yj

∣∣∣yj =
(
yj(1), yj(2), . . . , yj(n)

)T , j = 1, 2, · · · , w × h
}

,
where each vector yj is a collection of n pixel values retrieved from corresponding positions
of the n images. To embed secret data, we apply the proposed (k, n)-threshold secret sharing
scheme to generate a vector xj =

(
xj(1), xj(2), . . . xj(n)

)T of n digits using a secret seg-
ment mj of k digits. After all secret segments are converted, the resulting vector sequence
X =

{
xj
∣∣j = 1, 2, · · · , l

}
, is applied to modulate Ivec =

{
yj
∣∣j = 1, 2, · · · , w × h

}
and obtain

the sequence Îvec =
{

ŷj
∣∣j = 1, 2, · · · , w × h

}
, correspondingly. Finally, the secret image shad-

ows are generated by distributing the modulated sequence back into n meaningful images
Î1, Î2, . . . , În sized w × h. In the secret data recovery phase, at least k trustworthy shadows
should be available. These k shadows are rearranged into a vector sequence with missing

entries Î′vec =

{
ŷ′

j

∣∣∣∣ŷ′
j =

(
ŷ′

j(1), ŷ′
j(2), . . . , ŷ′

j(k)
)T

, j = 1, 2, · · · , w × h
}

. Then, a sequence of

vectors with missing entries X̂′ =
{

x̂′
j

∣∣∣∣x̂′
j =

(
x̂′

j(1), x̂′
j(2), . . . , x̂′

j(k)
)T

, j = 1, 2, · · · , l
}

are
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demodulated. The missing entries can be recovered by using Equations (11) and (12). If there
are suspicious participants, the one who provides a share that mismatches the reproduced
shadow is a cheater. Finally, the secret data can be recovered using Equations (20) and (21).

 

Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed scheme.

3.2. Setup

The dealer decides the number of the participants n, the threshold k, and the prime
number p. He/she selects (n − k) linearly independent equations of n variables over the
field zp

πi : ai,1x1 + ai,2x2 + · · ·+ ai,nxn = 0 mod p, where i = 1, 2, · · · , (n − k). (39)

We can rewrite them in matrix form as

Ax = b mod p. (40)

Find a set of linearly independent homogeneous solutions {α1, α2, · · · , αk} and a
particular solution β by applying Equations (5)–(9).

3.3. Shadow Image Generation

Let us assume that the secret data to be embedded are denoted as S and the n distinct
meaningful cover images with size w × h are denoted as I1, I2,· · · , In. The shadow images
can be generated by the following steps.

Step 1. Rearrange the cover images I1, I2,· · · , In into vector sequence as

Ivec =
{

yj

∣∣∣yj =
(
yj(1), yj(2), . . . yj(n)

)T , j = 1, 2, · · · , w × h
}

. (41)

Step 2. Convert the secret data stream S into a sequence of p-ary digits and divide them

into segments denoted by S =

{
mj

∣∣∣∣mj =
(

mj,1, mj,2, · · · , mj,k

)T
∈ zk

p, j = 1, 2, · · · , l
}

,

where l ≤ w × h is the total number of secret segments.
Step 3. Apply mj = (mj,1, mj,2, · · · , mj,k)

T , j = 1, 2, · · · , l to generate vectors

xj =
(
xj(1), xj(2), . . . xj(n)

)T , j = 1, 2, · · · , l using Equation (17). Compute the residual
vectors of Ivec by

xj =
(
xj(1), xj(2), . . . xj(n)

)T(yj(1), yj(2), . . . yj(n)
)T mod p, where j = 1, 2, · · · , l. (42)
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Computethestegovectorsequence Îvec =
{

ŷj

∣∣∣ŷj =
(
ŷj(1), ŷj(2), . . . , ŷj(n)

)T , j = 1, 2, · · · , l
}

by

ŷj(i) =
{

yj(i) + [(xj(i)− xj(i)) mod p], if (xj(i)− xj(i)) mod p < p/2 ,
yj(i)−

[(
xj(i)− xj(i)

)
mod p

]
, otherwise.

(43)

When overflow/underflow is encountered, do

ŷj(i) =
{

ŷj(i) + p, i f ŷj(i) < 0,
ŷj(i)− p, i f ŷj(i) > 255.

(44)

Append the rest of the unmodulated vectors yj, j = l + 1, l + 2, · · · , w × h to constitute
Îvec =

{
ŷj
∣∣j = 1, 2, · · · , w × h

}
.

Step 4. Distribute the modulated sequence Îvec =
{

ŷj
∣∣j = 1, 2, · · · , w × h

}
back into n

meaningful shadow images Î1, Î2, . . . , În sized w × h.

3.4. Secret Data Extraction with Authentication

Suppose the n meaningful shadow images Î1, Î2, . . . , În sized w × h are transmitted to n
participants and now k faithful participants provide their shadow images to a combiner. The
combiner can recover secret data and authenticate the rest shadows by the following steps.
Without loss of generality, let us suppose that the k trustworthy shadows are Î1, Î2, . . . , Îk.

Step 1. Convert k shadow images Î1, Î2, . . . , Îk into vectors of k-tuples as

Î′vec =

{
ŷ′

j

∣∣∣∣ŷ′
j =

(
ŷ′

j(1), ŷ′
j(2), . . . , ŷ′

j(k)
)T

, j = 1, 2, · · · , w × h
}

. (45)

Step 2. Compute the residual vectors

x̂′
j =

(
ŷ′

j(1), ŷ′
j(2), . . . , ŷ′

j(k)
)T

mod p, where j = 1, 2, · · · , l. (46)

Step 3. Substitute each vector x̂′
j =

(
x̂′

j(1), x̂′
j(2), . . . , x̂′

j(k)
)T

into Equations (11) and (12),
the missing entries can be recovered to obtain its corresponding complete solution vector
x̂j =

(
x̂j(1), x̂j(2), . . . , x̂j(n)

)T .
Step 4. Convert a doubtful shadow Îr into sequence ŷ∗

j (r), j = 1, 2, . . . , w × h. Then,
compute its residual sequence x̂∗

j (r), j = 1, 2, . . . , l. If x̂∗
j (r) = x̂j(r), j = 1, 2, . . . , l, the

authentication is passed; else, it is a tampered shadow.
Step 5. Extract the secret data by applying x̂j =

(
x̂j(n − k + 1), . . . , x̂j(n)

)T ,
j = 1, 2, . . . , l to Equation (21).

3.5. Demonstration

We use the example model given in Section 2.3 to demonstrate how the proposed
secret sharing scheme can be applied to image transmission applications. That is, k = 2,
n = 4, p = 5, and the two linearly independent equations with four variables are

π1 : x1 + 3x2 + x3 + 2x4 = 1 mod 5 and π2 : 2x1 + 4x2 + 0x3 + x4 = 3 mod 5. (47)

As analyzed in Section 2.3.1, α1 = (2, 4, 1, 0)T and α2 = (0, 1, 0, 1)T are two linearly
independent homogeneous solutions, and β = (0, 2, 0, 0)T is a particular solution.

Assume that m1 = (2, 1) and m2 = (3, 0) are two 5-ary secret segments, and the four
cover images are I1 = (135, 136), I2 = (161, 162), I3 = (201, 200), and I4 = (55, 58). Two
random segments γ1 = (4, 0) and γ2 = (1, 2) are generated by the data hiding key.
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For the secret segments m1 and m2, we generate their corresponding solution vectors
by using Equation (17) and obtain

x1 = F(m1) = (2 + 4)

⎛⎜⎜⎝
2
4
1
0

⎞⎟⎟⎠+ (1 + 0)

⎛⎜⎜⎝
0
1
0
1

⎞⎟⎟⎠+

⎛⎜⎜⎝
0
2
0
0

⎞⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
2
2
1
1

⎞⎟⎟⎠, (48)

x2 = F(m2) = (3 + 1)

⎛⎜⎜⎝
2
4
1
0

⎞⎟⎟⎠+ (0 + 2)

⎛⎜⎜⎝
0
1
0
1

⎞⎟⎟⎠+

⎛⎜⎜⎝
0
2
0
0

⎞⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
3
0
4
2

⎞⎟⎟⎠. (49)

The residual vectors are

x1 = (135, 161, 201, 55)T mod 5 = (0, 1, 1, 0)T , (50)

x2 = (136, 162, 200, 58)T mod 5 = (1, 2, 0, 3)T . (51)

Then, the stego vectors are

ŷ1 =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
135 + (2 − 0)mod5
161 + (2 − 1)mod5
201 + (1 − 1)mod5
55 + (1 − 0)mod5

⎞⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
137
162
201
56

⎞⎟⎟⎠, ŷ2 =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
136 + (3 − 1)mod5
162 − (2 − 0)mod5
200 − (0 − 4)mod5
58 − (3 − 2)mod5

⎞⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
138
160
199
57

⎞⎟⎟⎠. (52)

Finally, the four shadow images are

Î1 = (137, 138), Î2 = (162, 160), Î3 = (201, 199), Î4 = (56, 57). (53)

The shares Î1, Î2, Î3, Î4 are distributed to the four participants, respectively.
If a combiner obtains trustworthy shadow images Î1 = (137, 138) and Î2 = (162, 160),

he/she first calculates the residual vectors as

x̂′
1 = (137, 162)Tmod 5 = (2, 2)T , x̂′

2 = (138, 160)Tmod 5 = (3, 0)T . (54)

Then, the missing entries can be recovered using Equations (11,12). For the current
case, manipulations are demonstrated in Equation (31) as{

x1(3) = −2 × 2 − 0 × 2 + 0 mod 5 = 1
x1(4) = −2 × 2 − 4 × 2 + 3 mod 5 = 1

. (55)

{
x2(3) = −2 × 3 − 0 × 0 + 0 mod 5 = 4
x2(4) = −2 × 3 − 4 × 0 + 3 mod 5 = 2

. (56)

To extract secret data, the random segments γ1 = (4, 0) and γ2 = (1, 2) are generated
by the shared data hiding key first. The secret data can be extracted using Equation (21) as

m1 = (1 − 4, 1 − 0) = (2, 1), m2 = (4 − 1, 2 − 2) = (3, 0). (57)

4. Experimental Results and Discussions

In this section, we use two secret image sharing schemes with different combinations
of (k, n) values to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed approach. Performance
evaluation based on the embedding capacity and the visual quality of image shadows are
given. The security level of the proposed scheme is also analyzed.

4.1. Demonstration of Applicability

In this subsection, we implement a (2,4)-threshold and a (3,5)-threshold secret image
sharing schemes to verify the applicability and the generalizability of the proposed approach.
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4.1.1. (2,4)-Threshold Secret Image Sharing Scheme

In our first implementation, the parameter settings are k = 2, n = 4, p = 5, and the
two linearly independent equations given in Equation (47) are applied. The secret data
are assumed to be a secret image, as shown in Figure 2a, which is a grayscale image sized
384 × 384. The four distinct cover images are shown in Figure 2b–e, which are all grayscale
images sized 512 × 512. All pixel values in our experiments are recorded in eight bits.

 
(a) Secret image 

    
(b) Cover image 1 (c) Cover image 2 (d) Cover image 3 (e) Cover image 4 

    
(f) Image shadow 1 

PSNR:45.18 dB 
(g) Image shadow 2 

PSNR: 45.19dB 
(h) Image shadow 3 

PSNR: 45.18dB 
(i) Image shadow 4 

PSNR: 45.18 dB 

    
(j) Recovered with 
shadows 1 and 2. 

PSNR:  

(k) Recovered with 
shadows 3 and 4. 

PSNR:  

(l) Recovered with 
shadows 2 and 3. 

PSNR:  

(m) Recovered with 
shadows 1 and 3. 

PSNR:  

Figure 2. The experimental results of the (2,4)-threshold secret image sharing.

To fit the parameter settings, the pixels of the secret image are divided into groups of
four pixels each. Thirty-two bits of each pixel group are converted into fourteen 5-ary digits
and then grouped into seven secret segments of two digits. Each secret segment is applied to
generate a solution vector of four entries and used to modulate four cover pixels. Therefore,
four pixel-values of the secret image are distributed in fourteen pixels for each cover image.
The generated image shadows are shown in Figure 2f–i. The changes with respect to
their corresponding cover images are imperceptible. The peak-signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR)
given below the figures is defined by

PSNR = 10 log10(
2552

emse
) (dB), (58)
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where emse denotes the mean-square-error between the cover image Ij and the shadow
image Îj defined by

emse =
1

w × h ∑w×h
j=1

(
Îj − Ij

)2. (59)

The recovered secret images by using different combinations of image shadow pairs
are given in Figure 2j–m. In all cases, the secret image can be perfectly recovered.

4.1.2. (3,5)-Threshold Secret Image Sharing Scheme

In our second implementation, the parameter settings are k = 3, n = 5, and p = 5, and
the two linearly independent equations are given by

π1 : 2x1 + 2x2 + x3 + 3x4 + x5 = 1 mod 5.π2 : 3x1 + 4x2 + 3x3 + 4x4 + x5 = 3 mod 5.
(60)

The solution space H of π1 and π2 over z5 is formulated as

H = c1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1
0
0
4
1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠+ c2

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0
1
0
3
4

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠+ c3

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0
0
1
3
0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠+

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1
1
1
2
0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠mod 5, (61)

where c1, c2, c3 ∈ z5. Then, solution vector generation function is given by

xj = F
(
mj
)
= (mj,1 + γj,1)

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1

0

0

4

1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+ (mj,2 + γj,2)

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0

1

0

3

4

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+
(
mj,3 + γj,3

)
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0

0

1

3

0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1

1

1

2

0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
mod p. (62)

The secret image sized 512 × 438 is given in Figure 3a; the five distinct cover images sized
512 × 512 are given in Figure 3b–f. To fit the parameter settings, pixels of the secret image
are divided into groups of six pixels each. Forty-eight bits of each pixel group are converted
into twenty-one 5-ary digits, and then grouped into seven secret segments of three digits.
Each secret segment is applied to generate a solution vector of five entries and is used to
modulate five cover pixels. Therefore, six pixel-values of the secret image are distributed
in thirty-five pixels for each cover image. The generated image shadows are shown in
Figure 3g–k. The changes with respect to their corresponding cover images are again
imperceptible. The recovered secret images using different combinations of image shadows
are given in Figure 3l–p. In all cases, the secret image can be perfectly recovered.

4.2. Performance Evaluation

In our (k, n) threshold secret image sharing scheme, k digits of p-ary numbers are
embedded in n pixels of each image shadow. The embedding capacity (EC) can therefore
be measured in bits per pixel (bpp) of an image shadow by

EC = log2 pk (bpp). (63)

When the total number of shares n increases, the total amount of image shadows to be
transmitted also increases. However, an increase in the number of shares can improve the
flexibility of secret recovery. Recall that any k shares among the n shadows can perfectly
recover the secret.
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For each cover pixel, Equation (43) always modulates the pixel value with an integer
deviation within the range of [−(p − 1)/2 : (p − 1)/2]. Suppose the deviation value is ran-
domly distributed, the mean-square-error emse of modulation distortion can be estimated by

emse =
1
p ∑(p−1)/2

d=−(p−1)/2 d2 =
(p − 1)(p + 1)

12
. (64)

 
(a) Secret image 

     
(b) Cover image 1 (c) Cover image 2 (d) Cover image 3 (e) Cover image 4 (f) Cover image 5 

     
(g) Image shadow 1 

PSNR:45.12 dB 
(h) Image shadow 2 

PSNR: 45.13 dB 
(i) Image shadow 3 

PSNR: 45.12 dB 
(j) Image shadow 4 

PSNR: 45.12 dB 
(k) Image shadow 5 

PSNR: 45.12 dB 

     
(l) Recovered with 
shadows 1, 2 and 3. 

PSNR: ∞ 

(m) Recovered with 
shadows 2, 3 and 4. 

PSNR: ∞ 

(n) Recovered with 
shadows 3, 4 and 5. 

PSNR: ∞ 

(o) Recovered with 
shadows 1, 3 and 5. 

PSNR: ∞ 

(p) Recovered with 
shadows 1, 4 and 5. 

PSNR: ∞ 

Figure 3. The experimental results of the (3,5)-threshold secret image sharing.

When the pixels of a cover image are not fully exploited to embed secret data, we
define the payload ratio as

r =
Ne

Nt
, (65)

where Ne and Nt denote the number of pixels exploited and the number of total pixels,
respectively. For the two schemes implemented in Section 4.1, the payload ratios can be
calculated by

r(2,4) = [(384 × 384)/4(groups)× (7 × 4)(pixels/group)]/(512 × 512 × 4) = 0.9844, (66)

r(3,5) = [(512 × 438)/6(groups)× (7 × 5)(pixels/group)]/(512 × 512 × 5) = 0.9980. (67)
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Under the payload ratio r, the mean-square-error emse is proportionally corrected to
r × emse. Thus, the expected PNSR value of an image shadow with a payload ratio r is
given by

PSNR(r) = 10 log10

(
2552

r × emse

)
= 10 log10

(
12 × 2552

r(p − 1)(p + 1)

)
(dB). (68)

The expected PSNR values with respect to different payload ratios and prime numbers
are listed in Table 1. The corresponding evolution curves are plotted in Figure 4, where
the curves for four different prime numbers are given. According to the theoretic analysis,
the expected PSNR values of the two implemented cases are 45.1889 dB and 45.1290 dB,
respectively, which sharply coincide with our experimental values.

Table 1. The expected PSNR value (dB) with specific ratio, r

r

p 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

3 59.89 56.88 55.12 53.87 52.90 52.11 51.44 50.86 50.35 49.89
5 55.12 52.11 50.35 49.10 48.13 47.348 46.67 46.09 45.58 45.12
7 52.11 49.10 47.34 46.09 45.12 44.33 43.66 43.08 42.57 42.11

11 48.13 45.12 43.36 42.11 41.14 40.35 39.68 39.10 38.59 38.13

r

p
p
p
p

Figure 4. The expected PSNR value of an image shadow with respect to the payload ratio.

4.3. Security Analysis

Various steganalysis techniques [29–32] have been proposed to detect the existence
of secret information in a digital image. The general idea of steganalysis is to detect the
abnormal statistical feature of a doubtful image. However, there are various types of
data hiding methods for images. To successfully detect the embedding of secret, special
steganalysis techniques are devised to deal with each target steganography. For example,
the RS steganalysis [29] is applied to detect the LSB substitution. For data hiding in
encrypted images, people usually use pixel value entropy or gray level histogram to
analyze the existence of a secret message.

The data hiding method of the proposed secret sharing scheme is essentially based
on the modulus function. Two steganalysis tools, relative entropy [30] and pixel-value
differencing [31,32], are suitable for testing the security level of our scheme. The first tool
is the relative entropy proposed by Cachin [30]. To measure the difference between cover
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image Ic and image shadow Is, we accumulate their probability distributions Pc(x) and
Ps(x), respectively. Then, their relative entropy D(Ic, Is) is calculated by

D(Ic, Is) =
255

∑
x=0

Pc(x) log2

[
Pc(x)
Ps(x)

]
. (69)

If D(Ic, Is) ≤ ε, by definition, the data hiding scheme is ε-secure against passive
attacking. A smaller value of ε means a better security level. We apply the relative entropy
measure to our (3,5)-threshold secret image sharing scheme with p = 5. The experimental
results are listed in Table 2, where the relative entropy values for half embedded and fully
embedded cases are given. All values listed in the table are very close to zero, which implies
the image shadows of the proposed scheme are robust under a passive attack.

Table 2. Relative entropy values under half embedded and fully embedded cases.

Half Embedded Fully Embedded
Cover Images E(Ic) E(Is) D(Ic,Is) E(Ic) E(Is) D(Ic,Is)

Baboon 7.3579 7.3543 0.0049 7.3579 7.3415 0.0185
Boat 7.1914 7.2050 0.0052 7.1914 7.2129 0.0184
Lena 7.4455 7.4482 0.0007 7.4455 7.4510 0.0014

Peppers 7.5944 7.5978 0.0006 7.5944 7.5998 0.0021
Goldhill 7.4778 7.4839 0.0036 7.4778 7.4829 0.0058

The second steganalysis applied is the pixel-value differencing analysis [31,32]. The
neighboring pixel-values of a natural image are highly continuous. The continuity is
disrupted by most data hiding schemes. If the pixel-value differencing histogram (PDH)
of an image is unusually flat, it is highly doubtful. To investigate the security level of the
proposed scheme, we apply the PDH analysis to a set of five image shadows produced
by our (3,5)-threshold secret image sharing scheme with p = 5. The secret image given in
Figure 5a is embedded into five distinct cover images. The PDHs of the five pairs of cover
images and their corresponding image shadows are plotted in Figure 5b–f. The PDH curves
of image shadows are very close to their corresponding cover images, which indicates the
proposed scheme is secure under PDH steganalysis.

 
 

(a) Secret image (b) Baboon (c) Boat 

  

(d) Lena (e) Peppers (f) Goldhill 

Figure 5. The PVD histogram analysis between the cover images and image shadows.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a general (k, n)-threshold secret image sharing scheme with
meaningful image shadows. We first present a (k, n)-theshold secret sharing scheme based
on a non-full rank linear model. It is then applied to the platform of image transmission
system. Using n secret shares to modulate n distinct cover images, we can produce n image
shadows. A combiner can completely recover the secret message by collecting at least k
image shadows.

To demonstrate the applicability to any combination of (k, n) parameter values, we
use two example models (2,4) and (3,5) to demonstrate our scheme. Experimental results
confirm the applicability of the proposed scheme. Moreover, the embedding capacity
and visual quality of image shadows are satisfactory. Embedding capacity and theo-
retic image quality under different parameter settings are also analyzed. Finally, we use
two steganalysis tools to show the security level of our scheme.

The proposed scheme is based on the pixel-value modification in the spatial domain,
which is suitable for digital images of a bitmap format. Our future work will focus on the
implementation of the general secret sharing scheme to different cover media, such as JPEG
images, encrypted images, and QR code images, which are more commonly applied in
Internet applications.
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Appendix A

The elementary row operations over the field zp include row switching, row multi-
plication, and row addition as in conventional linear algebra, except that each resulting
integer number should be modulated by p as

∀a, b ∈ zp, a + ba + b mod p∀a, b ∈ zp, a × ba × b mod p (A1)

For the addition operation, if a, b ∈ zp and a + b = 0 mod p, then −a = b mod p; for
the multiplication operation, if a, b ∈ zp and a × b = 1 mod p, then a−1 = b mod p. Next,
we use the derivation of Equation (23) in Section 2.3.1 to demonstrate the details of the
elementary row operations. The two linearly independent equations are

π1 : 1x1 + 3x2 + 1x3 + 2x4 = 1 mod 5,π2 : 2x1 + 4x2 + 0x3 + 1x4 = 3 mod 5. (A2)

That is, A =

(
1 3 1 2
2 4 0 1

)
and b =

(
1
3

)
. The corresponding augmented

matrix is

(A|b) =
(

1 3 1 2
2 4 0 1

∣∣∣∣ 1
3

)
(A3)

To transfer the first two columns into an identity matrix, first multiply row 1 by 3 and
add to row 2 as(

1 3 1 2
2 4 0 1

∣∣∣∣ 1
3

)
R2=R2+3R1→

(
1 3 1 2
5 13 3 7

∣∣∣∣ 1
6

)
mod 5 =

(
1 3 1 2
0 3 3 2

∣∣∣∣ 1
1

)
, (A4)
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where R2 = R2 + 3R1 above the operation arrow denotes the operation detail. Then, scale
row 2 by 2 as(

1 3 1 2
0 3 3 2

∣∣∣∣ 1
1

)
R2=2R2→

(
1 3 1 2
0 6 6 4

∣∣∣∣ 1
2

)
mod 5 =

(
1 3 1 2
0 1 1 4

∣∣∣∣ 1
2

)
. (A5)

Finally, multiply row 2 by 2 and add to row 1 as(
1 3 1 2
0 1 1 4

∣∣∣∣ 1
2

)
R1=R1+2R2→

(
1 5 3 10
0 1 1 4

∣∣∣∣ 5
2

)
mod 5 =

(
1 0 3 0
0 1 1 4

∣∣∣∣ 0
2

)
. (A6)

Thus, the final row simplest augmented matrix over the field z5 is

(A|b) →
(

1 0 3 0
0 1 1 4

∣∣∣∣ 0
2

)
. (A7)
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Abstract: As increasing clients tend to outsource massive multimedia data generated by Internet of
Things (IoT) devices to the cloud, data auditing is becoming crucial, as it enables clients to verify the
integrity of their outsourcing data. However, most existing data auditing schemes cannot guarantee
100% data integrity and cannot meet the security requirement of practical multimedia services.
Moreover, the lack of fair arbitration leads to clients not receiving compensation in a timely manner
when the outsourced data is corrupted by the cloud service provider (CSP). In this work, we propose
an arbitrable data auditing scheme based on the blockchain. In our scheme, clients usually only
need to conduct private audits, and public auditing by a smart contract is triggered only when
verification fails in private auditing. This hybrid auditing design enables clients to save audit fees
and receive compensation automatically and in a timely manner when the outsourced data are
corrupted by the CSP. In addition, by applying the deterministic checking technique based on a
bilinear map accumulator, our scheme can guarantee 100% data integrity. Furthermore, our scheme
can prevent fraudulent claims when clients apply for compensation from the CSP. We analyze the
security strengths and complete the prototype’s implementation. The experimental results show that
our blockchain-based data auditing scheme is secure, efficient, and practical.

Keywords: data auditing; data integrity; bilinear map accumulator; blockchain; smart contract

MSC: 68P20

1. Introduction

The rapid development of the Internet of Things (IoT) and intelligent multimedia
has led to the explosive growth of massive amounts of data, which has put tremendous
pressure on the entire Internet. To cope with this challenge, storing IoT and intelligent
multimedia data with a cloud service provider (CSP) is a common solution [1–4]. Many
schemes have been implemented and proved to ensure the security of outsourced data
during transmission [5]. However, such a wide attack surface and many recent data
breaches have raised concerns about data integrity and availability [6–10]. When sensitive
IoT and intelligent multimedia data are outsourced to a CSP, the clients lose control of
the data, and the data may be changed or deleted without their permission. To solve this
problem, clients need to regularly check the integrity of the outsourced data, and remote
data integrity checking is becoming an important issue in cloud computing.

Most existing data integrity checking techniques are probabilistic [11–27]. In this
approach, the verifier randomly selects partial data blocks and then performs integrity
verification on those chosen data blocks instead of checking the whole dataset, and hence
a 100% guarantee for the integrity of the data cannot be provided. However, for massive
IoT and intelligent multimedia data, especially sensitive data related to finance, energy,
transportation, etc., a probabilistic approach is not enough, since they have strict require-
ments for data integrity and correctness. Another type of data integrity checking technique
is deterministic. In this approach, the verifier examines all data blocks instead of only
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checking chosen partial data blocks, thus providing 100% assurance of data integrity [28].
However, the deterministic method means higher verification and computational overhead,
and hence efficiency is a challenge and must be considered in this approach.

In order to check remote outsourced data integrity, numerous data auditing schemes
have been proposed. According to the different roles of verifiers, the existing auditing
schemes can be divided into private auditing and public auditing [24]. In private auditing
schemes, the role of the verifier is assumed by the client himself, and some important key
information used in verification is usually stored by the client instead of the CSP. Therefore,
there will be disputes when the verification fails, because if the key information used
in the verification is broken by a malicious client, the response of the CSP cannot pass
verification. In other words, we cannot determine whether the CSP has damaged the data
when verification fails. At this point, fair arbitration is required because the CSP needs to
compensate the client for data corruption if verification is not passed. In public auditing
schemes, the client usually resorts to a third-party auditor (TPA) to check the integrity of
outsourced data. Thus, the audit results completely depend on the TPA. However, this is
unrealistic since a fully credible TPA may not always exist. In addition, it should be noted
that in these two existing types of auditing schemes, if the auditing results show that the
outsourced data are corrupted by the CSP, it is usually difficult for clients to obtain the
compensation from the CSP in a timely manner.

In this work, we propose an efficient blockchain-based hybrid auditing scheme with
fair arbitration. In our scheme, we use bilinear map accumulators to realize deterministic
checking, in which the verifier can check all data blocks, and at the same time, the com-
putational overhead is acceptable. Specifically, for outsourced data B = {b1, · · · , bn},
the basic idea of an audit is that the verifier uses the random index j to challenge the CSP.
Upon receiving the challenge, the CSP needs to compute the corresponding witness witbj

for the target data block bj, and all data blocks except bj are used in the calculation of the
witness. The CSP returns both the target data block bj and the calculated witness as a
response, namely (witbj

, bj). Thus, even a small change in the outsourced data can cause
the generated response to change, and so the generated response cannot pass verification.
In other words, a valid response cannot be generated by the CSP if the data are not actually
saved or the data are corrupted with the CSP. Therefore, the verifier examines all data
blocks instead of only checking partial data blocks, thus providing 100% assurance of
data integrity.

Moreover, the client not only holds the data file digest accB, which is the key infor-
mation used in verification by him or herself, but also saves a copy of the digest accB
to the blockchain simultaneously with the data uploading phase. During the audit, the
role of the verifier can be assumed by a client or blockchain smart contract, which means
that clients usually only need to conduct private audits, and public auditing by a smart
contract is triggered only when verification fails in private auditing because if the data
file digest is broken by the client, the CSP’s response cannot pass verification even if the
data are not corrupted by the CSP, and disputes may arise in this point. In this case, it will
trigger the blockchain smart contract to conduct the public auditing for fair judgement,
since the data file digest accB saved in the blockchain will not be broken by anyone due to
the non-tamperability property of the blockchain. Therefore, this blockchain-based hybrid
auditing scheme with fair arbitration can solve the problem of distrust between the CSP
and the client.

It is worth noting that we replace the TPA with a blockchain smart contract in our
public auditing phase, and by using this technology, designing a smart contract with fair
arbitration can ensure that the client will be compensated automatically and in a timely
manner when the outsourced data are corrupted by the CSP due to the smart contract,
which is an automatically executed code running on the blockchain. Furthermore, a
dishonest client may falsely claim for compensation from the CSP, and we resort to digital
signature technology to prevent dishonest behavior by the client. The contributions of our
work are summarized as follows:
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• We present an efficient hybrid data auditing scheme for the IoT and intelligent multi-
media by using the blockchain. By applying deterministic cryptographic techniques
and the blockchain, our proposed design can fairly solve the problem of distrust be-
tween the CSP and the client. It also makes the auditing scheme more reliable, because
the deterministic methods provide 100% data possession and integrity guarantees.

• We enforce a healthy ecosystem to punish dishonest CSPs automatically and provide
timely compensation to the client for data corruption by the CSP in the proposed scheme.

• Our scheme can protect honest CSPs and prevent fraudulent claims by dishonest
clients at the same time.

• We use the hybrid auditing design in the proposed scheme. It can also save audit fees
and communication costs for the client, because the public auditing phase is triggered
only when verification fails in the private auditing phase.

• We not only theoretically prove the correctness and soundness of our scheme but also experi-
mentally verify the feasibility and efficiency of the scheme by the prototype’s implementation.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 overviews some related works,
and Section 3 introduces the preliminaries used in our scheme. After that, we give the
system model of our proposed design, including the architecture overview, threat model,
and security goals, in Section 4. Section 5 presents a detailed description of our proposed
scheme. In Section 6, we present security analysis and some characteristics of our proposed
scheme. We show the performance evaluation in Section 7 and conclude the paper in
Section 8.

2. Related Works

2.1. Data Auditing Schemes

With the increase in demand for outsourced data integrity checking, many data
auditing schemes have been proposed [29,30]. Ateniese et al. [11] introduced the notion
of provable data possession (PDP), which was the first public audit scheme to verify the
authenticity of data, in 2007. However, data privacy protection and the full data dynamic
operation cannot be supported in this scheme [12]. Then, Erway et al. [13] proposed a PDP
scheme supporting full dynamic data updating. Since then, to achieve more functions and
improve the efficiency of data auditing for remote data, a lot of research has been conducted
in this area. Wang et al. [14] proposed a public data auditing scheme supporting data
dynamic operations. In [15], the follow-up work supports privacy-preserving multiple-task
auditing. Yuan et al. [16] proposed a public audit scheme for dynamic data sharing with the
help of doubly linked information tables. In [17], the authors used the data structure of a
Merkle hash tree to devise a public auditing scheme in which the communication overhead
and verification efficiency are greatly taken into account. In addition to public auditing,
private auditing is necessary in some cases [21–24]. Furthermore, various PDP models have
been proposed [25–27]. The PDP method above allows a verifier to verify the remote data
integrity without retrieving or downloading all of the data, only randomly selecting a few
data blocks and then performing integrity verification on those chosen data blocks instead
of checking the whole dataset. Thus, this is a probabilistic method and cannot provide a
100% guarantee for the data’s integrity.

Due to the limitations of hardware, few deterministic auditing schemes have been
proposed. In [31], the authors proposed the first deterministic public auditing mechanism,
but it did not support dynamic data operation. In [32], Deswarte et al. proposed an
auditing scheme based on the Diffie–Hellman cryptographic protocol. However, it incurred
a high computational overhead, because the CSP must compute the power of the entire
file for each auditing verification. Filho et al. [33] proposed a simple deterministic data
integrity checking protocol based on a homomorphic RSA-based hash function, but the
computation cost remained high and without data dynamic support. In [34], Sebé et al.
devised a data possession checking protocol based on the Diffie–Hellman key exchange,
which can reduce the computational overhead but without public auditing or data dynamic
support. Barsoum [35] proposed a multi-copy provable data possession scheme supporting
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the public verifiability of multiple replicas of the data. In [36], Hao et al. proposed
a privacy-preserving data integrity auditing scheme that supports public auditing and
data dynamics.

With the development of the IoT and intelligent multimedia, several data auditing
schemes for the IoT and intelligent multimedia services have been proposed. In [28],
the authors devised a data audit mechanism by using a bilinear mapping accumulator
for sensor data. The proposed design can check all data blocks, thereby eliminating the
possibility of any server-side operation. However, existing data auditing solutions cannot
solve the trust issue between the data owner and the CSP (or TPA). For private auditing
schemes, since the key information used in verification is stored only on the client’s side
locally, this cannot solve the problem of client fraud. For public auditing schemes, the data
owner usually resorts to a TPA to check the outsourced data integrity, but this is unrealistic
as a fully trusted TPA may not always exist. As mentioned in [18], the involvement of a
TPA may lead to data loss or abuse of authority.

2.2. Blockchain and Smart Contracts

As the core technology of the emerging cryptocurrencies, the blockchain is essentially
a distributed database where the transactions are batched into an ordered growing list of
blocks which are linked using cryptography. As is well known, the blockchain has the char-
acteristics of decentralization, immutability, and distributed storage. Smart contracts [37]
are executable, pre-agreed programs running automatically on the blockchain. Based on the
properties and functions of the blockchain, many typical applications such as decentralized
storage [38–41], crowdsourcing systems [42–45], medical data management [46,47], and
distributed ledger technologies [48,49] have been built.

Recently, Wang et al. [19] leveraged smart contracts to design a blockchain-based fair
payment scheme to replace TPAs for public cloud auditing. Yuan et al. [20] proposed a
blockchain-based public auditing and secure deduplication scheme which supports auto-
matic compensation of users for data corruption and automatic punishment of malicious
CSPs by using a smart contract, but users need to pay an audit fee to the miners of the
blockchain in each verification. Wang et al. [24] proposed a blockchain-based private prov-
able data possession scheme which not only saves storage space but also greatly improves
efficiency. However, it has no mechanism for automatic punishment and compensation
when the outsourced data are corrupted by a CSP. Moreover, theses blockchain-based
auditing schemes are all for the probabilistic approach. In light of the previous work, our
work used a different auditing design which combines private auditing and public auditing
for a deterministic approach. We aim to ensure reliability for data integrity verification
and financial fairness in the data auditing scheme so that both the clients and CSPs are
incentivized to conduct trustworthy behavior while saving on auditing fees for the clients.
Table 1 shows the comparison between our proposed design and some related existing
auditing schemes.

Table 1. Comparison with some related existing data integrity auditing schemes.

Scheme Wang et al. [19] Yuan et al. [20] Ren et al. [28] Wang et al. [24] Our Scheme

Deterministic audit × × √ × √
Fair arbitration

√ √ × √ √
Without third-party auditor

√ √ × √ √
Data dynamic supporting × × √ × √

Privacy preserving
√ √ √ √ √

Automatic compensation and
punishment mechanism

√ √ × × √
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3. Preliminaries

3.1. Bilinear Mapping

Let G1, G2, and GT be three cyclic groups of the prime order p. We use g1 and g2 to
denote the generator of G1 and G2, respectively. Bilinear mapping (pairing) is a mapping
e : G1 × G2 → GT with the following properties:

• Bilinearity: ∀ x, y ∈ Zp, e(g1
x, g2

y) = e(g1, g2)
xy = e(g1

y, g2
x);

• Non-degeneracy: e(g1, g2) �= 1GT ; that is, e(g1, g2) generates GT ;
• Computability: For all x, y ∈ Zp, there exists an effectively computable algorithm to

compute e(g1
x, g2

y).

3.2. q-SDH Assumption

Here we assume that G1 = G2 = G. Therefore, let G be a finite cyclic group of the
order p, where p is a prime number whose length is κ bits. Thus, for a randomly chosen
element α ∈ Z∗

p, a random generator g of G, and PPT algorithm A, the following holds:

Pr
[
(c, g

1
α+c ) ← A(g, gα, · · · · · · , gαq

)
]
≤ ε(κ) for some c ∈ Zp\{−α}

where ε (κ) denotes a negligible function.
The bilinear map accumulator to be used in our data integrity auditing scheme is

based on the properties of bilinear mapping and the q-SDH assumption described above.
See [28] for details.

3.3. Smart Contract

The concept of a smart contract was first proposed by Nick [37] in 1995. It is an
executable pre-agreed program running automatically on the blockchain according to its
content. Developers can build distributed applications such as voting, financial transactions,
and signing agreements based on smart contracts for Ethereum. When deploying the smart
contract, it is necessary to preset the trigger condition and the corresponding response rule.
After the smart contract is deployed, once an event triggers the terms of the contract, the
code will be executed automatically without central authorization. The relevant details can
be found in [37].

4. System Model

We present the system model, threat model, and security goals of our proposed hybrid
auditing scheme with fair arbitration for data integrity verification in this section.

4.1. Architecture Overview

The traditional cloud data integrity auditing scheme consists of three roles—the client,
verifier, and CSP—as shown in Figure 1. The client is the data owner who wants to
outsource their personal data to a CSP, the CSP provides outsourced data storage and
management services for the client, and the verifier is in charge of auditing the outsourced
data’s integrity. The role of the verifier can be performed by a client or a third-party
auditor (TPA), which correspond to private auditing and public auditing, respectively. Our
proposed blockchain-based hybrid auditing scheme extends the work performed in [20,28].
The integrity verification scheme in [28] meets both private and public auditing, but both
of these types of audits have some defects: (1) In private auditing, when verification fails,
we cannot determine whether the CSP has damaged the data because the file digest accB
used in verification is stored on the client’s side locally. If the file digest is broken by the
client, the CSP’s response cannot pass verification. At this point, fair arbitration is required,
because the CSP needs to compensate the client for data corruption in this case. (2) In public
auditing, the client resorts to a TPA to audit the data’s integrity. However, it is unrealistic
that the correctness of the auditing results depends entirely on the TPA.
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Figure 1. Overview of data integrity auditing.

Based on the defects in above two types of auditing in [28], we propose an arbitrable
hybrid auditing scheme based on the blockchain. In this scheme, the client first conducts a
private audit, and in case verification fails, it will trigger the blockchain to perform a public
audit for fair judgement. It is worth noting that the TPA is replaced by the blockchain in
public audits in our scheme, and we designed a smart contract with fair arbitration for
the client. Using this smart contract, the client can be compensated automatically when
data are broken by the CSP. Our scheme includes three different roles: the client, CSP, and
blockchain. As shown in Figure 2, the interactions among them are described as follows:

Figure 2. Architecture of our two-phase data auditing scheme.

1. The client has a large amount of data and needs to outsource this data to the CSP for
maintenance and computation but does not save the copy locally. It also stores a file
digest copy on the blockchain. Then, the client challenges the CSP and verifies the
response coming from the CSP. If the response from the CSP passes verification, the
outsourced data are considered complete; otherwise, they are considered incomplete.
This case will trigger the blockchain to perform public auditing for fair judgement.

2. The CSP has huge storage space and computation resources to provide outsourced
data storage and management services for the client. Upon receiving the client’s
(or blockchain’s) challenge, the CSP sends the generated response to the client
(or blockchain).

3. The blockchain stores copies of the file digests for the client. When the blockchain is
triggered to perform public auditing for fair judgement, the blockchain will challenge
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the CSP and then verify the response coming from the CSP. If the response can pass
verification, the remote data are complete; otherwise, they are determined to be
incomplete, since the data file digest accB saved in the blockchain will not be broken
by anyone due to the non-tamperability property of the blockchain. Therefore, the
failure of verification must be due to damage to the outsourced data by the CSP, and
the client obtains compensation from the CSP automatically through a smart contract.

4.2. Threat Model and Design Goals

Both the CSP and the clients can be dishonest in our scheme. It is assumed that the
CSP has no motivation to disclose managed data to others and also has no motivation
to drop the managed data. However, the data stored on the CSP may be damaged due
to software, hardware bugs, or hacker attacks. The CSP may conceal data corruption to
avoid compensation. For the clients, they may modify the file digests used in private
auditing, which leads to a failed verification result for obtaining compensation from the
CSP. Moreover, one may pass him or herself off as a real client (i.e., real data owner) to
obtain compensation from the CSP.

In this scheme, we will achieve the following security goals:

• Correctness: If the outsourced data have not been broken by the CSP, and if the client
and CSP execute the proposed scheme honestly, then the response from the CSP can
pass verification;

• Soundness: Only when the data are complete can they pass verification;
• Privacy preserving: The entire auditing process will not disclose any data privacy

in-formation;
• Dynamic operations support: This supports that the client can insert, delete, and

update the data outsourced to the CSP, and after dynamic operations, the auditing
scheme remains applicable;

• Timely compensation: The client can obtain compensation from the CSP in a timely
manner when the outsourced data are damaged by the CSP.

In order to better understand our audit scheme’s construction, the major notations
and their meanings in this paper are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Notations.

Notation Meaning

e A bilinear pairing
G, G1, G2, GT Cyclic groups with order p

g Generator of group G
F The original data file to be divided into n segments f1, · · · , fn
ci The ciphertext of segment fi
τi The tag of segment ci, i.e., τi = H(ci)
H A cryptographic hash function
B The processed data file B = (b1, · · · , bn) with bi = ci ‖ τi

accB The accumulated value of data file B by the bilinear pair accumulator
witbj

The witness calculated by the CSP
σ The signature of file B

ssk, spk The private key ssk and public key spk for a digital signature algorithm
skacc, pkacc The sec ret key skacc and public key pkacc for a bilinear pair accumulator

5. Scheme Construction

We first give the main idea of our design and then show the auditing scheme in detail.

5.1. Main Idea

Our proposed blockchain-based hybrid auditing scheme extends the work in [20]
and [28], but the difference is that the role of the verifier can be the client or blockchain smart
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contract, which enables our scheme to audit with fair arbitration and timely compensation,
saving audit fees and communication costs for the client.

In our proposed blockchain-based hybrid auditing scheme, to save audit fees and
communication costs for the client, the audit phase is executed by the client first (i.e., the
client assumes the role of the verifier for the audit). If verification is passed, then the
outsourced data are complete; otherwise, the outsourced data are possibly incomplete.
At this point, the blockchain smart contract is triggered for fair arbitration; that is, the
blockchain smart contract assumes the role of the verifier for auditing again. Meanwhile,
both the client and CSP send deposits to the smart contract, and then client signs a smart
contract with the CSP. First, the smart contract submits the deposit of the client to the
miners as an audit fee. Secondly, if verification is passed, the CSP’s deposit is returned;
otherwise, the smart contract sends the CSP’s deposit to the client as compensation. Note
that if verification is passed, then the outsourced data are complete, and thus the CSP’s
deposit is returned. If the auditing verification is not correct, then the outsourced data are
incomplete, and the verification result must be incurred by the CSP since the file digest
accB used for verification is stored on the blockchain, and the blockchain has the property
of non-tamperability.

5.2. A Concrete Scheme

The outsourced data are assumed to be static in our scheme. Our hybrid auditing
scheme consists of three phases—the set-up phase, the data upload phase, and the audit
phase—which extends Ren et al.’s construction [28] as follows:

• Set-up phase: The algorithm of the bilinear pairing instance generator is used to gener-
ate cyclic groups G1, G2, and GT with prime order p, a bilinear map e : G1 × G2 → GT ,

and s R← Z∗
p. For simplicity, we assume G1 = G2 = G, but this is not essen-

tial. The generator of G is denoted by g. Let skacc = s be the secret key and
pkacc =

(
g, gs, · · · , gsn

)
be the public key, where n is the upper bound on the number

of elements to accumulate. Each client generates the private key ssk and public key
spk for a digital signature algorithm. Then skacc and ssk are the secret parameters, and
the public parameters of our scheme are pkacc, spk, e, and g. Let H be a cryptographic
hash function.

• Data upload phase: The client divides the file F into n segments with l1 bits
(i.e., F = ( f1, · · · , fn)) and then performs the following procedure:

(1) Each segment is encrypted separately using asymmetric encryption techniques
such that ci = E( fi) for i = 1, · · · , n.

(2) An l2-bit tag τi is generated for each segment ci such that τi = H(ci) for
i = 1, · · · , n. The tags are saved in the tag index table (TIT).

(3) Each tag is put at the end of its corresponding segment and generates a data
block bi = ci ‖ τi such that B = {b1, · · · , bn}.

(4) The accumulated value of the processed file set B is calculated with the bilinear
pair accumulator (i.e., accB = g∏n

i = 1 (bi+s)), and the signature σ = Sigssk(name)
is computed, where the name ∈ Zp is the identifier of file B, which is uniformly
and randomly chosen by the client.

(5) The client stores the copies of the TIT, the signature σ, and the auxiliary value
aux = (accB, e, g, pkacc) on the blockchain.

(6) The processed data file B, the signature σ, and pkacc =
(

g, gs, · · · , gsn
)

are
uploaded to the CSP.

• First-phase audit: The client interacts with the CSP as follows:

(1) The client uses the random index j to challenge the CSP.

(2) Upon receivingthechallenge, theCSPneeds tocalculate thewitness witbj
= acc

(bj+s)−1

B
of element bj, but the witness cannot be calculated directly since s is unknown.
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However, the CSP can express the witness as witbj
= ∏n−1

i = 0 (gsi
)

ai using

pkacc =
(

g, gs, · · · , gsn
)

, where {a0, · · · , an−1} is the coefficient of s in polyno-
mial f(s) = ∏b∈B\{bj}(b + s). Note that the CSP uses all elements in B except
bj to compute witbj

.
(3) The CSP returns (witbj

, bj) as a response to the client.

(4) After receiving (witbj
, bj), the client checks whether e(accB, g) = e

(
witbj

, gbj gs
)

holds. Meanwhile, the client extracts the corresponding segment cj
∗ and its

tag τj
∗ from the block bj returned by the CSP and compares whether the ex-

tracted tag τj
∗ and the original τj stored in the TIT are equal. If they are,

then τ′
j = H

(
cj

∗) is calculated using the extracted data segment cj
∗,and it is

determined whether the calculated tag τ′
j and the original tag τj are equal.

If verification is passed, output “1” is determined, meaning the outsourced data are
complete; otherwise, output “0” is assigned, which triggers the blockchain’s smart contract
to perform a second-phase audit for fair arbitration.

• Second-phase audit: The blockchain smart contract interacts with the CSP as follows:

(1) The blockchain smart contract uses the random index j to challenge the CSP.

(2) Upon receiving the challenge, the CSP calculates the witness witbj
= ∏n−1

i = 0 (gsi
)

ai

of the element bj by pkacc =
(

g, gs, · · · , gsn
)

.

(3) The CSP sends (witbj
, bj) as a response to the blockchain smart contract.

(4) After receiving (witbj
, bj), the blockchain smart contract checks whether

e(accB, g) = e
(

witbj
, gbj gs

)
holds. Meanwhile, it extracts the correspond-

ing segment cj
∗ and its tag τj

∗ from the block bj returned by the CSP and
compares whether the extracted tag τj

∗ and the original τj stored in the TIT
are equal. If they are, then it calculates τ′

j = H
(
cj

∗) using the extracted data
segment cj

∗, and determines whether the calculated tag τ′
j and the original tag

τj are equal.

If verification is passed, output “1” is reached, meaning the outsourced data are
complete, and the smart contract automatically returns the CSP’s deposit and submits the
deposit of the client to the miner as an audit fee; otherwise, output “0” is reached, meaning
the outsourced data are not complete. In this case, the CSP verifies the signature σ by public
parameter spk, the smart contract submits the CSP’s deposit to the client as compensation
only if the outsourced data belong to the client, and then the smart contract submits the
deposit of the client to the miners as an audit fee.

In order to better understand the caculations of digest accB and the witness in the
above audit scheme construction, an illustrative example is given below in Figure 3.

Figure 3. An illustrative example.

Suppose the data processed by the client are B = {b1, b2, b3}. The client first calculates the
digest accB = g∏3

i = 1 (bi+s). In the audit phase, upon receiving the challenge index j (suppose
j = 2) from the verifier (which can be the client or blockchain smart contract), the CSP needs to
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calculate the witness witb2 = g∏3
i = 1,i �=2 (bi+s), but the witness cannot be calculated directly since

s is unknown. Let f(s) = ∏3
i = 1,i �=2(bi + s) = (b1 + s)(b3 + s) = s2 + (b1 + b3)s + b1b3.

The CSP can express the witness as witb2 = ∏2
i = 0 (gsi

)
ai = (g)b1b3 ·(gs)b1+b3 ·

(
gs2
)1

using

pkacc =
(

g, gs, · · · , gsn
)

, where {a0 = b1b3, a1 = b1 + b3, a2 = 1} is the coefficient of s
in polynomial f(s). The CSP sends (witb2 , b2) as a response to the verifier. We can see that
the CSP needs to use all elements in B except bj to compute the witness witbj

.

6. Analysis of Our Design

In this section, we analyze the security and characteristics of our scheme. It is assumed
that the underlying cryptographic tools such as the bilinear pairing instance generator algo-
rithm, bilinear pair accumulator, one-way hash function, asymmetric encryption algorithm,
and digital signature algorithm are secure.

6.1. Security Analysis

We should ensure the correctness and soundness requirements in our scheme. Correct-
ness means that the response provided by the CSP can pass verification if the outsourced
data on the CSP are not corrupted. Soundness means that verification can be passed only if
the outsourced data on the CSP is not broken. We give the following theorems to prove
these requirements can be satisfied in our proposed scheme:

Theorem 1. For correctness, suppose that both the CSP and client execute the proposed scheme hon-
estly. If the outsourced data on the CSP are not broken, then the CSP’s response can pass verification.

Proof. Suppose that both the CSP and client execute the proposed scheme honestly. As
described in our scheme, the CSP’s response (witbj

, bj) can pass verification only when the
following two conditions are met:

(1) e(accB, g) = e
(

witbj
, gbj gs

)
.

(2) By extracting the data segment cj
∗ and its corresponding tag τj

∗ from the target block
bj returned by the CSP, the extracted tag τj

∗ and the original τj stored in the TIT are
equal. By calculating τ′

j = H
(
cj

∗) using the extracted data segment cj
∗, the calculated

tag τ′
j and the original tag τj are equal.

If the outsourced data on the CSP are not broken, then the first condition is met since
the following equations hold due to the properties of bilinear mapping:

e(accB, g)= e(g∏n
i = 1 (bi+s), g)

= e(g, g)∏n
i = 1 (bi+s)

= e(g
∏bi∈B\{bj} (bi+s)

, g(bj+s))

= e
(

witbj
, gbj gs

)
where for the data file digest accB = g∏n

i = 1 (bi+s) = g∏bi∈B (bi+s), the witness response by

the CSP is witbj
= g

∏bi∈B\{bj} (bi+s)
.

Meanwhile, the client extracts the corresponding segment cj
∗ and its tag τj

∗ from the
target block bj returned by the CSP. If the outsourced data are complete, then the extracted
tag τj

∗ and the original τj stored in the TIT must be equal, and the calculated τ′
j = H

(
cj

∗)
using the extracted data segment cj

∗ must be equal to the original tag τj stored in the TIT,
so the second condition is met. Therefore, if the outsourced data on the CSP are not broken,
then the CSP’s response can pass verification. �
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Theorem 2. Regarding soundness, verification is only possible if the outsourced data on the CSP
are not corrupted. In other words, if the outsourced data are not complete, then verification cannot
be passed.

Proof. In our proposed scheme, verification can be passed in either the first-phase audit-
ing or the second-phase auditing. In both cases, after receiving (witbj

, bj) from the CSP,
verification can be passed only when the following two conditions are met:

(1) e(accB, g) = e
(

witbj
, gbj gs

)
.

(2) When extracting the data segment cj
∗ and its corresponding tag τj

∗ from the target
block bj returned by the CSP, the extracted tag τj

∗ and the original τj stored in the TIT
are equal, and by calculating τ′

j = H
(
cj

∗) using the extracted data segment cj
∗, the

calculated tag τ′
j and the original tag τj are equal.

Upon receiving the challenge, the CSP needs to compute the corresponding witness
witbj

for the target data block bj, and all data blocks except bj must be used in the calculation
of the witness. Thus, even a small change in the outsourced data can cause the generated
witness to change. Moreover, the CSP returns both the target data block and the calculated
witness as a response. If the target data block bj is corrupted, then either the extracted tag
τj

∗ is not equal to the original τj stored in the TIT or the calculated τ′
j = H

(
cj

∗) using
the extracted data segment cj

∗ is not equal to the original tag τj stored in the TIT. In other
words, due to the security of the hash algorithm, it is almost impossible to generate the
same tags using other data blocks. Thus, a valid response cannot be generated by the CSP
if the data are not actually saved or the data are corrupted on the CSP. Therefore, if the
outsourced data are not complete, then verification cannot be passed. �

6.2. Other Characteristics

Our scheme has the following properties:

• Privacy preservation: Before uploading the data, the client divides the data file F
into n segments with l1 bits; that is, F = ( f1, · · · , fn), and then each segment is
encrypted separately using asymmetric encryption techniques such that ci = E( fi)
for i = 1, · · · , n. Note that the client does not disclose the key for the encrypted
data to others in the whole auditing process so no one can access the outsourced data
except the client him or herself;

• Dynamic operations support: Our proposed scheme also supports the dynamic opera-
tions of data such as inserting, deleting, and updating by using the tag index table (TIT)
similar to the method in [28], ensuring that after dynamic operations, the auditing
scheme remains applicable;

• Timely compensation: As described in our scheme, the blockchain smart contract
must be triggered for fair arbitration if the outsourced data are corrupted by the CSP.
The client signs a smart contract with the CSP, and both the client and CSP send
deposits to the smart contract. First, the smart contract submits the deposit of the
client to the miners as an audit fee. Secondly, if verification is passed, it returns the
CSP’s deposit; otherwise, the deposit of the CSP is sent to the client as compensation
via the smart contract. Thus, if the outsourced data are corrupted by the CSP, then
verification cannot be passed, so the smart contract submits the deposit to the client as
compensation automatically after the CSP verifies the signature σ; that is, the client
can obtain compensation from the CSP in a timely manner.

7. Performance Evaluation

We implemented our system prototype of our proposed auditing scheme model via
Python code. In this scheme, we used Solidity 0.8.11 to build an Ethereum smart contract
and used Go Ethereum (Geth) 1.10.16 as the Ethereum client. The smart contract was
deployed to the Ethereum test network.
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The overhead of the smart contract comes from the posting parameter and on-chain
verification. In this scheme, there is just one parameter named accB which is used for
on-chain verification. Figure 4 measures the gas costs of different sizes of files that were
used in our auditing scheme. It is shown that the cost of our contract implemented on
Ethereum was a constant value. The gas cost was fixed at 4.2216 × 104. The total cost
of ether could be calculated by the Ethereum gas rule: gasCost × gasPrice. The average
gas price was about 45 Gwei, and 1 Gwei is 10−9 ether. The current exchange rate is 1
ether = USD 2500. As shown in Figure 4, our cost for deploying the auditing scheme model
was about USD 4.7493. The results confirm that this was not a huge cost for the client.

Figure 4. Storage overhead required for blockchain verification based on different file sizes.

In order to execute the polynomial operations in a bilinear map accumulator, we
introduced the PBC library in the implementation. The PBC library is an open-source C
library built on the GMP library that performs the mathematical operations underlying
pairing-based cryptosystems. In the data upload phase, the client encrypts the data blocks
which need to be outsourced by RSA, a kind of asymmetric encryption algorithm. Then, the
client generates conflict-free 20-bit tags using a hash algorithm. To evaluate the performance
of our model, we used the following set-up. The server proxy of the client was collocated
with the CSP server on 8 cores of a machine with 2.60 GHz Intel i7-6700 HQ processors and
12 GB of RAM running Ubuntu Linux.

The upload time of the client, the witness computation time of the CSP, and the
verification time cost of the verifier should be considered. First, we fixed the size of the
data file to 2 MB. The data file was generated randomly from 0–9, a–z, and A–Z in our
testing. Both the base size of the data blocks and the size of each increment were designed
to be 256 bytes. When the block size was increased to 2 KB, the experiment would be
stopped. For each round of experiments, we ran 100 tests with the same data and took
the average as the result to reduce the error effect of a single experiment. Note that the
larger the data block size, the fewer segments were divided, and the fewer labels were
generated since the size of the data file was fixed. The final experimental results are shown
in Figure 5a,b. It is not hard to observe that the upload time and the generation time of the
witness were inversely proportional to the block size, and the time required for the verifier
to conduct verification was fixed at 0.002 s, which conformed to our expectations. We can
see that as the block size increased, the time required to calculate accB and wit decreased
correspondingly, as shown in Figure 5c. Additionally, the order of magnitude of these
parameters was about 0.01, well below the upload time. For the client, most of the time
the cost was spent on encrypting the data file. Moreover, the calculation overhead of the
parameters b (i.e., data segment) and τ (i.e., tag) was independent of the block size.
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Figure 5. Computing overhead based on different block sizes. (a) Computing overhead of audit
participants. (b) Computing overhead of the client. (c) Computing overhead of the parameters.

In addition, if the block size was fixed at 256 bytes, we increased the data file size from
256 KB to 2 MB in increments of 256 KB. Figure 6a,b shows that most of the computing
overhead was spent on the data upload phase, and the vast majority of this time was used
to encrypt the data as mentioned above. As shown in Figure 6c, both the time required for
generating accB by the client and the computational overhead for calculating the witness
by the CSP were proportional to the size of the outsourced data file. The results show that
the computational overhead of the verifier was a constant value regardless of the data file
size and the data block size. Therefore, the experimental results show that our proposed
auditing scheme was very effective.

To measure the distribution trend of the computing overhead with different param-
eters, we fixed the size of the data file at 2 MB and the block size at 256 bytes. Then, we
repeated the experiment 100 times and recorded the computing overhead of the parameters
for each experiment. The distribution trend of the computing overhead is shown in Figure 7.
The computing overhead of all parameters was according to Gaussian distribution.
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Figure 6. Computing overhead based on different file sizes. (a) Computing overhead of audit
participants. (b) Computing overhead of the client. (c) Computing overhead of the parameters.

Figure 7. The distribution trend of computing overhead with different parameters.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we designed a novel and efficient two-phase arbitrable hybrid auditing
scheme based on the blockchain. By using a bilinear map accumulator and blockchain
smart contract, our scheme not only realizes deterministic checking, which provides 100%
data possession and integrity guarantees, but also enables a healthy ecosystem between the
client and the CSP. That aside, when the outsourced data are lost or corrupted by the CSP,
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our scheme can compensate the client in a timely manner and punish the dishonest CSP
automatically with a smart contract. Meanwhile, our scheme also protects the honest CSP
and prevents dishonest behavior from the client. Furthermore, we designed hybrid auditing
in our scheme instead of conducting public auditing through the blockchain. The hybrid
auditing design not only provides fair judgment but also saves audit fees for the client,
because the public auditing phase by the blockchain is triggered only when verification
fails in the private auditing phase. Through theoretical and experimental analysis, it was
verified that our design was feasible and efficient, and it achieved the desired security
goals. Of course, our scheme still has some limitations to be improved upon. For example,
it can only check whether the outsourced data are corrupted and cannot determine which
data blocks are corrupted or how to repair the corrupted data blocks. In future works, we
will enhance more functions of our auditing scheme, such as the location and repair of
corrupted data blocks.
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Abstract: IOTA is a new cryptocurrency system designed for the Internet of Things based on directed
an acyclic graph structure. It has the advantages of supporting high concurrency, scalability, and zero
transaction fees; however, due to the particularity of the directed acyclic graph structure, IOTA faces
more complex security threats than the sequence blockchain, in which a parasite chain attack is a
common double-spending attack. In this work, we propose a scheme that can effectively prevent
parasite chain attacks to improve the security of the IOTA ledger. Our main idea is to analyze the
behavior strategies of IOTA nodes based on evolutionary game theory and determine the key factors
affecting the parasite chain attack and the restrictive relationship between them. Based on the above
research, we provide a solution to resist the parasite chain attack and further prove the effectiveness
of the scheme by numerical simulation. Finally, we propose the parasite chain attack prevention
algorithms based on price splitting to effectively prevent the formation of the parasite chain.

Keywords: IOTA; parasite chain attack; the tangle; evolutionary game; security

MSC: 68Q01; 68W01; 68U01; 68R01; 68V99

1. Introduction

The rapid development of blockchain technology has accelerated the popularization
of the Internet of Things (IoT). Along with the increasing scale of IoT, the blockchain
technology based on directed acyclic graph (DAG) structure has attracted more and more
attention in IoT with its high concurrency and high scalability. At present, the most
representative one is IOTA (Internet of Things application) [1–3].

IOTA is a revolutionary new cryptocurrency system specially designed for IoT. It
overcomes the inefficiency in the existing blockchain design by replacing the sequence
distributed ledger with the distributed ledger based on the DAG structure, named the
Tangle, and creates a new method for reaching the consensus of the decentralized P2P
system. IOTA realizes zero transaction fees, high concurrency, and unlimited scalability
to complete the free transaction between machines and provide the underlying public
chain technology for IoT. IoT architecture based on IOTA Tangle is shown in Figure 1.
The left part in the figure is the IoT device layer (composed of sensors, bar codes and
radio frequency electronic tags, etc.), which is responsible for receiving user requests and
collecting information in real-time and transmitting them to the client layer (composed of
IOTA wallets or applications running on computers or smartphones). After a transaction
is packaged and generated by the client, it is sent to the IOTA node (composed of the IoT
device with a node software to read and write access to the Tangle) for processing. If the
transaction is valid and follows the protocol standards, the IOTA node first updates the
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local ledger (the right part in the figure) after verification and then broadcasts the updated
ledger to other IOTA nodes through P2P protocol to complete the consensus process [4].

Figure 1. IoT Architecture based on IOTA Tangle.

However, due to the particularity of the DAG structure, the security of IOTA will face
major challenges. IOTA is subject to a variety of attacks [1], among which the parasite chain
(PC) attack is the most common. If the attack is successful, Tangle’s historical records will
be tampered with, and the attacker will realize double-spending. In this paper, we focus
on the PC attack. Similar to selfish mining by nodes in the single-chain architecture [5–8],
malicious nodes privately create parasite chains and broadcast them when the opportunities
are ripe, in order to replace the corresponding legal branches in the main tangle; however,
so far, few people look for the cause of PC attacks from IOTA nodes themselves. There is
an obvious game relationship between IOTA nodes. As a player, each node will choose
its strategy to maximize its utility when given the strategies of other players. It should
be noted that the cost of launching a PC attack is an important part of building a game
revenue matrix; a survey found that there is no expression to calculate the cost of the PC
attack directly now [9–13]. In addition, in the actual scenario of IoT, the node’s malicious
behavior is studied through the classical game theory based on the assumption of “complete
rationality” [14–17], but the static results cannot meet the actual needs of IOTA, nor can
they reflect the dynamic change of IOTA node’s strategic behavior and the evolution
process that eventually tends to be stable; therefore, it is necessary to analyze PC attacks
using game theory, but it is particularly important to find a game method more suitable
for IOTA scenarios. In light of the above observations and given literature [1], we study
what circumstances IOTA nodes actively launch PC attacks; therefore, we should design a
scheme that can effectively detect and prevent parasite chain attacks.

It is challenging to achieve the above goal in that: (1) Nodes can join or exit the IOTA
network at any time. We must ensure that enough nodes can synchronize the Tangle, but it
is difficult to determine the number of effective working nodes. (2) The distributed ledger
based on the DAG structure solves the problems of high concurrency and high scalability of
IoT and increases the growth randomness of the ledger with time. The randomness raises
the complexity of the cost of PC attacks launched by computing nodes. (3) Affected by
the dynamic change of the Tangle, the initial behavior choices of nodes are not necessarily
optimal, so it is hard to analyze and obtain the final evolutionary stability strategies
of nodes.

In this paper, for the first time, we solve the problem of PC attacks in IOTA blockchain
networks by introducing epidemic dynamics models and evolutionary game theory. With
the help of the improved epidemic model, our proposed scheme can determine the number
of nodes that synchronize the Tangle, and provide a guarantee for the normal operation
of IOTA by monitoring the change of the number of nodes in real-time. Evolutionary
game theory is a combination of game theory analysis and dynamic evolutionary process
analysis. It studies how bounded rational individuals evolve in dynamic processes, how
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to learn adaptively in repeated games, and choose the optimal strategy to maximize their
interests [18]. In this study, the dynamic evolution process of IOTA nodes’ behavior
strategies was analyzed through evolutionary game, and the key factors inducing nodes to
launch PC attacks were found. To realize this scheme, the main contributions of this paper
are as follows:

(1) We introduce an improved epidemic model TG_SEI. IOTA can effectively synchronize
the number of nodes in the Tangle estimated by using the TG_SEI model, which is not
only an important indicator to measure whether IOTA is running normally, but also
an important part of the PC attack cost.

(2) We propose a computational expression for the PC attack cost. The transaction
involves multiple key links, from creation to issuance. If a malicious node wants
to successfully launch a PC attack, an additional cost must be paid. We used the
method of dividing the time according to the key points of events to complete the cost
accounting of each stage.

(3) We designed the parasite chain attack prevention algorithms based on price splitting.
Using evolutionary game theory to analyze the behaviors of IOTA nodes, it was found
that the commodity prices are the main factor that triggers PC attacks. Moreover, we
predicted the concentrated time slot of PC attacks, which makes it more efficient to
resist PC attacks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work.
Section 3 presents the background. Section 4 introduces the improved epidemic model
TG_SEI. Section 5 gives the details of the evolution game analysis of nodes in IOTA,
followed by the proposed algorithm in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the whole paper.

2. Related Work

The emergence of blockchain technology has accelerated the development of decentral-
ization, privacy protection, and encrypted search of IoT [19–23], especially in crowdsensing
systems [24], fog computing [25,26], privacy protection [27–29], and crowdsourcing [30–32].
On this basis, the blockchain system based on DAG provides a guarantee for the high
concurrency, high scalability, and zero handling fee of IoT. The most representative is IOTA.

After the IOTA project was launched in 2015, Serguei Popov [1] explained the working
principle of the Tangle in the relevant white paper, proposed an MCMC algorithm to
provide an attachment strategy for new transactions arriving, and finally listed a variety
of possible attack scenarios. Among them, the PC attack, as a common double-spending
attack, has attracted extensive attention.

2.1. PC Attack

In [1], the authors first described the formation and attack principle of the parasite
chain. Cai, D [9] pointed out that the coordinator still played a major role in IOTA. Once
removed, it would face security problems caused by parasite chain attacks. In the parasite
chain attack scenario, Yixin Li et al. [10] used the Markov chain model to describe the con-
sistency process behavior of the DAG ledger under dynamic load and tested the probability
of a successful attack under different network load modes. Philip Staupe [11] studied the
method to reduce the risk of a double-spending attack by analyzing the probability ab-
sorbed by the parasite chain in the MCMC random walk. A. Cullen et al. [12] analyzed the
effectiveness of the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm by using a matrix model
and proposed an extended MCMC algorithm to improve the resistance of the distributed
ledger to these attacks. Andreas Penzkofer et al. [13] proposed a detection mechanism for
parasite chain attacks. Honest nodes improved the tip selection algorithm by detecting the
structure of the parasite chain to prevent the parasite chain from successfully launching
attacks. The above studies fully show that the parasite chain attack is one of the major secu-
rity risks of IOTA and show that further research on the parasite chain attack has practical
significance. Observing these studies, it is found that no one has analyzed the impact of
node behavior strategies on PC attacks from the perspective of the IOTA nodes themselves.
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2.2. Blockchain and Game Theory

At present, game theory is mainly used to analyze the mining behaviors of nodes in the
blockchain, the computing power competition between mining pools, and the blockchain
consensus and incentive mechanisms. Liu Z et al. [14] summarized the application of game
theory in blockchain and pointed out that game theory was a mathematical model for
studying the strategic interaction between rational decision makers, which was naturally
applicable to the decision making of all consensus nodes in the blockchain network. Chang-
bing Tang et al. [15] understood and analyzed the PoW consensus algorithm from the
perspective of game theory, providing new ideas and methods for further designing consen-
sus algorithms based on game theory. Lihua Song et al. [16] analyzed some problems in the
design of the bitcoin incentive mechanism and used the idea of game theory to design an
anti-collusion smart contract for clients in cloud computing. Shi H et al. [17] gave the min-
ing pool the power to unilaterally control the miners’ income using the zero-determinant
theory and stimulated the miners’ cooperation through the proposed zero determinant
incentive mechanism. Xuan S et al. [33] proposed a data-sharing incentive model of smart
contract blockchain based on evolutionary game theory. Their model was proposed to solve
the challenges of establishing mutual trust and improving user participation in data sharing.
According to the increasing demand for blockchain scalability and sustainability in various
fields, Shashank Motepalli et al. [34] proposed a reward mechanism framework. Then, they
further analyzed how participants’ behavior evolved with the reward mechanism by using
evolutionary game theory.

The above research shows that it is feasible and a research hotspot to analyze the
behavior of blockchain nodes through game theory, but IOTA, as a blockchain based on the
DAG structure, is rarely involved in game methods. Serguei Popov et al. [35] have proved
that there is a Nash equilibrium in IOTA, but it is necessary to conduct in-depth analysis
on the malicious behavior of nodes in IOTA to resist attacks.

However, the current literature has not paid too much attention to the impact of IOTA
nodes’ own behaviors on IOTA security, and no one has analyzed IOTA nodes’ behavior
strategies through evolutionary game theory. Under the premise of “bounded rationality”
of participants, we put forward the cost calculation method of launching a PC attack,
construct the payoff matrix to analyze the dynamic behaviors of IOTA nodes, calculate the
evolutionary stable strategy, and finally find an effective algorithm to prevent PC attacks.

3. Background

3.1. IOTA

IOTA does not charge transaction fees, and each node maintains the update of the
ledger by contributing its own computing power to confirm the two existing transactions
in the Tangle. Figure 2a shows the DAG structure of the Tangle. The rectangle represents
a transaction. On the left is the genesis transaction, and the unconfirmed transactions on
the right are called tips. To avoid malicious competition between nodes caused by not
charging transaction fees, the concept of weight is introduced into the IOTA system. Each
transaction has weight, which is divided into cumulative weight and own weight (shown
in Figure 2b. The number in the upper left corner of transaction A is cumulative weight,
and the number in the lower right corner is own weight). The transaction with a large
cumulative weight in the Tangle is more “important”, and its own weight is proportional
to the amount of work that the issuing node invested into it. To ensure the effectiveness of
transactions in the Tangle, we propose approval rate (AR) and tangle robustness level σ.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. IOTA’s distributed ledger—the Tangle diagram. (a) DAG structure of the Tangle. (b) Exam-
ple of cumulative weight and own weight of transaction A.

Definition 1. Approval rate AR: The ratio of the number of tips directly or indirectly pointing
to the transaction at a certain time to the total number of tips at that time. As shown in Figure 2,
the AR of transaction A is 0.6. The greater the AR, the greater the possibility that the transaction
cannot be tampered with.

Definition 2. Tangle robustness level σ: When AR meets certain conditions, additional cumulative
weight is required to ensure the confirmation of existing transactions to offset the difference between
the cumulative weight achieved by malicious nodes and honest nodes.

3.2. Epidemic Model

The epidemic model can reflect the dynamic characteristics of infectious diseases.
Through the qualitative and quantitative analysis and numerical simulation of the epidemic
model, we can reveal the epidemic law of diseases and predict their change trend, so as to
provide a theoretical and quantitative basis for disease prevention and control. The iterative
form of the SI model is as follows:{

dS(t)
dt = αM − βS(t)I(t)− αS(t)

dI(t)
dt = βS(t)I(t)− αI(t)

, (1)

where S(t) represents the susceptible population at time t, I(t) represents the infected
population at time t, β represents the transmission coefficient of S and I, M represents the
total population at time t, and α represents the natural mortality of S and I at time t. This
paper mainly improves the SI model. The information transmission between nodes has a
similar dynamic evolution process with virus infection, so the mathematical model based
on the epidemic is also suitable for the field of network information transmission [36,37].
Based on the dynamic evolution model of infectious disease transmission, we put forward
a calculation method for estimating the number of nodes in the actual synchronous Tangle.
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3.3. Evolutionary Game Theory

In evolutionary game theory, evolutionary stable strategy (ESS) and replication dy-
namics are two core concepts. ESS refers to that, in the process of the game, due to the
limited rationality of both sides in the game, the game side cannot find the optimal strategy
and the optimal equilibrium point at the beginning; therefore, the game player needs to
constantly learn in the process of the game. If the player has made strategic mistakes,
they will gradually correct them, and constantly imitate and improve towards the most
favorable strategies for themselves and others in the past. After a period of imitation and
error correction, all players will tend to a stable strategy. Replication dynamics is actually a
dynamic differential equation that describes the frequency of a specific strategy adopted in
a population, which can be expressed by the following formula:

dxi

dt
= xi[(usi , x)− u(x, x)], (2)

where xi is the proportion or probability of adopting pure strategy si in a population, which
represents the fitness when adopting the pure strategy and the average fitness.

4. Improved Epidemic Model TG_SEI

The number of effective nodes in the synchronous ledger (hereinafter referred to as
the number of synchronous nodes) reaches a certain threshold (below the threshold, IOTA
cannot operate normally. The threshold is set according to the actual situation of IOTA),
that can ensure the normal operation of IOTA. Monitoring the number of synchronization
nodes in IOTA regularly can reflect the service level of the network to a certain extent. If the
synchronization node is seriously missing, the service quality of IOTA will be reduced;
therefore, regular monitoring, timely warning, and troubleshooting must be carried out.
In addition, the number of synchronization nodes is also an important part of calculating
the attack cost; therefore, it is very important to find a method to solve the number of
synchronization nodes. The process of the IOTA node synchronizing to the Tangle is very
similar to the spread of some viruses in the infectious disease model [38–40]; therefore, we
adopt the improved epidemic model TG_ SEI to estimate the number of synchronization
nodes at any time period. IOTA nodes have three statuses: invalid synchronization status
S, the Tangle synchronization delay status E, and effective synchronization status I. Nodes
in the S status have not synchronized the Tangle yet. The nodes in the E status synchronize
the Tangle but fail to forward it to other nodes in time due to delay. The delay is generally
related to the actual network delay threshold. For example, if it is greater than 50 ms, the E
status will appear. Nodes in the I status synchronize the Tangle and immediately forward
it to other nodes. Assuming that the nodes in the S status connect the nodes in the I status,
the Tangle is synchronized.

In the beginning, only one node G is in the I status (that is, the node issuing the
Genesis transaction) while the other IOTA nodes are in the S status. After node G issues
the transaction, it starts broadcasting the Tangle to the whole network. The nodes directly
connecting to node G to synchronize the Tangle will change status S to status I or E. Due to
network delay, some of the nodes that synchronized the Tangle are temporarily in the E
status. When the delay is alleviated, the nodes in the E status will continue to forward the
Tangle to other nodes. With the continuous spread of the Tangle ledger, the connectivity
scale between nodes will gradually expand until the whole IOTA network. Most of the
nodes that finally synchronized the Tangle are in the I status. In this spreading process, due
to natural disasters, equipment failures, crashes, and other factors, a few nodes will not
keep the ledger synchronized with node G’s and they are removed from the network.

Suppose that at any time t, S(t) denotes the number of nodes that have not synchro-
nized the Tangle (also known as the number of invalid synchronization nodes). The move-
ment of invalid synchronization nodes is random. During this period, very few nodes
may not work or crash and be removed from the network. E(t) denotes the number of
delayed nodes synchronizing the Tangle. Due to the uncertainty in the network link, there
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will be a certain delay in forwarding the Tangle. During this period, very few nodes may
not work or crash and be removed from the network. I(t) denotes the number of nodes
that fully synchronize to the Tangle and forward it (also known as the number of effective
synchronization nodes). During this period, very few nodes may not work or crash and be
removed from the network.

Let M denote the total number of nodes in the IOTA at time t. To simplify the
calculation, the rate at which new nodes join or exit the IOTA is α; therefore, M = S(t) +
E(t) + I(t) is constant. β represents the average spreading rate of the IOTA Tangle, which
is related to the average degree of the network. δ represents the average delay rate of
the synchronizing Tangle and meets 0 < δ < 1. δ is related to the actual situation of the
network. The greater the network delay, the larger the value of δ. γ indicates the conversion
rate from status E to status I. Most nodes will synchronize the Tangle after delay. The
improved epidemic model TG_SEI iteration form is as follows,⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

dS(t)
dt = αM − βS(t)I(t)− αS(t)

dE(t)
dt = βδS(t)I(t)− (γ + α)E(t)

dI(t)
dt = β(1 − δ)S(t)I(t) + γE(t)− αI(t)

. (3)

The evolution process of the synchronous nodes’ number is the same as that of I(t),
that is, the final result of I(t) evolution is the number of synchronous nodes in IOTA
denoted as X, {

dI(t)
dt = β(1 − δ)S(t)I(t) + γE(t)− αI(t)

I(0) = 1
. (4)

According to Equation (3), two groups of possible equilibrium points of the equations
are obtained, which are E∗

1 (M, 0, 0) and E∗
2 (

α(γ+α)
β(γ+α−αδ)

, αδ(Mβ(γ+α−αδ)−α(γ+α))
β(γ+α−αδ)(γ+α)

,
Mβ(γ+α−αδ)−α(γ+α)

β(γ+α)
). Because only when the basic reproduction number R0 > 1, the Tangle

of node G can be synchronized and forwarded by most other nodes; therefore, the equi-
librium point E∗

2 is the only asymptotically stable equilibrium point. When t → ∞ and

Mβ(γ + α − αδ)− α(γ + α) > 0, I(t) → Mβ(γ+α−αδ)−α(γ+α)
β(γ+α)

, we can obtain

X = � Mβ(γ + α − αδ)− α(γ + α)

β(γ + α)
�, (5)

where parameters α, β, δ, and γ are greater than 0 and less than 1. For example, when
M = 10,000, α = 0.005, β = 0.2, δ = 0.8, and γ = 0.2, the probability curve of the number of
synchronization nodes with time evolution based on the TG_SEI model is shown in Figure 3.
The red point line indicates the changing trend of the number of invalid synchronization
nodes with time, which is decreasing. The blue dotted line indicates the changing trend of
the number of effective synchronization nodes with time, which is increasing. The solid
line indicates the changing trend of the number of synchronization delay nodes. After a
certain delay, most of the nodes in E status will become nodes in I status.

To simplify the calculation, we set the number of nodes joining and exiting IOTA
per unit time equal. In a real scenario, they may not be equal. The values of α, β, δ,
and γ in the TG_SEI model can be obtained by (1) prediction of supervised learning model
in machine learning or (2) analysis of the propagation mechanism and dynamics of the
complex network [41,42].
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Figure 3. Probability curve of the number of synchronous nodes with time evolution based on the
TG_SEI model.

5. Evolution Game Analysis of Nodes in IOTA

In IOTA, all nodes form a node group. Each node has an initial strategy about whether
to choose a parasite chain attack. Nodes repeatedly randomly select other nodes from the
group to play the game. In this process, nodes with a low payoff will change the strategy
to imitate the high-payoff nodes, while low-payoff strategies will be gradually eliminated.
After such continuous learning and adjustment, the node group will eventually reach an
equilibrium state, which is that all nodes in the group will choose the ESS.

Creating transactions to issuing the transactions to the Tangle is a complex process.
In this process, the Tangle is vulnerable to malicious attacks. One of the most-common
attacks is PC attacks. In Figure 4, a parasite chain is “generated” under a transaction in the
Tangle where the red site is a conflict transaction. The parasite chains formed in the actual
scene have different shapes and sizes, and the attacker can freely choose the number of
transfers of the PC and decide which transfers the attacker confirms; therefore, this paper
makes some restrictions on the PC. We only study the simple PC because it does not affect
the generality.

Figure 4. The Tangle with a parasite chain.

5.1. Research Hypothesis and Parameter Description

We make the following assumptions.

Assumption 1. IOTA nodes are bounded rationality, that is, they cannot find the optimal strategy
at the beginning of the game. It needs to learn constantly in the process of the game.

Assumption 2. The computational power cost consumed by node attack is large enough to enable
the successful completion of the attack; the computational power cost of two nodes is the same.
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Assumption 3. Each node purchases the same commodity at the same price.

Assumption 4. The change of node payoff caused by the change of market price of the currency is
not considered.

Since the payoff matrix of the repeated game model is closely related to the specific
payoff parameters of each game participant, the parameters are described as shown in
Table 1.

Table 1. Description of parameters.

Parameter Description

i, j Node number, representing node i and node j
Si, Sj Strategies adopted by node i and node j respectively, Si, Sj ∈ {Attack, No attack}
x(0 ≤ x ≤ 1) Probability of selecting attack strategy
C1 Cost of node successfully launching PC attack
C2 Cost of node not launching attack
Ui, Uj Represent the expected returns of both parties respectively
Pri Commodity price
wini The node issues the initial weight of a transaction (recorded as tran1) in the main

tangle
w0 The merchant agrees to the cumulative weight threshold of the transaction (tran1)
t0 The time when the node issues a transaction tran1 to the merchant in main tangle

and also the starting time of the private PC chain
t1 The time when the cumulative weight of transaction tran1 reaches the merchant

weight threshold and the merchant accepts the transaction
t The time after the node implements the PC attack, the cumulative weight of the

double-spending transaction generated on the PC exceeds the cumulative weight
time of the legal transaction in main tangle

Sh The sum of cumulative weights of transaction tran1 in main Tangle at time t
Sm The sum of cumulative weights corresponding to the double-spending transaction

in the parasite chain at time t
λ Average transaction arrival rate of the node no launching PC attacks (i.e., an honest

node), λ > 0
μ Average transaction arrival rate of nodes launching PC attacks (i.e., a malicious

node), μ > 0
wh The average weight of transactions generated by honest nodes
wm The average weight of transactions generated by malicious nodes

5.2. Transaction Number, Cumulative Weight, Time to Successfully Launch Parasite Chain Attack,
and Its Cost Function

Let A be any node in IOTA. Node A may launch a parasite chain attack. If node
A has a parasite chain at time t, before node A broadcasts the parasite chain to IOTA,
the average rate of new transactions reaching the main Tangle is λ and the average rate of
new transactions arriving at the parasite chain is μ.

(1) If node A launches a parasite chain attack successfully, the number of transactions
issued is

N1 = (λ + μ)(t1 − t0) + μ(t − t1). (6)

If node A does not launch a parasite chain attack, the number of transactions issued is

N2 = λ(t − t0). (7)

(2) Cumulative weight

Suppose that node A issues a transaction tran1 to the main Tangle at time t0 and
waits for the merchant’s confirmation. At the same time, node A starts to build a parasite
chain privately and generates a transaction tran2. Node A transfers the money used to
transaction tran1 to the corresponding account of transaction tran2 in the parasite chain.
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That is, transaction tran1 and transaction tran2 have the same money but correspond to
different accounts of node A. When the cumulative weight of tran1 reaches the merchant’s
weight threshold w0 at t1, the merchant accepts the transaction and delivers the goods.
Once the difference between the cumulative weights of transaction tran2 and transaction
tran1 is greater than σ, that is, Sm − Sh >= σ, then node A can successfully launch a
parasite chain attack and realize double spending. σ is the Tangle robustness level, which
is related to AR. σ reflects the difficulty of the node to implement the malicious attack
successfully. For Sm and Sh, see below for details.

At time t1, the merchant accepts the cumulative weight threshold expression of trans-
action tran1 issued by node A in the main Tangle is

w0 = wini + λ(t1 − t0)wh. (8)

At time t, the cumulative weight of transaction tran1 in the main Tangle is

Sh = w0 + (1 − pm)λ(t − t1)wh

= wini + λ(t1 − t0)wh + (1 − pm)λ(t − t1)wh.
(9)

where Pm is the probability that the transaction is absorbed by the parasite chain after the
honest node runs the MCMC algorithm [11], 0 < Pm < 1. It is worth noting that after the
parasite chain is broadcast to the whole network, the parasite chain can no longer reference
the transactions in the main Tangle. Because the honest node will check the historical
consistency and will not accept the double-spending transaction as a valid transaction.
At time t, node A issues the cumulative weight of the corresponding double-spending
transaction in the parasite chain as follows

Sm = wini + μ(t − t0)wm + pmλ(t − t1)wh. (10)

(3) Time of successful parasite chain attack

Sm − Sh ≥ σ. (11)

Combined with Equations (8)–(10), the relationship expression of time t is

t ≥ σ + (μwm − λwh)t0 + 2pmλwht1

μwm − λwh + 2pmλwh
. (12)

Let T1 = σ+(μwm−λwh)t0+2pmλwht1
μwm−λwh+2pmλwh

; t ≥ T1 is obtained by simplification.

(4) Cost function

Assuming that the actual number of effective synchronization nodes in IOTA at time
t is X and the number of malicious nodes is n, the cost function required for node A to
successfully launch a parasite chain attack is expressed as

C1 = [(λ + μ)(t1 − t0) + μ(t − t1)]q0 + (X − 1)λ(t1 − t0)q1 + (n − 1)μ(t − t1)q1. (13)

If the node does not launch an attack, the cost function is

C2 = λ(t − t0)q0 + (X − 1)λ(t1 − t0)q1 + (X − n − 1)λ(t − t1)q1, (14)

where q0 is the average cost of generating and issuing a transaction for the node and q1
is the average cost of verifying and disseminating an incoming transaction, and q0 > 0,
q1 > 0.
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5.3. Constructing Evolutionary Game Model and Results

The following two cases are discussed. One is that malicious nodes conspire to create
the PC, and the attack cost is halved after malicious nodes cooperate. The other is that
malicious nodes create PCs alone.

5.3.1. Nodes Conspire to Create the Parasite Chain

Analyze the payoff of node i and node j at time t to construct the payoff matrix of the
evolutionary game model shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Payoff matrix.

Node j

Attack(y) No Attack(1 − y)

Node i
Attack(x) Pri − C1/2, Pri − C1/2 Pri − C1,−C2

No attack(1 − x) −C2, Pri − C1 −C2, −C2

For node i (Note: the analysis method of node j is the same as that of node i, which
will not be repeated later), the expected payoff of adopting the “attack” strategy is

Ui1 = x(Pri − C1/2) + (1 − x)(Pri − C1) = (C1/2)x + Pri − C1. (15)

Take the “no attack” strategy and the expected payoff is

Ui2 = −C2. (16)

The overall average expected payoff of node i is

U = xUi1 + (1 − x)Ui2

= (C1/2)x2 + x(Pri − C1 + C2)− C2.
(17)

From Equations (15)–(17), the replicator dynamics equation of the subject proportion
of actors adopting the “attack” strategy is

F(x) = dx/dt

= x(Ui1 − U)

= x(1 − x)[(C1/2)x + Pri − C1 + C2].

(18)

When F(x) = 0, we can obtain three stable states

x∗
1 = 0, x∗

2 = 1, x∗
3 =

2(C1 − C2 − Pri)
C1

. (19)

According to the value of x∗
3 , the ESS is discussed in three cases below.

(1) The ESS when x∗
3 ≤ 0

The condition of x∗
3 = 2(C1−C2−Pri)

C1
≤ 0 is

Pri ≥ C1 − C2. (20)

Because of 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, the replicator dynamics at this time only have two stable states
x∗

1 = 0 and x∗
2 = 1. The ESS x∗ has the characteristics of resisting small interference. When

the interference makes x < x∗, there is F(x) = dx/dt > 0. When the interference makes
x > x∗, there is F(x) = dx/dt < 0. In the phase diagram of the replicator dynamics
equation, the curve intersects the abscissa at several points. If the tangent slope at the
intersection is negative, it is the ESS of the replicator dynamics in the evolutionary game;
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therefore, according to the above conditions, F′(0) ≥ 0 and F′(1) < 0, its ESS x∗ = 1. The
replicator dynamics equation phase diagram is shown in Figure 5. Nodes tend to launch
parasite chain attacks.

Figure 5. Replicator dynamics equation phase diagram when x∗
3 ≤ 0.

(2) The ESS when x∗
3 ≥ 1

The condition of x∗
3 = 2(C1−C2−Pri)

C1
≥ 1 is

Pri ≤ C1/2 − C2. (21)

At this time, the replicator dynamics only have two stable states x∗
1 = 0 and x∗

2 = 1.
Since F′(0) < 0 and F′(1) ≥ 0, its ESS is x∗ = 0. The replicator dynamics equation phase
diagram is shown in Figure 6. Nodes tend not to launch parasite chain attacks.

Figure 6. Replicator dynamics equation phase diagram when x∗
3 ≥ 1.

(3) The ESS when 0 < x∗
3 < 1

The condition of 0 < 2(C1−C2−Pri)
C1

< 1 is

C1/2 − C2 < Pri < C1 − C2. (22)

At this time, the replicator dynamics have three stable states. Since F′(0) < 0 and
F′(1) < 0, the corresponding replicator dynamics phase diagram is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Replicator dynamics equation phase diagram when 0 < x∗
3 < 1.

When 0 < x∗
3 < 2(C1−C2−Pri)

C1
, its ESS is x∗ = 0.

When 2(C1−C2−Pri)
C1

< x∗
3 < 1, its ESS is x∗ = 1.

The analysis shows that when the commodity price provided by the merchant is
satisfied Pri ≥ C1 − C2, that is, the commodity price is higher than the difference between
the cost paid by the node to launch a parasite chain attack and the cost paid by not launching
an attack, the node will choose to launch a parasite chain attack, because, compared with
the original, the node will increase revenue and be profitable. When the commodity price
provided by the merchant is satisfied Pri ≤ C1/2 − C2, the node will not launch a parasite
chain attack, because the attack cost is higher than the payoff, which will damage its
interests and outweigh the loss. When the commodity price provided by the merchant is
satisfied C1/2 − C2 < Pri < C1 − C2, if x∗

3 is included in (0, 2(C1−C2−Pri)
C1

), the node chooses
not to attack because the probability of successfully launching a parasite chain attack is
small. If x∗

3 falls in ( 2(C1−C2−Pri)
C1

, 1), the node will choose to launch an attack because the
probability of successfully launching a parasite chain attack increases. Next, Matlab 2020a
was used to simulate the above evolutionary game process.

(1) Assuming C2 = 1, Pri = 2, and C1 takes 2, 4, and 6, respectively, the strategy selection
of node i changes as shown in Figure 8.

(2) Assuming C2 = 1, C1 = 2, and Pri takes 2, 0.5, and 0.1, respectively, the strategy
selection of node i changes as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8. The evolution process of node i’s strategy selection when C1 value increases.
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Figure 9. The evolution process of node i’s strategy selection when Pri value decreases.

Figure 8 shows the evolution trend of probability x with C1 when Pri and C2 remain
unchanged. Figure 9 shows the evolution trend of probability x with Pri when C1 and C2
remain unchanged. The analysis shows that if other conditions are certain, increasing the
attack cost will reduce the probability of nodes choosing parasite chain attacks. Similarly,
other conditions are certain, the lower the commodity price, the lower the probability of
nodes successfully launching parasite chain attacks.

5.3.2. Each Node Will Make Its Parasite Chain

If a node launches a PC attack, it needs to create a parasite chain alone. The payoff
matrix of the evolutionary game model is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Payoff matrix.

Node j

Attack(y) No Attack(1 − y)

Node i
Attack(x) Pri − C1, Pri − C1 Pri − C1,−C2

No attack(1 − x) −C2, Pri − C1 −C2, −C2

Moreover, Pri1 and Pri2 represent the price of goods purchased by node i and node
j, respectively. The analysis process is the same as Section 5.3.1, and two stable states
x∗

1 = 0 and x∗
2 = 1 are obtained. The analysis results also reflect the relationship between

commodity price and cost. For node i, when Pri1 ≥ C1 − C2, the node will launch a parasite
chain attack. When Pri1 < C1 − C2, the node will not launch an attack. The analysis method
of node j is the same as that of node i and will not be repeated.

6. The Proposed Algorithms

It can be seen from the previous section that the lower the commodity price in the
transaction, the less likely it is to be attacked by PC; therefore, we can effectively resist PC
attacks by splitting large transaction prices into small ones. At the same time, it also further
proves the applicability of micropayments in IOTA. With the continuous expansion of the
scale of IoT, if we can further predict the concentrated time slot of many PC attacks and
strengthen prevention, we can also effectively resist PC attacks.

6.1. Concentrated Time Slot of PC Attacks

According to the analysis results in Section 5, we can further determine the concen-
trated time slot for nodes to launch PC attacks. This section only focuses on the situation
that satisfied Pri ≥ C1 − C2. When ESS is 1, nodes will launch PC attacks to increase their
interests; therefore, Equation (20) is deformed to

C1 ≤ Pri + C2. (23)
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By substituting Equation (14) into (23), we obtain

C1 ≤ Pri + λ(t − t0)q0 + (X − 1)λ(t1 − t0)q1 + (X − n − 1)λ(t − t1)q1, (24)

According to Equation (24), the cost of an IOTA node launching a parasite chain
attack successfully depends on many factors, such as commodity price, the number of
IOTA synchronization nodes, the number of malicious nodes, the time issuing transaction,
the time transacting with merchants, the time it takes for a parasite chain to attack success-
fully, the arrival rate of transactions, the average cost of issuing a transaction, the average
verification and dissemination cost of a transaction, etc.

As shown in Figure 10, solid line a and dotted line b represent the cost threshold
varying with time t and the cost paid by the node when successfully launching a parasite
chain attack, respectively. Assuming (μ − λ)q0 − (Xλ − nλ − λ − nμ + μ)q1, the time at
the intersection of the two lines is

T2 =
Pri − (λt1 − μt0)q0 − (Xλ − nλ − λ − nμ + μ)t1q1

(μ − λ)q0 − (Xλ − nλ − λ − nμ + μ)q1
. (25)

Figure 10. Cost function of launching a parasite chain attack diagram.

In Equation (12), when T1 > T2,T1 > 0 andT2 > 0, that is, t ∈ [T2 + t1, T1], the probabil-
ity of a node successfully launching a parasite chain attack will increase. To prevent nodes
from launching parasite chain attacks, it is important to strengthen prevention during this
time slot as shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for determining the concentrated time slot of PC attacks.

Input: Commodity price Pri; The average transaction arrival rate of an honest node λ; The
average transaction arrival rate of a malicious node μ; The average cost of generating and
issuing a transaction q0; The average cost of verifying and disseminating a transaction q1;
Actual number of synchronized ledger nodes X; Number of malicious nodes n; The time
when the node issues a transaction to the merchant in the main Tangle t0; The time when
the cumulative weight of transaction reaches the merchant weight threshold w0 and the
merchant accepts the transaction t1.

Output: The concentrated time slot.
t ← t0;
Calculate the time points T1 and T2 according to Equations (12) and (25) respectively;
While t > 0

if t ≥ T1and t ≤ T2
Monitor the Tangle in real-time;
If conflicting transactions are detected, run the tip select algorithm and only

retain the legal branch with the largest cumulative weight;
Endif
Monitor the Tangle regularly;
If conflicting transactions are detected, run the tip select algorithm and only retain

the legal branch with the largest cumulative weight. Monitor in real-time for some time
to ensure the complete elimination of conflicting transactions;

6.2. The Algorithm for Preventing PC Attacks Based on Price Splitting—APS

If the commodity price is low and the payment amount is small, IOTA nodes gen-
erally do not launch PC attacks to damage their interests, but prefer to work honestly.
If the commodity price is high and the transaction amount is too large, it can be divided
into multiple small amounts for payment to avoid PC attacks. There are many ways
to split the price, which can be designed according to the needs of the actual IOTA net-
work. For example, the simplest price halving method is used. Since the parasite chain
can be generated jointly or independently, the corresponding algorithms are shown in
Algorithms 2 and 3, respectively.

Algorithm 2 APS-conspiracy.

Input: Commodity price Pri; PC attack cost C1; Cost of not launching an attack C2.
Output: Splitting the price stored in M[i] and the price split copies j.

M[] ← 0,i ← 0,j ← 0,x ← 0;
M.append(Pri);
While Pri ≥ C1 − C2

Pri = Pri/2;
M.append(Pri);
i = i + 1;

While C1/2 − C2 < Pri < C1 − C2 and 2(C1 − C2 − Pri)/C1 < x < 1
Pri = Pri/2;
M.append(Pri);
i = i + 1;

j = M[0]/M[i];
Return M[i] and j;
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Algorithm 3 APS-independence.

Input: Commodity price Pri; PC attack cost C1; Cost of not launching an attack C2.
Output: Splitting the price stored in M[i] and the price split copies j.

M[] ← 0,i ← 0,j ← 0,x ← 0;
M.append(Pri);
While Pri ≥ C1 − C2

Pri = Pri/2;
M.append(Pri);
i = i + 1;

j = M[0]/M[i];
Return M[i] and j;

In addition, IOTA can also add some incentive or punishment mechanisms to further
prevent nodes from launching attacks. A reasonable incentive mechanism can make the
node offset part of the work cost and reduce the probability of launching a PC attack, while
the punishment mechanism can restrain the node from launching attacks via punishment.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an effective scheme to prevent parasite attacks. First,
we proposed a cost calculation method for parasite chain attacks. Then, the behavior
strategies of the IOTA node launching attack were analyzed by evolutionary game theory,
the key factors required to successfully launch parasite chain attack were studied, and the
numerical simulation was carried out. Finally, the algorithms to prevent parasite chain
attacks were proposed, which are based on price segmentation detection to further suppress
the formation of parasitic chain attacks. Our proposed scheme is a new exploration
and attempts to use the evolutionary game theory based on the bounded rationality of
participants to analyze the behavior relationship between IOTA nodes. As future work, we
plan to use existing techniques to implement the detection and prevention of PC attacks
in IOTA.
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Abstract: To achieve a good trade-off between the data-embedding payload and the data-embedding
distortion, mainstream reversible data hiding (RDH) algorithms perform data embedding on a
well-built prediction error histogram. This requires us to design a good predictor to determine the
prediction errors of cover elements and find a good strategy to construct an ordered prediction error
sequence to be embedded. However, many existing RDH algorithms use a fixed predictor throughout
the prediction process, which does not take into account the statistical characteristics of local context.
Moreover, during the construction of the prediction error sequence, these algorithms ignore the
fact that adjacent cover elements may have the identical priority of data embedding. As a result,
there is still room for improving the payload-distortion performance. Motivated by this insight, in
this article, we propose a new content prediction and selection strategy for efficient RDH in digital
images to provide better payload-distortion performance. The core idea is to construct multiple
connected components for a given cover image so that the prediction errors of the cover pixels within
a connected component are close to each other. Accordingly, the most suitable connected components
can be preferentially used for data embedding. Moreover, the prediction errors of the cover pixels
are adaptively adjusted according to their local context, allowing a relatively sharp prediction error
histogram to be constructed. Experimental results validate that the proposed method is significantly
superior to some advanced works regarding payload-distortion performance, demonstrating the
practicality of our method.

Keywords: reversible watermarking; reversible data hiding; graph optimization; prediction error

MSC: 94A08

1. Introduction

As an interdisciplinary research field, information hiding (IH) is generally modeled as
a covert communication problem involving three participants: Alice, Bob and Eve [1]. Alice
plays the role of the data sender. Bob plays the role of the data receiver. However, Eve serves
as the attacker. Given a digital media object such as digital video and image, Alice first
embeds a secret message into the digital media object (also called cover) by modifying the
content of the cover without introducing noticeable artifacts. The resulting object concealing
the secret message will be sent to Bob via an insecure channel that will be monitored by Eve.
Eve will attempt to detect the existence of the secret message within the conveyed object or
alter the conveyed object to remove the possibly embedded information. Once Bob receives
the probably altered object containing hidden information, he will try to extract the secret
message from the received object. Thus, IH is successfully realized if the secret message can
be extracted without error. Otherwise, it is deemed failed. Compared with cryptography
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that may leave noticeable marks on the encrypted data, IH even conceals the existence
of the present communication activity, which has good potential in applications and will
become increasingly important in modern information security [2,3].

For IH, one of the most important requirements is that the difference between the
cover media and the media containing secret information caused by the data embedding
operation should be low so that any adversary will not notice the existence of the secret
message within the embedded object [4]. Along this line, many IH algorithms have been
introduced in the past two decades [5–8]. Given a secret payload to be embedded, most
IH algorithms either embed the secret payload by minimizing a well-designed distortion
function or embed the secret payload by preserving the selective model of the cover
source [9]. On the other hand, for a pre-specified distortion, we expect to embed as many
secret bits as possible. This is typically referred to as the payload-distortion problem.
Nevertheless, these algorithms inevitably distort the original cover content. In other words,
though the secret message can be successfully extracted without any error, the original
cover media cannot be perfectly rebuilt from the object containing the secret message,
which is not applicable to sensitive application scenarios that require no degradation of the
original cover object [10]. This has motivated researchers to study reversible information
hiding (RIH) [11] or say reversible data hiding (RDH) [12], reversible watermarking [13] to
ensure that both the secret message and the original cover media can be reconstructed at
the receiver side. Many RDH algorithms can be found in the literature such as [13–20].

RDH can be applied to various cover sources. For example, due to the popularity over
social networks and the ease of handling, digital imagery is still one of the most popular
sources for RDH. Other cover sources such as video sequences [21], speech signals [22] and
texts [23] are also of increasing interest to researchers recently due to the fast development
of multimedia technologies and social networking services. From the viewpoint of the
data embedding mechanism, most advanced RDH algorithms use the so-called prediction
errors (PEs) of the elements in the cover to be embedded to realize RDH. There are two
main reasons [14]. First, the PEs are noise-like, meaning that modifying them will not
produce obvious artifacts of the cover since the prediction process significantly reduces the
impact caused by the cover content. Second, the PEs are collected to construct a prediction
error histogram (PEH), which is a pooled vector that can be easily handled for RDH based
on histogram shifting (HS) [12] or its variants [13,24–27]. In terms of data embedding
positions, mainstream RDH works could be roughly divided into spatial domain and
transform domain. The former uses the values of spatial pixels to carry secret bits, whereas
the latter often uses the transformed values as the cover elements such as discrete cosine
transform (DCT) coefficients to carry secret bits. In brief summary, regardless of the data
embedding domain, exploiting PEs for RDH is efficient.

From the viewpoint of system design, many existing PE-based works mainly consist
of five steps, i.e., content prediction, content selection, data embedding, data extraction and cover
reconstruction [14]. Taking a gray-scale image as the cover for example, content prediction
aims to predict the pixels and obtain the PEs. For content selection, its target is to sort
the collected PEs by a local complexity function so that smooth pixels are embedded
preferentially since smooth pixels have a small PE that can result in superior payload-
distortion performance. Thereafter, the aforementioned HS or its variants can be applied to
the sorted PE sequence to embed secret bits. Once the secret bits are embedded, the resulting
new image (or marked image) will be sent to the receiver, who will perform secret data
extraction and cover image reconstruction. Extracting the embedded secret data and
recovering the original image can be roughly viewed as an inverse process of the data hider.
Therefore, it is straightforward to draw out that, in order to provide superior payload-
distortion performance, the content prediction, content selection and data embedding
procedures can be optimized. For content prediction, it is required for us to design a
predictor that can accurately estimate the pixels to be embedded. Since it is hard to model
all natural images, even a well-designed predictor cannot predict all pixels accurately,
e.g., many existing RDH algorithms use a fixed predictor for content prediction, which does
not take into account the statistical characteristics of local context. Therefore, a trade-off
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strategy is to further select the pixels with a small PE out for data embedding preferentially,
which is referred to as content selection. However, during the process of constructing an
ordered sequence of PEs, many existing algorithms ignore the fact that adjacent PEs may
have the identical priority of data embedding. As a result, there is still room for improving
the payload-distortion performance. In addition, for data embedding, once the operation
is pre-specified, we should further optimize the data embedding parameters so that the
distortion will be low for a given payload.

Motivated by the above analysis, in this article, we are to study the optimization of
content prediction and content selection so that the payload-distortion performance can
be further improved. Meanwhile, since we use the PEs of image pixels to carry secret
data, the optimized HS operation is used. In the proposed work, the pixels are adaptively
predicted according to their local context, leading to a sharp prediction error histogram
to be embedded. Furthermore, the main idea of content selection is to construct a graph
containing multiple connected components for the cover image so that the PEs of the pixels
within a connected component are close to each other. Accordingly, the sorted connected
components can be used for carrying additional information. Experimental results have
demonstrated that the proposed method outperforms a part of advanced works, displaying
superiority and applicability of the proposed method.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. First, we detail the proposed
method in Section 2. Experiments and analysis are then provided in Section 3. Finally, we
conclude this work and provide discussion in Section 4.

2. Proposed Method

In this section, we first describe the general framework of the proposed method. Then,
we will introduce each important part in detail. Before a detailed introduction, we list all
the important symbols used in this section and their meaning in Table 1.

Table 1. Important symbols and their meaning.

Symbol Meaning

x cover image (gray-scale)
m secret message
k secret key
y marked image
h the height of the cover image
w the width of the cover image

xi,j ∈ x the pixel at position (i, j) whose value is xi,j
D the adjacent set
x̂i,j the prediction value of xi,j ∈ x

ei,j the prediction error of xi,j ∈ x

G(V, E) a non-directed graph whose node-set is V and edge-set is
E

Td an integer threshold

2.1. General Framework

Throughout this paper, gray-scale images are used to act as the cover image. Figure 1
shows the general technical framework for the proposed algorithm. We describe it as
follows. We first pre-process the given cover image adjusting all pixel values into the usable
range to avoid the pixel overflow and pixel underflow problem during pixel modification.
The modified pixels should be recorded to construct a so-called location map which will be
self-embedded into the cover image together with the secret data. Moreover, we self-embed
some embedding parameters into the cover image so that the receiver has the ability to
extract secret data and recover the original image.
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Figure 1. General framework for the proposed method.

After pre-processing, we predict the cover pixels to be embedded based on the local
context, by which we can generate a set of PEs that will be used for carrying secret bits.
In order to provide good payload-distortion performance, we construct a graph, whose
nodes correspond to the pixels to be embedded and edges represent the adjacent relation-
ship between pixels. We sort the PEs by determining the connected components of the
graph and a local complexity function. Therefore, by applying optimized HS, we embed
the secret data into the sorted PEs. For the data receiver, they first extract the embedding
parameters from the marked image and then perform an inverse process of the data hider
to reconstruct the embedded information and the original cover content without error.
In this way, efficient RDH can be realized. Below, we provide the details.

2.2. Pre-Processing and Pixel Prediction

Let x denote a gray-scale image whose size is denoted by h × w, where each pixel
xi,j ∈ I = {0, 1, . . . , 255}. Our mission is to embed a secret binary stream m ∈ {0, 1}l into
x to generate a marked image y ∈ Ih×w such that the distortion between y and x is low.
In addition, both m and x can be reconstructed from y without any error. Mathematically,
we have

y = Embed(x, m, k) (1)

and
m, x = Extract(y, k), (2)

where k represents the secret key shared between the hider and the receiver.
The proposed method modifies the spatial pixels to embed secret data. In order to

avoid the above-mentioned pixel underflow and pixel overflow problem, the values of
boundary pixels to be embedded should be adjusted into the usable range. Since each
pixel is modified by {−1, 0,+1} during data embedding, a boundary pixel always has a
value of 0 or 255. Therefore, we need to modify each pixel with a value of 0 or 255 as a
pixel with a value of 1 or 254 to avoid the pixel underflow and pixel overflow problem.
To ensure reversibility, the positions and original values of these boundary pixels are
recorded to construct a location map which will be compressed by an efficient lossless
compression technique as a binary stream to act as the side information that will be self-
embedded into the cover image. This strategy has been applied by many RDH algorithms
such as [13,16,17]. The losslessly compressed location map can be considered as a part of
the secret message. Since the number of boundary pixels in a natural image is very small,
the size of the losslessly compressed location map is also very small. This indicates that the
impact of the losslessly compressed location map on the pure embedding payload can be
ignored. In addition, the data embedding parameters should be self-embedded into the
cover image in advance so that the data receiver is capable of extracting the secret data and
reconstructing the original image. This can be achieved by using the least significant bits
(LSBs) of some specified pixels to store the parameters. These specified pixels should be
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unchanged in the subsequent process. The original LSBs of these pixels should be recorded
and embedded to ensure reversibility [14].

Given the cover image x, we divide the pixels to be embedded in x into two disjoint
sets S0 and S1. The pixels in S0 will be used to predict the pixels in S1. The pixels in S1
will be used for embedding secret data. Since the data embedding operation is reversible,
once S1 has been embedded, we can further use the (modified) pixels in S1 to predict the
pixels in S0. Thus, the pixels in S0 can be used thereafter for data embedding. Without the
loss of generalization, in the following, we will use S0 for pixel prediction and S1 for data
embedding unless otherwise specified. It is noted that when we use S0 to predict S1, S0
should be unchanged during the process of embedding secret data into S1, and vice versa.
We are free to determine S0 and S1. In this paper, S0 and S1 are determined as:

Sb = {xi,j ∈ x | (i + j) mod 2 = b}. (3)

Many existing RDH algorithms use a fixed predictor for pixel prediction, which does
not take into account the difference between different local contexts and therefore may not
accurately predict the pixels. In this paper, we propose a content-adaptive strategy for pixel
prediction. Suppose that the pixels in S0 are used to predict the pixels in S1, for each pixel
xi,j ∈ S1, as shown in Figure 2, we determine three candidate prediction values by:

x̂i,j,0 =

⌊ xi,j−1 + xi,j+1

2
+ 0.5

⌋
, (4)

x̂i,j,1 =

⌊ xi−1,j + xi+1,j

2
+ 0.5

⌋
, (5)

x̂i,j,2 =

⌊ xi,j−1 + xi−1,j + xi,j+1 + xi+1,j

4
+ 0.5

⌋
, (6)

where �x� returns the largest integer that is no more than x. The operation of “+0.5” is
to adjust the prediction value to the corresponding nearest integer. Taking Equation (4)
for example, if (xi,j−1 + xi,j+1)/2 = 10.7, then x̂i,j,0 will be equal to 11, rather than 10.
The final prediction value of xi,j, denoted by x̂i,j, is selected from the candidate-set Pi,j =
{x̂i,j,0, x̂i,j,1, x̂i,j,2} according to the local context of xi,j which is shown in Figure 3. To this
end, we determine a priority for each element in Pi,j. In detail, let α(x̂i,j,k) denote the priority
of x̂i,j,k. We determine α(x̂i,j,k) by the following equation:

α(x̂i,j,k) = ∑
(dx,dy)∈D

δ(|x̂i,j,k − x̂i+dx,j+dy,k|, minr∈{0,1,2} |x̂i,j,r − x̂i+dx,j+dy,r|), (7)

where D = {(−1, −1), (−1, 1), (1, −1), (1, 1)}, δ(x, y) = 1 if x = y, and 0 otherwise.
The feasibility of Equation (7) relies on the fact that adjacent pixels in natural images
tend to have similar statistical characteristics, which inspires us to use the difference
between the prediction values of adjacent pixels to determine which pixels can be embedded
preferentially. In this way, x̂i,j can be finally determined by:

x̂i,j = arg maxx̂i,j,k
α(x̂i,j,k), (8)

where k ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Thus, the PE of xi,j is determined by:

ei,j = xi,j − x̂i,j, (9)

which will be used for carrying secret data in the subsequent process. It can be concluded
that the final prediction value of a pixel is actually selected from multiple candidate values,
resulting in that the final PE value of the pixel is essentially selected from multiple candidate
PE values as well. It can be said that, as an effective PE adjustment strategy, the proposed
method for determining PE is more applicable in practice compared with many existing
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methods that use a fixed predictor. This is why we term the proposed pixel prediction
method as prediction error adjustment.

Figure 2. Three prediction modes for the pixel xi,j ∈ x to be embedded: (a) Horizontal prediction,
(b) Vertical prediction, (c) Four-direction prediction. For example, in (a), xi,j will be predicted with
xi,j−1 and xi,j+1, and the prediction equation can be found in Equation (4).

Figure 3. The local context for the pixel xi,j ∈ x to be embedded: (a) (dx, dy) = (−1, −1),
(b) (dx, dy) = (−1, 1), (c) (dx, dy) = (1, 1), (d) (dx, dy) = (1, −1). Namely, four pixels xi−1,j−1,
xi−1,j+1, xi+1,j+1 and xi+1,j−1 constitute the local context of xi,j.

2.3. Connected Component Construction

After pre-processing and pixel prediction, we need to generate an ordered PE sequence
that will be used for data embedding. We propose a novel method to construct the PE
sequence. Suppose that S0 is used for pixel prediction and S1 is used for data embedding,
our goal is to sort the pixels in S1 so that a pixel sequence and the corresponding PE
sequence can be determined. We achieve this goal by applying connected component
construction. Clearly, for any two different pixels xi,j ∈ S1 and xi′ ,j′ ∈ S1, they are adjacent
to each other if we have

(i′ − i, j′ − j) ∈ D and |x̂i,j − x̂i′ ,j′ | ≤ Td, (10)

where Td is a small integer threshold that needs to be pre-determined. If we model
every pixel in S1 as a graph node and the adjacent relationship between two pixels as
a graph edge connecting the corresponding two graph nodes, we are able to construct
a graph. Without loss of generality, let G(V, E) be the constructed graph, where V =
{v1, v2, . . . , v|V|} denotes the node set and E = {(ui, vi)|ui ∈ V, vi ∈ V, ui �= vi, 1 ≤
i ≤ |E|} represents the edge set. Clearly, G is a non-directed graph, which means that
two edges (u, v) ∈ E and (v, u) ∈ E are equivalent to each other. Figure 4 provides an
example for constructing G(V, E), from which it is easily inferred that G may contain
multiple connected components. A connected component of G is defined as such a sub-
graph G′(V′, E′), V′ ⊂ V, E′ ⊂ E that for any two different nodes u′ ∈ V′ and v′ ∈ V′,
there is at least one path between u′ and v′. The detailed pseudo-code to collect all the
connected components of G is shown in Algorithm 1, which is based on the classical
graph search technique called depth-first search (DFS). It can be inferred from Algorithm 1
that the computational complexity of collecting all the connected components given G is
O(|V|+ |E|), which is very efficient. Clearly, the number of connected components and the
number of nodes of a connected component are both affected by Td. Specifically, a larger Td
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allows more pixels to be adjacent to each other in the graph, resulting in that the number of
nodes in a connected component becomes larger, but the number of connected components
becomes smaller. A smaller Td makes the adjacent condition become more strict. As a
result, the number of nodes in a connected component becomes smaller, but the number of
connected components becomes larger.

Figure 4. An example for constructing the graph: (a) Cover image, (b) Constructed graph. The pixels
in the gray region are used for data embedding. The displayed values in the gray grids are the
prediction values of the corresponding pixels. By setting Td = 2, the corresponding graph is
constructed as shown in (b).

Algorithm 1 The pseudo-code to collect all the connected components

Input: G(V, E): a non-directed graph.
Output: t: the number of connected components, G1(V1, E1), G2(V2, E2), . . . , Gt(Vt, Et): all

the connected components.
1: Initialize t = 0
2: for each node v ∈ V do
3: if v has been previously processed then
4: Continue
5: end if
6: Set t = t + 1
7: Initialize Gt(Vt, Et) by Vt = {v} and Et = ∅
8: Call DFS(v, G(V, E), Gt(Vt, Et))
9: end for

10: Sub-procedure DFS(v, G(V, E), Gt(Vt, Et))
11: Mark v as processed
12: for each (v, v′) ∈ E do
13: if v′ has been previously processed then
14: Continue
15: end if
16: Update Vt = Vt ∪ {v′} and Et = Et ∪ {(v, v′)}
17: DFS(v′, G(V, E), Gt(Vt, Et))
18: end for
19: End sub-procedure
20: return t, G1(V1, E1), G2(V2, E2), . . . , Gt(Vt, Et)

By setting a small Td, the prediction values of most pixels in the same connected
component will be close to each other. Based on this, it is reasonable to further assume
that the original values of most pixels in the same connected component are close to each
other. This indicates that the PEs of most pixels within a connected component are close to
each other. Therefore, in order to generate an order PE sequence, it is natural to treat the
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pixels in the same connected component as equally important. For two different connected
components, the one containing more nodes (i.e., pixels) has a higher priority for data
embedding since the connected component containing more nodes is likely to have more
smooth pixels which is more helpful for data embedding [13,14].

Based on the above analysis, we determine all the connected components of G(V, E),
denoted by {G1(V1, E1), G2(V2, E2), . . . , Gt(Vt, Et)}, where t is the total number of con-
nected components. It is required that

V = ∪t
i=1Vi and E = ∪t

i=1Ei (11)

and
Vi ∩ Vj = ∅ and Ei ∩ Ej = ∅, ∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ t. (12)

We sort the connected components according to the number of nodes of a graph.
To this end, we determine a permutation of {1, 2, . . . , t} as {r1, r2, . . . , rt} so that

|Vr1 | ≥ |Vr2 | ≥ · · · ≥ |Vrt |, (13)

where the r1-th connected component has the maximum number of nodes, whereas the rt-th
connected component has the minimum number of nodes. It is noted that {r1, r2, . . . , rt}
can be easily determined by sorting {|V1|, |V2|, . . . , |Vt|}, whose computational complexity
is O(t · log2t). In order to generate the ordered PE sequence, we process each of the sorted
connected components in an orderly manner. First of all, we initialize the PE sequence
as an empty sequence. Then, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ t, we sort all the pixels corresponding to
Gri (Vri , Eri ) according to the local complexity function defined in [13]. After sorting the
pixels, we orderly append the corresponding PEs to the end of the above PE sequence.
By processing all connected components, we can finally generate an ordered PE sequence.
Clearly, during the construction of the PE sequence, for each PE in the sequence, we can
easily identify the position of the corresponding pixel, which enables us to modify the corre-
sponding pixel value in the subsequent data embedding procedure. It is worth mentioning
that one may not use the local complexity function defined in [13] for sorting the PEs of a
connected component. It is free to define other local complexity functions to order the PEs.
In summary, sorting the PE sequence in this paper requires us to build a graph and find all
connected components. Therefore, we term this process as connected component construction.

2.4. Data Embedding

We are now able to embed secret data into the sorted PE sequence by applying HS.
Mathematically, we express the sorted PE sequence to be embedded as e = {ei}ne

i=1. Two
pairs of peak-zero bins, denoted by (lp, lz) and (rp, rz), where lz < lp < rp < rz, are used to
embed the secret data m into e by applying HS as mentioned above. Here, the peak bins
lp and rp are used to carry secret bits. The bins in range (lz, lp) ∪ (rp, rz) will be shifted to
ensure reversibility. The remaining bins will be unchanged. For a given bit b ∈ {0, 1} to be
embedded and a PE ei ∈ e, the PE carrying secret information êi (also called marked PE) is
determined by [28]:

êi =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ei + b, if ei = rp,
ei − b, if ei = lp,
ei + 1, if rp < ei < rz,
ei − 1, if lz < ei < lp,
ei, otherwise.

(14)

The sum of êi and the prediction value of the corresponding pixel will be used as the
final value of the marked pixel. We terminate the procedure of embedding secret bits when
the secret data m is entirely embedded. In other words, there must be a PE position ts ≤ ne
where all the PEs {ei | i > ts} are unchanged. It is necessary to optimize the two pairs
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of peak-zero bins so that the distortion introduced by embedding m into {ei}ts
i=1 can be

kept low. To this end, we apply the optimized method introduced in [16] for determining
the near-optimal (lp, lz) and (rp, rz). It is highlighted that one may exhaust all possible
(lp, lz) and (rp, rz) and find the optimal solution, given sufficient computational resources.
Nevertheless, suppose that we have found (lp, lz) and (rp, rz), as mentioned previously, we
should self-embed (lp, lz) and (rp, rz), as the data embedding parameters, into the cover
image so that the data receiver can extract them before extracting secret data and recovering
the cover image. In addition, the parameter Td in Equation (10) should be self-embedded
as well.

2.5. Data Extraction and Image Recovery

By extracting the data embedding parameters from the marked image, the data receiver
can successfully extract secret data from the marked image and meanwhile recover the
original cover image. First of all, the receiver performs pixel prediction and connected
component construction in the same way as the data hider, by which a sorted PE sequence
carrying the secret information can be obtained. Then, with the data embedding parameters,
the secret data can be fully extracted by processing the marked PEs in an orderly manner.
In this way, the original secret information and the side information can be retrieved.
With the side information, the cover image can be reconstructed without error since the
embedding operation is reversible.

2.6. Effectiveness and Complexity Analysis

The technical motivation behind many existing RDH algorithms is that embedding
secret bits into smoother pixels will result in better payload-distortion performance. This is
based on the fact that smoother pixels are likely to be predicted with a higher prediction
accuracy based on their local context. As a result, the prediction error histogram follows
a Gaussian-like distribution centered at zero, which is very helpful for data embedding.
In this paper, instead of directly exploiting smoother pixels for data embedding, we propose
a connected-component-based method to collect the pixels with close PEs for data embed-
ding preferentially. Though the PE values of the pixels in a connected component may
not be closer to zero compared with many existing works, the resultant prediction error
histogram is still Gaussian-like distributed, meaning that by optimizing the embedding
parameters, superior payload-distortion performance can be achieved. In other words,
the proposed method has better applicability and generalization ability.

The main contributions of the proposed method include two aspects. One is optimiza-
tion of the pixel predictor. Unlike many existing methods which use a fixed pixel predictor,
the proposed method predicts a pixel in such a way that the final prediction value of a
pixel is adaptively adjusted to the most suitable value according to the local context. As a
result, the prediction can be more accurate. Since only three prediction modes are used
in the proposed method and the local context of a pixel only consists of four neighboring
pixels, the complexity to determine the final prediction value for a single pixel is very low.
In other words, the overall complexity to determine all the prediction values is linearly
proportional to the number of pixels to be predicted, which is very suitable for practice.
On the other hand, as mentioned previously, given the graph G(V, E), the procedure of
constructing all the connected components requires a complexity of O(|V|+ |E|), which is
linearly proportional to the size of the node set and the size of the edge set. By using a small
Td, O(|V|+ |E|) can be reduced to O(k · |V|), where k is a small coefficient. In other words,
the complexity to determine all the connected components is also linearly proportional
to the number of pixels to be predicted. Therefore, based on the above analysis, it can be
concluded that the time complexity of the proposed method is low.

3. Performance Evaluation and Analysis

In this section, we conduct experiments for evaluating the performance of the proposed
method. To this end, we take six standard test images Airplane, Lena, Tiffany, Peppers, Baboon,
and Sailboat shown in Figure 5 varying from smooth to complex for simulation. The test
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images are all sized at 512 × 512. Furthermore, all values of the pixels are in the range
[0, 255]. As described in the previous section, the proposed method divides the cover pixels
into two disjoint subsets S0 and S1. Both subsets can be used for data embedding. That is,
after data embedding with S1, S0 can be used for data embedding as well. Therefore, given
the secret data m (in the form of binary stream), we can use S1 to carry |m|/2 secret bits.
The remaining secret bits can be embedded into S0. This type of payload partition strategy
has been used in existing methods [13,16].

Figure 5. Six standard test images with a size of 512 × 512: (a) Airplane, (b) Lena, (c) Tiffany, (d) Peppers,
(e) Baboon, and (f) Sailboat.

In order to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method, we first show some
visual examples for the proposed method. Figure 6 shows the marked images of the test
images with an embedding rate of 10,000 bits and 20,000 bits. It can be seen that the
proposed method does not introduce noticeable visual artifacts. The reason lies in that the
proposed method either keeps the pixels unchanged or modifies the pixels by ±1, which
will not introduce significant distortion to the cover image and therefore provides very
good visual quality of the marked images. To quantitatively evaluate the payload-distortion
performance of the proposed method, we use peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR, in dB) to
measure the visual quality of the marked image, i.e.,

PSNR = 10 × log10(
2552

MSE
), (15)

MSE =
1

h × w

h

∑
i=1

w

∑
j=1

|xi,j − yi,j|2, (16)

where xi,j and yi,j represent the original value and the marked value of the pixel at position
(i, j). It can be seen that PSNR evaluates the difference between the original cover image and
the corresponding marked image. A higher PSNR indicates that the difference between the
original cover image and the corresponding marked image is lower, accordingly indicating
that the marked image is visually better. When the size of the payload is specified, we
expect to achieve as high a PSNR value as possible.
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Figure 6. Examples for the marked images: (a) Airplane with 10,000 bits, (b) Lena with 10,000 bits,
(c) Tiffany with 10,000 bits, (d) Peppers with 10,000 bits, (e) Baboon with 10,000 bits, (f) Sailboat with
10,000 bits, (g) Airplane with 20,000 bits, (h) Lena with 20,000 bits, (i) Tiffany with 20,000 bits, (j) Peppers
with 20,000 bits, (k) Baboon with 20,000 bits, and (l) Sailboat with 20,000 bits.

We use a threshold Td to control the number of connected components. Since the con-
struction of the sorted PE sequence is dependent on the constructed connected components,
we need to analyze the impact of the threshold Td on the payload-distortion performance.
To this end, we take two representative test images Lena (smooth image) and Baboon (com-
plex image) for necessary analysis. Figure 7 shows the payload-distortion performance
for the image Lena and the image Baboon due to different Td. The abscissa represents the
embedding rate, i.e., the size of the embedded payload, in bits. The ordinate represents
the PSNR value. It can be inferred from Figure 7 that different images have different
payload-distortion performance and different Td also result in different payload-distortion
performance. For the smooth image Lena, a smaller Td is superior to a larger Td at a low
embedding rate, which is due to the reason that a smoother image enables us to collect more
smooth pixels for data embedding by setting a small Td. In contrast, for the complex image
Baboon, a relatively smaller Td is not a good choice for data embedding since the difference
between adjacent pixels in Baboon is significantly larger than that in Lena. As a result, using
a relatively larger Td is a better strategy at a low embedding rate so that the number of
relatively smooth pixels in a connected component can be increased, thereby benefiting
data embedding. From the overall trend, as the embedding rate increases, the performance
difference due to different Td can be controlled within a small range. This indicates that,
from the viewpoint of payload-distortion optimization, we can optimize Td in a small range
so that the payload-distortion performance is superior and the computational complexity
is acceptable for practice. To this end, in the following experiments, for all test images, we
limit Td to the range [0, 8) and use the integer resulting in the highest PSNR (for a fixed em-
bedding rate) as the final value of Td. It is worth mentioning that one may use a very large
Td for RDH. However, this will reduce the performance, as shown in Figure 8. The reason is
that, a larger Td will relax the constraint on the adjacent relationship between pixels, which
can be easily inferred from Equation (10). For example, in the extreme case that Td = 256,
all the pixels to be embedded will be in the same connected component. In other words,
there is only one connected component for G(V, E) and the only one connected component
is the graph itself. In this case, the proposed method degenerates to the traditional method.
Figure 8 further shows the payload-distortion performance for a large Td, from which we
can infer that it is desirable to use a small Td. This is why we optimize Td in range [0, 8) in
this paper, which not only provides good payload-distortion performance but also keeps
the computational complexity low.
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Figure 7. The payload-distortion performance due to small Td for the images Lena and Baboon:
(a) Lena, (b) Baboon.

Figure 8. The payload-distortion performance due to large Td for the images Lena and Baboon: (a) Lena,
(b) Baboon.

The above analysis shows that the proposed method has the potential to provide
superior payload-distortion performance. To evaluate the payload-distortion performance
of the proposed method, we compare the proposed method with some advanced PE-based
RDH methods, i.e., DSP [14], PPE [14], GP [29], SP [13], MPE [15] and BFS [28]. Both DSP
and PPE are introduced in [14]. It is fair to compare the proposed method with these
related works since they all focus on either improving the prediction accuracy or improving
the pixel sorting procedure. For comparison, in our experiments, we use a randomly
generated binary stream to represent the secret data to be embedded. Figure 9 shows
the payload-distortion performance for the proposed method and the related works. It
can be seen that different images have different payload-distortion performance, which
is reasonable because different images have different statistical characteristics. As the
embedding rate increases, the PSNR will decline, which is also reasonable since a larger
embedding rate means that more modifications to the pixels will be performed, thereby
resulting in a larger distortion between the marked image and the original image. It can
be inferred from Figure 9 that the proposed method significantly outperforms the related
works in terms of payload-distortion performance for all test images. We explain the
reason as follows. DSP [14] uses a dynamic predictor for pixel prediction, which is efficient
for smooth images but not suitable for complex images. Moreover, since the prediction
mode of one pixel is affected by the prediction mode of the adjacent pixels, the prediction
procedure for DSP is time-consuming. PPE [14] exploits the PE of a PE for data embedding,
which is efficient for complex images. However, since the predictor is fixed for all pixels to
be embedded, there is large room for further performance improvement. GP [29] uses a
gradient-based prediction strategy for pixel prediction, which is efficient for RDH. However,
processing the pixels from top to bottom and from left to right may result in many pixels not
carrying secret bits being modified, accordingly introducing a high distortion of the marked
image. Though SP [13] sorts the pixels to be embedded according to a well-designed
local complexity function, the used data embedding parameters are not optimal for low
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embedding rates. Thus, it will introduce large distortion at low embedding rates. Similarly,
for MPE [15], the data embedding parameters need to be optimized so as to provide better
payload-distortion performance. In BFS [28], the prediction value of a pixel is determined
as that of the adjacent pixel, which is not suitable for complex images. Moreover, the BFS
method is time-consuming since it needs to optimize many parameters. Therefore, based on
our experiments and analysis, it is true that the proposed method achieves better trade-off
between embedding payload and embedding distortion compared with related works.

Figure 9. Performance comparison between the proposed method and the methods introduced
by DSP [14], PPE [14], GP [29], SP [13], MPE [15] and BFS [28]: (a) Airplane, (b) Lena, (c) Tiffany,
(d) Peppers, (e) Baboon, (f) Sailboat.

4. Conclusions

Improving the prediction accuracy of pixels and the embedding order of PEs represents
a core problem in prediction-based RDH. This has motivated the authors in this paper
to propose a novel strategy based on connected component construction and prediction
error adjustment to further improve the prediction accuracy and optimize the embedding
order of PEs. On the one hand, compared with previous works, a significantly different
insight is that we model the cover pixels on a graph, where the nodes correspond to pixels
and the edges represent the adjacent relationship between pixels. Since adjacent pixels
have a strong correlation, the PEs of two pixels are close to each other when there is a path
between the two pixels. Therefore, it is quite desirable to preferentially use pixels belonging
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to the same connected component (whose size is large enough) for data embedding. To this
end, by determining the connected components of the graph, we propose to sort both
the connected components of the graph and the pixels within a connected component
for constructing the PE sequence. On the other hand, unlike mainstream methods that
use a fixed predictor, we propose to adaptively determine the prediction value of a pixel
based on its local context. As a result, the predictors for different pixels can be distinct
from each other, which is more helpful for real-world scenarios. Experimental results
demonstrate that the payload-distortion performance is significantly improved compared
with some advanced methods that use PEs for data embedding. In the future, we will
further optimize the proposed method through investigation on the prediction accuracy
and the embedding order.
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Abstract: The issue of how to improve the usability of data publishing under differential privacy has
become one of the top questions in the field of machine learning privacy protection, and the key to
solving this problem is to allocate a reasonable privacy protection budget. To solve this problem,
we design a privacy budget allocation algorithm based on out-of-bag estimation in random forest.
The algorithm firstly calculates the decision tree weights and feature weights by the out-of-bag data
under differential privacy protection. Secondly, statistical methods are introduced to classify features
into best feature set, pruned feature set, and removable feature set. Then, pruning is performed using
the pruned feature set to avoid decision trees over-fitting when constructing an ε-differential privacy
random forest. Finally, the privacy budget is allocated proportionally based on the decision tree
weights and feature weights in the random forest. We conducted experimental comparisons with
real data sets from Adult and Mushroom to demonstrate that this algorithm not only protects data
security and privacy, but also improves model classification accuracy and data availability.

Keywords: differential privacy; machine learning; privacy protection; random forest; out-of-bag estimation

MSC: 68P27

1. Introduction

With the rapid progress of various emerging technologies including the Internet, cloud
computing, and computer storage, the era of big data has arrived [1]. Currently, numerous
personal privacy data are currently collected by medical, educational, and corporate or-
ganizations, such as patient medical records collected by hospital organizations, student
learning records collected by educational institutions, and customer location information
collected by taxi-hailing platforms [2]. After being collected, these personal privacy data
are often used for data analysis, data mining, etc., which will certainly affect the normal
life of individuals. For example, the Facebook privacy leakage in 2018 caused significant
damage to users. The frequent occurrence of numerous privacy leakage events has made
data privacy protection a hot topic for research in the field of information security [3].

At present, data privacy protection methods [4] are mainly based on anonymity tech-
nology, encryption technology or noise technology. Privacy protection based on anonymity
technology, such as k-anonymous algorithms, relies on background knowledge, and pri-
vacy protection based on encryption technology, e.g., homomorphic encryption, has a large
computational overhead, making it unsuitable for using in massive data environments.
In 2006, Dwork et al. [5] presented the noise-based privacy protection technique, i.e., differ-
ential privacy, which has been widely applicable to machine learning privacy preservation
because of its low computational and transmission costs.

Classification is a very important method in the field of data mining [6]. It uses
a large amount of data to build algorithmic models, and uses these models to perform
classification operations. There are many algorithms that can be used for classification.
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Compared with classification algorithms, such as neural networks, Bayesian and genetic
algorithms, decision trees have less algorithmic complexity, are resistant to noise and
have strong data scalability [7]. However, traditional single classifier models such as
decision trees are single and prone to problems such as overfitting. In order to improve
the accuracy of classification prediction, some scholars have proposed integrated methods.
Random forest is an algorithm based on decision tree integration, which not only has
many advantages of decision tree classification, but also has good tolerance for unbalanced
samples, noise and outliers. It has been widely used in many fields such as banking [8],
medical [9], e-commerce [10], and finance [11].

In the actual classification process, decision trees, random forest models and their cor-
responding counting information may leak users’ private information, and there is a danger
of privacy leakage. Applying differential privacy techniques to random forest models to
protect private data is of great importance for data security publication. Current research
on this area focuses on the selection and innovation of tree building methods [12,13], the se-
lection of availability functions [14], and methods for pre-processing attribute sets [15–17].
Data protection algorithms based on differential privacy decision trees are mainly classified
into interactive framework and non-interactive framework.

In the interactive framework, users can only conduct a limited number of queries
through the privacy protection interface, and each query consumes the privacy protection
budget. Blum et al. [18] first fused differential privacy with decision trees to obtain the
SuLQ-based ID3 algorithm, but the prediction accuracy of the decision tree model was
substantially reduced because it added differential privacy noise every time the information
gain was calculated. McSherry et al. [19] used the PINQ framework to improve the SuLQ
algorithm to obtain the PINQ-based ID3 algorithm. The algorithm partitioned the dataset
into multiple disjoint subsets. The disadvantage is that each query consumes the privacy
protection budget, many queries resulting in little privacy protection budget allocated for
each query, thus adding more noise when dealing with large data sets. Friedman et al. [20]
in a further study designed the DiffP-ID3 algorithm, which combines ID3 algorithm with
an exponential mechanism to achieve differential privacy protection and effective noise
reduction. In the same paper, they proposed the DiffP-C4.5 algorithm by using exponen-
tial mechanism to split continuous attributes. However, this method required to invoke
the exponential mechanism twice, consuming a disproportionate amount of the privacy
protection budget.

In a non-interactive framework, privacy protection algorithms are processed and
published to the database, users can process this database for any operation. In this
framework, we want to improve the availability of the data publishing by allocating a
reasonable privacy protection budget to reduce the overall amount of noise added to the
model. Mohammed et al. [21] and Zhu et al. [22] presented the data publishing algorithms
DiffGen and DT-Diff under non-interactive, respectively. Both algorithms first generalized
the data sets, then performed a subdivision iteration loop, and finally used an exponential
mechanism for selection. Generalization replaces calling the exponential mechanism when
processing continuous features and saves the privacy protection budget, but such schemes
are inefficient when the classification dimension is large. In further research, it was found
that decision trees are not stable enough due to their simple structure, and the prediction
results are often unsatisfactory when facing high-dimensional data sets, and random
forest models were considered to replace single decision trees. Patil et al. [23] combined
differential privacy with random forests to build ID3 decision trees for classification and
proposed the DiffPRF algorithm, which has the disadvantage that continuous attributes
need to be discretized first. Mu et al. [14] improved the DiffPRF algorithm by introducing
an exponential mechanism to deal with continuous attributes and proposed the DiffPRFs
algorithm. Li et al. [24] proposed the RFDPP-Gini algorithm. Exponential and Laplace
mechanisms are used in the selection of split features to deal with continuous and discrete
features, respectively, and the Gini index is selected to determine the best splitting feature
and the best splitting point using the equivariant privacy budget allocation method.
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From the above related studies, it is clear that the current innovations and improve-
ments in this field focus on how to improve the availability of data and the accuracy of
model classification. The literature [25] uses out-of-bag estimation to evaluate the classifica-
tion ability of random forests. Out-of-bag data [26] is an unused asset in random forests,
which reflects the classification ability, feature importance, and other data set patterns of
random forests. The literature [27] adds differential privacy to the out-of-bag estimation to
protect the privacy of the out-of-bag data. In this paper, considering that the importance
between trees and features in random forest is not the same, in order to allocate the privacy
protection budget in a more targeted way, we need to calculate the solution in advance to
obtain the weight sets of tree and feature importance. Choosing out-of-bag data to solve
the weight set not only can be used for pruning and preventing overfitting, but also when
differential privacy protection is added to it, it does not waste the privacy protection budget
and overall reduces the total amount of noise added to the dataset, thus improving the
availability of data and the accuracy of model classification. This study provides a more
accurate solution for privacy protection in the fields of medical diagnosis, financial decision
making, personalized recommendation, and bioinformatics. The main contributions of this
paper are summarized as below:

1. We propose a differential privacy budget allocation algorithm based on out-of-bag
estimation in random forest.

2. We improve the algorithm for differential privacy out-of-bag estimation to obtain
more accurate decision tree weights in out-of-bag forests. We introduce decision tree
weights when using the VIM variable importance measure to obtain a more accurate
set of feature weights and use statistical methods for classification.

3. We creatively give computational methods to allocate the overall privacy protection
budget to each tree in the random forest and to each layer of each tree to achieve a
more targeted privacy budget allocation.

4. We conduct a series of experiments on Adult and Mushroom datasets to demonstrate
the advantages of the algorithm in this paper.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
differential privacy background knowledge. The proposed method is described in detail in
Section 3. The experimental results and analysis are given in Section 4. Finally, we conclude
this paper in Section 5.

2. Differential Privacy Background Knowledge

Differential privacy solves the problem of database privacy leakage. With its strict
mathematical definition and flexible combination of properties, it is used in all kinds of
privacy protection.

Definition 1 (Differential privacy [28]). For any two neighboring data sets D1 and D2, all
differences are at most one record. Given a privacy protection algorithm F, Range(F) denotes the
set of all possible output ranges of F. If the algorithm F satisfies:

Pr[F(D1) ∈ S] ≤ eεPr[F(D2) ∈ S] (1)

then it is said that algorithm F provides ε-differential privacy protection, where Pr[Es] denotes the
probability of event ES occurring and ε is the privacy protection budget. The value of parameter ε
should be consistent with the algorithm requirements, so as to obtain a perfect balance between data
security and availability.

Definition 2 (Global sensitivity [28]). Sensitivity is a parameter that measures the magnitude of
the joining noise. For any of the functions Q : D → Rd, the global sensitivity of Q is:

� GS = max
D1,D2

‖ Q(D1)− Q(D2) ‖ (2)
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where R denotes the real number space of the mapping and d denotes the query dimension of the
function f .

Definition 3 (Realization mechanism). The most common implementations of adding differential
privacy to the data are the Laplace mechanism and the exponential mechanism.

1. Laplace mechanism [29–31]. This mechanism is implemented by adding noise satisfying the
Laplace distribution to the output result. Given any function f : D → Rd, if the F(D) meets
Formula (3), it means that it satisfies ε-differential privacy.

F(D) = f (D) + (Laplace(
� GS

ε
))d (3)

where Laplace(�GS
ε ), beying the Laplace distribution with scale parameter �GS

ε .
2. Exponential mechanism [30,31]. Let the input of the randomized algorithm M be a dataset

D and the output be an entity object r ∈ Range,q(D, r) is the availability function, � GS is
the sensitivity of the function q(D, r). If algorithm M selects and outputs r from Range with
probability proportional to eεq(D,s)/2�GS, then algorithm M provides ε-differential privacy.

Definition 4 (Combination properties). In practical scenarios, users may make multiple queries,
but the privacy protection budget needs to be kept within a given range. This problem can be cleverly
solved by using the differential privacy combination properties.

1. Sequential composition [32]. Assuming that in a set of mechanisms A1, A2, . . . , An provide
(ε1, ε2, . . . , εn)-differential privacy protection respectively, for a same data set D, algorithms
A(A1(D), A2(D), . . . , An(D)) has (∑n

i=1 εi)-differential privacy.
2. Parallel composition [32]. Assuming that in a set of mechanisms A1, A2, . . . , An provide

(ε1, ε2, . . . , εn)-differential privacy protection respectively, for the disjoint dataset D, algo-
rithms constitute the combination A(A1(D), A2(D), . . . , An(D)) with (max εi)-differential
privacy.

3. Proposed Method

3.1. Solving Decision Tree Weights

In a random forest, each decision tree is generated by randomly selecting samples.
When the total number of samples selected is very large, about 1/3 were not selected.
These data are out-of-bag data [26]. When these data are applied in decision making on
this decision tree, the ratio of forward misclassification to reverse misclassification in the
sum of the data of the respective instances is the out-of-bag estimate. Since out-of-bag
estimates are closely related to feature importance, forest properties, etc., it is important to
incorporate differential privacy to protect out-of-bag data.

Definition 5 (Differential privacy out-of-bag estimation). For one of the trees, the out-of-bag
estimate B is:

B =
1
2
(

Y
YT

+
N
NT

)

where Y and N represent the number of forward misclassifications and reverse misclassifications.
YT and NT indicate the total number of forward and reverse instances.

Differential privacy out-of-bag estimation is defined as:

B′ =
1
2
(

Y + N(ε1)

YT
+

N + N(ε2)

NT
)

=
1
2
(
(Y · NT + N · YT) + N(ε)

YT · NT
)

(4)

It can be seen from Formula (4) that the noise that we add to the out-of-bag estimated
data, which perturbs the true number of data, so that the differential privacy out-of-bag
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estimation does not lose the dataset regularity and protects the privacy of the data at the
same time.

Definition 6 (Decision tree weights). This paper calculates the decision tree weights with refer-
ence to Paul et al. [25]. The weights of the decision tree are defined as:

Qt=
1
B′

t
(5)

where B′
t is the differentially private out-of-bag estimate of the tree. From Formula (5), we can see

that the smaller B′
t is the larger the weight of the tree is, and the better the decision tree classification

ability is.

3.2. Feature Weight Calculation and Feature Selection
3.2.1. Feature Weight Calculation

The Gini index is an important method for classifying the purity of attributes. The
smaller the Gini index, the better the classification method. The formula for calculating the
Gini index Gm is:

Gm=
C

∑
c=1

pmc(1 − pmc) (6)

where C is the number of features, pmc is the probability of class c at node m.
The importance of node m in feature ji is:

Ijm = Gm − wLGL − wRGR (7)

where GL and GR are the Gini indices of the left and right nodes after splitting at node m,
wL and wR are the number of weighted samples.

If the feature ji is selected n times in the tree Ti, the importance of the feature in this
decision tree is:

Iij =
n

∑
n=1

Ijm (8)

The importance Ij of the feature ji in the random forest is:

Ij=
t

∑
i=1

Iij · Qt/
k

∑
j=1

t

∑
i=1

Iij (9)

where k is the number of input features, and t is the number of decision trees.
If C features are selected to construct t decision trees, the weight Wt of the decision

trees in the random forest are:

Wt =
N

∑
n=1

Ij/
t

∑
t=1

N

∑
n=1

Ij (10)

3.2.2. Feature Selection

Statistical methods have good results in data pre-processing. In the article, we choose
this method to divide the features into Best feature set (BFS), Pruned feature set (PFS) and
Removable feature set (RFS).

Definition 7 (Feature selection). For the set of feature weights, the following conditions are
satisfied:

Ij < (μ − 3σ) (11)

(μ − 3σ) < Ij < (μ − 1.5σ) (12)
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where μ is the mean of the weight set of R, and σ is the standard deviation. If the weight VIMj
satisfies the Formula (11), the features j are placed into the removable feature set (RFS). If the
weight VIMj satisfies the Formula (12), the features j are placed into the pruned feature set (PFS).
The remaining features j are put into the best feature set (BFS). The features in the existing feature
weight set are deleted from the removable feature set (RFS) to obtain selected weight set R′ with n′

features.

3.3. Method for Allocating Privacy Protection Budgets Based on Weights

The reasonable allocation of privacy protection budget has a very important impact on
data availability. Previous related works such as MAXGDDP algorithm [16] and AUR-Tree
algorithm [17] use class geometry, class equivariance, and equivariance to allocate privacy
protection budget during the construction of decision trees. In random forests, such as
DiffPRFs algorithm [14] and RFDPP-Gini algorithm [24], it allocates the privacy protection
budget equally to each decision tree and then equally to each layer. However, each tree in
the random forest has different strengths and weaknesses in classification ability, and each
feature in the dataset has different importance in the random forest. The privacy protection
budget allocation method designed in this paper is based on adaptive allocation of tree
weights and feature weights.

(1) Allocation based on tree weights. The privacy protection budget allocated to each
tree εt is:

εt =
ε

T
· Wt (13)

where ε is the sum of the privacy protection budget, T is the number of decision trees in the
random forest, and Wt is the weight of the decision tree.

(2) Allocation based on tree weights. The privacy protection budget εt allocated to
each tree is distributed proportionally according to the relative size of the feature weights.
After feature selecting to obtain the feature weight set R′ with n′, follow the random forest
principle to randomly select a features (a < n′) to get feature set of the tree t and the
corresponding feature weight set R′

t{Ij1 ,Ij2 , . . . , Ijn′ }. Calculate the weight ratio Sj1 of the
features j1 in this tree:

Sj1 =
Ij1

Ij1 + Ij2 + · · ·+ Ijn′
(14)

The privacy protection budget obtained from the allocation of the decision tree in
selecting this feature for splitting is:

ε j1=εt · Sj1 (15)

Figure 1 provides an overview of the privacy protection budget allocation.

Figure 1. Overview of privacy protection budget allocation.
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3.4. Pruning Based on the Divided Set of Attributes

Pruning can simplify the decision tree model in random forests, avoid overfitting,
enhance generalization, and improve the accuracy of classification. In this paper, a pre-
pruning strategy is used to prune using the pruning feature set (PFS) obtained in Section 3.2.2.
In the process of building a tree, the features in order of importance are used as the best
splitting features. For the feature set R′

t selected by the tree t, determine whether R′
t has

features in the pruned feature set (PFS), and if so, remove them and allocate privacy budget.
if not, allocate them according to the original feature set and construct a differential privacy
random forest.

3.5. Algorithm Flow

This algorithm process in this paper is to first construct a random forest and extract the
out-of-bag dataset, followed by calculating the decision tree weights and feature weights
using out-of-bag estimation under differential privacy protection, and the feature weights
use statistical methods to classify the features into the best feature set, pruned feature set
and removable feature set. When constructing a random forest that satisfies ε-differential
privacy protection, the randomly selected features are judged using the pruned feature set
and the features belonging to the pruned feature set are removed, this method not only saves
the privacy protection budget but also prevents the decision tree from overfitting. Then
calculate the weights of the trees based on these features, and allocate privacy protection
budget to each tree based on the tree weights. In the construction of each tree, the privacy
protection budget is allocated and splits are selected sequentially according to the relative
size of the feature weights in the feature set. In the construction of each tree, the privacy
protection budget is allocated according to the relative size of the feature weights in the
feature set and splits are selected sequentially. If continuous features are selected as
splitting attributes in the tree building process, the exponential mechanism is invoked
to split continuous attributes, and the Laplace mechanism is used to add noise to the
count values of the leaf nodes to finally obtain a random forest that satisfies ε-differential
privacy protection.

3.6. Description

We present a privacy budget allocation algorithm based on tree weights and feature
weights in random forest, and the core strategy of the method is to allocate more pri-
vacy protection budgets to trees with better classification ability and features with higher
importance in the forest.

This paper is divided into three algorithms, Algorithm 1 is the algorithm of extracting
out-of-bag data.
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Algorithm 1 Extract Out-of-Bag Data Algorithm
Input: Training set D, feature set J(j1, j2, . . . , jn), number of decision trees t, maximum

depth of the decision trees d, number of randomly selected features at splitting a.
Output: Random forest Trees, Out-of-bag datasets DOOB.
Stopping condition: All samples on a decision tree node are consistently classified, or the

maximum depth of the decision tree is reached d, or the number of features set
features less than a.

Step 1. Take out m samples from the training set D with put-back as Dt, and randomly
select n (n < N) features from J.

Step 2. Calculate the Gini coefficient of each feature, and select the best splitting feature jn
as the splitting feature.

Step 3. According to the different values of feature jn, the samples on the node are divided
into different child nodes, and a decision tree is generated.

Step 4. Repeat steps 1–3 t times to get t decision trees.
Step 5. Put the data in the training set D that was not used to build the decision tree into

DOOB.
Step 6. Get random forest Trees, out-of-bag datasets DOOB.

Algorithm 2 is a feature weight solving and selection algorithm using out-of-bag
estimation. The out-of-bag estimation under differential privacy is used to solve feature
weights and decision tree weights, select feature weights, and update the features set.

Algorithm 2 Solving Feature Weights and Selecting Algorithms Using Out-of-Bag Estimation
Input: Out-of-bag datasets DOOB, random forest Trees, privacy protection budget εOOB,

feature set J(j1, j2, . . . , jn).
Output: Selected feature weight set R′, selected feature set J′, pruned feature set (PFS), best

feature set (BFS).
Stopping condition: All features are calculated and screened.
Step 1. For decision tree t, select data containing tree features from out-of-bag data set

DOOB, test and count.
Step 2. Add Laplacian noise to all categorical counts for each tree in a random forests,

the size of the privacy protection budget for each tree is εOOB
t .

Step 3. Get the differential privacy out-of-package estimation B′ using the Formula (4).
Step 4. Calculate the decision tree weight Qt using the Formula (5).
Step 5. Repeat steps 1–4 to calculate the weight of each tree in the random forests in turn,

and get the weight set Q(Q1, Q2, . . . , Qt) of the tree.
Step 6. For each tree, use Formulas (6)–(8) to get the importance of the feature in this tree.
Step 7. Calculate the feature weight of this feature in the whole random forest using

Formula (9).
Step 8. Repeat steps 6–7 to obtain the feature weight set R of all features.
Step 9. If feature weight set R satisfies Formula (11), put corresponding feature jn into the

removable feature set RFS; if it satisfies Formula (12), put corresponding feature jn
into the pruned feature set (PFS); the remaining features are best feature set (BFS).

Step 10. Delete the features and feature weights in the removable feature set RFS in turn
from the initial feature set J(j1, j2, . . . , jn) and feature weight set R.

Step 11. Get the selected feature weight set R′, selected feature set J′, pruned feature set
(PFS), best feature set (BFS).
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Algorithm 3 is a differential privacy budget allocation algorithm based on tree weights
and feature weights. The tree weight calculation, pruning and differential privacy budget
allocation by randomly selected features in the construction makes the strategy of assigning
privacy protection budgets more targeted and reasonable.

Algorithm 3 Differential Privacy Budget Algorithm Based on Tree Weight and Feature Weight
Input: Training set D, selected feature set J′, selected feature weight set R′, number of

decision trees T, maximum depth of the decision trees d, number of features b
randomly selected when splitting, privacy protection budget ε, pruned feature set
(PFS), best feature set (BFS).

Output: Random forests satisfying ε-differential privacy protection.
Stopping condition: All samples on a decision tree node are consistently classified, or the

maximum depth of the decision tree is reached d, or the feature number n′ of the
filtered feature set is less than b, or the privacy protection budget is exhausted.

Step 1. For decision tree t, b features are randomly selected, the feature set is J′t , and the
corresponding feature weight set calculated by Formula (10) is R′

t.
Step 2. If the feature set J′t has features belonging to the pruned feature set (PFS), the corre-

sponding feature weight set R′
t removes these feature weights to obtain the feature

set R
′′
t . if the feature set J′t belongs to the best feature set (BFS), the corresponding

feature weight set R′
t does not change.

Step 3. For the feature set J′t , the weight Wt of the decision tree is obtained according to
Formula (13).

Step 4. The privacy budget of the tree is obtained from the weights of the tree as εt =
ε
T · Wt.

Step 5. In the feature weight set R′
t, the feature weight ratio Sj1 of the feature jb is calculated

according to Formula (14).
Step 6. In the tree t, according to the size of the feature weight set R′

t, the features are
sequentially selected from the corresponding feature set J′t as the best splitting
feature.

Step 7. The privacy protection budget allocated by the optimal splitting feature is ε j1 = εt · Sj1
Step 8. Repeat T times to calculate the privacy protection budget required for each feature

split on each tree.
Step 9. When constructing the tree to select features, if the best split feature is a continuous

feature, an exponential mechanism is invoked to select the best point for splitting:

exp
(

ε
2Δq q(Dn, j)

)
|Ri|

∑i exp
(

ε
2Δq q(Dn, j)

)
|Ri|

among them, q(Dn, j) is the Gini index, |Ri| is the size of the interval, and � q is the
sensitivity of the Gini index.

Step 10. If stopping condition is met, the creation of node is stopped, and the node is set as
a leaf node.

Step 11. Noise is added to the count value of the leaf nodes of each tree, and the classifica-
tion with the most samples is selected as the label of the leaf node.
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4. Experimental Results and Analysis

4.1. Privacy Analysis

(1) Privacy when computing out-of-bag data. When using the out-of-bag data for
each tree calculation, the allocated privacy budget is used to add noise to the counts of the
classification results, and thus differential privacy is satisfied.

(2) Privacy of random forests for training sets. There are T trees in this algorithm,
and the privacy budget allocated to each tree is εt =

ε
T · Wt. The privacy budget divided

into each layer according to feature importance is ε j1=εt · Sj1 , for each level of the decision
tree, the different nodes are equally divided into ε′ = ε jl /(d+ 1), and the noise is eventually
added using Laplace mechanism. Since the samples in each tree in a random forest are
randomly selected with a put-back, the data will have crossover. From the sequential
composition of differential privacy, it is clear that the consumed privacy budget is the sum
of the individual tree consumption, so the training set satisfies ε-differential privacy in the
process of constructing the random forest.

Since the two parts of the out-of-bag data and the training set are disjoint and both satisfy
ε-differential privacy, the parallel composition of differential privacy shows that the entire
process of constructing a differentially private random forest satisfies ε-differential privacy.

4.2. Experimental Design

The hardware environment for the experiments in this paper is Intel(R) Core (TM)
i5-5200U CPU @2.20GHz processor and 8GB operating memory. The operating system
is Windows 10, the experimental program development tool is Pycharm2021.3 and the
programming language is Python.

Two real datasets originating from UCL were used for the experiment: the Adult and
Mushroom dataset (Table 1). The Adult dataset contains U.S. Census data with discrete
and continuous attributes that determine whether the category is a wage greater than 50k.
The Mushroom dataset contains information about mushroom-related species, and the only
discrete attributes in this dataset that determine the category is whether a mushroom is
edible or not.

Table 1. Dataset Information.

Dataset Characteristic Number
(Discrete/Continuous)

Size Class Attribute

Adult 14 (8/6) 32,561 1
Mushroom 22 (22/0) 8124 1

To test the effectiveness of Ours’ algorithm, multiple sets of comparison experiments
are set up in this paper: (1) comparison between different decision tree depths; (2) compari-
son between different number of decision trees; (3) comparison between different size of
privacy budgets; (4) comparison between Ours algorithm, RFDPP-gini [24] algorithm and
DiffPRFs [14] algorithms in this paper.

4.3. Experimental Results

For the Adult and Mushroom datasets, a random forest satisfying differential privacy
protection is built using this paper’s algorithm with different privacy protection budgets
and different decision tree depths, and the test datasets are classified to obtain the accuracy
of the classification results.

Figure 2 shows the classification accuracy at different tree depths for the Adult dataset
with differential privacy noise added and privacy budgets of 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00,
respectively. Figure 3 shows the classification accuracy at different tree depths for the
Mushroom dataset with differential privacy noise added and privacy protection budgets of
0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00, respectively.
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Figure 2. Variation of classification accuracy with tree depth for Adult dataset.

Figure 3. Variation of classification accuracy with tree depth for Mushroom dataset.

Figure 4 shows the classification accuracy for the number of decision trees in the
random forest at 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 for the Adult dataset with differential privacy noise
added and privacy budgets of 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00, respectively. Figure 5 shows
the classification accuracy of the Mushroom dataset when the number of decision trees in
the random forest is 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 when differential privacy noise is added and the
privacy budget is 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00, respectively.

Figure 4. Variation of classification accuracy with the number of decision trees for the Adult dataset.
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Figure 5. Variation of classification accuracy with the number of decision trees for Mushroom dataset.

To test the performance of the algorithm, the classification accuracy of Ours algorithm
is compared with RFDPP-gini and DiffP-RFs algorithms on Adult and Mushroom datasets
under the same conditions. Set T = 50, privacy budget to 0.10, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.00, the depth
of the decision tree to 5, and the number of randomly selected features at node splits to 5.
The experimental results are shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Figure 6. Comparison of classification performance of the three algorithms on Adult dataset.

Figure 7. Comparison of classification performance of the three algorithms on Mushroom dataset.
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4.4. Comparisons

The privacy budget is a measure of how much noise is added and a measure of the
strength of data privacy. As the privacy budget increases, the weaker the privacy of the
data, the stronger the classification accuracy of the algorithm. In the decision tree model,
as the depth of tree increases, the decision tree becomes more branchy, dividing the dataset
to a finer degree, and the division becomes more accurate. The performance of the model is
affected by the privacy budget and the depth of the decision tree.

From Figures 2 and 3, it can be seen that when the depth of the tree is 3 and the
privacy budget is 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.00, the classification accuracy of the algorithm in
this paper 83.21%, 83.40%, 83.60%, 83.70%, and 83.81% for the Adult dataset, respectively,
and the accuracy for the Mushroom dataset is 93.1%, 93.38%, 93.53%, 93.75%, and 93.89%,
and the accuracy all increase with increasing privacy budget. Similarly, the accuracy
of algorithm for two datasets is gradually improved as the depth of the tree increases.
From the above experimental results, it is concluded that the higher the depth of the tree,
the higher the accuracy when the privacy budget is the same, and the larger the privacy
budget, the higher the accuracy when the tree depth is the same.

From Figures 4 and 5, it can be seen that the classification accuracy of the algo-
rithm in this paper for the Adult dataset is 83.50%, 84.11%, 85.03%, 84.95% and 84.81%
when the number of decision trees is 50 and the privacy protection budget is 0.1, 0.25,
0.5, 0.75, and 1.00,respectively. The classification accuracies for Mushroom dataset were
93.43%, 94.19%, 94.50%, 94.47% and 94.43%, respectively. And the highest accuracy of classi-
fication is achieved when the number of trees is 50. This may be because when the number
of trees in the random forest is too small, the generalization ability of the random forest
model is poor and the model classification accuracy increases with the number of decision
trees. When the number of trees is more than 70, as the privacy budget needs to be allocated
to each tree, the more the number of trees the less privacy protection budget on each
tree, and at this time it is the privacy budget that constrains the classification accuracy of
model. Therefore, the selection of the number of trees to be built in the differential privacy
random forest needs to be considered to satisfy the generalization ability of the model
while building a small number of trees to improve the overall model classification accuracy.

From Figures 6 and 7 at privacy budgets of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.00, the classification
accuracies of the algorithm in this paper are 84.81%, 84.94%, 85.03%, 85.18% and 85.32%
for the Adult dataset and 94.20%, 94.30%, 94.50%, 94.73%, and 94.80% for the Mushroom
dataset, respectively. It can be seen from the figure that the classification accuracy of ours,
RFDPP-gini and DiffP-RFs algorithms for both Adult and Mushroom datasets increase with
increasing privacy protection budget, which is satisfying our expectation. Our algorithm
has better classification accuracy than RFDPP-gini and DiffP-RFs algorithms with the
same privacy protection budget, which is due to the fact that ours algorithm calculates
feature weights and tree weights by differential privacy out-of-bag estimation, which saves
privacy budget, while performing feature selecting, etc. to make more important features
prominent, and finally allocates privacy budget by feature weights and tree weights, which
reduces the effect of noise on important decision trees and important features. In summary,
the algorithm presented in this article makes the data more available while satisfying
privacy protection.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a differential privacy budget allocation algorithm based on
out-of-bag estimation of random forests, which calculates the weights and feature weights
of trees under different datasets to allocate privacy protection budgets by out-of-bag
estimation, selects a dynamic balance between the generalization ability of random forests
and privacy protection budgets, avoids building decision trees with similar classification
performance in random forests, and avoids too many decision trees making the privacy
budget on each tree too small. At the same time, this paper improves the method of
selecting features for each tree in the random forest, randomly selecting a certain number of
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features, ranking them according to their importance and selecting splits in turn, and adding
differential privacy according to the principle that the higher the importance of features,
the more privacy protection budget is allocated, which makes the privacy protection budget
have a higher utilization rate. However, in the course of the algorithm, the weights of each
tree are found by differential privacy out-of-bag estimation, after which the weights of
each tree are found in the construction of a differential privacy random forest. Follow-up
consideration is given to how weights under different forests can be linked to simplify the
algorithmic process, and further research is conducted to learn how to efficiently allocate
differential privacy protection budgets in other models.
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Abstract: The metaverse provides us with an attractive virtual space in which the value of the virtual
property has been increasingly recognized. However, the lack of effective cross-metaverse trading
tools and the reputation guarantee makes it difficult to trade items among different metaverses. To
this end, a decentralized reputation system for virtual items trading forum named DVIT is devised.
To the best of our knowledge, DVIT is the first decentralized cross-metaverse item trading prototype
inspired by the online-game trading system. We designed the corresponding transaction function and
realized the autonomous governance of the community by introducing the reputation mechanism. An
improved election mechanism is proposed to improve efficiency based on Delegated Proof-of-Stake
(DPoS). Through token rewards associated with activity levels, users’ motivation can be stimulated.
The experiments indicate that our proposed scheme could dynamically measure the trustworthiness
degree of the users through the dynamic reputation value and thereby exclude malicious users from
the blockchain within 20 epochs.

Keywords: metaverse; blockchain; DPoS; video games; virtual economy; virtual worlds

MSC: 68M14

1. Introduction

Metaverse, a digital world parallel to reality, also reckoned as the post-reality universe,
integrates a perpetual and persistent multiuser environment with physical reality through
digital virtuality, in which each person can have a virtual avatar [1]. In many film and
television productions, such as Ready Player One (A film Directed by Steven Spielberg in
2018), people have shown a passionate imagination for living in a virtual space called the
Oasis with advanced devices [2]. Now, our imaginations about the metaverse are no longer
illusory. In 2021, Facebook changed its name to Meta, which completely ignited the fever
of the metaverse. The company would invest many billions of dollars in the metaverse [3].
According to the survey by Statista, 67.65% of the companies interviewed believe that the
metaverse market is going to boom in the next five years [4].

However, to achieve reliability, the metaverse still faces a series of problems. For
example, different companies are competing to launch their metaverses. For technical
and commercial reasons, these metaverses are not interconnected and will continue to be
isolated from each other for the foreseeable future [5]. What if the person from different
metaverses wants to exchange stuff or commodities with each other? Take two virtual
characters, Alice and Bob, who live in two different metaverses as an example. If Alice has
a virtual closet in metaverse α, and now she wants to exchange it with Bob in metaverse β
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for a virtual coat. Unless there is already sufficient trust between her and Bob, a trusted
third party is needed to go through this transaction. However, introducing a trusted third
party would result in a high trading fee and high delay. Moreover, it will also become
the bottleneck when cross-metaverse trading increases explosively. To our knowledge,
there exists no sufficient solution for trading virtual assets across the metaverses, and in
the foreseeable future, due to technical and commercial considerations, metaverses will
continue to be independent of each other [6]. Although many metaverse developers have
tried to formulate a unified set of guidelines for all metaverses, such as the Web3.0 Open
Metaverse Alliance (OMA3) and The Metaverse Standards Forum (MSF), they are still some
distance away from being put into use [7,8]. Solving this problem will be beneficial both for
the current metaverse market and for the future development of a more complete economy
in the metaverse.

Given the fact that we have not entered the metaverse yet, we need to simulate
virtual transactions between metaverse by other means. Video games, for example, are a
considerable option. First, there is ample precedent for using video games for real-world
simulation. In 2005, a virtual plague broke out in World of Warcraft (A multiplayer online
role-playing game released in 2004 by Blizzard Entertainment). Due to game developers’
mistakes, a disease (i.e., Corrupted Blood) could make players lose life continuously
and spread among players in the game world. Because of its many similarities to real-
world outbreaks of infectious diseases, some infectious disease propagation models were
proposed through the inspiration of Role-Playing Games [9]. Secondly, we found that the
trading pattern among different metaverses has the most in common with the m in some
old video games. Forums are a common form of community on the Internet for enthusiasts
to communicate with each other. There is a category of forums where players can trade
in-game items with other players. Because it has a wide user base and a mature trading
system, we decide to use forums to simulate virtual item trading in the metaverse [10].

In this paper, we introduce DVIT—a decentralized reputation system for virtual item
trading forums. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

• To the authors’ knowledge, we are the first to construct a decentralized in-game item-
trading forum system. Not only do we design a series of functions to realize the selling
and renting of the virtual stuff, but we also put forward a dispute adjudication system
for players to resolve the controversy.

• An improved election mechanism is devised to improve efficiency on the basis of
Delegated Proof-of-Stake. Through token rewards associated with activity levels, the
motivation of users can be increased.

• The simulation experiments indicate that our proposed scheme could dynamically
measure the trustworthiness degree of the users through the dynamic reputation value.
Therefore, malicious users would be excluded from the blockchain within 20 epochs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the preliminaries.
Section 3 presents the proposed model. Section 4 presents the model designed in this paper.
Section 5 presents simulations. Section 6 presents the performance analysis. Section 7 is the
related work, and Section 8 is the conclusion and future work.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce the building blocks used in our solution, including
blockchain consensus algorithms, the reputation value system, and the background knowl-
edge of in-game item-trading platforms.

2.1. Blockchain Consensus Algorithms

The prevailing in-game item-trading forums model has the disadvantage of being
too centralized. Therefore, we need to establish trust and consensus among strangers
while reducing centralization. Blockchain is a chain of blocks that store all committed
transactions using a public ledger [11]. Blockchain has some key characteristics, such as
decentralization, transparency, immutability, and audibility [12]. According to different
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consensus algorithms, blockchains can be classified as Proof-of-Work (PoW), Proof-of-Stake
(PoS), and Delegated Proof-of-Stake (DPoS) [13]. DPoS is developed from PoS and is a
currently popular consensus algorithm. In DPoS, users will vote and elect delegates (or
witnesses) to validate the next block [14]. DPoS is considered by its supporters to be
more democratic than PoS. DPoS allows more qualified users to participate in the election
process [15]. Further, the speed of block confirmation in DPoS is faster than in PoS [16].
Moreover, DPoS is considered by some scholars to require less energy than PoW [17]. There
will be much less tendency to create forks on DPoS [18].

2.2. Reputation Value System

Blockchains may face many security vulnerabilities, such as 51% attack and Double-
spending attack [19]. If there is no way to distinguish the evil users who have carried out
attacks from normal users, it will pose a risk to the security of the blockchain. In order to
improve the security of the blockchain, we introduce a reputation value system. When the
node behaves well, it will receive the corresponding reputation value as a reward, and the
reputation value will be reduced as punishment when the node misbehaves [20]. DPoS
blockchain faces the problem of increasing centralization due to the decreasing motivation
of users to participate [21]. Therefore, we combine traditional DPoS with a reputation-
based voting mechanism to increase the participation of nodes [16]. On the other hand, to
motivate nodes to behave well, we also introduce an incentive system [22].

2.3. Merkle Tree

The Merkle tree is a fundamental part of blockchain technology that realizes data
availability and traceability [23]. It is a type of tree where the lower base elements are called
leaves while the top element is called the Merkle root. The bottommost leaf node contains
the stored data or its hash value, and non-leaf nodes (including intermediate and root
nodes) are hashes of the contents of its two child nodes [24]. Merkle trees are formed by
repeating pairs of hash nodes until only one hash, the Merkle root remains. The structure is
shown in the diagram.

In Figure 1, we show the basic structure of the Merkle tree. First, let H(.) be the
hash function. The leaf nodes Hashi can be calculated by the input data DATAi, such
as Hasha = H(DATAa). The next layer is donated by leaf nodes Hashi, and the interme-
diate nodes can be computed by Hashab = H(Hasha, Hashb). Then we repeat the above
operation. Finally, we get the root node result by Hashabcd = H(Hashab, Hashcd) [25].

Figure 1. The Merkle Tree.
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Merkle trees allow secure, efficient, and consistent validation of large volumes of data.
Any changes to the underlying data will be passed to its parent node, layer by layer, to the
root node. If attackers tampered with any transactions, the Merkle tree root hash value
would be incorrect [26]. Merkle tree can help in improving the efficiency of blockchain
verification. It would be cumbersome for nodes to store the full blockchain ledger to verify
transactions, but with the Simplified Payment Verification (SPV) technique, verifying the
inclusion of transactions would be easy. For each block, a Merkle tree is constructed using
the transactions in the block as leaf nodes. Light nodes stored the Merkle root [27]. Merkel
tree can also be combined with DPoS. The selected block generators need to prove their
identity before generating blocks. They can create a delegated proof with the Merkle root
and a Merkle verification path from the Merkle tree. The Merkle root can be used to verify
that the block signer used the correct set of delegates and by providing a valid Merkle
verification path from their uids to the Merkle root, which means they can prove their
identity [28].

2.4. In-Game Item-Trading Platform

Diablo II is a classic action role-playing video game developed by Blizzard North
which has developed a mature and complete in-game item-trading ecology. Due to the
limitations of Diablo II, players usually choose to use the forum for online item trading. We
introduce some of the mainstream trading platforms and their features as follows.

Blizzard has an official forum (https://eu.forums.blizzard.com/en/d2r/c/trade/9,
accessed on 10 August 2022) for Diablo II which supports trading between players. Except
for the official forums, there are a number of third-party trading sites. Kaienzhijiao (https:
//bbs.d.163.com/, accessed on 10 August 2022) is a forum where you can trade with other
players. Traderie (https://traderie.com/diablo2resurrected, accessed on 10 August 2022)
is a website where you can exchange your in-game items with other players. On those
websites or forums, real-money trading is not allowed. Players need to swap in-game
items with items. When players are desperate for in-game items, they have other options.
Anheihe (http://d3.17173.com/content/2022-07-18/20220718202629902.shtml, accessed on
10 August 2022) is a mini program based on Wechat where players can trade in-game items
of Diablo II. Players can conduct real-money trades in disguise through a kind of token it
offers. There is a forum called d2jsp (https://www.d2jsp.org/, accessed on 10 August 2022)
where users can perform real-money trading by tokens. Due to Diablo II’s large player base,
it is profitable to engage in in-game item trading. Therefore, naturally, some businessmen
set their eyes on this place. DD373 (https://www.dd373.com/s-1psrbm.html, accessed on
10 August 2022) is a professional in-game item-trading platform on which in-game items
are sold at the price of CNY.

Most of these platforms are centralized. They are under the control of a small number
of administrators, while normal users are not involved in the governance of the community.
In some trading platforms, such as Traderie, Anheihe, and DD373, past trading records are
not directly disclosed, which has created a barrier for players to understand the correct
price. The next part of our work is improving the existing trading platform mechanism.

3. Proposed Model

In this section, we formalize the system model and the threat model. The system
definitions and goals of the proposed system will be introduced in this section.

3.1. System Model

Figure 2 depicts the DVIT system architecture. The system has five entities, and the
introduction of these entities is as follows:

• Normal Users (NUs) are active game players on the forum. They have their nodes on
the blockchain. They are honest and want to make transactions with other players.

• The Forum (TF) provides a space for users to communicate. Transactions take place
between members on TF.
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• Administrators (ADM) on TF are responsible for supervising transactions and inter-
vening when players can not resolve problems.

• The blockchain (BC) records transactions of NUs. Trading between users will be per-
formed on the BC by tokens. In addition, the BC supports some extended functionality
such as in-game item-trading of Non-Fungible Token (NFT).

• Evil Users (EVs) are users who would pose a threat to the order of transactions.
Some EVs try to steal in-game items while trading. Some EVs are sent by competing
platforms to disrupt the normal functioning of this forum.

3.2. Threaten Model

In our model, TF and BC need to work together to keep the system running properly.
It is assumed that TF and BC are fully trusted, which means they will follow all protocols
and will not collude with EVs. NUs are assumed to be honest and rational. They will
tend to follow the rules. EVs are evil. They will break the rules to profit or interfere with
the normal order of the system. EVs can pose a threat to the system at various points.
When trading, EVs will induce other players to trade at too high or too low prices. In the
block-minting process of DPoS, EVs may disrupt the operation of BC by deliberately not
generating blocks after they are elected.

3.3. System Definitions

1. Setup: The Setup algorithm is executed by TF. The master key MK and public key PK
are generated by the ADM with a security parameter SP and attributes of the ADM

AM. SP should be kept confidential. MK and PK will be used to generate their keys
for the registered users. The Setup process is described as: (AM, SP) → (MK, PK).

2. Keygen{(MK, PK, I) → ki, kpi}: When NUs generate nodes on BC, they can request
the administrators of TF to generate keys that belong to them. After administrators
receive a request from user i, they will generate a personal secret key ki and a public
key kpi for user i using the user’s personal information I, MK, and PK. When users
are elected as witnesses, they can use secret keys to sign the blocks generated by them.

3. Encryption: When a NU i is elected as a witness, i is required to sign the transaction
with the personal secret key ki on the block that i generates. The details of the
election process will be described below. It takes i’s personal secret key ki and the
details or trading TD as input and sigi, the signature of witness i as output like:
(ki, TD) → (sigi).

4. Decryption: When users challenge whether a transaction is recorded by user i, they can
verify the sigi with i’s public key kpi. If the transaction was recorded by the correct
user, the TD that matches the transaction record will be decrypted from sigi. If the
block was produced by an impostor, then the decryption of sigi will fail. It takes sigi
and kpi as input and TD as output, such as (kpi, sigi) → (TD).

3.4. Goals of the Proposed System

The proposed system defines the following design goals:

3.4.1. Security

Given security is the first thing that needs to be ensured in the trading process, we
add the BC to the original forum mechanism. Tokens for transactions will be transferred
on the BC, making the process secure. Furthermore, we have added a dispute adjudication
mechanism for transactions ensuring controversial transactions will be resolved in time.

3.4.2. Transparency

It is necessary to show the record of transactions in the forum to NUs because it will
save them from being cheated by EVs. Accordingly, we record all transactions and make
them available to all players by BC.
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3.4.3. Decentralization

A BC is introduced to avoid the possible tampering and deletion of transaction records
in the traditional forum mechanism. Moreover, we set incentives based on reputation value
so that NUs will spontaneously record transactions and resolve disputes in transactions.
Witnesses for generating blocks will be elected by NUs themselves.

As Table 1 shows, our DVIT has quite a few improvements over the existing common
in-game item-trading platforms. � in the table indicates that the characteristic is met while
� indicates that the characteristic is not met. DVIT provides a decentralized, democratic
and transparent trading system. In the next section, we will introduce more details about
the construction we proposed.

Table 1. Features of Trading Platforms.

Names of Trading
Platforms

Forum Real-Money Trade Decentralized
Users Participation in

Management
Open Transaction

Records

the Offcial Forum � � � � �
Kaienzhijiao � � � � �

Traderie � � � � �

Anheihe � � � � �

d2jsp � � � � �
DD373 � � � � �

DVIT � � � � �

Figure 2. The System Model of DVIT.

4. Detailed DVIT

In this section, we give the concrete construction of the proposed trading system. We
present the detail of the reputation value system, the witnesses’ election system, and the
dispute adjudication system. We also introduce the details of the in-game item-trading
forum, such as Trading, Renting, and in-game item-trading NFT.

Our trading system is based on Diablo II, a classic game with a relatively well-
developed forum trading mechanism. We will give a brief introduction to how to use
the system in the following part. First of all, new users need to register an account. To
make themselves trustworthy, they need to pledge some tokens on the chain, which can be
exchanged for cryptocurrencies such as Eths.
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4.1. Calculation of Reputation Value

After users successfully register on the BC, the reputation value of their nodes will be
calculated by the following steps.

Step 1: irep0, which is the fixed reputation value of user i, is calculated based on the
number of tokens pledged by i on BC as the initial reputation value. The upper limit of
irep0 is 60, and irep0 does not change over time. The reputation value for new participants
will generally be designed to be half of the maximum reputation value, and we set the
irep0 to fluctuate with the number of pledged tokens to encourage users to pledge more
tokens [29].

Step 2: To avoid the disadvantage of not actively voting by nodes in the traditional
DPoS consensus, when NUs cast a vote in the election of witnesses or dispute adjudication,
NUs will receive three points of reputation value as a reward [30]. This part of reputation
value is called dynamic reputation value, which changes over time. First, calculating irepa,
the reputation value user i got in the last 0–10 epochs.

Step 3: Calculating irepb, the reputation value user i got in the last 10–20 epochs.
Step 4: The actual reputation value of user i, irep, consists of a fixed reputation value

and dynamic reputation value. The formula to calculate irep is as in (1). Weight w in this
paper is 1/3. We set the weight to avoid the unlimited accumulation of the reputation
value. Their newly acquired reputation value will have a greater weight than the previously
acquired one because recent positive behavior will bring more influence [31].

irep = irep0 + irepa + w ∗ irepb (1)

4.2. Assessment of Reputation State

According to irep, we classify users into several reputation states. The notation of the
reputation state of user i is irst. There are four states of irst: G, W, N, and B, which represent
the i’s reputation states as “Great", “Well", “Normal", and “Bad". How to calculate irst is
represented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Evaluation of irst.

Input: Reputation value of user i: irep.
Output: Reputation state of user i: irst.

if irep > 70 then
irst = G � User i’s reputation state is “Great"

else if irep > 50 then
irst = W � User i’s reputation state is “Well"

else if irep > 40 then
irst = N � User i’s reputation state is “Normal"

else
irst = B � User i’s reputation state is “Bad"

end if

In DPoS, transactions will be recorded by witnesses, and any users registered on TF

can be nominated as a candidate or participate in a vote if they meet the conditions. To keep
the system safe, users must reach the reputation target to participate in the election. When
irst = N, W, and G, user i can vote for others; when irst = W, G, user i can be nominated as
a candidate. Users can vote for others whether they were nominated as a candidate or not.
The specific voting process in an election phase is shown in Algorithm 2. In the following
part, we introduce the various features of the forum.

4.3. Witnesses Election

The election of Witnesses will take place by the following steps and will be open to
any registered nodes that meet the criteria:
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Step 1: The system generates a list of candidates Candidate[ ]. Users whose irst = W, G
will be added to Candidate[ ].

Step 2: Users whose irst = N, W, and G can vote for users in Candidate[ ].
Step 3: At the end of the voting phase, users in Candidate[ ] will be ranked in de-

scending order according to the votes they receive. The top X users in Candidate[ ] will
become witnesses and be included in Witness[ ]. Blocks will be generated by the users in
Witness[ ].

Algorithm 2 Election process.

Input: Reputation value of user i: irst, Other users’ ballots.
Output: Dynamic reputation value of user i: irepa, newly generated blocks, token rewards.

witnesses voting process
if irst = N then � Determining user i’s reputation state

user i can vote to others
if irst = W then � Determining user i’s reputation state

user i can be nominated as a candidate
if user i being elected as a witness then � Determining the identity of user i

generate a block
receive handling fee reward by reputation value

end if
end if

end if
if user i voted in this epoch then

irepa + 3 � Reward for user i’s participation in voting
end if

4.4. Forum Functions

• Trading in-game items. To begin with, seller Use displays the in-game items, Iit, to be
sold, its price Ipri, and seller i’s id ni in a posting (Iit, Ipri, ni) on TF. Then buyer Ubu
can initiate trade requests to sellers on TF. After Ubu and Use confirm the details of the
transaction, they can start the transaction on the BC through smart contracts.
Step 1: Use and Ubu make the final confirmation about the Iit and Ipri in the posting on
TF. After that, the post will be locked.
Step 2: Ubu locks the tokens on the BC.
Step 3: Ubu and Use hand over the It in the game.
Step 4: Ubu and Use confirm the transaction on the BC by voting; they can choose yes
or no in voting. If the result is < yes, yes >, the transaction will complete, and the
tokens will be sent to the Use’s account. If either party selects no in the confirmation
vote, the tokens will be locked on the BC and enter the dispute adjudication phase.
The blockchain has already been introduced into the supply chain to record food
safety-related messages [32]. Inspired by this, we will record all transactions on the
BC. Those recorded messages will be defined as:

Msellx = [sigo||timestamp||nBu||nSe||TD] (2)

where sigo, the signature of witness o, is the signature on TD using the signing key ko.
The details of sigo is hash(timestamp||nBu||nSe||TD). nSe is the Use’s node id, nBu is the
Ubu’s node id, and TD is the details about this trade. This information is non-falsifiable
and publicly available.

• Renting in-game items. The process of renting is similar to buying and selling in-game
items. First, lessees Ule initiate lease requests by posting on TF and lock the deposit
Dep and rents Ren on BC. The posting (Iit, Dep, Ren) is about the Iit that Ule wants
and Dep and Ren that Ulo would give. Then, lessors Ulo should send It to Ule. When
the lease period is over, the Ule needs to return the Iit in time. If any dispute occurs
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during the transaction, it could be resolved by the dispute adjudication mechanism.
The details are as follows:
Step 1: Ule locks tokens as Dep and Ren on the BC and posts lease requests. After
communication, Ule and Ulo make the final confirmation about the Iit, Dep, and Ren
in the posting on TF. Afterward, the post will be locked.
Step 2: Ule and Ulo hand over the Iit in the game, Ule should return It in time.
Step 3: When the lease expires, Ulo and Ule confirm the transaction on BC by voting.
They can choose yes or no in voting. If the result is < yes, yes >, the transaction
completes, and Ren will be transferred to Ulo’s account while Dep will be returned
to Ule’s account. If either party selects no in the confirmation vote, the token will be
locked on BC and enters the dispute adjudication phase. If the Ule defaults on the
contract, Dep may be given to the Ulo as compensation.
Messages of the lease process will be recorded on the chain like:

Mrentx = [sigo||timestamp||nLo||nLe||TD] (3)

where sigo is the signature of witness o, its detail is hash(timestamp||nLo||nLe||TD).
nLo is Ulo’s node id, nLe is the Ule’s node, and TD means the details about this trading
of in-game item information and rental date.

• In-game item-trading NFT. For players to buy in-game items in bulk, we introduce
the in-game item-trading NFT iNFT. Players who irst = G can submit a request for
minting iNFT to the forum administrators. After verifying that the players have a
sufficient number of in-game items, administrators will mint an iNFT for players, and
the following information will be recorded in the iNFT:

Mn f tx = [siga||timestamp||in||ni] (4)

where siga is the signature of administrator a, and the detail of siga is
hash(timestamp||ni||na||in). in is the information about the in-game items, such as
names and amounts, and ni is the id of Uis, the player who submits the mint request.
na is the id of the administrator a. An iNFT can be traded on the BC as the equivalent
of a specified number of in-game items. The user who holds the iNFT can send a
redemption request to Uis. The redemption process is as follows:

1. The holder initiates a redemption transaction with Uis.
2. Uis delivers in-game items to the holder according to ni.
3. Uis and the holder confirm the transaction, and if either party does not confirm,

the transaction proceeds to the dispute adjudication stage. If both parties confirm
that the transaction is correct, a request is sent to the administrator to burn the
iNFT.

4. Administrator burns the iNFT after confirming the request.

The trading processes and the delivery processes of iNFTs will be recorded on the BC

too. Users can also use in-game items from other games to mint an iNFT for trading.
• Handling fees system. After recording tradings, witnesses will receive a pro-rate han-

dling fee. To ensure the security of transactions and to increase the motivation of users
to maintain a high reputation value, the distribution of transactions between witnesses
is by the reputation value. All witnesses will be ranked in order of reputation value
from highest to lowest. The witness with the highest reputation value will be respon-
sible for recording transactions with the highest value, and so on. There is often a
big price gap between different in-game items. In Table 2, we show the difference in
item prices in Diablo II on a trading forum by fg (The token used in the forums). The
in-game items on the game forums usually consist of a large number of low-value
in-game items and a small number of high-value in-game items, which means the
handling fees will have a big difference between transactions.
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• Dispute adjudication system. When a dispute arises dur g users’ trading on the forum,
it goes to the dispute adjudication stage. First, the accounts and tokens held by both
parties will be locked. Then the system will randomly select 11 users that Rsti! = B to
form the jury. The two users in the dispute, users A and B, will be required to present
various pieces of evidence to the jury, such as records of chats, screenshots of games,
etc. The jury will need to vote to decide after viewing the evidence, and the vote will
be given a weight λ based on the voters’ reputation rating. The better the reputation
rating is, the higher the λ of the voting is. Algorithm 3 shows how user i’s votes are
counted.
li is the final result of user i’s vote, and L is the final decision in dispute adjudication,
which is calculated by ∑11

k=1 lk = L. The rule for judging the adjudication process is
shown below. If user i abstains or does not vote within the time limit, li0 = 0. When
L = 0, the system will randomly select a user whose irst = G to join the jury to vote
until L! = 0. Users who are found guilty must compensate the victim, and all their
pledged tokens will be confiscated while their accounts will be banned.{

L > 0, user B is guilty
L < 0, user A is guilty

(5)

Algorithm 3 Dispute adjudication.

Input: Initial voting result of user i: li0.
Output: Final result of user i’s vote: li.

if user i supports user A then
li0 = 1 � The Original Voting Result of user i

else if user i supports user B then
li0 = −1 � The Original Voting Result of user i

end if
if irst = N then � Calculate the voting weight of user i based on reputation state

λ = 0.7
else if irst = W then � The weight of user i’s voting will be higher when useri’s reputation state
is higher

λ = 1
else if irst = G then

λ = 1.41
end if
li = λ ∗ li0 � The Final Voting Result of user i
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Table 2. Item Prices in Diablo II Measured in Forum Token.

Name of Item Price in fg

Unid eth demonlime tyrant club 5

Unid eth blackhand key 5

Unid shadowkiller 5

Firelizards Talon 5

Rising sun 5

Unid vampire gaze 10

Angelic ring 5

Nats mask 5

Aldurs full set 20

Ber 750

Jah 650

5. Simulation and Discussion

We present the simulation of the reputation value mechanism and handling fee mech-
anism in this section. For experimental performance, simulations were implemented under
various conditions and compared with the traditional reputation value mechanism.

5.1. Simulation of the New Reputation Value Mechanism

Our experimental simulation (except data decryption) was simulated on a PC with
Windows 11, 11th Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-11800H @2.30 GHz, and 16 GB RAM. Simulation
experiments were conducted for the designed forum reputation value system to prove
the effectiveness of the design. Usually, the user’s reputation value does not change over
time. Therefore, after users have acquired enough reputation value, their motivation to
participate decreases rapidly; an aging mechanism can be introduced to the system, which
will make reputation values decrease over time [33]. In the first part of the simulation,
we will simulate the process of users participating in the election voting and receiving
reputation value rewards, as Figure 3 shows. There are five nodes in the experiment: Alice,
Bob, Charlie, Dave, and Eve. The probability of their participation in voting is 90%, 60%,
60%, 30%, and 90%. Their fixed reputation values are Arep0: 50, Brep0: 60, Crep0: 50, Drep0: 60,
and Erep0: 60. At the beginning of the experiment, their dynamic reputation values are 0. It
is worth mentioning that Eve is a malicious user who will intentionally not generate a block
after being selected as a witness. Figure 4 a shows the change in their reputation value
over 30 epochs under our system design. In the graph, the horizontal coordinates represent
the time. An epoch represents an election process. The vertical coordinate indicates nodes’
actual reputation values Arep, Brep, Crep, Drep, and Erep. The lower limit of the vertical
coordinate is 50. When irep = 50, irst = N, user i cannot be nominated as a candidate.

At the beginning of the experiment, we can see that Bob and Dave take the lead by
relying on their high starting reputation value. However, Arep is the highest in epoch 30
because of Alice’s highest participation rate. The change in Crep is noteworthy. In the
beginning, Charlie quickly accumulated reputation value by frequently voting, making
a sharp rise in Crep. However, after epoch 19 Crep started to drop significantly. It was
due to Charlie’s non-voting over a while, and the reputation value accumulated earlier
started to expire. Dave has the lowest voting intention, so Drep remains in the lower range
even though Drep0 is 60. Eve will intentionally not generate blocks when Eve becomes
a witness. Eve will try to keep voting to earn reputation value. However, due to the
penalty mechanism, after epoch 17, Eve was disqualified from being nominated as a
witness. In epoch 30, the users with the highest reputation values are Alice and Bob, the
former has the highest willingness to vote, and the latter has a huge number of tokens
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pledged. It represents that our system can select two types of users that we believe are
more trustworthy: those with a high willingness to vote and those who have pledged
ample tokens.

Figure 3. The simulation of the new reputation value mechanism.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. The Simulation of the Reputation Value. (a) The reputation value changes in DVIT with the
different fixed reputation values. (b) The reputation value changes in the traditional DPoS mechanism
with the different fixed reputation values. (c) The reputation value changes in DVIT with the same
fixed reputation values. (d) The reputation value changes in the traditional DPoS mechanism with
the same fixed reputation values.

Figure 4b shows the result of the same behavior of the same group of users in the
traditional reputation value system. Not including a dynamic reputation mechanism poses
two main problems. The first one is the reputation value will unlimitedly increase, which
will make it hard for new users to catch up with old users. We can see Arep, Brep, and
Crep reached 90 before epoch 20. Even if an upper limit is designed for the reputation
value, users may not participate in voting at all after accumulating enough reputation
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values. The vitality of the forum will be weakened. The second one is evil users can keep
their nomination by constant voting. In epoch 21, Erep was deducted for not generating
blocks. However, in epoch 25, Erep is 70, which is higher than in epoch 21. Eve can
keep replenishing the reputation value deducted for doing evil. It greatly increases the
destructiveness of the forum system by evil users. What is more, we compare the changes in
reputation values for Alice and Eve under both the old and new mechanisms in Figure 5a.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. The comparisons of simulation. (a) The changes in reputation values for Alice and Eve
under both the old and new mechanisms. (b) The changes in reputation values with 10 nodes in
100 epochs.

When users have the same fixed reputation value, more active participation can bring
more rewards. Figure 4c shows the result of the simulation when users have the same
reputation value in the beginning. With the highest voting intention, Arep is the highest
after 30 epochs compared to other users. Because of the similar willingness to vote, Brep
and Crep are close in the last epochs. As a lazy voter, Dave’s reputation value is the lowest
after 30 epochs compared to the first three. Drep is lower than 61 in epoch 30. Since the
reputation value was deducted at the beginning due to rule violations, Eve could not meet
the conditions to participate in the witness election for some time afterward.

Figure 4d shows the result of the simulation when users have the same reputation
value in the beginning but without a dynamic reputation mechanism. Drep is significantly
lower than other users in terms of reputation value due to low voting frequency. After
30 epochs, Alice, Bob, and Charlie have all accumulated a significant reputation value.
These cases are similar to Figure 4b. It shows the necessity of a dynamic reputation
mechanism.

In Figure 5b, we extended the test period to 100 epochs and added 5 new nodes to
show the performance of the DVIT reputation system under longer periods and more
users. The fixed reputation value of New user 1 is 55, and the probability of New user
1 participating in voting is 80%; The fixed reputation value of New user 2 is 55, and the
probability of New user 2 participating in voting is 30%; The fixed reputation value of
New user 3 is 50, and the probability of New user 3 participating in voting is 50%; The
fixed reputation value of New user 4 is 60, and the probability of New user 4 participating
in voting is 50%; What is more, we add Evil User 2 whose fixed reputation value is 60
and is 30% likely to participate in voting. As the result shows, the new simulation result
shows similar outcomes to the original one. Users with a high willingness to vote or
have pledged ample tokens gain more reputation value, and we believe those users are
more trustworthy. Malicious users are also all quickly removed by the system without
administrator intervention. This suggests that our system can also serve to encourage
nodes to behave well and select better-quality witnesses over a longer period.
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5.2. Simulation of the New Handling Fee Mechanism

In the second part of the experiment, we tested the impact of different reward allo-
cation mechanisms on users with high reputation value. As shown in Figure 6, in the
original mechanism, the witness will be randomly assigned to record some transactions
and receive a corresponding fee. However, with the new mechanism, the witness with the
highest reputation value will obtain the highest value transactions. In the experiment, we
simulated the handling fee revenue of two nodes within 30 epochs. Alice has an average
reputation value, while Bob has the highest reputation value in the forum. In the simulation
environment, it is assumed that the items traded in the forum consist of 90% low-priced
items and 90% high-priced items.

Figure 6. The simulation of the new handling fee mechanism.

The simulation under the traditional DPoS mechanism is shown in Figure 7a; all nodes
will be assigned a lot of low-value transactions and a few high-value transactions. In the
graph, we use bar charts to compare the handling fees received by Alice and Bob. We
set every five epochs as an EPeriod. We define Alice’s handling income in Eperiod k as Ahk
and Bob’s handling income in Eperiod k as Bhk. The percentage of income in Eperiod k Θk is
calculated as:

Θk =
Ahk

Ahk + Bhk
(6)

As shown in Figure 7a, Bob earns more in Eperiod 1, Eperiod 3 and Eperiod 5, while Alice
earns more in Eperiod 2, Eperiod 4 and Eperiod 6. Θ1, Θ3 and Θ5 are lower than 0.4 while Θ2,
Θ4 and Θ6 are higher than 0.6. It shows how random the traditional allocation mechanism
is. A higher reputation value does not provide more benefit to the user at this point, which
makes users have less incentive to maintain it.

With the new transaction mechanism, since the value of the assigned transaction is
proportional to the reputation value of the node, the node with the highest reputation value
can record transactions with the highest value all the time. In Figure 7b, Bob’s handling
fee income is significantly higher than Alice’s in every Eperiod. Θ1 to Θ6 all stay lower
than 0.2. In the simulation of 6 Eperiod, we increased the revenue of users with the highest
reputation value, which shows nodes with high reputation value are rewarded. Nodes
in the system will work harder to improve their reputation value to compete with other
nodes. The problem of low willingness to participate in DPoS can be solved. The forum
will also become more dynamic.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7. The simulation of handling fees. (a) The handling fee incomes in the traditional DPoS
mechanism. (b) The handling fee incomes in DVIT.

6. Performance Analysis

We present the security, efficiency, and scalability analysis regarding the theoretical
analysis in this section.

6.1. Security

The proposed system in this paper has good resistance against data tampering. Using
the blockchain, the recorded transactions will not be tampered with. Impersonation attacks
are where someone poses as another entity, which has various forms [33]. The identity of
the block generator can be verified through the digital signature sig in the recorded message
M. Because of the introduction of timestamp, Replay Attacks launched by attackers can also
be resisted [34]. Transactions via tokens on the blockchain can reduce the risk of transfers.

6.2. Effectiveness

Our DPoS blockchain-based forum trading system for in-game items has several
advantages over the currently available forum systems. It enables decentralized and
more transparent trading without making huge changes to the original forum trading
system. Compared to the original DPoS algorithm, the DPoS algorithm we use increases
the willingness of users to participate in voting by adding a reputation system.

6.3. Scalability

Our system does not need to limit the number of participants. The number of witnesses
and the size of the production blocks can be changed by the administrator in TF, which
brings greater flexibility to our system. Our in-game item-trading NFT has no small
prospect as well. With the consent of the administrator, players can use items from other
games, or even virtual items from the metaverse, to mint an iNFT. Our system can be used
to trade virtual items between metaverse in the future.

7. Related Work

In this section, we introduce some relative work about this article, including the state
of blockchain technology and a vision of the future of the metaverse.

7.1. Blockchain Technology
7.1.1. Applications of Blockchain Technology

There are many applications of blockchains now. For example, blockchains can con-
tribute to the circular economy (CE). It helps record the consumption of resources so that the
general public can audit the environmental friendliness of the production process. People
can better manage the destination of various recyclable resources on a waste recycling
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platform built on blockchain and smart contract technology [35]. Blockchain technology is
considered a significant driver for smart initiation along with the Internet of Things (IoT)
and fog computing technologies under the background of smart cities. A more trusted
and decentralized database can be built using blockchain technology [36]. Metaverse, as
the latest buzzword, has attracted great attention from both industry and academia. The
flow of data will be beyond the previous scale in the metaverse. The security protection of
this data is a very urgent need. The security and decentralized nature of the blockchain
makes it a perfect fit for people. It has led to the belief that it is the key to the next round of
industrial transformation [37].

7.1.2. Blockchain for Online Trading

In this section, we will introduce some uses of blockchain for online trading. Atomic
swaps, which means the quick and automatic exchange of cryptocurrencies between parties
or groups, can be performed on-chain or off-chain. It can realize peer-to-peer transfer, which
safeguards the privacy of users’ transactions and reduces transaction costs by bypassing the
exchanges. It is an area with a lot of research potential [38]. Data have become an extremely
important asset worth trading. However, traders may encounter problems of a single point
of failure (SPOF), opaque transactions, uncontrollability, untraceability, and issues of data
privacy. Blockchain and smart contracts can be used in automated transactions of data. Data
matching, price negotiation, and reward assigning in data trading will be completed by
smart contracts [39]. In addition to the research findings mentioned above, there have also
been some attempts at using the blockchain to trade offline physical objects. Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) energy trading, which means energy consumers/producers directly trade with each
other. In the past, energy trading was rarely performed on a P2P basis because it was hard
to have a system that could support such large and complex settlements. Nevertheless,
with the help of blockchain, a highly automated, secure, and real-time settlement trading
platform can be implemented [40].

Attempts to reduce centralization through blockchain are being made all the time.
It has brought innovations in various business domains and spawned a new form of
organization—the decentralized autonomous organization (DAO). Steemit is recognized as
one of the earliest blockchain-based online communities and a typical example of a DAO.
It has more than 1 million registered users. The forum model proposed in this paper can
also be considered a DAO after further development [41]. DMarket is a cross-game trading
platform based on blockchain and smart contracts. DMT is the only token that users need
to use while trading via smart contracts. However, the platform is a bit centralized and
only supports games that can offer a trading interface.

7.1.3. Security and Efficiency in Blockchain

Blockchain is widely used in security due to its public and tamper-evident nature.
Nevertheless, it also faces multiple security threats. One of the most classic ones is 51% Vul-
nerability. The 51% attack may occur in PoW-based blockchains if a single miner’s hashing
power accounts for more than 50% of the total hashing power of the entire blockchain. Dou-
ble Spending attacks, which means an attacker uses the same cryptocurrency multiple times
for transactions, and Criminal Smart Contracts, also pose threats to the blockchain [42]. In
the practical application of blockchains, there are still many issues to be solved as how to
integrate the new blockchain-based application with the existing legacy system and the
data loss and breach risk when a blockchain-based application [43].

Correspondingly, several studies have shown that the proper use of blockchain can
maintain user privacy and security. For example, to remap the virtual address to the indi-
vidual’s identity while hiding the user’s reality information, blockchain-based meta-native
communications need to be introduced to meet the need [44]. Entities can find each other
on the blockchain by generating encrypted addresses, which means users from the whole
metaverse can acquire the connection information in a decentralized manner. A hierarchical
blockchain architecture with the main chain and multiple subchains can be introduced
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to perform decentralized, secure, and privacy-preserving data training on both physical
and virtual spaces. It can help users to build a user-defined privacy-preserving framework
with decentralized, federated learning for industrial metaverses [45]. The efficiency of
blockchain has also been a topic that has captured the attention of researchers. The issue of
efficiency is also a challenge that we cannot avoid if we want to put a blockchain system
into practical use. Bitcoin, for example, was split into two separate blockchains—original
Bitcoin (BTC) and Bitcoin Cash (BCH) in 2017 due to the overcrowding caused by the over-
expansion of users [46]. While the introduction of blockchain can bring a variety of benefits,
such as availability, no single point of failure, confidentiality, and privacy, it also increases
the chances of escalating overall network costs with high energy and resource consump-
tion [47]. Blockchains with different consensus protocols have performance differences
in terms of resource consumption. According to research, Hyperledger Fabric generally
surpasses Ethereum against the four performance metrics, including success rate, average
latency, throughput, and resource consumption, while executing 100 transactions [48].

7.1.4. Improvements on DPoS

There are many more possibilities for improvements to the DPoS system. Some
scholars have improved the election mechanism of DPoS by adding weights to the votes
based on reputation value [49]. Some scholars have improved the consensus algorithm by
adding a dynamic trust mechanism [50]. Some scholars combine DPoS with other fields and
develop a three-stage Stackelberg game to jointly minimize the users’ cost and maximize
the utilities of the master node and the validation nodes [51]. The improved DPoS has good
practicality. For example, it can be against chargeback fraud in e-commerce [52]. These
ideas may be helpful to us in future work.

7.2. Metaverse and The Future

Personal computers, the Internet, and mobile devices have been three major technolog-
ical innovation waves that changed modern society, and the metaverse may be the fourth.
The metaverse is a post-reality universe, a perpetual and persistent multiuser environment
merging physical reality with digital virtuality [1]. In the past, such technology would
have been unthinkable. No matter how high the degree of simulation of the virtual world
is, it will always leave people with a sense of alienation due to the limitations of technical
means. However, with technologies that enable multisensory interactions with virtual
environments, such as virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR), the expressive
and infectious power of the meta-universe is unparalleled by the techniques of the past.
Some scholars have used immersive virtual reality (iVR) and head-mounted display (HMD)
systems to help rehabilitate injured patients [53]. The concept of digital twins, which is
related to the metaverse, has also had a profound impact on areas outside the Internet, such
as industry [54].

The metaverse has shown strong potential in several areas now. The metaverse can be
combined with artificial intelligence to enhance the effectiveness of online education. Some
scholars have envisioned a metaverse in which intelligent NPCs (non-player characters)
are simulated by artificial intelligence techniques to help students learn. NPCs can become
peers and friends that study with the students. When students have problems with lessons,
they can turn to NPC students or teachers for help [55]. The metaverse is also promising in
the medical field. Due to the impact of COVID-19, the existing offline healthcare system has
been affected, and the need for online healthcare has become urgent. The metaverse has
brought a lot of innovation to the current healthcare system. Combined with blockchain
and Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs), the metaverse can be applied to telehealth, supply
chain, payments, secure data sharing, and remote monitoring. Metaverse has a wide
range of applications in clinical care. It allows online immersion in a live simulation
of the operating room environment, assisting surgeons complete procedures remotely.
Combined with artificial intelligence, it can provide more personalized health assistance
to patients. In medical education and training, metaverse technology can give medical
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students a better practice environment [56]. COVID-19 has also taken a considerable toll on
the hospitality and tourism industry, and metaverse technology also can be used to save
tourism. Improvements in technology and sophistication in the quality of virtual reality
(VR) headsets have made travel in the metaverse as good as offline travel. For example,
Japan-based First Airlines has begun offering virtual flights from Tokyo [57].

Among all these applications, the combination of the metaverse and video games is
the most striking. Metaverse is learning from the experience of the gaming industry. At
present, many metaverses are developed with game engines such as Unreal and Unity [58].
The combination of the metaverse and video games is showing unprecedented appeal.
ROBLOX, a sandbox game platform, was the first metaverse concept game stock to be
listed on the New York Stock Exchange. Its USD 40 billion valuation proved that the value
of the metaverse is recognized [59]. The virtual rewards in the metaverse can even exert an
influence on people’s real lives. Some researchers suggest that tokenized incentivization
in the metaverse can be used to architect people’s choices and lead people to live healthy
lifestyles. The prospect of the game market is immense in the metaverse [60].

Players’ willingness to pay for in-game items has been cultivated over the years. In
MMORPGs (Massively Multiplayer Online Role-playing Games), such as World of Warcraft
(WoW), a mature inter-player economic system has been established [61]. There are even
studios that earn their living by producing in-game items. Players can pay real money to
those studios for in-game items they want. A similar situation will occur in the metaverse.
Since the interaction between players and the game is more realistic in the metaverse,
players are more willing to acknowledge the value of various in-game items. Now in-
game items in some metaverse games are much more useful than before. For example, in
ZEPETO, a metaverse game launched in 2018 by Snow and owned by the company Naver,
users can use in-game currencies, such as coins and gems, to decorate their avatars and
maps for space [62]. Concepts such as metaverse and Gamefi, which is a combination of the
words Game and Finance, meaning a blockchain game that provides financial incentives
for players to earn while they play, are now very prevalent. Many people have already
managed to make a profit from them. CryptoKitties is the first game in which game assets
and collectible items exist as Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) on the blockchain and can be
traded for cryptocurrency. It is a relatively successful experiment in the gamification of
blockchain [63]. Due to the nature of the metaverse, the scale of buying and selling virtual
items in the metaverse is already large and subversive enough. For example, virtual land
in the metaverse can be bought and sold just like in reality. There are 90,601 lands in the
Decentraland metaverse and 166,464 virtual lands in the Sandbox metaverse [64]. The
in-game items trading system designed in this paper can be used in a metaverse context.
The growing demand for buying and selling virtual goods in the metaverse must be a
bright future for our system.

As Table 3 shows, we introduce a chart containing a comparative study of some
representative papers we cited and our work. It can be seen that our work combines the
two domains of metaverse and DPoS while incorporating the virtual economy. In our
future work, we will continue to draw inspiration from related fields to achieve further
results in the exploration of metaverse trading.
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Table 3. A comparative study of related papers.

Citation Number DPoS Reputation System Metaverse Virtual Economy Incentive Mechanism

[13] � � � � �
[16] � � � � �

[21] � � � � �
[33] � � � � �
[44] � � � � �

[45] � � � � �
[50] � � � � �

[51] � � � � �
DVIT � � � � �

8. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we studied the problem of virtual item exchange in the metaverse. We
proposed a blockchain-based in-game items trading forum system, combined a DPoS
blockchain with an in-game items trading system, and increased the decentralization and
security of the system. We added many new features to the system, such as in-game item
trading Non-Fungible Token (NFT) and in-game item renting. We designed a user incentive
system based on reputation value to guide users to trade correctly in the system. We believe
that our solution can substantially improve the existing in-game items trading forum
system and can be used in the metaverse for virtual item exchange. In future work, the
fairness and rationality of reputation calculation will be reserved for further consideration,
and more variables, such as coinday and the number of historical transactions, will be taken
into account. Moreover, the economic game theory will also be modularized to facilitate the
completeness of the DVIT. To achieve more decentralization, after completing experiments
with forum-based virtual item trading, we will try to propose a framework where users
can trade directly between consortium-blockchain-based metaverses. We will try to extend
our work from in-game item trading to simulations in an environment that is closer to the
metaverse.
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Nomenclature

MK master key
PK public key
SP security parameter
AM attributes of the ADM

ki secret key of user i
kpi public key of user i
i identification of the User
irep actual reputation value of user i
irep0 fixed reputation value of user i
irepa reputation value user i got in the last 0–10 epochs
irepb reputation value user i got in the last 10–20 epochs
w expired weight
li0 initial voting result of user i in dispute adjudication
li final result of user i’s vote in dispute adjudication
λ user’s vote weight in dispute adjudication
L the final decision in dispute adjudication
Eperiod each 5 epochs is a Period
Θk the percentage of income in Periodk
Msell record of item selling on the blockchain
Msrent record of item renting on the blockchain
sigk signature of user k
Candidate[ ] list of candidates in election process
Witness[ ] list of witnesses
X number of witnesses
n users’ node id on the blockchain
in the information about the in-game items
Use seller
Ubu buyer
Ule lessee
Ulo lessor
Dep deposit
Ren rent
timestamp timestamp of the blocks
Uis issuer of iNFT
Ipri in-game item price
Iit in-game item
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Abstract: As one of the top ten security threats faced by artificial intelligence, the adversarial attack
has caused scholars to think deeply from theory to practice. However, in the black-box attack scenario,
how to raise the visual quality of an adversarial example (AE) and perform a more efficient query
should be further explored. This study aims to use the architecture of GAN combined with the
model-stealing attack to train surrogate models and generate high-quality AE. This study proposes an
image AE generation method based on the generative adversarial networks with dual discriminators
and a single generator (DDSG-GAN) and designs the corresponding loss function for each model. The
generator can generate adversarial perturbation, and two discriminators constrain the perturbation,
respectively, to ensure the visual quality and attack effect of the generated AE. We extensively
experiment on MNIST, CIFAR10, and Tiny-ImageNet datasets. The experimental results illustrate
that our method can effectively use query feedback to generate an AE, which significantly reduces
the number of queries on the target model and can implement effective attacks.

Keywords: artificial intelligence; security threat; adversarial attacks; adversarial examples; generative
adversarial networks

MSC: 68T07

1. Introduction

With the emergence of deep neural networks, the security issues of artificial intel-
ligence (AI) have become increasingly prominent. Because of the wide application of
deep learning technology, the security of deep neural networks has also been increasingly
questioned. The existence of an AE makes deep neural networks (DNN) cause disastrous
consequences in many fields, such as the occurrence of traffic accidents in the field of
automatic driving [1], malicious code successfully escaping detection [2], etc. AE is a major
obstacle that various machine learning systems and even artificial intelligence (AI) must
overcome. Its existence not only makes the output results of the model deviate greatly but
can even make this deviation inevitable. This indicates that machine learning models rely
on unreliable features to maximize performance. If the features are disturbed, it will lead
to the misclassification of the model. For example, FGSM [3] enables a machine-learning
model that classifies the original image as a panda with a probability of 57.7% but classifies
its AE as a gibbon with a very high probability of 99.3%.

The vulnerability of DNN to AE has led to adversarial learning. On the one hand,
studying an AE is to understand the mechanism of adversarial attacks to better develop
corresponding defense technologies and construct more robust deep learning models. In
addition, the existence of an AE reveals the serious security threat of DNN. Research on
AE can provide a more comprehensive index for evaluating the robustness of DNN.

In adversarial attacks, because different models own different information access
rights, the attackers need to consider different attack scenarios to design AE. Adversarial
attacks contain two categories: white-box and black-box attacks.
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In white-box attacks, adversaries can acquire the structure and parameter information
of the target model. Therefore, they can use the target model’s gradient information to
construct the AE. However, black-box attacks are more challenging to implement. In a
black-box attack, the attackers can only interact with the target model through the input,
which increases the difficulty of constructing AE. Still, it is more consistent with real-world
attack scenarios.

Black-box attacks contain query-based and transfer-based attacks. Although the
former can achieve a good attack effect, the query complexity is high, the query results are
not fully utilized in the current attack methods, and masses of queries are easily resisted by
defense mechanisms. The latter attack avoids the query to the target model. However, its
attack effect is not ideal.

Combining transfer-based and query-based attacks, we design a generative adversary
network (GAN) with dual discriminators and a single generator (DDSG-GAN) to generate
an AE with better attack performance. We use the generator G of the DDSG-GAN to gener-
ate the adversarial perturbation, and the trained discriminator D1 can act as a surrogate
model of the target model T. The discriminator D2 is used to distinguish whether the input
image is original. We experimentally evaluate our method on the MNIST [4], CIFAR10 [5],
and Tiny-ImageNet [6] datasets and compare it with the state-of-the-art (SOTA) experimen-
tal results. The experiment results demonstrate that the proposed method has a high attack
success rate and greatly reduces the number of queries to the target model. The generated
AE with our proposed method has a higher visual quality. The main contributions are
the following:

(1) This study presents a novel image AE generation method based on the GANs of dual
discriminators. The generator G generates adversarial perturbation, and two discrimi-
nators constrain the generator in different aspects. The constraint of discriminator D1
guarantees the success of the attack, and the constraint of discriminator D2 ensures
the visual quality of the generated AE.

(2) This study designs a new method to train the surrogate model; we use original images
and AEs to train our substitute model together. The training process contains two
stages: pre-training and fine-tuning. To make the most of the query results of the AE,
we put the query results of the AEs into the circular queue for the subsequent training,
which greatly reduces the query requirement of the target model and makes efficient
use of the query results.

(3) This study introduces a clipping mechanism so that the generated AEs are within the
ε neighborhood of the original image.

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related
work of adversarial attacks. The proposed method of generating AE is described in
Section 3. Section 4 demonstrates the effectiveness of the attack method through extensive
experiments. Section 5 summarizes this paper.

2. Related Work

AEs can exist in many areas of artificial intelligence (AI), such as images, voice, text,
and malware, and bring many potential risks to people’s lives. This study mainly focuses
on adversarial attacks in image classification tasks. Adversarial attacks mainly contain
white-box and black-box attacks. This section will summarize and review the relevant
studies of adversarial attacks.

2.1. White-Box attack

In a white-box attack, the adversaries can acquire the structure and parameter infor-
mation of the attacked target model, while in a black-box attack, the adversaries can only
gain the prediction results of the target model about the input. The white-box attack has
been developed earlier and is simpler to implement. At present, it can achieve a good
attack effect.

White-box attacks mainly include three categories, which are summarized as follows:
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(1) Optimize the objective function directly: Szegedy et al. [7] proposed directly
optimizing the objective function with the box-constrained L-BFGS algorithm to generate
adversarial perturbation. C&W [8] put forward three optimization-based attack methods
after the defense distillation, successfully broke the defense distillation, and made the white-
box attack reach a new height. Although the optimization-based methods can achieve a
good attack effect, the optimization process takes a long time.

(2) Gradient-based attack method: FGSM [3] maintains that the existence of AEs is
mainly due to the linear nature of the neural network and can add perturbations in the
direction of the maximum gradient change of DNN to increase the classification loss of
images. Due to FGSM being a one-step attack algorithm, the attack effect has yet to be
improved. The success of FGSM has based on the hypothesis that the loss function is locally
linear. If it is nonlinear, the attack’s success cannot be guaranteed. Based on this, Kurakin
Alexey et al. [9] put forward I-FGSM, which obtains AEs through continuous iteration
of the FGSM algorithm. Compared to FGSM, the I-FGSM can construct a more accurate
perturbation, but from the performance of AEs in transfer attacks, I-FGSM is less effective
than FGSM. Similar to the I-FGSM attack, the PGD [10] attack has more iterations and a
better attack effect, whose disadvantage is its poor transfer attack ability.

(3) The attack method based on the generated neural network can train the neural
network to generate AEs. Once the network training is completed, it can generate AEs in
batches. For example, ATN [11] can convert an input image into AEs against the target
model. It also has a strong attack capability, but the effect of a transfer attack is poor.
AdvGAN [12] introduced the GANs into the method of generating AEs based on the
generative neural network for the first time, and the trained AdvGAN network can convert
random noise into AEs.

Other white-box attack algorithms, such as DeepFool [13], are based on the considera-
tion of how to add the minimum perturbation to the original image. It is by reducing the
distance between the image and the decision boundary of the target model to iteratively
generate the minimum perturbation that can make the target model misclassified, which is
relatively simple to implement and can achieve a good attack effect. One-pixel attack [14]
is based on differential evolution. Each attack attempt to modify one pixel of data of an
example achieves the result of model misclassification. This method has a good attack
performance on less pixel information datasets, but for the datasets with a larger pixel
space, the performance of the algorithm declined. The current white-box attack methods
have been relatively mature and have achieved a good attack effect in MNIST, CIFAR10,
ImageNet [6], and other datasets.

2.2. Black-Box attack

Compared with a white-box attack, a black-box attack is more difficult to implement. In
the black-box attack setting, the adversary can only interact with the target model through
input, which increases the difficulty of constructing the AEs. Black-box attacks are divided
into query-based attacks and transfer-based attacks. Querying different target models will
get different types of feedback results. According to the query results of the target model,
query-based attacks can be divided into score-based attacks and decision-based attacks.

In the query-based attacks, by interacting with the target model, the Zero Order
Optimization (ZOO) attack [15] uses the confidence score of the model’s feedback to
estimate the target model’s gradient. Then, it uses the estimated gradient information to
generate AEs. AutoZOOM [16] is the improved version of the ZOO attack, which introduces
an autoencoder structure and greatly reduces the cost of useless pixel search. At the same
time, AutoZOOM adopts a dynamic attack mechanism to further reduce the number of
queries. After that, Bandits attack [17] uses the gradient prior information to improve the
black-box attacks and introduces data-dependent and time-dependent priors to improve
the query efficiency. However, the above methods are used for high-precision gradient
estimation, so these inevitably require a lot of time and computing storage. Guo et al. put
forward SimBA [18], which does not need to estimate the gradient of the target model and
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generates query samples by continuously greedily adding randomly sampled perturbation
to the original image. According to the query results, it is decided to add or remove the
perturbation on the target image. LeBA [19] combined transfer-based and query-based
attacks to optimize SimBA further and achieve more efficient attacks.

With the outstanding performance of meta-learning in various classification tasks,
Meta attacks [20] first combine adversarial attacks, and meta-learning First uses meta-
learning to train a general Meta attack model. Then, it uses real attack information to fine-
tune the Meta attack model, which greatly improves the query efficiency. The Simulator
attack [21] further improves the attack model based on the Meta attack, which realizes the
accurate simulation of any unknown target model. It improves the overall query efficiency
of the model. However, because the model is relatively complex, there are comparatively
high requirements for computer hardware configuration, and the training time is pretty
long. Query-based black-box attacks can achieve a higher success rate. Still, this type of
attack requires many query requirements and computing storage, and a large number
of queries are easily resisted by the defense mechanism. Therefore, how to improve the
efficiency of the query is the key to the current research.

Biggio et al. [22] found that the AEs generated against a certain machine learning
model can be used to attack other models, which led researchers to think about transfer
attacks. The goal of the transfer-based attack is that the AEs generated for one model can
still attack other models. The core idea of the transfer-based black-box attack method [23,24]
is to generate AEs on the source model and then transfer them to the target model. This
method does not need to know the network structure and the parameters of the target
model, nor does it need to query the target model. However, because there is a large
distance between the source model and the target model, the attack effect is not satisfactory.
The precondition for the realization of transfer-based attacks is the transfer ability of
AE. Therefore, training a surrogate model that can highly simulate the target model will
improve the AEs’ transferability. Therefore, the model-stealing attacks [25–27] are gradually
applied to adversarial attacks. The model-stealing attacks obtain the labels of input data by
querying the target model and then using the input and query results to train the black-box
model’s surrogate model. The surrogate model trained by model stealing attacks can more
accurately fit the target model and greatly improve the success rate of transfer attacks.

In recent research, many scholars have applied GANs [28] to the adversarial attack.
Zhao et al. [29] built the semantic space of images on the architecture of GANs to obtain
more natural AE. Xiao et al. [12] first introduced the idea of GANs in the attack algorithm
based on neural networks to generate AE. They proposed a network architecture including
a generator, discriminator, and target model. The trained generator can efficiently generate
AEs for any input image, but it can only generate AEs for a single target class. Later,
Zhou et al. [30] proposed a data-free surrogate model training based on GAN’s architecture
to attack the target model. This method does not need a training data set but needs to
combine a white-box attack algorithm, such as FGSM or PGD, to generate AE, and the
training time is very long. Because it needs a lot of queries, this attack is easy to be avoided
by the defense mechanism. In this paper, we focus on the black-box attack, based on the
architecture of GANs, and combine it with the model-stealing attack to generate adversarial
samples with a higher attack success rate and better visual quality.

3. Methodology

3.1. Preliminaries
3.1.1. Adversarial Examples and Adversarial Attack

Modifying the original images in a human-imperceptible way so that the modified
images can be misclassified by the machine learning model, and the modified images are
called AE. For a victim image classification model T, we use (x, y) as the original image-
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label pair. The goal of the adversarial attack is to generate an AE x̂ so that target model T
can misclassify it. For the untargeted attack setting, it can be formulated as follows:

argmax T(x) = y, and argmax T(x̂) �= y, s.t.‖x̂ − x‖ ≤ ε. (1)

For the targeted attack setting, it can be formulated as follows:

argmax T(x) = y, and argmax T(x̂) �= y, s.t.‖x̂ − x‖p ≤ ε. (2)

where ‖·‖p denotes the lp norm, t is the target class in the targeted attack, and ε is the upper
bound of the perturbation.

3.1.2. Attack Scenarios

In this paper, we consider the adversarial attack in the black-box scenario. Query-
based black-box attacks can be divided into decision-based attacks and score-based attacks.
In this paper, we focus on a decision-based attack scenario.

(1) Score-based attacks. In this scenario, the attacker is unknown to any structure and
parameter information of the target model, but for any input, the adversary can
acquire the classification confidence.

(2) Decision-based attacks. Similar to the attack scenario of score-based attacks, the
adversary doesn’t know any structure and parameter information of the target model,
but for any input, the attacker can acquire the classification label.

3.2. Model Architecture

In this section, we will introduce the method of generating AEs based on the dual
discriminators and single generator of GAN (DDSG-GAN). This paper introduces the model
architecture of GAN and designs a GAN with dual discriminators and a single generator
to generate AEs. DDSG-GAN uses generator G to generate adversarial perturbations and
uses discriminators D1 and D2 to constrain the generated perturbations. Then, the trained
discriminator D1 can be used as a surrogate model of the target model T, and the overall
structure of DDSG-GAN is shown in Figure 1. The input of Generator G is the original
image x, and the output is perturbation vector δ = G

(
x; θg

)
. Adding the perturbation

vector to the original image and clipping it to obtain the query sample x̂. Input x and x̂
into the target model T to acquire the output T(x) and T(x̂). Discriminator D1 uses image-
output pairs (x, T(x)) and (x̂, T(x̂)) for training, and Discriminator D2 uses image-output
pairs (x, 1) and (x̂, 0) for training.

Figure 1. The proposed DDSG-GAN model.

In DDSG-GAN, T is the victim image classification black-box model. The generator
G will generate the perturbation vector δ of the input image x and add δ to x. Then,
through clip operation, we can get query sample x̂. The T’s query result is used to train
discriminator D1, and discriminator D2 is used to identify whether the input is the original
image. Both discriminators, D1 and D2, will constrain the generated perturbations.
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In this training process, the generator and discriminator play a game relationship with
each other. In each iteration, target model T and discriminators D1 and D2 will calculate
corresponding prediction results for each input. The discriminator D1 fits the target model
according to the output of the target model T. With the increasing of iterations, the fitting
ability of the discriminator D1 to T is constantly enhanced so that the attack ability of
generator G to target model T continues to increase. At the same time, the discriminator D2
is increasingly capable of classifying true and fake samples so that generator G will generate
AEs closer to the original data distribution. This training process forms discriminators D1
and D2 with generator G to keep playing games and making progress.

3.2.1. The Training of Discriminator D1

The input of generator G is the original image x, and the output is the perturbation
vector δ = G

(
x; θg

)
about the original image x. Add the generated perturbation vector

to x to get the query sample x′. To ensure that the generated sample is within the ε
neighborhood of the original image, we clip x′ or δ to get the final query sample x̂. In the l2
norm attack,

x̂ = Clip
(
x′, x

)
=

⎧⎨⎩x + ε
‖x′−x‖p

·(x′ − x), ‖x′ − x‖p ≥ ε,

x′, ‖x′ − x‖p < ε,
(3)

where ‖x′ − x‖p denotes the lp norm between x and x′, and ε is the upper bound of the
perturbation.

In the l∞ norm attack,

δ′ = clip(δ, α1, α2) =

⎧⎨⎩
α1, δ < α1;
δ, α1 ≤ δ ≤ α2,
α2, δ > α2;

(4)

where α1 and α2 are the upper bound and lower bound of clipping respectively. The final
query sample x̂ = x + δ′.

The adversarial attack’s goal is to make the target model misclassify the AE. It can be
formulated as follows:

T(x̂) �= y, (5)

For the convenience of training, we convert (5) to maximize the following
objective function:

max
x̂

L(T(x̂), y), (6)

where L(·, ·) measures the difference between the output of target model T and y.
In the process of solving the optimization problem (6), it is necessary to continuously

query the target model T to obtain T(x̂). However, this will make the query calculation
very large, which is easily avoided by the defense mechanism. In the cause of reducing the
number of queries to the target model, we train the discriminator D1 as a surrogate model
for T so that the query of T can be transferred to D1, which will greatly reduce the number
of queries to the target model.

The training goal of the discriminator D1 is to make it to be used as a surrogate model
to simulate the function of model T. For the purpose of improving the fitting ability of D1,
we use the original image x and the generated query sample x̂ to train D1 together. The
loss function for training the discriminator D1 is as follows:

LD1 = β1 × d(D1(x; θd1), T(x)) + β2 × d(D1(x̂; θd1), T(x̂)), (7)

where T(x) and T(x̂) are the query results obtained by inputting x and x̂ into the target
model T, respectively, θd1 is the parameters of model D1, D1(x̂; θd1) is the predicting result
of the discriminator D1 about the query sample x̂, and D1(x; θd1) is the predicting result of
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the discriminator D1 about the original image x. β1 and β2 are the weight factors used to
control the relative importance. In this paper, we set β1 = 2, β2 = 1.

For the decision-based black-box attack, the loss function of D1 can be formulated
as follows:

LD1 = β1 × CEL(D1(x; θd1), T(x)) + β2 × CEL(D1(x̂; θd1), T(x̂)), (8)

where CEL(a, b) denotes the cross-entropy function between a and b.
For the score-based black-box attack, the adversary is obtained through query T to get

the classification probability for each class. So, we can convert the T(x) obtained by the
query into the corresponding label value and bring it into (8) to calculate the loss function
of D1 in this attack setting. Algorithm 1 presents the training procedure of D1.

Algorithm 1 Training procedure of the Discriminator D1

Input:

Training dataset (x, T(x)) and (x′, T(x′)), where x is the original image and x′

is the sample after adding perturbation, target model T, the discriminator D1
and its parameters θd1, the generator G and its parameters θg; loss function
L(·, ·) is defined in Equation (7).

Parameters:
Batch number B, learning rate λ1, iterations N, weight factor β1 and β2,
clipping upper bound α1 and lower bound α2.

Output: The trained Discriminator D1.
1: for epoch ← 1 to N do

2: for b ← 1 to B do

3: δ = G
(

x; θg
)

4: if norm = 2 do

5: x′ = x + δ

6: x̂ = Clip(x′, x)
7: elif norm = ∞do

8: δ′ = clip(δ, α1, α2)
9: x̂ = x + δ′

10: end if

11: x̂ ← clip(x̂, 0, 1)
12: lossd1 = β1 × d(D1(x; θd1), T(x)) + β2 × d(D1(x̂; θd1), T(x̂))
13: θd1 ← θd1 − λ1 × ∇θd1

lossd1
14: end for

15: end for

16: return D1

3.2.2. The Training of Discriminator D2

We train the discriminator D1 as a surrogate model for T, so most of the queries on T
can be transferred to discriminator D1. When the attack is successful, the AEs must be close
to x, so discriminator D2 can be set to distinguish whether the sample is sampled from the
original images. If it is the original image, the label is 1. If it is the AE, the label is 0. The
objective function for training the discriminator D2 is:

LD2 = Ex∼Pdata(x)[log(D2(x; θd2)) + log(1 − D2(x̂; θd2))], (9)

where Pdata(x) is the data distribution of the original image x, E denotes the calculation of
the mean of the expression, θd2 is the parameters of model D2, D2(x; θd2) is the predicting
result of the discriminator D2 about the original image x, and D2(x̂; θd2) is the predicting
result of the discriminator D2 about the query sample x̂.

The discriminator D2 is used to judge whether the sample is true or fake and uses D2
to train a good generator to fool D2 so that the distribution of the generated AE can be
closer to the original image. Algorithm 2 presents the training procedure of D2.
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Algorithm 2 Training procedure of the Discriminator D2

Input:

Training dataset (x, 1) and (x̂, 0), where x is the original image and x̂ are the
query samples, the discriminator D2 and its parameters θd2, loss function
L(·, ·) is defined in Equation (9).

Parameters: Batch number B, Learning rate λ2, iterations N.
Output: The trained Discriminator D2.

1: for epoch ← 1 to N do

2: for b ← 1 to B do

3: lossd2 = Ex∼Pdata(x)[log(D2(x; θd2)) + log(1 − D2(x̂; θd2))]

4: θd2 ← θd2 + λ2 × ∇θd2
lossd2

5: end for

6: end for

7: return D2

3.2.3. The Training of Generator G

The input of generator G is the original image x, and the output is the perturbation
vector δ about x. On behalf of making the generated AE to fool the target model T, which
needs to maximize the objective function (6). In this way, each update of generator G
needs to query T, and the parameter information of target model T needs to be used in
the backpropagation process, which does not conform to the scenario settings of black-
box attacks. Therefore, we replace the target model T with the discriminator D1 and
approximate (6) as follows (10):

max
x̂

L(D1(x̂; θd1), y), (10)

where L(·, ·) is the cross-entropy function. Since the output of D1 has passed softmax, the
denominator of (11) will not be 0, and (10) is equivalent to the following (11):

min
x̂

1
L(D1(x̂; θd1), y)

, (11)

generator G’s loss function regarding discriminator D1 can be defined as follows (12):

LG_D1 =
1

L(D1(x̂; θd1), y)
. (12)

While the attack is successful in ensuring that the generated AEs are closer to the
distribution of the original image, the loss function of the generator G, with respect to the
discriminator D2, is defined as (13):

LG_D2 = log[1 − D2(x̂; θd2)]. (13)

To obtain a high attack success rate, it is necessary to continuously input x̂ into the
target model T and use the loss of output T(x̂) with the ground truth (untargeted attack)
or the target class (targeted attack) to optimize generator G. The objectivate loss function of
the attack can be formulated as follows:

Latt_score =

{
ŷT − ŷt, i f untargeted attack,
ŷt − ŷT , i f targeted attack,

(14)

where ŷt denotes the prediction probability of T for the target class in the targeted attack or
the prediction probability of T for the real class in the untargeted attack, and ŷT denotes
the maximum value among the predicted probabilities of other classes by T.
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To reduce the number of queries and be more consistent with the black-box setting,
we use discriminator D1 instead of T to optimize the training process. The objectivate loss
function can be formulated as follows:

Latt =

{
ŷD1 − ŷt, i f untargeted attack,
ŷt − ŷD1 , i f targeted attack,

(15)

where ŷt denotes the prediction probability of D1 for the target class in the targeted attack or
the prediction probability of D1 for the real class in the untargeted attack, and ŷD1 denotes
the maximum value among the predicted probabilities of other classes by D1.

We train the generator G by minimizing the following objectivate function:

LG = γ1 × LG_D1 + γ2 × LG_D2 + γ3 × Latt, (16)

where γi (i = 1, 2, 3) is the weight factor of the three losses, which controls the relative
importance of the three losses. LG_D1 makes the generated AE deceive discriminator D1
step by step. LG_D2 makes generated AEs to be closer to the actual data distribution. Latt
is the attack loss, and its optimization produces a better attack effect. In this paper, the
generator G and discriminators D1 and D2 are obtained by solving the minimax function
min

G
min

D1
max

D2
LG.

3.2.4. Improved Model

We can find from the training of discriminator D1 that every training update of D1
needs to query T. To reduce the number of queries to T while ensuring the fitting ability of
D1, we design a circular queue to limit the training of D1. We divide the training process of
D1 into two stages: model pre-training and fine-tuning.

First, when the number of iterations iter ≤ n, setting β1 = 3, and β2 = 0. We use
(x, T(x)) to train D1 according to the Equation (7). When the number of iterations iter > n
and iter mod m = 0, we add the query result (x̂, T(x̂)) of this iteration to circular queue H.
So, when iter > n, setting β1 = 2 and β2 = 1 and when using (x, T(x)), the query result
(x̂, T(x̂)) is saved in the circular queue to fine-tuned D1 according to the Equation (7).

In each iteration training, since we constantly use the query results of T to train D1, D1
and T are highly approximate. Therefore, the ultimate goal of generator G can be converted
to realize the discriminator D1’s misclassification of AE. If the AE can successfully lead
to D1 misclassifying them, we can think that the AE can also successfully fool the target
model T with a high probability. Therefore, in the whole training process, we also trained a
surrogate model that can highly simulate the target model while generating the adversarial
perturbation, combining GANs and model-stealing attacks to improve the transferability
of the AEs. Algorithm 3 presents the training procedure of the whole model.

Algorithm 3 Training procedure of the DDSG-GAN.

input:

Target model T, generator G and it’s parameters θg, discriminator D1 and its
parameters θd1, discriminator D2 and it’s parameters θd2, original image–label
pair (x, y) the learning rate ηg, ηd1 and ηd2.

output: The trained generator G.
1: Initialize the model of G, D1 and D2.
2: for i ← 1 to N do

3: for j ← 1 to n1 do

4: δ ← G
(

x; θg
)

5: if norm = 2 do

6: x′ = x + δ

7: x̂ ← Clip(x′, x)
8: elif norm = ∞ do

9: δ′ = clip(δ, α1, α2)
10: x̂ ← x + δ′

11: end if
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Algorithm 3 Cont.

12: x̂ ← clip(x̂, 0, 1) � query example

13: if i > n and i mod m = 0 do

14: Input x̂ into the targeted model T to get the query result
Add (x̂; T(x̂)) to the circular queue H

16: end if

17: if i ≤ n do � pre-training of D1
18: LD1 = d(D1(x; θd1), T(x))
19: elif i > n do � fine tuning of D1

20:
LD1 = β1 × d(D1(x; θd1), T(x)) + β2 × d(D1(x̂; θd1), T(x̂))

�(x̂; T(x̂)) is taken from the circular queue H
21: end if

22: θd1 ← θd1 − ηd1∇d1LD1(θd1)
23: end for

24: for j ← 1 to n2 do

25: LD2 = Ex∼Pdata(x)
[log(D2(x; θd2)) + log(1 − D2(x̂; θd2))]

26: θd2 ← θd2 + ηd2 × ∇LD2 (θd2)
27: end for

28: for j ← 1 to n3 do

29: LG = γ1 × LG_D1 + γ2 × LG_D2 + γ3 × Latt
30: θg ← θg − ηg × ∇LG

(
θg
)

31: end for

32: end for

33: return G

3.2.5. Generate Adversarial Examples

Firstly, according to algorithm 3, the adversary trains the generator G for the target
model T under a specific attack setting. Secondly, we input the original image x into the
trained generator G to obtain the corresponding perturbation vector δ, and then add δ to
the original sample to get the initial AE x′ = x + δ. In order to ensure that the perturbation
of the AE is within a small range, we perform the corresponding clipping operation on x′

to obtain the AE x̂. If it is a l2 norm attack, the clipping operation is performed according
to the formula (3). If it is a l2 norm attack, the clipping operation is performed according to
the formula (4). Input the AE x̂ to the corresponding target T model to attack.

Figure 2 shows the specific attack process of the MNIST dataset. As shown in Figure 2,
after the training of DDSG-GAN, we input the original image x into the trained generator
to make AE x̂. Then, input x̂ into the corresponding target model to attack. The generator
designed in this paper consists of an encoder and a decoder. The encoder is a 5-layer
convolution network, and the decoder is a 3-layer convolution network. For different target
models, DDSG-GAN will train different generators and get different attack results.

 

Figure 2. The attack procedure on MNIST dataset.
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4. Experiment

4.1. Experiment Setting

In this section, we will introduce the specific details of the experiment, including
datasets, target model architecture, method settings, and evaluation indicators.

Dataset: We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method through experimental
results on MNIST, CIFAR10, and Tiny-ImageNet. For these datasets, we select images with
the correct classification of the target model in their testing sets as their respective testing
sets for evaluation. The number of selected images is 1000, 1000, and 1600, respectively.

Attack scenario: We use a decision-based attack in the black-box attack setting to
evaluate the proposed method. The attackers can acquire the output results of the target
model but cannot obtain any structure and parameter information about the target model.

Target model architecture: In the l∞ norm attack, for the MNIST dataset, we follow
the advGAN [12] trained three image classification models for attack testing. Models A
and B are from the paper [31], and model C is from the paper [8]. In the l∞ norm attack, we
trained model D as the target model. The structure of these models is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. MNIST classification model.

A B C D

Conv(64,5,5) + Relu
Conv(64,5,5) + Relu

Dropout(0.25)
FC(128) + Relu
Dropout(0.5)
FC + Softmax

Dropout (0.2)
Conv(64,8,8) + Relu

Conv(128,6,6) + Relu
Conv(128,5,5) + Relu

Dropout(0.5)
FC + Softmax

Conv(32,3,3) + Relu
Conv(32,3,) + Relu

Conv(64,3,3) + Relu
Conv(64,3,3) + Relu

FC(200) + Relu
Dropout (0.5)

FC(200) + Relu
FC + Softmax

Conv(128,3,3) + tanh
Conv(64,3,3) + tanh

FC(128) + Relu
FC + Softmax

For the CIFAR10 dataset, we perform an l∞ norm attack. We also follow advGAN to
train ResNet32 as the target model. In a Tiny-ImageNet dataset, we train the ResNet34
classification model as the target model, and perform l2 norm attack.

DDSG-GAN model details: The DDSG-GAN model contains dual discriminators
and a single generator. The generator consists of an encoder and a decoder. For MNIST
and CIFAR10 data sets, we design the same generator structure. The encoder is a 5-layer
convolutional network, and the decoder is a 3-layer convolutional network. Refer to
Figure 2 for the specific generator structure. For the Tiny-ImageNet, we add a convolution
layer in the encoder and generator, respectively. For the MNIST data set, the discriminator
D1 is a 4-layer convolutional neural network. The discriminator D1 for the CIFAR10 data
set is ResNet18 without pre-training. For the Tiny-ImageNet data set, there are two types
of discriminators D1, ResNet18 and ResNet50, which are pre-trained. We design the same
discriminator D2 for all data sets. The discriminator D2 is a 2-classification network model
composed of a 4-layer convolutional network, which is used to distinguish whether the
sample is sampled from the original images.

Method setting: Multiple classification models are trained for MNIST, CIFAR10, and
Tiny-ImageNet datasets. First, algorithm 3 is used to train the generator G. Then, the
trained G is used to generate the adversarial perturbation. Then, it is added to the original
sample, and the AE is obtained by clipping operation. Finally, we use these AEs to attack
classification models. In the targeted attack, the target class is set to t = (y + 1) mod C,
where y is the ground truth, and C is the total number of categories.

Evaluation indicators: (1) Attack success rate. In the untargeted attack, it is the
proportion of the AE successfully divided into any other classes. In the targeted attack, it
is the probability of classifying the image into a specific target class. (2) The magnitude
of the perturbation. We conduct attack experiments under the l2 and l∞ norm and set the
corresponding perturbation threshold.
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4.2. Experiments on MNIST

In this section, we use the l2 and l∞ norms to perform targeted and untargeted attacks
on MNIST, respectively. Table 2 shows the specific parameter settings. The untargeted
attack aims to generate AEs that make the classification result of the target model different
from the ground truth. The targeted attack aims to generate AEs that make the classification
result of the target model in the specified category. The experimental results are shown in
Tables 3–5.

Table 2. Experimental parameter setting of MNIST.

Name l∞ Norm l2Norm Description

ηd1 0.0001 0.0001 the learning rate for updating θd1
ηd2 0.0001 0.0001 the learning rate for updating θd2
ηg 0.001 0.001 the learning rate for updating θg
H 20 10 query target model’s interval

H
′
s length 60,001 60,001 the maximum length of H

n 20 5 updating queue H’s interval
γ1 1 1 weight factor of γ1 (15)
γ2 1 1 weight factor of γ2 (15)

γ3
10 (epoch ≤ 20)

1 weight factor of γ3 (15)
20 (epoch > 20)

Table 3. Training results of the surrogate model.

Target Model A Target Model B Target Model C

Untargeted attack Accuracy 99.33% 99.01% 99.16%
Similarity 99.19% 99.04% 99.13%

Targeted attack Accuracy 99.29% 99.12% 99.27%
Similarity 99.19% 99.16% 99.22%

Table 4. Experimental results of untargeted attack under l∞ norm (ASR: the attack success rate).

Target Model Accuracy Method ASR ε

A 98.97%

Black-box (Surrogate Model [32] + FGSM) 69.4% 0.4
Black-box (Surrogate Model [32] + PGD) 68.0% 0.4

Black-box (D1 as Surrogate Model + FGSM) 74.1% 0.3
Black-box (D1 as Surrogate Model + PGD) 90.2% 0.3

DaST [30] 76.4% 0.3
DDSG-GAN (Proposed) 100% 0.3

B 99.6%

Black-box (Surrogate Model [32]+ FGSM) 74.7% 0.4
Black-box (Surrogate Model [32]+ PGD) 70.6% 0.4

Black-box (D1 as Surrogate Model + FGSM) 77.1% 0.3
Black-box (D1 as Surrogate Model + PGD) 82.8% 0.3

DaST [30] 82.3% 0.3
DDSG-GAN (Proposed) 99.9% 0.3

C 99.17%

Black-box (Surrogate Model [32]+ FGSM) 69.2% 0.4
Black-box (Surrogate Model [32]+ PGD) 67.4% 0.4

Black-box (D1 as Surrogate Model + FGSM) 73.5% 0.3
Black-box (D1 as Surrogate Model + PGD) 91.3% 0.3

DaST [30] 68.4% 0.3
DDSG-GAN (Proposed) 100% 0.3
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Table 5. Experimental results of targeted attack under l∞ norm.

Target Model Accuracy Method ASR ε

A 98.97%

Black-box (Surrogate Model [32]+ FGSM) 11.3% 0.4
Black-box (Surrogate Model [32]+ PGD) 24.9% 0.4

AdvGAN [12] 93.4% 0.3
Black-box (D1 as Surrogate Model + FGSM) 18.3% 0.3
Black-box (D1 as Surrogate Model + FGSM) 50.3% 0.3

DaST [30] 28.7% 0.3
DDGS-GAN (proposed) 98.0% 0.3

B 99.6%

Black-box (Surrogate Model [32]+ FGSM) 17.6% 0.4
Black-box (Surrogate Model [32]+ PGD) 22.3% 0.4

AdvGAN [12] 90.1% 0.3
Black-box (D1 as Surrogate Model + FGSM) 25.1% 0.3
Black-box (D1 as Surrogate Model + PGD) 53.9% 0.3

DaST [30] 40.3% 0.3
DDGS-GAN (proposed) 97.6% 0.3

C 99.17%

Black-box (Surrogate Model [32]+ FGSM) 11.0% 0.4
Black-box (Surrogate Model [32]+ PGD) 29.3% 0.4

AdvGAN [12] 94.02% 0.3
Black-box (D1 as Surrogate Model + FGSM) 18.0% 0.3
Black-box (D1 as Surrogate Model + PGD) 65.8% 0.3

DaST [30] 25.6% 0.3
DDGS-GAN (proposed) 94.6% 0.3

First, we attack the target models under l∞ norm. We train discriminator D1 as a T’s
surrogate model. We calculate the classification accuracy and similarity with the model T
(the proportion of the same number of output results of the surrogate model and that of the
target model) against the MNSIT test set. The experimental results are shown in Table 3.
The classification accuracy of several surrogate models and the similarity between them
and the target model is close to above 99%, indicating that the surrogate model we trained
can replace the target model’s function.

In the l∞ norm attack, we set the maximum perturbation threshold ε = 0.30 to evaluate
the proposed approach. We compare DDSG-GAN with surrogate model-based black-attack,
DaST, and advGAN. The surrogate model is trained by two methods, respectively. The first
is to train the surrogate model according to [32]. This method uses 150 images in the test set
as the original training set S0, which sets the Jacobian augmentation parameter λ = 1, and
runs 30 Jacobian augmentation iterations. The second is to use the trained discriminator
D1 as the surrogate model and combine FGSM and PGD for the black-box attacks. We set
an upper bound on the number of queries to the target model in the DaST method. For
MNIST data sets, the query of each image is set to 1000. Under this premise, the total query
upper bound of the DaST method is 6 × 107.

For a surrogate model-based attack, we use the same DNN model as the surrogate
model and attack the target model by combining FGSM and PGD attack algorithms. To
make the surrogate model trained by the first method have a better attack effect, set
ε = 0.40, and the perturbation thresholds of other methods are set to ε = 0.30. Table 4
shows that our proposed method (DDSG-GAN) achieves an attack success rate of nearly
100%, which is much higher than black-box attacks based on surrogate models and DaST.
At the same time, we also calculated the average query numbers of the target model. For
the target models A, B, and C, the query numbers of each image in the train set were 15,
20, and 28, respectively, which ensured a low query quantity. Because the target model is
unknown, black-box attacks based on the surrogate model have a low success rate. If D1
is the surrogate model, compared with the surrogate model trained by [32], if combined
with the FGSM algorithm to attack, the attack success rate is increased by 3.8% (4.7%, 2.4%,
4.3%) on average. If combined with the PGD algorithm to attack, the attack success rate is
increased by 19.4% (22.2%, 12.2%, 23.9%) on average, and the attack effect is significantly
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improved. It demonstrates that the surrogate model we trained can replace the target
model to a large extent, and this method can also achieve a good attack effect.

Table 5 shows the result of the targeted attack under the l∞ norm, and we also compare
it with the advGAN method. Compared with advGAN, the attack success rate of DDSG-
GAN is 4.23% (6.5%, 7.5%, 0.58%) higher than advGAN on average, and three–four times
higher than DaST. It also is much higher than the surrogate-model-based black-box attack.
For target models A, B, and C, each image query numbers in the train set are 70, 75,
and 109 times, respectively, also maintained at a low level. If D1 is the surrogate model,
compared with the surrogate model trained by [32], if combined with the FGSM algorithm
to attack, the ASR is increased by 7.17% (7%, 7.5%, 7%) on average. If combined with the
PGD algorithm to attack, the ASR is increased by 31.17% (25.4%, 31.6%, 36.5%) on average.
The attack effect has also been significantly improved. In this attack setting, we visualize
the generated AEs by DDSG-GAN on MNIST, which is shown in Figure 3. The top row
shows the original samples of each class randomly selected from the training set. Other
rows show the AEs generated by DDSG-GAN for the corresponding target model. The
probability that each AE is classified into the target class is shown below the image.

Figure 3. Visualization of the AE in targeted l2 attack.

We also carried out an untargeted attack under the l2 norm, and the results are shown
in Table 6. In the l2 norm attack, DDSG-GAN achieved comparable ASR and perturbation
size to other attack methods but reduced the number of queries.

Table 6. Experimental results of untargeted attack under l2 norm.

Attack Type Method ASR ε Agv. Queries

Untargeted attack

Bandits [17] 73% 1.99 2771
Decision Boundary [33] 100% 1.85 13,630

Opt-attack [34] 100% 1.85 12,925
DDSG-GAN 90.6% 1.85 1431

4.3. Experiments on CIFAR10 and Tiny-ImageNet

We perform the untargeted and targeted attacks on CIFAR10 under l∞ norm. Different
from the setting of experimental parameters of MNIST, we set m = n = 1, ηg = 0.00001,
ηd1 = 0.001, and the maximum length of H is set to 50,001. The target model of the attack
is ResNet32, and its classification accuracy is 92.4%. In the targeted attack, the classification
accuracy of the trained D1 for the test set reaches 54.82%, and the similarity with the target
model is 73.26%. The classification accuracy of the surrogate model trained by DaST is
only 20.35%, and the accuracy of D1 is 2.69 times higher. To verify the effectiveness of
DDSG-GAN, we also compare it with DaST, advGAN, and the black-box attack based on
the surrogate model on CIFAR10. The results are shown in Table 7.
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Table 7. Attack results under l∞ norm on CIFAR10.

Target Model/
Accuracy

Attack
Type

Method ASR ε

ResNet-32/
92.4%

Untargeted
attack

Black-box (Surrogate Model [32]+ FGSM) 79.5% 0.4
Black-box (Surrogate Model [32] + PGD) 20.7% 0.031

Black-box (D1 as Surrogate Model + FGSM) 84.4% 0.031
Black-box (D1 as Surrogate Model + PGD) 86.9% 0.031

DaST [30] 68.0% 0.031
DDSG-GAN (Proposed) 89.5% 0.031

Targeted
attack

Black-box (Surrogate Model [32]+ FGSM) 7.6% 0.4
Black-box (Surrogate Model [32]+ PGD) 4.7% 0.031

Black-box (D1 as Surrogate Model + FGSM) 19.5% 0.031
Black-box (D1 as Surrogate Model + PGD) 16.9% 0.031

AdvGAN [12] 78.47% 0.032
DaST [30] 18.4% 0.031

DDSG-GAN (Proposed) 79.4% 0.031

Under the setting of a targeted attack and untargeted attack, we have realized FGSM
and PGD attacks based on the surrogate model. For FGSM, we set ε = 0.4, as it is shown
to be effective in [32]. For the other attack methods, we uniformly set the perturbation
threshold to ε = 0.031. We also set an upper bound on the number of queries to the target
model in the DaST method on CIFAR10. We set the query of each image to 1000. Under this
premise, the total query upper bound of the DaST method is 5 × 107. As can be seen from
Table 7, DDSG-GAN has an obvious advantage over the other attack methods. Compared
with advGAN, DDSG-GAN’s ARS in targeted attack is improved by 0.93%, and it is much
higher than the black box attack based on the surrogate model and DaST. At the same
time, the surrogate model we trained also achieved a good fitting effect. In the untargeted
attack (targeted attack), if D1 as the surrogate model combined with the FGSM algorithm to
attack the target model, the ASR is 4.9% (10.9%) higher than the surrogate trained by [32],
and the ASR combined with the PGD algorithm is increased by 10% (8.1%). The attack
effect has obviously been improved. In the untargeted attack setting, visualization of
AE generated by DDSG-GAN is shown in Figure 4. Figure 4a denotes original samples
randomly selected from the training set. Figure 4b denotes AE generated by DDSG-GAN
for the corresponding target model.

 

Figure 4. Visualization of AE generated by DDSG-GAN for attacking the ResNet32 on CIFAR10.
(a) original samples randomly selected from the training set; (b) AE generated by DDSG-GAN for the
corresponding target model.

We perform an untargeted attack on Tiny-ImageNet under l2 norm. Because the
Tiny-ImageNet data set is large, only about 1/3 of the training set, that is, 32,000 pictures,
are randomly selected for training in each iterative training. We set m = n = 1, ηg = 0.001,
ηd1 = ηd2 = 0.0001, and ε = 4.6. The maximum length of H is set to 32,001. The pre-trained
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ResNet18 and ResNet50 are used as discriminators D1. The classification accuracy of the
trained D1 for the test set is 52.3% and 45.8%, respectively. The results are shown in Table 8.
As can be seen from Table 8, the more complex the surrogate model, the better the attack
effect. Therefore, in order to improve the attack effect, the complexity of the surrogate
model can be appropriately increased.

Table 8. Attack results under l2 norm on Tiny-ImageNet.

Attack Type ε D1 ASR

Untargeted attack 4.6
ResNet18 72.15%
ResNet50 83.76%

4.4. Model Analysis

As can be seen from the above experimental results, compared with the black-box
attack based on the surrogate model (under l∞ norm), DDSG-GAN has great advantages
and a significantly higher attack success rate. In a black-box attack experiment based on
the surrogate model, the surrogate model trained in this paper has a higher success rate of
attack. In the l2 norm attack, we can find that the query requirement of the target model
is greatly reduced, and the success rate is kept at a high level. In addition, the attack
effect of the model depends largely on the network architecture of the generator and the
discriminator. When we use a fully connected neural network as the generator to perform
algorithm 3, the ASR of the untargeted attack is only 80%. Therefore, designing a better
network architecture helps improve the attack ability of the model.

5. Conclusions

Based on the structure of GAN, we design the architecture of generating AE with dual
discriminators and a single generator and use the generator to generate the adversarial
perturbation. Two discriminators constrain the generated perturbation, respectively. While
ensuring the attack success rate and low image distortion, it also ensures a low query
level. While training the generator, the discriminator D1 gradually fits the target model,
and, finally, it is trained as a surrogate model that can highly simulate the target model.
In this way, D1 combined with the white-box attack algorithm can carry out a black-box
attack based on a surrogate model, and this attack method reaches a higher attack level,
which shows that the surrogate model we trained has a good effect. When training the
discriminator D1, we added the structure of a circular queue to save the query results,
which made efficient use of the query results and greatly reduced the query requirements.
In future work, we will consider adding perturbation in key areas to ensure the attack effect
and reduce unnecessary image distortion. At the same time, it is considered to select a
broader data set, such as ImageNet, to improve the universality of the method.
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Abstract: Precise route planning needs huge amounts of trajectory data recorded in multimedia
devices. The data, including each user’s location privacy, are stored as cipher text. The ability to
plan routes on an encrypted trajectory database is an urgent necessity. In this paper, in order to plan
a public route while protecting privacy, we design a hybrid encrypted random bloom filter (RBF)
tree on encrypted databases, named the encrypted random bloom filter (eRBF) tree, which supports
pruning and a secure, fast k nearest neighbor search. Based on the encrypted random bloom filter tree
and secure computation of distance, we first propose a reverse k nearest neighbor trajectory search on
encrypted databases (RkNNToE). It returns all transitions, in which each takes the query trajectory as
one of its k nearest neighbor trajectories on the encrypted database. The results can be the indicator
of a new route’s capacity in route planning. The security of the trajectory and query is proven via
the simulation proof technique. When the number of points in the trajectory database and transition
database are 1174 and 18,670, respectively, the time cost of an R2NNToE is about 1200 s.

Keywords: public route planning; reverse trajectory query; encrypted trajectory database

MSC: 68P27

1. Introduction

Public route planning is used to find a new route that can cover a large area and
carry a greater amount of passengers. The operation of a new public route can ease
traffic congestion as well as reduce fuel consumption and pollution. Public route planning
requires a lot of trajectory data recorded in various GPS-equipped multimedia devices and
online location-based services (Bikely, Didi, Twitter, and Facebook) [1]. Since trajectory
data include locations, data owners encrypt the trajectory data to preserve their locations’
privacy. Public route planning on an encrypted database is necessary.

In a typical scenario of planning a bus route, a passenger’s transition includes two
points: the source and the destination. The passenger prefers to take the bus, which has
stations close to the two points. If a bus company wants to develop a new route (trajectory)
that provides services to more passengers, it is necessary to predict the passenger flow of
the new route. Note that passengers do not want to leak their location privacy. The new
route should not be published until it is applied. Basically, it is a reverse k nearest neighbor
trajectory (RkNNT) search on an encrypted trajectory database. The transition data and
trajectory data are collected by online location-based service providers; they outsource
their encrypted data to the cloud server to release their storage space. In a secure RkNNT
search on an encrypted trajectory database, the operations of computing and comparing
the distances between different trajectories are frequent, which leads to repeated access
to the online location-based service providers. A proxy cloud can represent all the online
location-based service providers to cooperate with the server cloud, which can reduce the
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online computational burden of the online location-based service providers. The details of
the two-cloud model are introduced in Section 3.3.

Various kinds of queries on encrypted points are proposed, such as k nearest neighbor
(NN) points queries, reverse kNN points queries, range queries, skyline queries and liner
range queries. However, all these schemes cannot be applied to an encrypted trajectory
query, because the similarity measure of trajectories is based on a more complex aggregation
of distances and order between trajectory points, such as dynamic time warping [2], longest
common subsequence [3], and edit distance on a real sequence [4]. There are also some
schemes study the reverse kNN trajectories query [5,6]. However, they only return the
single point, which takes the query trajectory as one of the kNN trajectories. In addition, the
locations are not protected, which leaks the locations of users and the points in trajectories.
These problems motivate us to investigate the RkNNT search on the encrypted databases.

There are two challenges to search the RkNNT on the encrypted databases. One is to
reduce the search space, since computation on large encrypted data is time-consuming. The
other is to search on a certain space without leaking the location’s privacy. To overcome
these two challenges, our main contributions are as follows:

• In this paper, we first design a hybrid tree, eRBFtree. It divides the search space
into subspaces according to the distribution of trajectory points. The division of the
subspace is according to the distribution of transition points. The eRBFtree supports
spatial pruning and fast kNN search on ciphertext.

• We propose a reverse kNN trajectory search on the encrypted database, RkNNToE. We
use eRBFtree to prune the space of encrypted transitions. Then, we give a distance list
(DList), which helps to refine the transitions and reduce the times of the kNN search.
To ensure the correctness of results, we apply the fast kNN search for every transition
as a result.

• Theoretical analysis proves that clouds and users cannot know the locations of data
and the distance between two locations at the same time. The experiment results
confirm that our scheme is practicable in the GeoLife project in Beijing and the bus
lines dataset in Beijing.

2. Related Work

In this section, we present an overview of the existing protocols in terms of trajectory
search on plain text [7] and secure RkNN search [8], which are related to our work in this
paper. The comparison between related schemes and RkNNToE is listed in Table 1. Note
that a trajectory can degrade into a point, so the search method in RkNNT can deal with
the RkNNP search, and a two-type database can degrade into a one-type database.

Table 1. Comparison with related works.

Schemes
Plaintext Ciphertext

[5,6] [9] [10] [11] [8] RkNNToE

Search Type RkNNT RkNNT RkNNT RkNNP RkNNS RkNNT

Query Type T T P P S T

Result Type P T T P S T

Database Type P and T T and T P and T P S T and T
P: point; T: trajectory; S: set.

RkNNT Search. In [12,13], an RkNN points search was studied, which is the founda-
tion of RkNNT search. Refs. [5,6] investigated the problem to find the single points—that
is, the kNN points—for the query trajectory. In 2018, Wang et al. [9] proposed an RkNN
trajectory search, which studies transitions with multiple points. It does not include any
semantic information [10]. In [14,15], the reverse spatial–keyword nearest neighbor queries
were studied. Pan et al. [10] introduced the geo-textual object sequences to achieve an
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RkNN semantic trajectories search. None of the above schemes focus on the privacy of
both the query and data.

Privacy-Preserving RkNN Search. In [16], the private information retrieval was used
to protect the query to achieve the privacy-preserving RkNN search. It does not protect the
database stored in the cloud [17]. Li et al. [17] designed a reference-locked order-preserving
based RNN query, which protects the database, but it is only used for two-dimensional data.
In [11], RkNN over-encrypted multi-dimensional data were proposed, which only support
point data and cannot support trajectory data. In 2023, Zheng et al. [8] proposed a privacy-
preserving set reverse kNN query, which is not suitable for the two-type trajectory database.

3. Problem Formulation

The notations are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Notations.

Notation Definition

dist(a,b) The distance between a and b

DBp The database of all points

DBτ The database of points in all trajectories

DBo The database of points in all transitions

Sτ , Scan The set of trajectories and the set of candidate transitions

Sre f , Sres The set of refined transitions and the set of results

node(·) The node with identity (·)
loc The vector of location

Nτ
The max number of trajectory points in a leaf node of
the father tree

No
The max number of transition points in a leaf node of
the child tree

i ∈ (a, b) i ∈ (a, . . . , b)

3.1. RkNNT Problem and Definitions

The RkNNT on the plain-text database is introduced in [9]. In this paper, we follow
their definitions.

Definition 1. (Transition) A transition of an object O = (s, d) is a pair of points, describing the
motive object’s source and destination. Do is the set of transitions.

Definition 2. (Trajectory) A trajectory (route) τ of length l is a sequence of points < p1, p2, . . . ,
pNp >, where Np is the number of points in the trajectory, and Dτ is the set of trajectories.

Definition 3. (Point-to-trajectory distance) The distance between a point pi and a trajectory τj is
defined as:

Dist(pi, τj) = max
pj∈τj

dist(pi, pj) (1)

Definition 4. (RkNNT) Given a transition set Do, a trajectory set Dτ and a query trajectory Q,
RkNNT(Q) returns all the transitions in a set D1 ∈ Do. For each O = (s, d) ∈ D1, all trajectories
τ ∈ Dτ that meet Dist(s, τ) ≤ Dist(s, Q) and Dist(d, τ) ≤ Dist(d, Q) are stored in a set D2,
whose size less is than k.
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3.2. Basic Security Primitives
3.2.1. CKKS Encryption

CKKS encryption [18] is a fully homomorphic encryption. It can directly encrypt a
vector and support calculating the inner product on cipher text. In this paper, CKKSenc(·),
CKKSdec(·),CKKSsub(·, ·) and CKKSdot(·, ·) represent the operation of encryption, decryp-
tion, subtraction and inner product, respectively. If CKKSenc(v1) = c1, CKKSenc(v2) = c2,
v1 = (x1, y1) and v2 = (x2, y2), then CKKSdec(CKKSdot(c1, c2)) = v1 · v2, CKKSdec(CKKSsub
(c1, c2)) = (x1 − x2, y1 − y2) and CKKSdec(CKKSdot(CKKSsub(c1, c2), CKKSsub(c1, c2))) =
(x1 − x2)

2 +(y1 − y2)
2. In this paper, we use the above operations to obtain the distance of two

points and denote a new operation as CKKSdis2(c1, c2) = CKKSdot(CKKSsub(c1, c2), CKKSsub
(c1, c2)).

3.2.2. Security kNN

In our algorithm, a secure kNN point search is based on the Fast and Secure kNN query
(FSknn [19]). In this paper, we will briefly give the main changes compared to the FSknn.

Index-building. In this phase, a data owner (DO) firstly random generates two
vectors v1 ⊥ v2. The method of computing every point’s prefix families is the same
as it in FSknn. However, in this paper, the DO treats all prefixes of all points in sub-
space of a node as keywords kw to embed in one RBF rather than all prefixes of a
point. As shown in Figure 1, an empty RBF is initialized as a two-row and m-column
random binary array. The two elements in the same column are different. RB[i][j] is
the element in the i-th row and j-th column of RBF. For every keyword, the DO sets
RBF[H(h(hk(kw))⊕ rk)][hk(kw)] = 1 and RBF[1 − H(h(hk(kw))⊕ rk)][hk(kw)] = 0, where
h(·) = HMAC(·)mod2, hk(·) = HMAC(·), H(·) = SHA256(·)mod2 and k is the num-
ber of hash functions for RBF. Every RBF point is a node rather than a point. An ex-
ample of inserting a keyword is shown in Figure 1. An RBF tree is generated based
on RBFp[H(h(hl(kw))⊕ rp)][i] = RBFl [H(h(hl(kw))⊕ rl)][i]∨ RBFr[H(h(hr(kw))⊕ rr)][i],
where RBFp is the parent RBF of child RBFi, i ∈ (1, 4). An example of constructing an RBF
tree is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Inserting a keyword on an empty RBF.

Figure 2. Index structure: RBF tree.

Token generation. When a data user (DU) wants to find the kNN in the database,
the DU needs to generate k pairs of hashes and locations that serve as the search token
following the same method in FSknn. However, when the token is generated by the DO, it
only needs to generate the token based on one radius disre f rather than L radiuses.
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Query processing. The method of the cloud is the same as it in FSknn. However, the
stop condition is to find kNN trajectories in all query points’ kNN points set rather than to
find more than kNN points for every query point.

Post-processing. If there are not kNN trajectories in all query points’ kNN points set,
the DU needs to expand the search radius and repeat search kNN points following the
same method in FSknn. However, if the token is generated by the DO, it does not need to
expand the search radius or repeat search for kNN points.

3.3. The System and Threat Models

As shown in Figure 3, there are four entities: a data owner (DO), two clouds (cloud1
and cloud2) and a data user (DU). The details are described as follows.

Figure 3. The model of RkNNToE search.

The DO is a data owner. The data include the transition data and the trajectory data.
The DO wants to update the encrypted trajectory data and transition data to cloud2 to
release the storage space.

The DU is a user who wants to process the RkNNT search on the database stored
in cloud2. The DU sends a query to trigger the service; the query includes the encrypted
information of the data user’s trajectory.

cloud1 (proxy cloud) is the proxy of the DU and DO, which is responsible for directing
cloud2 to filter and refine the transitions, and calling the DU to construct the token for every
point in the refined transitions.

cloud2 (server cloud) provides storage space for data owners. cloud2 is responsible
for searching nearest neighbor points for every point in a query trajectory and refined
transitions, computing the distance between points or points and nodes with the cloud1’s
help, and sending the encrypted transition points to the DU.

Overview: As shown in Figure 3, the DO sends the index and encrypted points to
cloud2 and a distance list (DList) to cloud1 to complete data outsourcing. If the DU wants
to conduct an RkNN trajectory search, he sends the encrypted request to cloud2. cloud2
cooperates with cloud1 to prune and refine transitions that cannot be the RkNN transition
of the query trajectory. cloud1 obtains the refined transitions and sends a request for NN
points token for every point in refined transitions to the DO. The DO generates and sends
the tokens to cloud2. cloud2 cooperates with cloud1 to find the NN trajectories of all refined
transitions based on the NN points. cloud1 obtains the transitions that take the query
trajectory as one of the kNN trajectories and returns the results to the DU.

3.4. Secure Requirements for MTS

Our scheme is under the assumptions that two clouds follow the processing of search
and cannot actively attack the system or collude with each other (honest-but-curious). The
DO and DU cannot collude with any cloud, but they can be a malicious attacker. Note that
we mainly focus on the location privacy of points. The identity is on plain text.

Data Security. The location of every point in the transition and trajectory should not
be learned by both clouds. An attacker cannot know the points’ locations in the encrypted
database.
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Index Security. The index is secure, which means that cloud2 cannot know the specific
point pointed by every leaf node of the index, and every node cannot reveal the location of
both trajectories and transitions.

Query Security. Both the encrypted requests cannot reveal the location of every point
in the query trajectory. Both clouds cannot know the specific location.

4. The Proposed Scheme

In this section, first, we generalize the main idea of the search. However, all informa-
tion of the index is not protected, and the trajectories and transitions are not encrypted.
Then, we proposed a secure scheme with encrypted index and encrypted data, which
should be processed in a two-cloud model. It can satisfy the secure requirements and
counter-threat model.

4.1. Main Idea of RkNNT Search

The reverse trajectories searching are divided into four steps: building a hybrid quad
tree, generating a filter set and pruning transition, refining transitions and returning results.
The whole processing is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Reverse Trajectory Search (Q, DBp)

Input: Q: query, DBp: all points in the database DBp = DBτ ∪ DBo
Output: RkNN(Q): The reverse kNN trajectories for Q

1 DBp → hybrid Quadtree
2 for all qi ∈ Q do
3 kNN(qi, DBτ) → Table

4 FilterSet(Table) → Sτ

5 PruneTransition(Sτ , DBo) → Scan
6 RefineTransition(Scan, DList) → Sre f
7 for all O = {s, d} ∈ Sre f do

8 kNN(s, DBτ) → Ss kNN(d, DBτ) → Sd kNNTrajectorySet(Ss, Sd) → Sτ′

CompareDistance(dis(τk−th, O), dis(Q, O)) → Sres

9 return Sres

4.1.1. Building Hybrid Quad Tree

On the plain-text trajectory database, we build a hybrid quad tree base on quad
tree [20] in DBp. DBp includes all the points in DBτ and DBo. The space in a node is
partitioned into four equal subspaces. The subspace is stored in the child node. The
partitioning will not be stopped until there are less than n points in the subspace. First, the
partitioning is based on DBτ , it will not be stopped until there are less than Nτ points in
the subspace. The quad tree in this phase is called the father tree. The trajectory points are
stored in every leaf node of the father tree. Then, every subspace in the leaf node of the
father tree is partitioned. The partitioning is based on all points in this subspace; it will not
be stopped until there is less than No points in one leaf node. The quad tree takes the leaf
node of the father tree, as its root node is called the child tree. Figure 4 shows the structure
of a hybrid quad tree. The bold tree is the father tree. The others are child trees. Every
non-leaf node of the hybrid quad tree stores the location vectors of four vertexes. Every
leaf node stores the identities and location vectors of points in this leaf node. This is shown
in line 1 of Algorithm 1.
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Figure 4. The partition for all points.

4.1.2. Generating Filter Points and Pruning Transitions

If a reverse trajectory search is needed, we find the NN trajectory points for every
query trajectory point and construct a table. In Figure 5, the NN points of query points
(q1, q2, q3) are in node(1), node(2), node(3) and node(4). Then, we find the trajectory, which
has more than two points in the table, such as T1. All points in these trajectories are called
filter points. In Figure 6, the filter points are T11 and T12. We form a polyline based on
perpendicular bisectors between the points from one trajectory and the query points. The
polyline divides the space into two subspaces. If one node is intersected by the polyline,
then we check whether the child node meets the above condition. Then, node(1) and the
node(3) are intersected by the polyline in Figure 5. Its child node needs to be checked. If
the node is the leaf node of the child tree, we list all the transitions’ identity and compute
the distance between the transition points and the filter points. If there are more than
k trajectories closer to the transition than the query trajectory, the transition is pruned.
In Figure 6, leaf node(3, 2, 3) is intersected by the polyline, and we compare the distance
dist(O2, Q) with the distance dist(O2, T1). Since dist(O2, Q) > dist(O2, T1), transition O2
can be pruned. If one node is in the subspaces of two filter points with one trajectory
identity, the node is closer to the trajectory than the query trajectory. If there are more than
k polylines that make one node meet the above condition, there are more than k trajectories
closer to the node than to the query trajectory. All transitions in these nodes are closer to the
k trajectories than to the query trajectory. All transitions in these nodes can be pruned. In
Figure 5, the node(3, 1) is in the subspace of T11 and T12, all points in node(3, 1) are closer
to trajectory T1 than to query trajectory Q. Since transition O1 = (s1, d1) is in node(3, 1), it
can be pruned. All the rest of the transitions are called candidate transitions. The candidate
transitions in Figure 5 are O0 and O3.

Figure 5. The quad tree structure for all points.
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Figure 6. The example of RkNN search.

4.1.3. Refining Transitions and Returning Results

For every candidate transition, we compute the distance between every point in
transition and the query trajectory. We check the nodes in the quad tree by using a circle, of
which the radius is the distance and the center point is the transition point. For the nodes
in the circles of one transition, we record the identities of trajectories in these nodes. For
the nodes that intersect with the circle, the child node needs to be checked further. If the
node is a leaf node, we compute the distance between every transition point and trajectory
in the leaf node. We record the identities of trajectories which are closer to the transition
than the query trajectory. If the total number of recorded identities is more than k, then
the candidate transition is deleted. In Figure 6, the circles of point s3 and d3 are drawn.
The nodes (2, 1, 4) and (4, 4, 1) are in the circle, respectively. The trajectory T2 is closer to
the transition O3. It can be deleted in the candidate transitions. The rest of the candidate
transitions are called refined transitions. For every point of the refined transitions, we find
the NN points in the quad tree and check whether there are two points of query trajectory
in it. If two points of the query trajectory are in the NN points of one transition, it is inserted
in the set RkNN(Q). The RkNN(Q) is the search results. In Figure 5, the NN point for the
point s0 is q2 and the NN point for the point d0 is q3. The RkNNT(Q) in Figure 5 is O1.

4.2. Reverse Search on Encrypted Trajectory Database

In this section, the points of transitions and trajectories are encrypted, and the hybrid
quad tree is replaced by an encrypted RBF tree (eRBFtree) and the distance list (DList). This
section is consists of four phases: setup, eRBFtree building, query encryption and search.

4.2.1. Setup

The data owner generates the parameters of CKKS and RBF tree as shown in Section 3.2.
It encrypted all the location vectors of points in database DBp. For a point with identity ID
and location loc, its item is {ID, CKKSenc(loc)}. The cloud2 generates its private key sk2
and public key pk2; it publishes the public key pk2 to the DO and DU.

4.2.2. eRBFtree and DList Building

As shown in Figure 7, building an eRBFtree includes two steps. The first step is
building the RBF tree in the database DBτ and the partitioning of space is the same to
the partitioning of the father tree in Section 4.1.1. Every leaf node of the RBF tree stores
the encrypted items of trajectory points. Every non-leaf node stores an RBF and four
encrypted points {CKKSenc(V1), . . . , CKKSenc(V4)}, where Vi, i ∈ (1, 4) is the four vertices
of the node. The second step is building the child trees in the database DBo. Every leaf
node of the child tree stores encrypted items of transition points. Every non-leaf node
stores four encrypted points {CKKSenc(V1), . . . , CKKSenc(V4)}. The DList is a table, in
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which every row records (IDo, p) : {dis1, SID1
τ}, {dis2, SID2

τ}, . . . . The keywords (IDo, p)
are the identity of transition and one point in the transition. The value disi is the maximum
distance from the point p to its nearby nodes. The value SIDi

τ is the set of trajectories’
identities in these nodes. The values are listed in increasing order by the disi. The eRBFtree
and the DList are constructed by the data owner. The DO encrypts the eRBFtree with all
the items by the public key pk2 and sends the cipher text to cloud2. The DO sends the DList
and the secret key of CKKS to cloud1.

Figure 7. The structure of eRBFtree. [·] is the encryption of ·.

4.2.3. Query Encryption

The query includes tokens and items for points qj, j ∈ (1, Np) in the query trajec-
tory. NP is the number of points in the query trajectory. The token Token(qj) is for a
secure kNN search in eRBFtree, which is constructed as shown in Section 3.2.2. The
center point is the point of the query trajectory, and the search radius is set by the
DO. The item {CKKSenc(qj)} is the encrypted location vector of the point qj. The query
Q = {(Token(q1), CKKSenc(q1)), . . . , (Token(qNp), CKKSenc(qNp))} is encrypted by the pub-
lic key of cloud2; then, it is sent to cloud2 to start a reverse search.

4.2.4. Search

In this phase, cloud2 decrypts the query with the private key sk2. Then, cloud2 uses the
tokens Token(qj), j ∈ (1, Np) to search the eRBF tree, obtains the NN trajectory points for
every point in the query trajectory, checks the identities of points and constructs the filter
set. The item in the filter set is {IDτ , CKKSenc(loc1), CKKSenc(loc2), . . . , CKKSenc(locNp)},
where CKKSenc(loc1), CKKSenc(loc2), . . . , CKKSenc(locNp) are NN points of Np query points.
They have the same trajectory identity IDτ . Cloud2 computes distances between every ver-
tex in the node and the filter points by DIS1 = CKKSdis2(CKKSenc(loci), CKKSenc(Vj)), i ∈
(1, 2), j ∈ (1, 4). Then, cloud2 computes the distance between every vertex in the node and
the query trajectory by DIS2 = CKKSdis2(CKKSenc(qi), CKKSenc(Vj)), i ∈ (1, Np), j ∈ (1, 4).
Afterwards, cloud2 sends DIS1, DIS2 to the cloud1. Cloud1 decrypts them and obtains
the distance between every vertex and the filter points dist(loci, Vj), i ∈ (1, 2), j ∈ (1, 4)
and the distance between every vertex in node and the query trajectory dist(qi, Vj), i ∈
(1, Np), j ∈ (1, 4). The process is from the root node to the leaf node, using the pruning
transition in Section 4.1.2. If one node is filtered, cloud1 notifies cloud2. Then, cloud2 stops
computing the distance of its child node. If the node is a leaf node, cloud2 and cloud1
compute the distance between every transition point in the node and the query trajectory
dist(loci, qj), i ∈ (1, 2), j ∈ (1, Np). After filtering the transitions, cloud2 cooperates with
cloud1 to compute the distance between the candidate transitions and the query trajectory.
The identities of transitions and the cipher text of distance are sent to cloud1. Then, cloud1
decrypts the cipher text and obtains the distance d = dist(loccan

i , qj), i ∈ (1, 2), j ∈ (1, Np).
For every candidate point loccan

i , i ∈ (1, 2) in one transition, cloud1 refers to the DList,
locates the row of keyword loccan

i and finds the maximum values for dishi
meet dishi

≤
min{dist(loccan

i , qj), j ∈ (1, Np)}. Then, cloud1 counts the number of trajectories, of which

two points come from two sets SIDh1
τ and SIDh2

τ . If the number of the trajectories is more
than k, the transition (loccan

1 , loccan
2 ) can be pruned. Then, cloud1 sends the identities of re-
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fined transitions Sre f to cloud2. For every refined transition (s, d) with identity in Sre f , cloud2
sends the identity and a distance disre f = dist(s, Q) + dist(d, Q) to the DO. Then, cloud2
sends the encrypted transition (CKKSenc(locs), CKKSenc(locd)) points to the DO. The tokens
Tokenre f for every point in the refined transition are constructed after the DO obtains the re-
quest {IDO, disre f }, IDO ∈ Sre f from cloud1 and decrypts (CKKSenc(locs), CKKSenc(locd)).
The DO constructs two tokens for every transition, as shown in Section 3.2.2. The center
points are the points of location locs and locd, respectively. The radius is disre f . The DO
sends the set of tokens Tokenre f to cloud2. Cloud2 searches the NN points and checks if there
is less than k trajectories in the NN points. If there are, the transition is one of the reverse
k transitions for the query trajectory. Otherwise, cloud2 computes the distance between
trajectories and transitions with the help of cloud1. Cloud1 compares the distance between
the trajectory and transitions as wel as between the query trajectory and transitions. If
more than k trajectories are closer to one transition, the transition is deleted. The rest of the
refined transitions are the results. Then, cloud1 returns the identities to the DU and cloud2
returns the encrypted locations to the DU.

5. Theoretical Analysis

5.1. Correctness Analysis

In this section, we will discuss the returned results, which are all reverse transitions
for the query trajectory. The discussion is divided into three steps.

(1) In the first step, we find the filter set Sτ and prune the O = (s, d) ∈ DBo so
that ∃Dτ = {τ1, . . . , τk} such that dist(s, τi) < dist(s, Q) and dist(d, τi) < dist(d, Q), i ∈
(1, . . . , k). According to Definition 4, the transition cannot be in RkNNT(Q). We call the
transition that is not in RkNNT(Q) a negative transition and the transition that is in
RkNNT(Q) a positive transition. In this step, we only prune a part of the negative transitions.
There are also many negative transitions in set Scan.

(2) In the second step, we use the candidate set Scan and DList to delete the O =
(s, d), s ∈ Scan or d ∈ Scan so that there exists {diss < dist(s, Q), SIDs

τ} in the row of
point s, {disd < dist(d, Q), SIDd

τ} in the row of point d and SIDs
τ ∩ SIDd

τ has more than
k trajectory identities. It also means that ∃Dτ′ = {τ′

1, . . . , τ′
k} ⊂ (SIDs

τ ∩ SIDd
τ) such that

dist(s, τi) < dist(s, Q) and dist(d, τi) < dist(d, Q), i ∈ (1′, . . . , k′). In this step, we also
delete a part of negative transitions. It is unclear whether there are any negative transitions
in set Sre f .

(3) In the third step, we know that if a transition takes the query trajectory as one
of its kNN trajectories, the transition must be the RkNNT of the query trajectory. For
every transition O = (s, d) ∈ Sre f , we find all trajectory points with distance to s or d
less than disre f = dist(s, Q) + dist(d, Q). If a trajectory τ has only a point with distance
to s or d less than disre f , then dist(s, τ) + dist(d, τ) > disre f . If a trajectory τ has no point
with distance to s or d less than disre f , then dist(s, τ′) + dist(d, τ′) > 2disre f . So if only
a trajectory has one point with distance to s less than disre f and the other one point has
distance to d less than disre f , it is possibly closer to the transition O = (s, d) than the
query trajectory Q. For every transition O = (s, d) ∈ Sre f , we list all NN trajectories τi
meets dist(s, τi) + dist(d, τi) ≤ 2disre f and check the size of Dτ = {τ1, . . . , τj} such that
dist(s, τi) + dist(d, τi) < dist(s, Q) + dist(d, Q), i ∈ (1, . . . , j). If the size of Dτ is not more
than k, the transition must be the positive transitions; otherwise, the transition must be the
negative transition.

5.2. Security Definitions and Analysis

The two-clouds model is honest-but-curious, and the RkNNToE is processed in two
phases. The definition of leakage functions [21] of two phases and the formal proof are
proposed. It shows that RkNNToE is secure in an honest-but-curious clouds model.

Definition 5. In an honest-but-curious clouds model, there are two participants Ci, i ∈ (1, 2) in
a protocol P . For Ci, fi and Oi are the execution function and its output, while viewi is the view
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during an execution of P . The protocol P is secure against a probabilistic polynomial time (PPT)
honest-but-curious adversary if there exist simulators S1 and S2 such that:

(S1( f1, L1), f2) ≡ (view1, O2) (2)

( f1, S2( f2, L2)) ≡ (O1, view2) (3)

where ≡ means computational indistinguishability.

Lj
i is the leakage function of cloud i ∈ (1, 2) in phase j ∈ {setup, search}. Given a

collection of points DBp from the DO and a query trajectory Q from the DU,

Lsetup
1 (DBp) = {DL, [EI, [id, p]]}

Lsetup
2 (DBp) = {EI, (OID, [loc])i, (TID, [loc])j, |DBp|, |DBτ |, |DBO|}

Lsearch
1 (DBp, Q) = {D(Q), DL, Scan, Sre f }

Lsearch
2 (DBp, Q) = {Tokeni, Tokenj, |Q|, |Sre f |, |Scan|,S(Q),A(Q), (OID, [loc])i, (TID, [loc])j},

where DL is the distance list, EI is the eRBF tree, id is the identity of point p, [·] is the cipher
text of ·, | · | is the size of ·, OIDi is the identity of transition i and TIDj is the identity of
trajectory j.

Definition 6. (Search Pattern S) The search pattern leakage reveals whether the keywords in the
token of every query point have appeared before.

Definition 7. (Access Pattern A) Given a search query Q, the access pattern is defined as the
identifier of trajectory points in the nearest neighbor of query points.

Definition 8. (Distance Pattern D) Given a search query Q, D(Q) = dist(pi, qj), qj ∈ Q, pi ∈
Scan. Informally, this part of leakage can be derived from the query, D leaks the distances between
the points in candidate transitions and query points.

Theorem 1. Under the permitted leakage functions LSetup
1 , LSetup

2 , LSearch
1 and LSearch

2 , if CKKS
and the FSknn [19] are secure in the two honest-but-curious clouds model, then RkNNToE is
secure in the two honest-but-curious clouds model.

Proof. We introduce the leakage function to Definition 5 and prove that for any PPT
adversary, there exist simulators S1 and S2 such that:

(S1( f1, Lsetup
1 ), f2) ≡ (view1, O2) (4)

(S1( f1, Lsearch
1 ), f2) ≡ (view1, O2) (5)

[Simulating Setup] Given Lsetup
1 (DBp) = {DL, [EI, [id, p]]}, S1 randomly generates a

message as the plain text m and encrypts it by using a CPA-secure encryption to obtain [m].
S1 randomly generates the identity of trajectories and transitions. The number of these
trajectories is the same as the one listed in DL. S1 randomly generates many increasing
arrays to represent the distance between the transition points and vertices of each node.
Since the PPT adversary does not know the real distribution of points, and the encryption in
the above simulation is secure, a PPT adversary cannot distinguish between the simulated
view and the real view.

[Simulating Search] Given Lsearch
1 (DBp, Q) = {D(Q), DL, Scan, Sre f }, S1 knows the

identities of transitions that are deleted in the phase of refining transitions Sdel = Scan − Sre f .
From D(Q), S1 knows the distance between the point in Scan and query points. In the
simulated DL′, if a transition is in Sdel , it must have kNN trajectories closer than the query.
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A PPT does not know the locations of every point; it only knows the distance and the
identities of deleted transitions. It cannot distinguish between the simulated DL′ and the
real DL.

( f1, S2( f2, Lsetup
2 )) ≡ (O1, view2), (6)

( f1, S2( f2, Lsearch
2 )) ≡ (O1, view2) (7)

[Simulating Setup] Given Lsetup
2 (DBp) = {EI, (OID, [loc])i, (TID, [loc])j, |DBp|,

|DBτ |, |DBO|}, S2 randomly chooses |DBp| points, encrypts points by CKKS to obtain [loc]′

and assigns the identity to these points. Then, S2 constructs an eRBF tree EI′, which has the
same structure with EI. For each node, S2 randomly generates four vectors V′

1, . . . , V′
4 and

encrypts them by CKKS. S2 associates encrypts [loc]′ with its corresponding OID or TID
in EI. According to secure analysis in [19], a PPT adversary cannot distinguish between
the simulated view and the real view.

[Simulating Search] Given Lsearch
2 (DBp, Q) = {Tokeni, Tokenj, |Q|, Scan, Sre f ,S(Q),A(Q),

(OID, [loc])i, (TID, [loc])j}, S2 randomly generates plain text loc′ and encrypts it by using
CKKS to get [loc]′. From S(Q), S2 knows whether a point in query has been searched
before or not. From A(Q), S2 knows the identifiers of points which are NN points for a
query point. If a qi ∈ Q is searched before by comparing the token of qi and in previous
tokens, S2 reuses the previous simulated token and returns the previous NN points as
search results. Otherwise, S2 simulates a new search token Token′, which is the token of one
point including k hashes h(kw) and a location. Since S2 knows which leaf node of the eRBF
tree matches the search token Tokenj, S2 randomly generates a k-bit string as the search
token Token. The string has the same size as h(kw) and matches with the same leaf node of
eRBF. A PPT cannot distinguish between the simulated Token′ and the real Token.

5.3. Computational Complexity Analysis

In this section, we analyze the time complexity of RkNNToE, in which the most com-
plexity is caused by computing the distance between two points securely. The complexity of
kNN is shown in [19]. To generate the set Scan, every query point is checked against nodes
and cost O(|Q| · (Nvis(eRBFtree) + Nvis(Olea f ))) at most, where Nvis(eRBFtree) is the num-
ber of vertexes in the visited nodes and Nvis(Olea f ) is the number of transition points in
the leaf nodes that are intersected by the polyline. All filter points are checked against
nodes and the cost of computing the distance is O(k · |Q| · (Nvis(eRBFtree) + Nvis(Olea f )))
at most. After obtaining Scan, the cost of computing the distances between all transitions
in set Scan and the query trajectory is O(|Q| · |Scan|). After obtaining Sre f , the cost of
computing the distances between all transitions in set Sre f and their kNN trajectories
is O(2|Sτ′ | · |Sre f |), where Sτ′ is a set of all kNN trajectories of a transition. The total
complexity is O(RkNNToE) = O((k + 1) · |Q| · (Nvis(eRBFtree) + Nvis(Olea f ))) +O(|Q| ·
|Scan|) + O(2|Sτ′ | · |Sre f |). According to [9], the visited nodes are proportional to the
number of points in DBp, f is the fanout of the eRBFtree, and DBτ � DBo. The complex-
ity is O(RkNNToE) = O((k + 1) · |Q| · (Nvis(eRBFtree) + Nvis(Olea f ))) +O(|Q| · |Scan|) +
O(2|Sτ′ | · |Sre f |) = O((k + 2) · |Q| · (|DBo|/ f )).

6. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we conduct experiments on the two databases: the aGPS trajectory
dataset (Transition dateset) collected in Geolife project in Beijing [22–24] and the bus lines
dataset (Trajectory dataset) in Beijing [25]. There are 18,670 transitions in the transition
database. The bus lines dataset has 1891 trajectories and 1174 bus stations. All algorithms
are implemented in Python language in Windows 10 and examined on a computer with an
Intel(R) Core (TM)i5-10505 and 16.00 GB RAM. We randomly generate a query trajectory by
selecting an ordered sequence from the trajectory database, since the randomly generated
points cannot keep the spatial continuity as a trajectory. In the experiment, the NN k
trajectories do not share any one point with the query trajectory. The trajectory that is
shared by multiple bus lines is just recorded as one trajectory.
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6.1. Constructing eRBF Tree and DList

Before outsourcing the data, the DO needs to build the eRBF tree. The time cost of
constructing the eRBF index includes two parts: the time of constructing the RBF tree in
database Dτ and the time of constructing the encrypted quad tree in database Dp. The first
part is related with the maximum number (Nτ) of trajectory points in a leaf node of the
father tree. Table 3 shows the time cost of constructing the RBFs in the father tree with
different Nτ . The second part is related to the maximum number (No) of transition points in
a leaf node of the child tree. The total time of constructing the eRBF tree is shown in Figure 8;
the main cost is for encrypting the four vertexes in every node of eRBF tree. With Nτ or No
increasing, the cost of constructing eRBF decreases, since the DList is constructed based on
plain text, and the DO only needs to compute the distance between every transition point
with vertexes in its nearby nodes. Here, we set the nodes in the range of 25 to 200 steps,
and the mean time of constructing the DList is shown in Table 3.

Figure 8. The time cost of constructing the eRBF tree.

Table 3. The cost of constructing father tree and DList.

DB Nτ
Step Length in
Latitude and Longitude

Time Cost of
RBF Tree(s)

Time Cost
of DList(s)

DBτ

2 [0.000230, 0.001237] 5.600787 3.559773

3 [0.000460, 0.002474] 3.796525 3.468612

4 [0.001840, 0.009896] 2.861059 3.470150

5 [0.001840, 0.009896] 2.698736 3.444898

6.2. Generating Query

A query of one point includes the encrypted location and an NN search token. The
time cost of encrypting a location vector is about 0.004516 seconds by CKKS encryption.
The cost of generating a token is related with the search radius. Here, we denote the
minimum range of the leaf node in the father tree as a step length and use the number of
steps to determine the search radius. The step length does not decrease as Nτ increases,
which is shown in Table 3. As shown in Figure 9, the line of “Enc.” is the time of encryption
of a location. As the number of steps increases, the time of generating a token increases. So,
the total time to generate a trajectory query is related to the number of points included in
this trajectory and the search radius for every point in the query.
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Figure 9. The time cost of generating a query.

6.3. Search

In this section, we firstly demonstrate the time cost of the kNN search for a point.
Then we show the total time of two clouds after receiving a RkNNToE request.

6.3.1. NN Trajectories Search

Since the DO needs to search NN trajectories for the refined transitions, it is necessary
to illustrate the efficiency of the kNN search for every transition point. As shown in
Figure 10, as the number of trajectory points in a leaf node of the father tree increases, the
time of searching the NN points increases. As the number of steps in the search radius
increases, the time cost of searching NN points increases. The total cost of searching NN
trajectories for a transition requires twice as much time as that for NN points in Figure 10.

Figure 10. The time cost of searching NN trajectory points.

6.3.2. RkNNToE Search

In this section, we simulate the whole search process in two clouds, which includes
finding NN points for every query point, constructing a filter set and pruning transitions,
refining transitions and finding NN trajectories for every refined transition. In the simulated
search, the eRBF tree is built with Nτ = 2 and No = 2. The experiment settings are
as follows:

The number of points in a query(Np): 2 to 5, default 3. The k in RkNNToE: 1 to 4,
default 2. The number of steps in NN points search: 20 to 200.

The random behavior of a time cost is caused by the random generation query tra-
jectory. The effect of pruning differs widely when the queries are different. According to
Section 5.3, the complexity is mainly affected by Scan and (DBO/ f ) rather than operations
of search k NN trajectories. Scan and (DBO/ f ) are the outputs of pruning, and the size
of the filter set does not linearly increase as k increases. In most cases, when k = 2, the
points in the filter set are a, b, c. {a, c} and {a, b} can form two trajectories. It also causes the
random behavior of time cost. So, we use the median of time cost to analyze the distribution
trend of the results. As shown in Figure 11, when the number of points in a query is 3,
the median time cost decreases as k increases. As k increases, the number of trajectories
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in the filter set increases, and the filtered transition increases. In the refining phase, the
number of candidate transitions decreases, which leads to the reduction of time. As shown
in Figure 12, when k = 2, the median of the time cost is increased as the number of points
in a query increases. As the number of points in a query increases, the number of points in
the trajectories in the filter set increases, which leads to the increased times of computing
distance. It also results in the decrease of pruning space, which means the number of
refined transitions increases. Both conditions cause the cost time to increase.

Figure 11. The effect of k in RkNNToE search (NP = 3).

Figure 12. The effect of the number of points in query (k = 2).

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we studied a method of route planning on an encrypted trajectory
database, RkNNToE, that securely returns all transitions, which are the reverse k nearest
neighbor trajectories of the query trajectory. We designed a hybrid encrypted bloom filter
tree (eRBFtree) for search in the encrypted trajectory database, which supports space
pruning and fast kNN search. Combined with eRBFtree, we gave the pruning strategies to
prune the transition as much as possible and to improve the search efficiency. The security
analysis showed that the query, data and index are secure in the process of RkNNToE. The
experiments showed that RkNNToE can find the results in the RkNNT search efficiently
and correctly.
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Abstract: With the development of cloud computing and big data, secure multi-party computation,
which can collaborate with multiple parties to deal with a large number of transactions, plays an
important role in protecting privacy. Private set intersection (PSI), a form of multi-party secure
computation, is a formidable cryptographic technique that allows the sender and the receiver to
calculate their intersection and not reveal any more information. As the data volume increases and
more application scenarios emerge, PSI with multiple participants is increasingly needed. Homo-
morphic encryption is an encryption algorithm designed to perform a mathematical-style operation
on encrypted data, where the decryption result of the operation is the same as the result calculated
using unencrypted data. In this paper, we present a cloud-assisted multi-key PSI (CMPSI) system
that uses fully homomorphic encryption over the torus (TFHE) encryption scheme to encrypt the
data of the participants and that uses a cloud server to assist the computation. Specifically, we design
some TFHE-based secure computation protocols and build a single cloud server-based private set
intersection system that can support multiple users. Moreover, security analysis and performance
evaluation show that our system is feasible. The scheme has a smaller communication overhead
compared to existing schemes.

Keywords: private set intersection; homomorphic encryption; multi-key TFHE; cloud computing;
privacy protection

MSC: 68U99; 68U99; 68T09; 68Q06

1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of data in the Internet era, the demand for data storage and
computing capacity in various fields far exceeds the capacity of their own devices. To solve
this problem, cloud computing has been proposed. Cloud computing is generally defined
as an internet-based computing method. In this way, the shared software and hardware
information and resources can be provided to various terminals and other devices of the
computer as required. Cloud computing technology can transmit various information to
the Internet and store and calculate data, and users can view the calculation results and
data information. However, current security issues in the context of cloud computing are
more prominent [1]. Data security issues in cloud computing mainly include storage data
security, computing data security, and transmission data security. When users store data
on the cloud server, the cloud server will obtain the users’ data first, but the abnormal
use of malicious users can also cause a risk of data leakage. In the process of cloud server
computing, the cloud server will know the calculation results and additional data. This
information that should only be known by users also has a risk of leakage. In addition,
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data theft can easily occur during data transmission, and user data can show problems of
theft and tampering [2].

Private set intersection (PSI), as an interactive encryption protocol, calculates the
intersection of two data owners’ data and returns it to one of them. We generally refer to
the party receiving the data as the receiver and the party receiving nothing as the sender. It
is important and necessary to protect the privacy of the set in computing, especially when
the information in the set is important private information such as the customer transaction
information of a bank or the address book of a user. With the concerted efforts of many
researchers, PSI technology has developed rapidly, and more and more efficient solutions
have been proposed [3–15]. After several years of development, PSI technology has been
applied to the fields of internet of vehicles [16], profile matching [17], and private contact
search [18]. In the current situation where the data volume is large and scattered in the
hands of different participants, PSI technology can well balance the relationship between
privacy and information sharing. Leveraging the storage and computing power of cloud
servers allows PSI protocols to compute larger datasets, but current cloud-assisted PSI
schemes suffer from information leakage [19] or large communication overhead [20].

Fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) refers to the computation of data that has been
homomorphically encrypted, and the computed decryption result is the same as that
obtained by the same computation for unencrypted data. The concept of FHE has been
proposed as early as the late 1970s, but it has only started to develop rapidly in the last
two decades. The development of fully homomorphic encryption is generally divided
into three stages. In 2009, the first generation of fully homomorphic encryption started
to develop, and Gentry constructed the first fully homomorphic encryption scheme [21].
The scheme first constructs a somewhat homomorphic encryption (SHE) scheme that can
homomorphically compute circuits of a certain depth, then compresses and decrypts the
circuits and performs bootstrapping operations in an orderly manner, and finally obtains a
scheme that can homomorphically compute arbitrary circuits. The second generation of
fully homomorphic encryption schemes arose in 2011 when Brakerski and Vaikuntanathan
implemented FHE for the first time under the LWE assumption using linearization and
modulo conversion [22] and implemented FHE under the RLWE assumption [23]. These
schemes do not require compression and decryption circuits, and the security and efficiency
are greatly improved. In 2013, the third generation of fully homomorphic encryption
schemes was born, and Gentry et al. for the first time designed a fully homomorphic
encryption scheme, Gentry–Sahai–Waters (GSW), that does not require the computation of
a key using the approximate eigenvector technique [24].

There are two broad categories of fully homomorphic algorithms, the BGV [25] scheme
proposed by Professor Brakerski of Stanford University, Research Fellow Gentry of IBM,
and Professor Vaikuntanathan of the University of Toronto, and the GSW [24] scheme pro-
posed by Gentry of IBM, Sahai of the University of California and Waters of the University
of Austin. Fully homomorphic encryption over toru (TFHE) [26] is an improvement of
the GSW scheme with higher efficiency. TFHE can accomplish fast comparisons, supports
arbitrary boolean circuits, and allows fast bootstrapping to reduce the noise due to cipher-
text computation. In previous studies, the BGV scheme has been used to focus on the
unbalanced privacy aggregation scenario [27–29]. Unlike previous works, this paper uses
the TFHE encryption scheme for the first time to implement privacy-seeking protocol based
on cloud computing. At a high level, our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We have designed a series of security sub-protocols for the MKTFHE cryptosystem,
including some basic circuit gate operations and security comparison protocols.

• We have built a cloud-assisted multi-key private set intersection (CMPSI) system
based on a single cloud server. Our system can prevent collusion attacks between
servers and participants.

• We strictly prove the security of the proposed CMPSI system under the semi-honest
model.
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• We have conducted extensive experimental evaluation on the performance of the
scheme, which proves that our scheme has greatly reduced the communication cost of
the participants.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the related work
of private set intersection. In Section 3, we provide the preliminaries. Section 4 details the
system model, threat model, and design goals. Section 5 elaborates on the cryptographic
protocol for the private set intersection. Section 6 analyzes the security of our proposed
protocols. Section 7 conducts a series of experimental comparisons. Finally, Section 8
concludes this paper.

2. Related Work

PSI was first proposed by Freedman et al. [30], who transformed the element compar-
ison problem into the polynomial root problem and realized PSI through multiplicative
homomorphic encryption. However, when the polynomial order is large, it will lead
to a costly exponential computation of the homomorphic encryption. In recent years,
many researchers have intensively studied the PSI problem, and many PSI protocols
with high efficiency and low communication overhead have emerged. PSI computing
protocols are mainly divided into two categories according to whether there is a third
party, namely, the traditional PSI computing protocol based on public key encryption,
obfuscation circuit [31–33] and inadvertent transmission [34] technology and the cloud-
assisted PSI computing protocol that uses cloud servers to complete computing.

Traditional PSI computing protocols rely on a series of basic cryptography technologies
for computing. These basic cryptography technologies are mainly divided into PSI based
on public key encryption mechanism, PSI based on obfuscation circuit, and PSI based on
inadvertent transmission. The PSI calculation protocol proposed by Freedman et al. [34] is
based on the public key encryption mechanism. This scheme represents the elements in the
set as the roots of polynomials and uses polynomials to calculate the intersection. However,
the cost of calculation will become large with the increase in the order of polynomials.
Hazay et al. also improved the article [30] and adopted the bit commitment protocol to
prevent the scenario of inconsistent input data on the server [35], so that the PSI protocol
can be applied to the protocol of malicious adversaries. In 2012, Huang et al. first proposed
PSI computing protocols based on obfuscated circuits [36], which are Bitwise-AND (BWA),
Pairwise-Comparisons (PWC), and Sort-Compare-Suffle (SCS) protocols. In 2013, the PSI
protocol proposed by Dong et al. [37] used OT technology for the first time. The author
used OT technology to ensure the security of the protocol. Pinkas et al. [38] proposed
a new PSI protocol based on Hash and random OT protocols and optimized the SCS
protocol in [36]. The computational efficiency of the protocol was greatly improved, and
the complexity of the algorithm was also reduced. Based on the article [34], Freedman et al.
further optimized and improved their scheme in 2014 [39]. Specifically, the scheme uses
different hash functions for the client and server when mapping the set elements. In 2018,
Pinkas et al. realized PSI based on unintentional pseudorandom function [40] through the
circuit. In 2020, Pinkas et al. [12] constructed a PSI protocol with malicious security based
on the protocols [41] in the literature. The traditional PSI does not need the assistance of a
third party, but in the application, the participants are generally resource-constrained users,
who are insufficient in providing sufficient data storage and computing power.

With the development of cloud computing, the PSI protocol based on cloud servers
began to develop. The cloud-assisted PSI scheme provides a new optimization method
for the existing PSI scheme by the excellent storage and computing capabilities of the
cloud server. The cloud-assisted PSI uses the third-party cloud computing framework to
complete the calculation and uses the storage and computing resources of the cloud server
to enable the protocol to calculate large-scale datasets. Kerschbaum [42] implemented the
anti-collusion outsourcing PSI protocol through two single functions, but the method has
the risk of brute force cracking. Then, Kerschbaum [43] proposed another kind of cloud-
assisted PSI using bloom filter and homomorphic encryption. Liu et al. [19] proposed a
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relatively simple PSI protocol, but it can disclose the cardinality of set intersection. Abadi
et al. [44] implemented the PSI protocol using homomorphic encryption and polynomial
interpolation in 2015. This protocol outsources the collection of clients to a third-party server
to perform infinite PSI operations. Based on this work, a verifiable cloud outsourcing PSI
protocol [45] is proposed to ensure the privacy and integrity of data. Ali et al. [46] proposed
an attribute-based private set intersection scheme. The cloud server can calculate the
corresponding access rights of the participants. The PSI protocol based on the cloud server
can use the computing and storage capabilities of the cloud server, but it has produced
the privacy disclosure problem of data outsourcing, and the excessive cost of users in the
operation of the protocol is another problem that needs to be solved. Table 1 shows the
comparison between our scheme and the existing scheme.

Table 1. Comparison with existing schemes.

CMPSI [46] [47] [48] [19] [42] [43]

The year 2023 2020 2019 2014 2014 2012 2012
Private against the CSP 52 52 52 52 56 52 52
PSI computation authorization 52 52 52 52 56 52 52
Supports multiple user queries 52 52 52 52 56 56 56
Participants can go offline after uploading data 52 52 56 56 56 56 56
CSP can collude with participants 52 56 56 56 56 56 56

3. Preliminaries

In this section, we first introduce the concept of private set intersection and have an
example to better understand the concept. Then, we introduce the cryptosystem MKTFHE
used in our system and present the algorithm as an example of a NAND gate. Table 2 lists
some of the symbols used in this paper.

Table 2. Notation used.

Notations Definition

λ Security parameter
Z Integer set
T (R)LWE over the real torus
si Private key of participant i
(PKi, BKi, KSi) Public key set of participant i
[[x]]si Encrypted data x under si
MKHENAND NAND gate in multi-key TFHE
CMPSI Cloud-assisted multi-party private set intersection

3.1. Private Set Intersection

PSI allows two parties holding sets to compare encrypted versions of these sets to
compute the intersection. Let the two parties holding the sets be sender X and receiver Y.
The sender and receiver hold datasets of size Nx and Ny respectively, each with a number
of bits σ. In a basic PSI protocol, receiver Y encrypts its own dataset and sends it to sender
X. For each of Y’s data, sender X calculates the homomorphic product of the difference
with all of its own terms and sends the result to receiver Y. Y decrypts the result of X’s
calculation and obtains the final intersection information. The result of the calculation
is sent to the receiver Y. Y decrypts the result of X’s computation and obtains the final
intersection information. The basic PSI protocol is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Basic PSI protocol.

In the scheme of this paper, the storage of data and the computation are performed
on the cloud server. We construct a new PSI scheme using fully homomorphic encryption.
Both the sender and the receiver encrypt the data locally and then send it to the cloud server.
Suppose that the sender has encrypted data a1, . . . , aNX and the receiver has encrypted
data b1, . . . , bNY . Both parties send their encrypted data to the cloud server. On the cloud
server, for each data bi of the receiver, ci = ∏0<j≤Nx

(
bi − aj

)
is computed. ci is a Boolean

value that represents whether the data bi of the receiver are in the sender X or not. Figure 2
shows the handshake model of this scheme.

Figure 2. Handshake model.

3.2. MKTFHE Cryptosystem

Homomorphic encryption is the computation of the encrypted data to obtain the
encrypted computational result, and the result of the decryption of the obtained encryption
result is the same as the result obtained by performing the same operations on the unen-
crypted plaintext. Fully homomorphic encryption [24,25] is a homomorphic encryption that
can satisfy both additive and multiplicative operations. Fully homomorphic encryption
over the toru (TFHE) [26] is a type of fully homomorphic encryption that can accomplish
fast comparisons and support operations on arbitrary Boolean circuits.TFHE differs from
other FHE schemes in that it can be fast bootstrapping to reduce noise during ciphertext
operations. In this paper, we use multi-key TFHE [49] to meet the needs of our system.
MKTFHE is a multi-key version of TFHE that can compute Boolean circuits on ciphertexts
encrypted under different keys, and then performs bootstrapped to refresh the noise as
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each binary gate is computed. However, the MKTFHE library only implements multi-key
homomorphic NAND gates, which cannot meet the needs of our system. The following
describes the five components of MKTFHE and gives an example of the homomorphic
computation process with a multi-key homomorphic NAND gate.

1. Setup(1λ): Takes as input the security parameter λ and returns the public parameter
ppMKTFHE.

(a) Run LWE.Setup(1λ) to generate the LWE parameter ppLWE = (n, χ, α, B′, d′).
In the LWE parameters, n is the dimension of the LWE secret, χ is the key
distribution of the LWE secret, α is the error rate, B′ is the decomposition basis,
and d′ is the dimension of the key transformation gadget vector. We use the
key-switching gadget vector g′ =

(
B′−1, . . . , B′−d′)

.

(b) Run RLWE.Setup(1λ) to generate the RLWE parameter ppRLWE = (N, ψ, B, d, a).
We define N as the dimension of RLWE secret (a power of 2), ψ as the distri-
bution of RLWE secret over R and with error rate α, B ≥ 2 as an integer base,
decomposition dimension d, and gadget vector g =

(
B−1, . . . , B−d

)
. a is a

uniformly distributed sample over distribution Td.
(c) Returns the generated public parameter ppMKTFHE =

(
ppLWE, ppRLWE

)
.

2. KeyGen(ppMKTFHE): Each participant generates its keys independently. Take the
public parameter ppMKTFHE as input and return the key si and the public key set
(PKi, BKi, KSi).

(a) Generate the LWE secret si ← LWE.KeyGen(). This step is only for sampling
the key from distribution χ.

(b) Run (zi, bi) ← RLWE.KeyGen(), and set the public key to PKi = bi. Sample
z from distribution ψ, and then, set z = (1, z). Take an error vector e from
Dd

α and calculate the public key b = −z · a + e(mod1). For zi = z1,0 + zi,1X +
. . . + zi,N−1XN−1, note z∗

i = (zi,0, −zi,N−1, . . . , zi,1) ∈ ZN .
(c) For j ∈ [n], generate

(
di,j, Fi,j

)
← RLWE.UniEnc

(
si,j, zi

)
, this step is to encrypt

the LWE secret using the RLWE secret. In addition, set the bootstrap key to
BKi =

{(
di,j, Fi,j

)}
j∈[n]. Taking a random value r from ψ, one can think of d

as the LWE key s under the encryption of the random value r and F as the
random value r under the encryption of the RLWE key z.

(d) Generate a key conversion key KS ← LWE.KSGen
(
z∗

i , si
)
, capable of convert-

ing an LWE ciphertext corresponding to t ∈ ZN into another LWE ciphertext
for the same message under s ∈ ZN encryption.

(e) Returns key si, a triple (PKi, BKi, KSi) of public keys, public key, bootstrap
key and key transformation key, respectively.

3. Enc(m): The data m to be encrypted are taken as input, and return TLWE ciphertext
[[m]] = (b, a) ∈ Tn+1 satisfies b + 〈a, s〉 ≈ 1

4 m(mod1).

(a) Using standard LWE encryption, uniformly sample from Tn to obtain a as the
mask and sample from Dα to obtain e as the error.

(b) Output ciphertext [[m]] = (b, a) ∈ Tn+1, where b + 〈a, s〉 ≈ 1
4 m(mod1).

4. Dec([[m]], {si}i∈[k]): Takes as input the TLWE ciphertext [[m]] = (b, a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Tkn+1

with a set of keys (s1, . . . , sk) and returns the decrypted message m which minimizes
| b + ∑k

i=1〈ai, si〉 − 1
4 m |.

(a) Input [[m]] = (b, a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Tkn+1 with a set of keys (s1, . . . , sk).
(b) Returns the bit m ∈ {0, 1} that minimizes | b + ∑k

i=1〈ai, si〉 − 1
4 m |.

5. NAND([[m1]], [[m2]], {(PKi, BKi, KSi)}i∈[k]): Takes two TLWE ciphertexts and the
public key as input. Expand [[m1]] ∈ Tk1n+1 and [[m2]] ∈ Tk1n+1 to [[m′

1]], [[m
′
2]] ∈ Tkn+1

and evaluate the gate homomorphically on encrypted bits. Then the algorithm evalu-
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ates the decryption circuit of the TLWE ciphertext and execute the multi-key switching
algorithm. Finally, returning the TLWE ciphertext of the same message under joint
key encryption.

(a) Given two ciphertexts [[m1]] ∈ Tk1n+1 and [[m2]] ∈ Tk1n+1, let k be the number of
participants, associated with either [[m1]] or [[m2]]. For a public key set, PKi = bi
represents the public key, BKi =

{(
di,j, Fi,j

)}
j∈[n] represents the bootstrap key,

and KSi represents the key transformation key of the j-th participant. Expand
ciphertext [[m1]] and [[m2]] to [[m1]]

′, [[m2]]
′ ∈ Tkn+1, i.e., the same message under

joint key s = (s1, . . . , sk) ∈ Zkn encryption. The process of expansion is the
process of rearrangement, and 0 is put into the empty slot. Using the expanded
ciphertext to perform the calculations. Only the calculation of NAND gate is
supported in the document.

(b) Use the Mux gate to implement the main calculation, for i ∈ [k], let ãi =(
ãi,j
)

j∈[n]. For i ∈ [k] and j ∈ [n], recursively compute

[[c]] ← [[c]] + RLWE.Prod
(
[[c]] · Xãij − [[c]],

(
di,j, Fi,j

)
, {bl}l∈[k]

)
, where

RLWE.Prod
(
[[c]], (di, Fi),

{
bj
}

j∈[k]

)
is a hybrid product algorithm that multi-

plies a single encrypted ciphertext (di, Fi) by a multi-key RLWE ciphertext [[c]].
(c) For [[c]] = (c0, c1, . . . , ck) ∈ Tk+1, let b∗ be a constant term of c0 and for i ∈ [k],

let a∗
i be a vector of coefficients of ci. Compute the LWE ciphertext [[m]]∗ =(

b∗, a∗
1, . . . , a∗

k
)
∈ Tkn+1. Finally a multi-key key conversion algorithm is exe-

cuted and returns the ciphertext [[m]]′′ ← LWE.MKSwitch
(
[[m]]∗, {KSi}i∈[k]

)
,

where LWE.MKSwitch
(
[[m]]∗, {KSi}i∈[k]

)
inputs the expanded ciphertext

and a series of key conversion keys, returning the ciphertext of the same
message under joint key encryption.

4. System Model and Design Goal

4.1. Problem Formulation

Suppose the receiver Y has a dataset TY, and Y wants to know their intersection with
other data owners but does not want to expose more information. The data owners encrypt
their datasets separately and send them to the cloud server. The cloud server can store this
encrypted information but cannot decrypt it. Data receiver Y encrypts its data and uploads
it to the cloud server, which executes privacy intersection and obtains the intersection
information of dataset TY with other datasets. The cloud server computes and returns
the cryptographic result to receiver Y. Y decrypts the intersection result and obtains the
intersection information. Note that each data owner including the data receiver has their
separate key to encrypt the data.

4.2. System Model

In Section 3.1, we mention the flow of the basic PSI protocol, in which the sender
interacts directly with the receiver for information. Unlike the basic PSI protocol, our
system consists of four entities, which are Parameter Generation Center (PGC), Cloud
Server (CS), Data Receiver (DR), and Data Owners (DOs). DO owns its own dataset and
is able to let other participants obtain information about the intersection of the dataset
but does not want to expose more information. DR wants to query the intersection of
its own dataset with the dataset of other participants and does not want to expose more
information. Specifically, PGC is responsible for generating public parameters in the system
and sending them to other entities. CS can store a large amount of data and has excellent
computing resources. DR needs to query the intersection. DOs provide their encrypted
data to CS. Note that in our system, the data owners can be multiple participants. The
general model of our private set intersection system is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. System model.

1. PGC: PGC generates public parameters for our system and sends them to each entity
involved in the computation (See 1©).

2. CS: CS has huge storage resources to store the encrypted data of the participating
parties. At the same time, CS has large enough computing power to satisfy the
intersection of the datasets of the participating parties.

3. DR: DR generates its own private key and public key set using public parameters,
encrypts its own data using the private key and sends it to CS (See 3©), and receives
the computation results sent by CS (See 4©).

4. DOs: Each DO generates its own private key and public key set using public parame-
ters, encrypts its own dataset using the private key, and sends it to CS (See 2©).

Please note that in our system, the participants do not need to be online all the time.
Since CS can store the encrypted data, the DOs can go offline after they send their encrypted
data to CS. Similarly, DR can be offline after sending data until CS returns the calculation
results. In our scheme, DO can be used as DR for frequent item set queries, and the DR can
query the intersection information with multiple DOs to achieve multi-user query.

4.3. Threat Model

In our system model, the participating entities are curious but honest individuals.
Curious means that the server and the participants try to use existing resources and data
to obtain the data of other participants and are curious about the data of other entities;
honest means that the server and the participants do not falsify the experimental data and
follow the developed protocols to complete the computation. A is the active adversary we
introduce to obtain the real data from other entities. Specifically, A desires to obtain the
real data of DOs and DR. We assume that adversary A has the following capabilities.

1. A can obtain all the data that passes through the public channel.
2. A may collude with CS. Try to obtain the original values of the encrypted data

uploaded by DOs and DR.
3. A may be a DR used to obtain its dataset information, the cryptographic query results

returned by the CS, and the encryption and decryption capabilities of the DR.
4. A may be a DO used to obtain its dataset information and encryption and decryption

capabilities.
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Note that in our threat model, the attacking adversary A can be a DR. Since the joint
key of multiple participants must be used in decryption to decrypt the computed result of
CS, the final decryption result is also not available when A has only the key of DR. Unlike
existing schemes when the attacking adversary A is a CSP, A can collude with DR or DO. In
our scheme, decryption requires the keys of all participants to perform; thus, CSP colluding
with some DR or DO still cannot decrypt the computation results.

4.4. Design Goal

According to the system model and threat model proposed above, the design objectives
of this paper are as follows.

1. Data privacy: the original data of DR and the query intersection result as well as the
original dataset of DOs cannot be revealed to adversary A.

2. Calculation accuracy: The accuracy of the calculation results of the system cannot be
reduced compared with other methods.

3. Low overhead: The time and upload overhead of the calculation cannot be too large
compared with other methods.

4. Offline participant: The participant should be able to go offline after encrypting the
data and uploading it to ensure the scalability of the system.

5. Cloud-Assisted Multi-Party Private Set Intersection

In this section, we first introduce the initialization of the system. Then, we design the
secure computing sub-protocol based on MKTFHE. Finally, we describe our private set
intersection scheme.

5.1. System Initialization

Our system can satisfy the DR to query the information of its intersection with multiple
participants, and we assume that there is a DR and n DOs. First, PGC generates public
parameters for each participant and the cloud server and sends the public parameters to
CS, DR, and n DOs. Then, each entity that receives the public parameters generates its own
public key set (PK, BK, KS) and private key s based on the public parameters.

5.2. Security Protocol Design

In this paper, four secure computation protocols are proposed to help complete the
privacy-seeking intersection, which is a secure AND gate computation protocol (SCAND),
secure OR gate computation protocol (SCOR), secure XNOR computation protocol (SCXNOR),
and secure comparison protocol (SCP).

5.2.1. Secure AND Gate Computation Protocol

We implement the AND operation between two MKLwe samples. We implement
the addition between multi-key Lwe samples (MKlweAddTo) to implement this secure
computation protocol. Suppose CS has two MKLwe samples ca and cb: initialize an
intermediate sample temp, add ca and cb using MKlweAddTo twice, and finally return
the result to res (Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1 Secure AND gate computation protocol (SCAND).

Input: MKLwe Sample ca, cb.
Output: MKLwe Sample res.
1: CS initializes temp using the public parameter pp to hold the intermediate variable

LWE sample.
2: AndConst = modSwitchToTorus32(−1, 8)
3: temp ← MKlweNoiselessTrivial(AndConst, pp)
4: temp ← MKlweAddTo(temp + ca)
5: res ← MKlweAddTo(temp + cb)
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5.2.2. Secure OR Gate Computation Protocol

We implement the OR operation between two MKLwe samples. As with SCAND

above, we use the addition MKlweAddTo between multi-key Lwe samples to implement
this secure computation protocol. Suppose CS has two MKLwe samples ca and cb, initialize
an intermediate sample temp, add ca and cb using MKlweAddTo twice respectively, and
finally, return the result to res to obtain the result of the OR gate operation between ca and
cb (Algorithm 2).

Algorithm 2 Secure OR gate computation protocol (SCOR).

Input: MKLwe Sample ca, cb.
Output: MKLwe Sample res.
1: CS initializes temp using the public parameter pp to hold the intermediate variable

LWE sample.
2: ORConst = modSwitchToTorus32(1, 8)
3: temp ← MKlweNoiselessTrivial(ORConst, pp)
4: temp ← MKlweAddTo(temp + ca)
5: res ← MKlweAddTo(temp + cb)

5.2.3. Secure XNOR Gate Computation Protocol

We implement the XNOR operation between two MKLwe samples. We implement
this secure computation protocol using the addition and multiplication of multi-key Lwe
samples MKlweAddMulTo. Suppose CS has two MKLwe samples ca and cb: initialize an
intermediate sample temp, add 2 ∗ ca and 2 ∗ cb using MKlweAddMulTo twice, return the
result to temp to obtain the XOR gate operation result of ca and cb, and use the multi-key
homomorphic NOT gate SCNOT once to obtain the XNOR gate operation result. Note
that in the cryptographic scheme we use, MKTFHE, the computation of the NOT gate
does not require bootstrapping operations; thus, the computation overhead is very small
(Algorithm 3).

Algorithm 3 Secure XNOR gate computation protocol (SCXNOR).

Input: MKLwe Sample ca, cb.
Output: MKLwe Sample res.
1: CS initializes temp using the public parameter pp to hold the intermediate variable

LWE sample.
2: XNORConst = modSwitchToTorus32(1, 8)
3: temp ← MKlweNoiselessTrivial(XNORConst, pp)
4: temp ← MKlweAddMulTo(temp + 2 ∗ ca)
5: temp ← MKlweAddMulTo(temp + 2 ∗ cb)
6: res ← SCNOT(temp)

5.2.4. Secure Comparison Protocol

SCP is important in our protocol and is used to determine whether the two input
ciphertext vectors are equal or not. Suppose DR has its own encrypted data [[x]]sDR

=
([[x1]]sDR , . . . , [[xn]]sDR) sent to CS and DO has its own encrypted data [[y]]sDO

= ([[y1]]sDO , . . . ,
[[yn]]sDO) also sent to CS, where sDR and sDO are the private keys of DR and DO, respec-
tively. For each of [[x]]sDR

= ([[x1]]sDR , . . . , [[xn]]sDR) and [[y]]sDO
= ([[y1]]sDO , . . . , [[yn]]sDO),

the protocol performs SCXNOR and SCAND protocols to finally obtain a ciphertext with a
Boolean value (Algorithm 4).
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Algorithm 4 Secure Comparison Protocol (SCP).

Input: Encrypted data vectors [[x]]sDR
= ([[x1]]sDR , . . . , [[xn]]sDR),[[y]]sDO

=

([[y1]]sDO , . . . , [[yn]]sDO).
Output: Encrypted Boolean values [[z]]si .
1: CS initializes the intermediate data vector [[v]] = ([[v1]], . . . , [[vn]]) using the public

parameter pp.
2: for k = 0 to n − 1 do
3: [[vk]]si ← [[xk]]sDR XNOR[[yk]]sDO
4: [[z]]si ← [[vk]]si AND[[z]]si
5: end for

5.3. Private Set Intersection

CMPSI is performed by CS, DR, and DOs working together. Now DR wants to ob-
tain the intersection information of their dataset and DOs dataset. First DOs encrypt their
dataset with their own private key sDO, send the encrypted dataset
ADO =

{
[[a1]]sDO

, [[a2]]sDO
, . . . , [[am]]sDO

}
with the public key set (PKsDO , BKsDO , KSsDO)

to CS, and then they can go offline. DR encrypts the dataset with its own private key
sDR and then sends the encrypted dataset BDR =

{
[[b1]]sDR

, [[b2]]sDR
, . . . , [[an]]sDR

}
with its

public key set (PKsDR , BKsDR , KSsDR) to CS, and then, it can be offline until CS completes
the calculation. CS receives the encrypted dataset sent by DOs and DR, saves the data,
and performs the secure computation in a secure environment. Finally, DR receives the
encryption result calculated by CS and decrypts it using the joint key to obtain the intersec-
tion. Let there be m items in the encrypted dataset ADO =

{
[[a1]]sDO

, [[a2]]sDO
, . . . , [[am]]sDO

}
of DOs with k Boolean values in each item, and n items in the encrypted dataset BDR ={
[[b1]]sDR

, [[b2]]sDR
, . . . , [[bn]]sDR

}
of DR with k Boolean values in each item.

S1(DOs): Each DO encrypts its dataset using its own key sDO generated by the public
parameter pp issued by PGC and sends it to CS. CS stores the encrypted dataset of all
DOs, and for item i of dataset ADO =

{
[[a1]]sDO

, [[a2]]sDO
, . . . , [[am]]sDO

}
, we have [[ai]]sDO

=

([[a1]]sDO , . . . , [[ak]]sDO).
S2(DR): DR uses the public parameter pp to generate its own key sDR to encrypt its

dataset and sends it to CS. CS uses DR’s encrypted database for secure computation and has
[[bj]]sDR

= ([[b1]]sDR , . . . , [[bk]]sDR) for item j of dataset BDR =
{
[[b1]]sDR

, [[b2]]sDR
, . . . , [[bn]]sDR

}
.

S3(CS): CS receives the encrypted data message BDR =
{
[[b1]]sDR

, [[b2]]sDR
, . . . , [[bn]]sDR

}
from DR and the encrypted data message ADO =

{
[[a1]]sDO

, [[a2]]sDO
, . . . , [[am]]sDO

}
from

DO. For j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, each item [[bj]]sDR
= ([[b1]]sDR , . . . , [[bk]]sDR) in

BDR =
{
[[b1]]sDR

, [[b2]]sDR
, . . . , [[bn]]sDR

}
performs SCP with each item

[[ai]]sDO
= ([[a1]]sDO , . . . , [[ak]]sDO) in ADO =

{
[[a1]]sDO

, [[a2]]sDO
, . . . , [[am]]sDO

}
, i.e.,

SCP([[ai]]sDO
, [[bj]]sDR

). The result [[gi]]s = ([[g1]]s, . . . , [[gk]]s) is obtained as the result of
whether the current [[bj]]sDR

= ([[b1]]sDR , . . . , [[bk]]sDR) is the same as each item in ADO ={
[[a1]]sDO

, [[a2]]sDO
, . . . , [[am]]sDO

}
.

S4(CS): For each computed [[gi]]s = ([[g1]]s, . . . , [[gk]]s), CS runs SCOR to obtain [[cj]]s =
([[c1]]s, . . . , [[ck]]s). [[cj]]s = ([[c1]]s, . . . , [[ck]]s) is a cryptographic Boolean value indicating

whether each item in BDR =
{
[[b1]]sDR

, [[b2]]sDR
, . . . , [[bn]]sDR

}
exists in

ADO =
{
[[a1]]sDO

, [[a2]]sDO
, . . . , [[am]]sDO

}
. A value of 1 means it exists and 0 means it

does not.
S5 (CS): For j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, execute S4, and send the calculated result C = {[[c1]]s,

[[c2]]s, . . . , [[cn]]s} to DR.
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S6 (DR): Receive the calculation result from C = {[[c1]]s, [[c2]]s, . . . , [[cn]]s} sent by CS
and decrypt it using the joint key to obtain the result.

Please note that in our PSI scheme, the dense state computation is performed by FHE
cryptography. All the calculations are performed on the cloud server, and the data on the
cloud server are all cryptographic data, so that the privacy of the participants is protected.
During the calculation process, the DR does not obtain any information other than its own
information and the query result. The DOs do not obtain any information other than their
own information and do not expose their information to other participants. The result of
the CS calculation is in cryptographic form and cannot be decrypted by the participants
except by the DR, which protects the privacy of the calculation result.

6. Security Analysis

In this section, we prove that our scheme is secure under a semi-honest model. We
will prove the security of the MKTFHE cryptosystem, SCAND, SCOR, SCXOR, SCP and
PSI schemes separately. We first present the security of the semi-honest model below.

Definition 1 (Security of the semi-honest model). According to protocol π, let ai be the input
of participant Pi and bi be the output of Pi. REALΠ

i (π) is the viewpoint of Pi when protocol π is
actually executed. IDEALΠ

i (π) is the viewpoint of Pi, simulated by ai and bi, executed in the ideal
world of protocol π. If REALΠ

i (π) is computationally indistinguishable from IDEALΠ
i (π), then

protocol π is secure in the semi-fair model [50].

Note that in our protocols, the execution image usually consists of the exchanged data
and the information that can be computed from these data. It follows from Definition (1) that
when proving the security of these protocols, the image we simulate should be indistin-
guishable from the actual execution image when we compute it.

6.1. Security of MKTFHE Cryptosystem

Privacy of LWE Assumption: The j-th component Kj of a key-switching key KS =

{Kj}j∈[N] from t ∈ ZN to s ∈ ZN is generated by adding tj · g′ to the first column of the

Td′×(n+1) matrix, the rows of which are instances of LWE under the secret s. Therefore,
KS ← LWE.KSGen(t, s) is computationally indistinguishable from a uniform distribu-
tion over (Td′×(n+1))N where LWE assumes a parameter of (n, χ, β) and s is sampled
according to χ.

Privacy of RLWE Assumption: Under the assumption that the parameter is (N, ψ, α),
a uniform distribution over Td×5 is computationally indistinguishable from the distribution
D0 = {(a, b, d, F) : ppRLWE ← RLWE · Setup

(
1λ
)
, (z, b) ← RLWE.KeyGen(), (d, F) ←

RLWE · UniEnc(μ, z)} for any μ ∈ R. We consider the following distribution: First, we
transform F = [f0 | f1] and (b, a) into independent uniform distributions of Td×2 using the
RLWE assumption of a secret z. Therefore, D0 is indistinguishable from D1 in terms of
calculation. D1 = {(a, b, d, F) : a, b ← U

(
Td
)

,

F ← U
(

Td×2
)

, r← ψ, e1 ← Dd
α, d = r · a + μ · g + e1 (mod1)

}
.Then, d is made uniformly

distributed using the RLWE assumption with a secret of r. Therefore, D1 is indistinguish-
able from the distribution D2. D2 =

{
(a, b, d, F) : a, b, d ← U

(
Td
)

, F ← U
(

Td×2
)}

. Since
D2 is independent from μ, our RLWE scheme is semantically private.

In summary, under the (R)LWE assumption, our cryptosystem is semantically private;
thus, we can appropriately choose parameters ppLWE and ppRLWE to achieve a security
level of at least λ-bit.

6.2. Security of Secure Computing Protocols

In this section, we demonstrate the security of our secure computing subprotocols,
including SCAND, SCOR, SCXOR and SCP.
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Theorem 1. The SCAND proposed is secure under the semi-honest model.

Proof of Theorem 1. We use REALΠ
CS(SCAND) to denote the execution view in the real world

of the of CS, where it is specified as REALΠ
CS(SCAND) =

{[[ca]], [[cb]], [[AndConst]], [[temp]], [[res]]}. [[AndConst]] is obtained from [[−1]] and [[8]] by
modSwitchToTorus32. [[temp]] is obtained from [[AndConst]] and [[ca]] by MKlweAddTo and
MKlweNoiselessTrival. We assume that IDEALΠ

CS(SCAND) =
{[[ca′]], [[cb′]], [[temp′]], [[res′]], [[AndConst′]]} is the execution view of the simulation in the ideal
world, where [[ca′]], [[cb′]], [[temp′]], [[res′]] and [[AndConst′]] are chosen randomly from Tn+1.
The semantic privacy of our encryption scheme makes [[ca]], [[cb]], [[temp]] and [[AndConst]]
computationally indistinguishable from [[ca′]], [[cb′]], [[temp′]] and [[AndConst′]] respectively.
In addition, [[res]] is computationally indistinguishable from [[temp′]] and [[AndConst′]] re-
spectively. Thus, it can be concluded that REALΠ

CS(SCAND) and IDEALΠ
CS(SCAND) are com-

putationally indistinguishable. We can obtain that SCAND is secure under the semi-honest
model.

Theorem 2. The SCOR proposed is secure under the semi-honest model.

Proof of Theorem 2. We use REALΠ
CS(SCOR) to denote the execution view in the real world

of CS, where it is specified as REALΠ
CS(SCOR) = {[[ca]], [[cb]], [[temp]], [[ORConst]], [[res]]}.

[[ORConst]] is obtained from [[1]] and [[8]] by modSwitchToTorus32. [[temp]] is obtained
from [[ca]] and [[ORConst]] by MKlweNoiselessTrivial and MKlweAddTo. [[res]] is ob-
tained from [[temp]] and [[cb]] by MKlweAddTo. We assume that IDEALΠ

CS(SCOR) =
{[[ca′]], [[cb′]], [[temp′]], [[ORConst′]], [[res′]]} is the execution view of the simulation in the
ideal world, where [[ca′]], [[cb′]], [[temp′]], [[ORConst′]] and [[res′]] are chosen randomly from
Tn+1. The semantic privacy of our encryption scheme makes [[ca]] and [[cb]] computationally
indistinguishable from [[ca′]], [[cb′]], [[temp′]] and [[ORConst′]], respectively. In addition, [[res]]
is computationally indistinguishable from [[ca′]], [[cb′]], [[temp′]] and [[ORConst′]] respectively.
Thus, it can be concluded that REALΠ

CS(SCOR) and IDEALΠ
CS(SCOR) are computationally

indistinguishable. We can obtain that SCOR is secure under the semi-honest model.

Theorem 3. The SCXOR proposed is secure under the semi-honest model.

Proof of Theorem 3. Since the design ideas of SCAND and SCOR are similar, we can prove
the theorem based on Theorem (1).

Theorem 4. The SCP proposed is secure under the semi-honest model.

Proof of Theorem 4. We use REALΠ
CS(SCP) to denote the execution view in the real world

of the CS, where it is specified as REALΠ
CS(SCP) = {([[x]], [[y]]), [[z]]}. [[x]] and [[y]] are the

encrypted data vectors. [[z]] is the result of determining whether the encrypted data vectors
[[x]] and [[y]] are equal. [[z]] is a random number between 0 and 1 in the ciphertext. We
assume that IDEALΠ

CS(SCP) = {([[x′]], [[y′]]), [[z′]]} is the execution view of the simulation in
the ideal world, where the encrypted data in both [[x′]] and [[y′]] are chosen randomly from
Tn+1. [[z′]] are chosen randomly from Tn+1. The semantic privacy of our encryption scheme
makes [[x]] and [[y]] computationally indistinguishable from [[x′]] and [[y′]], respectively. In
addition, [[z′]] takes 0 or 1 with equal probability. [[z]] are computationally indistinguishable
from [[z′]], respectively. Thus, it can be concluded that REALΠ

CS(SCP) and IDEALΠ
CS(SCP)

are computationally indistinguishable. We can obtain that SCP is secure under the semi-
honest model.

6.3. Security of CMPSI

Theorem 5. The CMPSI proposed is secure under the semi-honest model, and the security of
encrypted data, mining results, and query data can be guaranteed.
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Proof of Theorem 5. We can use the above method to prove that our proposed CMPSI is
secure under the semi-honest model. In S1, CS obtains the encrypted dataset from DOs.
In S2, CS obtains the encrypted dataset from DR. From Section 6.1, our cryptosystem is
semantically secure, and the semi-honest CS cannot distinguish these messages from the
random values of Tn+1. In S3, SCP is executed to obtain the intersection information of
the encryption of individual items in the dataset. Since SCP is secure in our system, it
can be confirmed that the protocol in S3 is secure. In S4, SCOR is used to obtain the final
encryption result. Since SCOR is secure in our system, the protocol in S4 is secure. In S5
and S6, the execution of S4 is repeated, the DR receives the message and decrypts it using
the joint key, and the protocol is secure from the security of MKTFHE.

Theorem 6. The CMPSI proposed is able to resist man-in-the-middle attacks.

Proof of Theorem 6. As shown in Figure 4, the participants represent the DR and DOs in
our scenario. Under normal conditions, the participants can communicate with the CS,
and Figure 4a shows the communication under normal conditions. The man-in-the-middle
attack changes the original communication channel and can access the communication
data between the participant and the cloud server, and Figure 4b shows the impact of the
man-in-the-middle attack on the communication. We will prove that our model is resistant
to man-in-the-middle attacks in three ways. First, DO encrypts its own dataset TDO into
[[TDO]]sDO using its own key sDO and then sends [[TDO]]sDO to CS. Intermediary A obtains
[[TDO]]sDO through the new channel, but A does not have DO’s key, and it is known from
the security of MKTFHE that A cannot decrypt [[TDO]]sDO . Thus, our model can resist
the man-in-the-middle attack during the data transmission from DO to CS. Second, DR
wants to obtain the intersection information and sends the encrypted data [[TDR]]sDR to CS.
Intermediary A obtains [[TDR]]sDR through the illegal channel. By the security of MKTFHE,
A does not have sDR and cannot obtain TDR from [[TDR]]sDR . Thus, our model can resist the
man-in-the-middle attack from DR to CS man-in-the-middle attack during the data transfer.
Finally, CS needs to return the computed intersection information [[TDR∩DO]]s to DR. The
middleman A obtains the information [[TDR∩DO]]s, and it is known from the security of
MKTFHE that A does not have the key to obtain TDR∩DO. Thus, our model can resist the
man-in-the-middle attack during the data transmission from CS to DR.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Man-in-the-middle attack; (a) normal communication; (b) post-attack communication.

6.4. Security Services

According to the above proof of CMPSI security, Table 3 shows the security services
provided by the scheme and a demonstration from our model of how the method provides
each of these functions.
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Table 3. Security services provided.

Security Services Definition Proof

Confidentiality Network information is not dis-
closed to non-authorized users, enti-
ties, or processes.

In our system, DO uses its own key sDO to encrypt its own dataset
TDO into [[TDO]]sDO and then sends [[TDO]]sDO to CS. An unauthorized
user A illegally obtains [[TDO]]sDO , and according to the security of the
MKTFHE cryptosystem in Section 6.1, it is known that without the
key, sDO cannot perform decryption. Therefore, unauthorized illegal
users A cannot obtain the information of DO’s dataset TDO.

Integrity Information is transmitted, ex-
changed, stored, and processed in
such a way that it remains uncor-
rupted or unmodified, that it is not
lost, and that it cannot be changed
without authorization.

In our system, DR encrypts the dataset TDR as [[TDR]]sDR using the
key sDR and sends [[TDR]]sDR to CS. Attacker A obtains the dataset
[[TDR]]sDR through the intermediate channel, and according to the
definition of the semi-honest model in Section 4.3, A does not modify
or corrupt the data, and CS can obtain the dataset [[TDR]]sDR intact.

Availability Assurance that information is avail-
able to authorized users, i.e., assur-
ance that legitimate users can use the
required information when needed.

In our system, DR is the legal user. When DR wants to obtain the
intersection information of its dataset TDR, DR sends [[TDR]]sDR to CS,
and CS sends the computed intersection result [[TDR∩DO]]s to DR. The
legitimate user DR can obtain the required data when needed, which
proves the usability of our system.

Non-repudiation The two parties of information ex-
change cannot deny that they send
or receive information in the ex-
change process.

In our system, DO sends its encrypted dataset [[TDO]]sDO to CS. Ac-
cording to the definition of the semi-honest model in Section 4.3,
DO will not deny that the dataset [[TDO]]sDO is its data, proving the
non-repudiation of our system.

7. Performance Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the time overhead and communication overhead of our
proposed scheme. The experimental parameters we used [51] are shown in Table 4 below.
According to one study [52], the parameters we use reach a privacy level of at least 110 bits,
which is a common reference in this field.

Table 4. Parameter sets.

LWE-n LWE-α LWE-B′ LWE- d′ RLWE-N RLWE-β RLWE-B RLWE-d

560 3.05 × 10−5 22 8 1024 3.72 × 10−9 29 3

The test environment used for our experiments was as follows: a 2.30 GHz Intel (R)
Core(TM) i5-8300H Dell laptop. The programming language we used was C++, and our
system was based on the MKTFHE library. First, we tested the efficiency of the security
subprotocols separately. Then, we tested the communication overhead of our scheme and
compared it with existing schemes. Finally, we tested our scheme.

7.1. Experiments on Security Computing Protocols

Our secure subprotocol experiments were performed using the MKTFHE library
(https://github.com/ilachill/MK-TFHE) (1 February 2023). MKTFHE is a proof-of-concept
implementation of a multi-key version of TFHE. The code is written on top of the TFHE
library (https://tfhe.github.io/tfhe/) (1 February 2023). The computation of secure NAND
gates is given in the MKTFHE library. In the MKTFHE-based implementation, our goal
is to implement the MKLwe sample addition and multiplication operations as a way to
implement the other circuit gates needed in our scheme in addition to the NADN gate.
We first performed experiments on single circuit gates, including experiments on secure
AND gate computation protocol, secure OR gate computation protocol, and secure XNOR
computation protocol, and the experimental results are shown in Table 5. We compared
these with NAND gates and found that the efficiency of individual gate computation
is close.
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Table 5. Experimental results for single circuit gates.

Gate Circuit Key Generation Time (s) FFT Conversion Time (s) Bootstrapping Time (s)

AND 1.973 0.039 0.226
NAND 1.982 0.038 0.227
OR 1.956 0.040 0.227
XNOR 1.975 0.039 0.220

Then, as shown in Table 6, we tested the experimental time overhead of SCP for k = 8,
16, and 32, where k is the bits of data. The results show that the time overhead of the SCP

protocol is linearly related to the number of bits of input.

Table 6. Running time of SCP.

k 8 16 32

Running time (s) 3.52 7.17 14.20

7.2. Overhead Evaluation

In our scenario, DOs and DRs are resource-constrained users; thus, it is important
to have a smaller communication overhead. In our scheme, each participant uses their
key to encrypt the data and uploads it to the cloud server; thus, the total communication
overhead is related to the total data size. We tested the communication overhead of
our scheme on datasets with aggregate sizes of 28, 212, 216, and 220. We compared our
scheme with the scheme based on RSA [53] and the scheme based on pseudorandom
permutation (PRP) [48]. As shown in Figure 5, our scheme is significantly superior to the
privacy intersection scheme based on RSA. For the server-assisted scheme with limited
security [48], the communication cost of our scheme is also lower. Our experimental results
are the average of ten experiments.

Figure 5. Communication overhead.

Our scheme is based on the underlying PSI protocol, and the computation of the
ciphertext is performed directly on the cloud server. To the best of our knowledge, our
proposed scheme is the first scheme that uses MKTFHE to achieve the ideal PSI, and the
time overhead of the scheme is a very important metric. For users with limited resources,
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low overhead in the process of data encryption and decryption is necessary. We tested the
time cost of using encryption and decryption and the size of ciphertext on datasets with
sizes of 28, 212, 216 and 220. Table 7 shows that for DOs and DR with limited resources, the
cost of our scheme in data encryption and decryption is very small. Finally, we tested the
computing cost of the cloud server. In the experiment, we used data from 16, 32, and 64 bit
systems to test the performance of our proposed scheme. Table 8 shows our experimental
results. The results show that the time cost of the scheme is linearly related to the size of the
dataset and the number of bits of data. Please note that the cloud has excellent computing
power, so that the efficiency of the solution can be faster in actual use.

Table 7. Cost during encryption.

28 212 216 220

Encryption time (ms) 13.5 208.2 3162.2 47,987.1
Cipher size (kb) 3.5 57.3 917.5 15,083.6

Table 8. Cloud computing time (min).

Data Set Size 16bit 32bit 64bit

22 0.51 0.99 1.98
24 8.47 16.02 31.70
26 137.68 273.83 547.66

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed CMPSI, a cloud-assisted private set intersection via
multi-key fully homomorphic encryption, which allows the participants to outsource
the encrypted data to cloud servers for storage and computation. We also designed some
MKTFHE-based secure computing protocols to complete the design of our system. We
analytically demonstrated the security of our scheme under a semi-honest model. Through
experiments, we tested the performance of our proposed scheme and proved that our
scheme has less communication overhead by comparing it with existing schemes. We also
proved the feasibility of the scheme.

As future research work, we plan to apply our proposed MKTFHE to a wider range of
areas, such as association rule mining systems in large shopping malls. In addition, we will
improve our framework to handle more complex computations and further improve the
performance of our system.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

PSI Private set intersection
CMPSI Cloud-assisted multi-key private set intersection
TFHE Fully homomorphic encryption over toru
MKTFHE Multi-key fully homomorphic encryption over toru
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Abstract: This paper proposes a hybrid approach called XTS that uses a combination of techniques to
analyze highly imbalanced data with minimum features. XTS combines cost-sensitive XGBoost, a
game theory-based model explainer called TreeSHAP, and a newly developed algorithm known as
Sequential Forward Evaluation algorithm (SFE). The general aim of XTS is to reduce the number of
features required to learn a particular dataset. It assumes that low-dimensional representation of data
can improve computational efficiency and model interpretability whilst retaining a strong prediction
performance. The efficiency of XTS was tested on a public dataset, and the results showed that by
reducing the number of features from 33 to less than five, the proposed model achieved over 99.9%
prediction efficiency. XTS was also found to outperform other benchmarked models and existing
proof-of-concept solutions in the literature. The dataset contained data related to DNS-over-HTTPS
(DoH) tunnels. The top predictors for DoH classification and characterization were identified using
interactive SHAP plots, which included destination IP, packet length mode, and source IP. XTS
offered a promising approach to improve the efficiency of the detection and analysis of DoH tunnels
while maintaining accuracy, which can have important implications for behavioral network intrusion
detection systems.

Keywords: DNS tunneling; DoH-based C2 covert channels; XGBoost; cooperative game theory;
SHAP values; feature importance analysis; dimensionality reduction; imbalanced data; XAI

MSC: 91A12; 41A58

1. Introduction

As the deployment of fifth-generation (5G) technology continues to increase, potential
shortfalls [1–3] and use cases [4] have started to drive researchers all over the world to
move their focus towards sixth-generation technology (6G). Its proposed frameworks
and methods envision the use of AI/ML as the eminent enabler of these new network
technologies [5–8].

The problems of high-dimensional feature spaces, commonly known as the “curse of
dimensionality” [9], have been major challenges in the machine learning research commu-
nity and among practitioners for decades. Several research articles have since studied its
effects and how the various classes of traditional feature selection (FS) algorithms attempt
to solve these challenges [10–14]. While these techniques can help us to improve the accu-
racy of the ML models, a significant number of them fail to provide sensible explanations
as to why a particular decision or prediction is made; additionally, they mostly have the
potential to suffer from issues such as instability, scalability and inconsistency [13,15–18].

In this study, we focus on the application of behavior-based intelligent network intru-
sion detection systems, which are known to be affected by high-dimensional data [19]. This
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is due to the fact that open source and proprietary IP traffic flow feature collectors have the
capability to generate numerous flow features, sometimes numbering in the hundreds [9].
As per the definition provided by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), a flow refers
to a sequence of packets that are monitored by a meter as they transit across a network
between two endpoints or from a single endpoint [20]. These packets, as will be shown
latter in Section 3.3, are then summarized by the traffic meter for the purposes of facilitating
analysis.

Flow-based features are used in encrypted traffic analysis because traditional decryp-
tion methods, such as deep packet inspection (DPI), have become less effective in the face
of recent advances in complex encryption algorithms. This encryption is in response to
the increased demand for user privacy, which has led to the widespread use of encrypted
traditional protocols such as DNS-over-HTTPS(DoH). Figure 1 shows how adding another
layer of security to the classical domain name system has changed the way communication
takes place. Although it can be beneficial to the end user, it is a major challenge to security
operational control systems. Recently, records of attacks leveraging DoH protocols to cover
command and control (C2) communications have emerged. The use of flow-based features
in combination with machine learning algorithms has yielded promising results in terms of
detecting network behavior and identifying applications, users, and malware [16,18–22].
However, one of the potential challenges associated with these techniques is the high
dimensionality of the generated data [9]. The analysis of flow properties and statistical
features often results in a large number of dimensions, a fact which can pose difficulties in
terms of computational resources, feature selection, and interpretability. Finding effective
methods to handle high-dimensional data with remains an important area of research in
the field of behavioral network intrusion detection.

Figure 1. Advancement in privacy protection: (a) illustrates a traditional unencrypted DNS system,
where DNS queries and responses are transmitted in plain text. While it is possible to monitor
browsing activities through DNS logs, the effectiveness of security controls and DPI systems in
preventing malware attacks is limited. (b) represents the modern encrypted DNS system, DNS-
over-HTTPS (DoH). With DoH, DNS queries and responses are encrypted, ensuring that browsing
activities remain private and protected from unauthorized monitoring.

With respect to the detection of DNS-over-HTPPS tunnels or any other vulnerability,
the need for a security analyst or practitioner to intuitively understand and explain the
model’s decision in a particular instance, such as flow, session or other network artifacts;
or to calibrate network intrusion detection systems is paramount. The belief in the need
for explainability, combined with the inherent high dimensionality of network traffic data,
provides a strong rationale for our proposed low-dimensional representation framework.
We propose a framework that combines cutting-edge ML models with the significance
of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) in enhancing the adoption and trustworthiness
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of machine learning models in order to study the current research trends in the field of
network intrusion detection systems, specifically DNS/DoH tunneling detection.

This framework will provide human-friendly explanations for model decisions by
creating a clear link between the input features and the output predictions, making it easier
for security analysts to understand the reasoning behind a model’s detection or classification
decisions. Furthermore, reducing the number of features used in the models will increase
computational efficiency, which is particularly relevant in the context of real-time network
traffic analysis. In summary, our proposed low-dimensional representation framework
tackles the challenges posed by high-dimensional network traffic data and aims to improve
the explainability of machine learning models. By doing so, it is assumed that we will be
able to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of network intrusion detection systems. To
this end, our contributions are summarized as follows: We propose a hybrid framework
combining three components: Cost-sensitive and GPU-Aware, eXtreme Gradient Boosting
(XGBoost), Tree Shapley Additive eXplanations (TreeSHAP), combined with the Sequential
Forward and Evaluation (SFE) algorithm, collectively dubbed as XTS. To break down our
contributions into manageable objectives:

(1) We hypothesize that command and control traffic can assumably be detected based
on unique connections at the IP level (the source, destination IPs), and that this
probably is also the case for packet size factors such as packet length mode, median
or mean. Possessing prior efficiency assumptions in terms of XGBoost, we compare
its performance to other well-known machine learning models, ultimately selecting
the best performer for our specific use case.

(2) We construct a GPU-aware f (x) from unfamous but powerful hyperparameters,
particularly gpu_hist, an optimized version of the histogram-based tree building
algorithm used in XGBoost that leverages the parallel computing power of GPUs to
perform computations faster than they are on a CPU. With gpu_hist, XGBoost can
build decision trees on large datasets more efficiently, making it the preferred choice
for tasks with high-dimensional and large-scale data. It also optimizes memory usage,
enabling users to train models on larger datasets that may not fit into CPU memory.

(3) We turn the base model of XGBoost into a cost-sensitive algorithm that has a bias
towards the majority class. By increasing the weights of the minority class instances,
the algorithm is penalized more for misclassifying those instances, leading to a bet-
ter balance between the minority and majority classes. This technique, unlike its
counterpart sampling methods, is simple but efficient.

(4) We use a tree-specific SHAP model to explain g′( f (x)) in order to learn SHAP values
∅ that explain the unique and consistent features making contributions towards f (x)
predictions. We interpret the results via rich visualization, using SHAP plots at both
local and global levels to verify our subjective hypothesis.

(5) Based on the most influential flow features, we create a subset SM ⊆ M ranging from
the most significant feature (MSF) to the least significant feature (LSF) and design a
new algorithm E to sequentially fit and evaluate f on subsets S1, S2, S3, . . . Sn, Si ⊆ SM
until the loss function L " 0. This helps us to achieve the highest prediction accu-
racy with a low-dimensional representation. This presumably decreases computa-
tional cost.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first review the recent abuse
of DNS and the current ML methods to detect the attacks in Section 2. We then describe the
design of the proposed model in Section 3. In Section 4, we carry out the experiment and
we discuss the results in Section 5. We conclude with Section 6.

2. Related Work

The use of machine learning (ML) algorithms to detect network intrusions, especially
in high-dimensional and imbalanced data sets, has gained significant attention in recent
years [21–28]. Several studies have proposed different ML-based solutions to detect DNS
and DoH tunnels in network traffic [21–28]. In this section, we focus specifically on the
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assumption that despite the TLS encryption concealing certain information, a limited set
of relevant features, such as IP addresses and packet size-related characteristics, could
still provide valuable insights for detecting the frequency of command and control (C2)
communication in HTTPS traffic. By leveraging these key features, our research revolves
around the idea that anomaly detection/classification can still be conducted in encrypted
traffic analysis, even without full access to DNS logs.

We investigate the application and effectiveness of state-of-the-art machine learning
models to classify high-dimensional and imbalanced data in the field of anomaly detection,
focusing specifically on encrypted traffic where the traditional NIDS lacks the capacity to
see into DNS logs due to the use of advanced TLS versions that even hide SNI extensions.
We propose the rationale that a subset of relevant features, such as IP and packet size-related
features, can potentially be sufficient for detecting the frequency of C2 in HTTPS traffic.

The objective of this section is to explore studies focusing on the use of these models
to extract meaningful insights from extensive feature sets and leverage the selected features
to improve training and detection speed, as well as to enhance security decision-making
processes. By combining advanced machine learning techniques with the identification
of informative features, we conjecture that this approach would optimize computational
efficiency, resource utilization, and the overall effectiveness of security analysis in the
context of encrypted network intrusion detection.

2.1. Recent Abuse of DNS

The Internet was designed more than 50 years ago. Its foundation architecture and
protocols remain the backbones of even the emerging technologies, such as DNS. DNS is
considered as the phonebook and the backbone of the Internet. DNS system translates IP
addresses—a unique number used to communicate between devices on the Internet, such
as 107.20.1.23—into a memorable name like www.rdb.co.rw.

A recent global DNS threat report [29] shows that 88% of the surveyed organizations
experienced an attack and that there were 7 attacks per year on average for each organiza-
tion. The survey results indicate an increasing number of DNS-based attacks compared
to the previous year. DNS-based attacks are among the most growing and worrying at-
tacks because their traffic is mostly not filtered by security controls. Despite the privacy
intentions for which this protocol was designed, it is commonly exploited by attackers. For
instance, two recent reviews compiled different abuse and trends in DNS-C2 covert channel
to show how this means of malware disguising itself in the legitimate traffic is increasing
in use and is being adopted by malware developers. The usage of this protocol in terms
of attack involves command and control (C&C or C2) covert channels. These channels
may serve two purposes to the attacker: (a) as a beacon signal—used to call back to the
controller (sever); or (b) in data exfiltration.

Although the methods applying deep packet inspection (DPI) with middle boxes are
the most effective ways to detect vulnerabilities, they are also privacy-evasive [30]. These
solutions may suffer from the complexity of advanced modern encryption schemes and
privacy violation issues. As the Internet is moving towards the encryption of all web
traffic [31,32], cybercriminals have also switched to tunneling their malicious code inside
legitimate protected protocols. For example, the use of TLS to spread covert malware traffic
increased in recent years [33]. In a case of DNS-based malware use, metadata collected
during the traffic analysis, such as the length of the packet, request/response time, packet
time, flow bytes, and flow bytes sent/received duration, were also studied [34]. Ref. [35]
gathered studies about port-based and flow-based approaches used to detect encrypted
malware traffics without decrypting the packet. The strength of these approaches is that
they do not evade privacy.

2.2. High-Dimension Features Problems in Machine Learning

With the pervasive adoption of DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH) methods along with the
design advancement of TLS protocol TLS 1.3, collecting traffic flow metadata remains the
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only viable option to achieve cybersecurity privacy and regulatory compliance. Both open
source and proprietary IP traffic flow feature collectors are able to produce hundreds of
flow features for the use of the intrusion detection systems in analyzing traffic. For example,
Moore et al. [9] extracted 249 flow features. This production of features comes with the
following challenges: (1) many features are redundant, which adds noise to the model
and may lead to an overfitting problem [23,36,37]; (2) the use of more features increases
computational cost (training, detection time and memory space) [38]; and the use of (3) a
greater quantity of features, as well as some redundant features, may lead to the failure of
model interpretability.

Feature importance analysis and selection would be the desired methods to alleviate
the data dimensionality problem. Feature importance is the process of finding the feature
set S ⊆ M in the feature vector space M, whose values have more influence on the model’s
output than others. The main challenges for the classical feature analysis methods are scala-
bility, stability and lack of better alignment with human intuition. Chandrashekar et al. [18]
and Tang et al. [39] classified traditional feature importance selection methods and reported
the challenges of their use. [12] defined scalability as the tendency of the feature selection
algorithm to require the sufficient sample size to provide statistically significant results. The
stability of a feature selection algorithm was defined by [13] as the capacity of an algorithm
to consistently provide a consistent feature subset when additional training samples are
added or when some training samples are removed. To overcome the above challenges, a
rigorous mathematically founded game theory method was proposed, namely, the Tree
Shapley Additive eXplanations (TreeSHAP) method.

2.3. DNS Tunneling Detection with ML Methods

There have been more efforts made by different researchers to utilize the properties and
statistical features of the traffic flow to classify DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH) and DoH-based
C2 tunnels using machine learning and deep learning models. Notwithstanding previous
research on HTTPS traffic analysis, the malware use of HTTPS, or TLS with machine
learning using flow-based features [40–45], this section focused on studies conducted on
DoH traffic and DoH-based tunneling detection using machine learning methods.

Commonly used ML algorithms include the random forest, support vector machine
(SVM), and deep learning algorithms. In addition to these algorithms, XGBoost has been
reported to achieve strong performances in various classification tasks. For instance,
S. Cerna et al. [46] used it in the fire services to predict public service breakdowns; it was
used in weather forecasts for wind power prediction by H. Arcolez et al. [47]; S. Robert
et al. [48] used it in emergency medical services (EMS) to predict both victim mortality and
need for transportation to health facilities; additionally, it has found uses in fraud detection,
and vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) [49,50].

The results of these and other more unreferenced previous studies are the reasons
behind selecting this robust model. Furthermore, the SHAP (SHapley Additive eXpla-
nations) method developed by Scott M Lundberg, et al. [51] has been wildly adopted by
many researchers in various disciplines and studies to explain feature importance and
draw some close-to-human intuitive explanation of the underlying ML model. The SHAP
values provide a global view of the feature importance and enable the detection of any
biases in the model. Apart from the studies by Scott M Lundberg, et al. [52,53], the pio-
neers of this field, other studies have also shown the success of these complex but efficient
methods. For example, in malware and stress detection [54–56], SHAP values have shown
excellent results.

In 2019, ref. [23] showed the emergence of the first malware that could bypass network
traffic monitoring systems using DNS-over-HTTPS, catching the attention of researchers in
the field of malware traffic analysis. In response, Drew Hjelm [42] proposed some solutions
for the issues of detecting DoH traffic and highlighted the limitations of existing intrusion
detection systems, such as Zeek and Security Information and Event Management (SIEM)
such as Real Intelligence Threat Analytics (RITA). One solution involved using packet
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capture and TLS inspection to decrypt and log DNS queries, while the other relied on the
use of network events logs to detect DoH-based command and control communication
without decrypting traffic. While Hjelm’s research was successful, the focus of this technical
report is on showcasing the control solutions that are already in use.

The adoption of DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH) has garnered much attention in recent years,
leading to increased research into its potential security vulnerabilities and mitigation strate-
gies. In [25], the distributed generation of NTP server pools, designed using multiple DoH
resolvers, was proposed as a more secure alternative to plaintext DNS queries. However,
practical studies such as [26] have shown the susceptibility of DoH to downgrade attacks,
where attackers can force the communication to use insecure DNS protocols. To address
these concerns, ref. [27] proposed a multilabel support vector machine (SVM) to detect
and classify various DNS tunnelling techniques, including DoH. Similarly, ref. [28] evalu-
ated five different machine learning algorithms and demonstrated their effectiveness in
accurately detecting DoH traffic and identifying the applications that use it. Despite these
advances, challenges still remain in monitoring and filtering DoH traffic at end gateways, as
highlighted in [29]. In [30], a new technique called live memory forensics was proposed to
detect URLs from the RAM of end client machines in to monitor and control user content, even
when DoH was used. Finally, ref. [31] demonstrated how data exfiltration can be achieved
through DoH queries using different tools, while [32] revealed privacy weaknesses in DoH
traffic by analyzing packet-level information with machine learning classifiers. Moham-
madreza et al. developed a two-layered architecture to classify HTTPS traffic into DoH and
normal web HTTPS traffic (NonDoH). Their study contributed significantly to the field of
DoH detection, and their dataset was cited extensively in subsequent research. The authors
created a deep learning model (LSTM) and used packet clumps created from the timeseries
feature of the full flow as the input feature set. Although the packet clumping approach
is interesting and has yielded attractive results, the number of packets required to make
a clump is not clear, and the window size claimed by the authors may not be suitable for
real-time traffic with longer inter-packet arrival times [19]. This research has served as a
foundation for many other researchers to build upon and has been an essential reference in
the field of DoH detection.

For example, in the realm of DoH traffic analysis, the research of Banaki [57], whose
methods follow the same approach of a two-layered architecture incorporating both flow
properties and statistical features, has been the subject of several studies. While his focus
was on prediction performance metrics and feature importance, he did not thoroughly
investigate the time factor. The lack k of clarity in his method and results, along with a
small sample size, caught the attention of other researchers.

To address these concerns, Jafar et al. [58], Behnke et al. [36] and Zebin et al. [59] took a
different approach by reproducing [57]’s studies while removing its flow property features.
Using chi-square and Pearson correlation coefficients to select the best features via the
Sequential Forward Selection method (SFS), feature importance was examined. Of the 10
machine learning models studied including XGBoost, the LGBM model was recommended
as the best-performing model in both prediction performance and computational cost.

In the study by Ahakonye et al. [37], the authors aimed to address the issue of over-
looking the time factor in previous solutions using machine learning models to counter
DNS vulnerability attacks. They applied several machine learning models such as XGB,
GB, AD, RF, and DT to CI-RA-CIC-DoHBrw-2020 dataset to evaluate the trade-off between
prediction performance and computational time. While their study provided valuable
insights, it is important to note that their results were presented in an ambiguous manner
in terms of time units. The same results were interpreted four times with different units, in-
cluding seconds and milliseconds, which could have potentially misled the comparison and
interpretation of the findings. To conclude our review on previous DoH tunnel detection
studies, the final study in question was carried out by [59]. The author proposed a balanced
and stacked random forest solution to classify DNS-over-HTTPS traffics. Additionally, he
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used explainable AI methods to highlight some insights into the model decisions. This
approach achieved great results; however, he did not consider the time factor.

After a thorough review of into the previous literature, the authors in this paper
appreciated the previous studies carried out on this subject but found some gaps therein.
For instance, studies such as [36,59] underestimated IP addresses as potential contributors
to DoH and C2 DoH tunnels. The latter also used unsuitable, and unstable techniques
to rank and select features. Others, like [58], lack clarity and consistency in their results
and data pre-processing. The study only used the accuracy metric, which is not suitable
for application to highly imbalanced dataset. Additionally, the study’s time metrics had no
time units, which raised some doubts in the results and limited direct comparison. The same
problems regarding the lack of time units and inconsistency are also found in [37]. To the
authors’ best knowledge, no study of this kind has demonstrated a method combining
prediction results, computational cost and model interpretability. Hence, this paper comes
as a solution. In order to build a more effective and accurate solution to the problem of DoH
tunnel detection and to address feature dimensionality challenges while having the model
explain predictors with close similarity to the expert’s knowledge, it is important to address
the limitations of previous studies. As noted in the literature review, some previous studies
have overlooked important factors such as the time factor, the role of IP addresses, and the
stability of feature selection techniques. Additionally, some studies have used unsuitable
evaluation metrics, leading to inaccurate results, as stated above.

To overcome these limitations, the proposed framework combines a cost-sensitive
XGBoost algorithm, trained with GPU_hist tree_method using an explainable AI technique,
to achieve a strong prediction performance while maintaining computational efficiency.
Feature selection is also incorporated in order to evaluate the models on subsets created
sequentially from the list of important features. By incorporating these approaches, the
proposed framework is expected to outperform previous studies in terms of accuracy and
computational efficiency. The cost-sensitive nature of the XGBoost algorithm will address
the issue of class imbalance in the dataset, while the GPU_hist tree_method will significantly
reduce computational time compared to traditional tree-based methods. Furthermore, the
use of explainable AI will provide insights into the decision-making process of the model,
allowing for greater interpretability and transparency. The inclusion of feature selection
will also aid in identifying the most important features for DoH tunnel detection, improving
the overall performance of the model. This approach will eliminate irrelevant features and
reduce the likelihood of overfitting, resulting in the development of a more robust and
accurate model.

In summary, the proposed framework addresses the limitations of previous studies
and offers a more effective and efficient solution to DoH tunnel detection. The combination
of cost-sensitive XGBoost, GPU_hist tree_method, explainable AI, and feature selection
techniques will result in a model with high accuracy, computational efficiency, and inter-
pretability.

3. Proposed Framework

This section describes the graphical and analytical modeling of DNS-over-HTTPS
tunnels in HTTPS traffic using the proposed framework—XTS. The section ends with a
proposed application of our framework in the network environment. For the sake of space,
we describe the modeling process using graphical representation accompanied by a short
description. We believe that “a picture is worth 1000 words”.

3.1. Preliminaries

In this section, we present notations and background information to help the reader
to follow along in subsequent sections. The proposed method is hereafter dubbed XTS to
denote the hybrid structure of the framework which comprises of three parts:

1. Cost-Sensitive eXtreme Gradient Boosting—optimized black-box ML model used for
classification of HTTPS traffic in this study.
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2. Tree Explainer—A SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations)-based model designed
specifically to provide explanations for tree-based models.

3. Sequential Forward Evaluation—algorithm designed to evaluate the newly optimized
model of the subsets of features selected as a result of the Tree Explainer list of the
most significant features.

This section does not include the preliminary task of selecting XGBoost as the best
performer among other state-of-the-art machine learning models. Although it is one part of
our framework, it is described in Section 4.2.

XTS is designed firstly to contribute to the challenges faced in different research direc-
tions shown in Figure 2. It is designed to classify HTTPS traffic in binary-class imbalanced
dataset using the state-of-the-arts machine learning model—cost-sensitive eXtreme Gradient
Boosting. Second, it leverages the most recent advances in the field of eXplainable Artificial
Intelligent (XAI) to explain the output decision made by the underlying XGBoost model
through feature importance explanations with more elegant and human-friendly presen-
tation. Finally, XTS uses a newly designed simple algorithm to create a low-dimensional
representation to address the challenges of the high-dimensional problems discussed in
Sections 1 and 2. Figure 3 graphically describes how the components of XTS interact with
one another. More details will be seen in subsequent sections.

Figure 2. Research directions or problems that XTS framework revolves around.

Let the number of positive instances in the dataset be denoted as P, and the number
of negative instances as N. If P << N, meaning that the number of positive instances is
significantly smaller than the number of negative instances, then the dataset is said to be
imbalanced. In the context of machine learning models, this imbalance can cause the model
to have a bias towards the majority class as it will have more data to learn from the majority
class than the minority class. This can result in poor model performance when used on the
minority class, which is often the class of interest in real-world applications.

The issue with class imbalance is that machine learning algorithms are designed to
optimize for overall accuracy, which can lead to a bias towards the majority class, resulting
in poor performance in predicting the minority class. This can be especially problematic
when the minority class is the one of interest, such as in fraud detection or malware
detection and medical diagnosis.

To address the problem of class imbalance, various sampling techniques such as
the synthetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE) [60] have become common
approaches in the field of imbalance data. This technique, however, come with the cost
of increased training time and label noise [26]. To address this problem, the cost-sensitive
parameter c of cost-sensitive designed models can be the best alternate simplified solution.
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This method assigns heavy weight to the loss function of the activated model to penalize
the misclassification of the minority or positive class.

 

Figure 3. Abstract view of the proposed framework. The figure shows interaction between three
components of XTS and how they access the data. X represents the set of traffic flow samples in a
dataset while, while y represents a binary vector consisting of labels [0, 1]. CPU-based CX means
cost-sensitive XGB trained on a CPU, while gCX shows an optimized CX to use gpu_hist —a tree
split method parameter designed for in-speed optimization. TS is a TreeSHAP explainer for gCX.
SFE is a newly developed algorithm to evaluate gCX model on data subsets.

Additionally, we investigated the use of the GPU-based histogram optimization
method for tree-based models to speed up training times on CUDA-enabled comput-
ers [61].

In subsequent sections, particularly the framework design and other parts of the paper,
we will write the following notations as:

• XTS: The dubbed term of our framework. X represents collectively the cost-sensitive
and GPU-aware eXtreme Gradient Boosting; T is for Tree Explainer; and S is for
Sequential Forward Evaluation algorithm, designed in this study.

• CX: The non-cost-sensitive version of XGBoost, trained with CPU-only capability,
where C stands for cost-sensitive or, more technically, the parameter “scale_pos_weight”
in XGB algorithm.

• gCX: The GPU-aware version of XGB. Where g stands for GPU capability activation
or, more technically, the string “gpu_hist” for tree method parameter.

• Dataset (X, y) represents any dataset used to train, evaluate, test or explain the models
specified above.

• TTT: The time to train a machine learning model.
• TTD: The time to detect—the time taken by the model to predict test examples.
• Layer 1: The task of classifying HTTPS traffic into DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH) and normal

web browsing activities (NonDoH). Dataset for this task is denoted as D.
• Layer 2: The task of characterizing DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH). Classifying DoH traffic

into malicious or benign DoH. The dataset for this task is denoted as B. It is important
to mention that we keep lower traffic samples of benign class in D as is and consider it
to be the positive class for detection. Contrary to the commonly practiced methods
of making malicious a minority, positive class, we deviate a little in order to prove
otherwise.
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3.2. Analytical Modeling of DoH Tunnels Using XTS

This section presents mathematical analysis of the proposed framework and its appli-
cation to the detection of DNS-over-HTTPS tunnels in HTTPS traffic. We also explain the
performance metrics used for highly imbalanced data.

3.2.1. XGB Mathematical Abstract

Analytical modeling of HTTPS traffic flows using XTS framework involves using the
XGBoost algorithm to learn a function that can predict the type of traffic flows in a network
based on a set of input features. XGBoost uses classification decision trees called estimators
as the base or weak learners. The final model output of a sample is a summation results of
all the learners’ trained iteratively, as shown in Figure 4. Let P = {1, 2, 3, . . . M} denote
the set of weak learners, where M is the total number of trees in the model. If yi is used to
represent the true label DoH (1) or NonDoH (0), or Malicious (0), Benign (1) of a traffic flow
xi in the dataset D or B respectively—in our case, then the predicted value fM(xi) of the
XGBoost model can be expressed in Equation (1) as:

fM(xi) =
M

∑
m=1

fm(xi), f ∈ F (1)

where F represents a set of all classification trees and fm(xi) the individual base classifier’s
prediction. The raw output or scores from each tree in XGBoost is referred to as the “raw
prediction” and is denoted by z [62]. The predicted probability is then obtained by passing
the raw prediction through the sigmoid function in Equation (2)

P(z) =
1

1 + e−z (2)

Figure 4. A general architecture of XGB showing abstract graphical representation of internal forest.
Each tree in the model represents a decision tree classifier. xi refers to a single traffic flow instance.
fM(xi) refers to the final XGB output.

To minimize the objective function obj(θ), Equation (3) is computed as:

obj(θ) = L(θ) + Ω(θ) (3)

where L(θ) = ∑n
i=1 l(yi, ŷi) is the loss function and Ω(θ) = ∑M

m=1 Ω( fm) the regularization
parameter that penalizes the complexity of the model. Since training happens in iteration
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process, the prediction value ŷi
(t) of an instance ith in iteration t, is expressed in Equation (4).

ŷi
(t) = ŷi

(t−1) + ft(xi) (4)

Since the problem is a binary classification, we let the model use the predetermined
loss function which is the cross entropy.in Equation (5).

L(yi, ŷi) = −[yilog(ŷi) + (1 − ŷi)log(1 − ŷi)] (5)

where y is the true label (either 0 or 1) and ŷ is the predicted probability of the positive
class (i.e., the output of the sigmoid function) P(z) as shown in Equation (2). The loss is
minimized when the predicted probabilities ŷ are as close as possible to the true labels y.

3.2.2. Dealing with Imbalance Data Using CX

Cost-Sensitive XGB assigns weights to training samples according to class proportions.
This allows the algorithm to associate the cost of misclassification. Let i be a predicted
class and j the actual class of an instance x. Let also C(i, j) a function that computes the
cost of predicting actual class j as i, for instance, a model predict class DoH as nonDoH or
Benign as Malicious, we assign heavy cost according to the class ratio. If we let n be the
total number of majority class, negative (0) and p the minority, positive class (1), the cost of
misclassifying minority will be n/p shows a matrix of how the algorithm assigns the cost
for a binary classification. In Layer 1, we assign

The expected cost of classifying x into class i can be expressed in Equation (6).

C(i|x) = ∑
j

P(j|x) C(j, i) (6)

In order to incorporate weighting and cost sensitivity into our XGBoost model for the
classification of DoH and non-DoH traffic in Layer 1, as well as the classification of Benign
and Malicious traffic in Layer 2, we adjusted the parameter C to assign different weights
to each class as shown in Equation (6) and Table 1. This allows us to consider the costs
associated with misclassifying samples and tailor the model’s behavior accordingly.

Table 1. Cost matrix for binary classification.

Predicted Positive Predicted Negative

Actual Positive C (1, 1) = 1 C (0, 1) = n/p
Actual Negative C (1, 0) = 1 C (0, 0) = 1

3.2.3. Compared Models’ Computation Time Complexity

Let Dn×m be a dataset with n samples and m feature variables. Assume v is the
number of support vectors, K the number of trees, d the depth of the tree and ‖X‖0 the
number of non-missing entries in the training data. Table 2 shows the computational time
complexity for each model that was used in this paper. To choose the best model, the time
parameter was equally considered, with the assumption that, based on Table 3, if M is a
vector space of dataset features, reducing M to a very significant number S ⊆ M will result
in low-dimensional representation data, thus presumably reducing computational cost
(time and space). In our experiment, we performed empirical tests while observing the
model’s prediction performance. Overfitting was observed diligently.
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Table 2. Computational time complexity of baseline models.

Model TTT TTD

LR O(n × m) O(m)
SVM O(n2) O(v × m)
RF O(K × n × log n × m) O(K × m)
XGB O(K × d × ‖X‖0 + ‖X‖0 × log n) O(K × d)

Table 3. Traffic flows features.

Category Feature Name

Flow Direction F1: Source IP, F2: Destination IP, F3: Source Port, F4: Destination Port.

Packet Bytes F5: Duration, F6: Number of flow bytes sent, F7: Rate of flow bytes sent,
F8: Number of flow bytes received, F9: Rates of flow bytes received.

Packet Length F10: Mean, F11: Median, F12: Mode, F13: Variance, F14: Standard deviation,
F15: Coefficient of variation, F16: Skew from median, F17: Skew from mode.

Packet Time F18: Mean, F19: Median, F20: Mode, F21: Variance, F22: Standard Deviation,
F23: Coefficient of variation, F24: Skew from median, F25: Skew from mode

Request/response time difference F26: Mean, F27: Median, F28: Mode, F29: Variance, F30: Standard Deviation,
F31: Coefficient of variation, F32: Skew from median, F33: Skew from mode.

3.2.4. Speed Optimization Using gCX

The XGB model provides many parameters and methods commonly used to minimize
computational cost, such as reducing the number of trees, column sampling, pruning a tree,
among others. Finding the optimum parameters require trial and error process, which takes
more time. However, with the pervasive use of GPU-based processors in today’s laptops,
many researchers have not realized the great speed benefits of running a GPU-based XGB
model. This paper demonstrates the difference between running a GPU and CPU-based
XGB models as a simple but effective means of minimizing computational cost.

According to Tianqi et al. [62,63], there are 4 tree methods, namely exact, approx, hist
and gpu_hist used as split finding methods; they have a great impact on XGB computational
time. exact tree method is slower in performance by O(K × d ‖X‖0 + ‖X‖0 × logn)
and not scalable. approx tree method makes the algorithm faster than the previous by
O(K × d× ‖ X ‖0 + ‖ X ‖ 0 × logB), where B is the maximum number of rows in
each block. Unlike approx., which generates a new set of bins for each iteration, the hist
method reuses the bins over multiple iterations. It is a faster tree construction method on
CPU computers. Although the hist method was faster than all its predecessors, Mitchell
et al. [64] developed a CUDA-capable GPU method to construct a tree algorithm, namely
the gpu_hist method. We only set the following parameters in our experiment, namely,
generic XGB speedup to (11 times, 1.08 times) in layer 1, and (5 times, 1.14 times) in layer
2 for TTT and TTD, respectively. This model is represented as gCX in the framework.

3.2.5. Feature Importance Modeling and Analysis

In this section, we employ the Tree Explainer method to interpret the prediction output
of our gCX model and learn the importance of features in predicting the samples in our
datasets, or in a specific sample xi. The Tree Explainer is a variation of SHAP (SHapley
Additive exPlanations) kernels, which are based on the concept of SHAP values.

SHAP values were introduced by Lundberg and Lee in 2017 [65], drawing inspiration
from the coalitional game theory developed by Lloyd Shapley [66]. These values provide a
principled approach to fairly distribute the contributions of features towards the model’s
output, ensuring interpretability and an understanding of feature importance.

We choose to utilize the Tree Explainer method instead of the kernel explainer due to
its computational efficiency. The Tree Explainer leverages the tree-based structure of the
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XGB model to approximate the SHAP values, resulting in faster computation times while
still providing reliable interpretations of feature importance [67].

To model the feature importance using SHAP values, let M denote a set of all input
features of a dataset D or B and gCX indicate the previously optimized XGB classifier (that
maps input feature vector x ∈ R|N| to an output f (x) ∈ [0, 1] for DoH tunnels classification.
SHAP values present the only single solution to “fairly” spread the features contributions
towards f (x) and satisfies three desirable properties: local accuracy, missingness, and
consistency [60,61].

Let fx(s) denote the model’s output constrained to the feature subset S ∪ M. Based on
the classical Shapley values [original], SHAP values are generally computed as follows:

∅i = ∑
S⊆M\{i}

|S|!(M − |S| − 1)!
M!

[ f x(S ∪ {i})− f x(S)] (7)

where fx(S ∪ {i}) is the model’s output of the instance x constrained to the feature set
S ∪ M, excluding the ith feature. SHAP was designed as an model-agnostic explainer g to
mimic the process that the original model f used to predict a specific prediction so that
f (xi) ≈ g(xi). To compute the contribution of a feature j, referred to as Ij, where j ∈ M
feature set, its mean absolute SHAP values across the dataset is calculated as follows:

Ij =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

∣∣∣∅(i)
j

∣∣∣ (8)

TreeSHAP: It is a variant of SHAP Kernel method. Kernel method is model-agnostic,
whereas TreeSHAP was designed specifically for tree-based models such as decision tree,
random forest and gradient boosting models. Unlike Kernel SHAP, Tree SHAP computes
SHAP values in polynomial, rather than exponential, time to reduce the computational
time by O

(
TLD2

)
from of O

(
TL2M), which makes it faster than its counterpart; T is the

number of trees; L is the maximum number of leaves in any tree; and D is the maximum
depth of any tree. Due to the additive nature of SHAP, the output SHAP value on an
ensemble model is a weighted average of the SHAP values of the individual tree.

SHAP values plots: a feature SHAP value can be calculated for all or some samples in
the dataset. The SHAP library provides plots to summarize features at the local and global
view. In this paper, three plots (force plot, feature importance plot and the summary plot)
were chosen to present the results.

The force plot [53,65,65] shows how each feature value pushes to increase the baseline
towards the model’s output value.

A baseline or base value on the plot is the value that would be predicted if the features
contributions were unknown to the current model output f (x). In other words, it is the
mean prediction of the model’s explainer on the passed dataset. Equation (9) shows the
formula used to compute the baseline value.

ŷ =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

ŷ (9)

In the force plot as shown in Figure 5, features are stacked in colored (red/blue) arrows
or bars according to their SHAP values (∅). Red bars, pushing towards right, means that,
the corresponding feature’s original value pushes the model to the higher output f (x)
from the base value calculated in Equation (10). By higher output, it means positive class,
in a binary problem. On another hand, the blue bars, pushing towards left, means that, the
corresponding feature’s original value pushes the model to the lower output f (x) negative
class (0) from the base value.
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Figure 5. Generic view of the SHAP force plot.

The magnitude of the bar indicates the degree of influence, measured in SHAP values,
which a feature has on the model’s output. For a binary problem, the positive model output,
which could be the probabilities or log odds, indicates a positive (1) prediction. Conversely,
a negative output means a negative class (0) prediction. It is to be noted that Tree Explainer
library in the Scikit-learn library as of the writing of this paper, allows the model output
to be ‘raw’, indicating the score values of the underlying tree model before the sigmoid
function is used to compute probabilities. They are real-valued numbers in the form of
log-odds. The positive numbers represent the high confidence of the model to predict a
sample xi as a positive class (1). To achieve this, we set the link function to logit for the
model to transform the log-odds back into probabilities, something which can be achieved
separately using the sigmoid function shown in Equation (2). This is due to the known
property of inversibility between logit/log-odds function and sigmoid.

A feature importance plot displays sorted global SHAP values of the features on (x, y)
axis, where x indicates a scale of SHAP values ranging from (low to high) and y the features
from MSF (top) to LSF (bottom).

The summary plot shows the relationship between the values of the feature and their
impact on the prediction. The SHAP values of individual samples are plotted onto a 2D
graph as dots across the x axis against their corresponding features to a form SHAP value
distribution (a bee-like swarm), as seen in Figure 6. Each dot (SHAP value) is presented in
color (red, blue) to indicate the magnitude of the original feature value. The intensity of the
colors on the color bar (right of the plot) indicates the degree of the original feature’s values
across the entire column in the dataset. A strong red (top of the bar) means a higher value
and a strong blue (bottom of the bar) means a lower value. To determine whether a value
is high or low, it is compared to its column’s average value. If the value of the feature is
greater than its average, its corresponding SHAP value is colored with red. In the inverse
situation, it is colored blue.

 

Figure 6. Generic view of SHAP summary plot.

3.2.6. Low-Dimensional Representation Using SFE

A Sequential Forward Evaluation algorithm is developed in this paper to evaluate how
the gCX model performs on features subsets. Algorithm 1 shows how gCX is evaluated
on each subset. SM is a set of integer numbers (u1, u2, u3, . . . , um). They are the indices
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of features in SM. The process starts by initializing a variable Rs to hold a set of feature
indices. The algorithm employed in this approach does not rely on complex mathematical
constructs, such as permutation or shuffling. Instead, it adopts a simple feed-forward
design principle. Despite its simplicity, this algorithm enables us to sequentially evaluate
the model’s performance and gain valuable insights into the importance of different features
in determining a model’s output.

By creating subsets of features and evaluating the model using these subsets, we are
able to achieve high prediction scores while keeping the dimensionality relatively low. This
approach allows us to effectively analyze and understand the contribution of individual
features to the model’s output. It also addresses the challenges posed by high dimensionality
in the dataset, which is an important consideration in many real-world applications. For each
iteration, the model operates on the next newly formed Si. This allows the model to access all
samples of the dataset by using the selected features to study the contribution of the feature
subsets without changing their contribution order.

For each iteration, error rate or loss and aucpr curves are displayed to monitor the
model’s learning process. TTT and TTD are each recorded in a variable set to keep track
of computational time by subset. Additionally, other evaluation metrics are recorded for
comparison.

Algorithm 1: Sequential Forward Evaluation.

Input: A list of m top 10 selected features from the main feature set M
Output: Computational time (TTT, TTD), evaluation metrics (P, R, F1, AUCPR, loss) for all subsets

1
Require: SM ← [u1, u2, u3, . . . , um]; u ∈ Z+; S ⊆ M
Create a subset SM of selected top features m from original feature set M

2 Initialize: Rs ← ∅; ttrain ← ∅; tpred ← ∅; Rs ⊆ SM // initialize features index and time sets to null
3 Procedure (Xtrain; Xval ; Xtest; ytrain; yval ; ytest)
4 for all u ∈ SM do // create a subset for each iteration
5 Rs ← Rs ∪ {ui} // add one feature to create a new subset
6 t0 ← time.time() // time before training and validation
7 c f r ← f (Xtrain[:, Rs], ytrain, [(Xtrain[:, Rs], ytrain), (Xval [:, Rs], yval)]) // train the model
8 t1 ← time.time // time after training and validation
9 tt ← t1 − t0 // Time-to-Train (TTT) including validation time
10 append tt to ttrain // add TTT of a subset to training time set
11 t′0 ← time.time() //time before testing
12 y ← c f r(Xtest[:, Rs]) //test the model
13 t′1 ← time.time() //time after testing
14 td ← t′1 − t′0 //Time-to-Detect (TTD)
15 append td to ttest // add TTD of a subset to prediction time set
16 record log
17 call plot functions (ytest, ypred)
18 end for

20 end procedure

3.2.7. Model Performance Metrics

Throughout this paper, the model’s performance evaluation is measured in two dimen-
sions: model’s prediction performance using (precision, recall, F1-Score, AUCPR, confusion
matrix) and computational time (time to train and time to detect). Prediction performance
metrics: precision (P), recall (R), F1-Score (F1) and AUCPR are the ML metrics suitable for
application to problems with highly imbalanced or skewed data.

DoH samples in layer 1 represent the positive class (minority), while NonDoH samples
represent the negative class (majority). Benign flows in layer 2 represent the positive class
(minority) and malicious flows represent the negative class (majority). For highly imbalanced
data, the model tends to be biased towards the majority class, where huge number of actual
positive samples are predicted as negative (FN). In rare cases, the actual negative samples
may be predicted as positive (FP). Hence, in the most cases as in our case of security
incident monitoring, the success of the model is measured on how it correctly predicts the
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positive class (low FN). Since the benign class is the minority/positive class in our case,
we pay attention to how the model detects this class rather than the malicious class, as
described in Section 3.1.

To achieve this goal, a confusion matrix for binary classification is created to further
help in calculating other metrics.

• Precision: Precision metric shows, from all the instances that the model predicted as
belonging to the positive class (TP + FP), the percentage of those which were actually
true positive (TP). In this paper, it refers to how many DoH samples were predicted
correctly out of all predicted as DoH and/or how many benign samples were predicted
correctly out of all predicted as benign, in layer 1 and layer 2, respectively.

P =
TP

TP + FP
(10)

• Recall: Recall metric shows, from all the instances of positive class (TP + FN), the
percentage of those which the model predicted correctly. In this paper, it refers to how
many DoH or Benign flows were predicted correctly in layer 1 or 2 respectively.

R =
TP

TP + FN
(11)

• F1-Score: F1-Score measures the overall average of both Precision and Recall.

F1 = 2
P ∗ R
P + R

(12)

• AUCPR: Area Under the (Precision-Recall) Curve also known as Average precision
(AP), shows a relationship between the Recall and Precision on a scale between 0 and
1. Equation (13), shows how to compute AP, where Rn and Pn mean the recall and
precision at the ith threshold. Unlike AUC-ROC curves which considers the balance
between positive and negative classes, AUCPR/AP focuses on how correctly the
positive (minority) class is predicted [68]

AP = ∑
n
(Rn − Rn−1)Pn (13)

If these metrics are used by the IDS implementing this model, FP may be noisy
warnings but less dangerous than FN in layer 1, which is opposite in layer 2. However,
security guidelines are defined by the company rules. In this paper both metrics are equally
important, though much focus is put on the minority class to avoid the errors which may
be caused by the imbalance and skewness of the dataset [24].

3.3. Proposed Application Domain

At the edge AI network, IoT or other devices may be compromised by a remote C2
implementing DoH tunneling attacks, as shown in Figure 7. A rule-based firewall may not
be able to detect intrusion due to similarity with normal HTTPS traffic. For a supervised
task of this kind, XTS would be recommended, among other solutions. The idea of this
framework was inspired by the recent research buzz surrounding the newly envisioned 6G
technology and intelligent multimedia [5–8].
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Figure 7. A graphical view of positioning a proposed method as an engine in the intrusion detection
system (IDS) at the edge AI network. At the edge AI, IoT or other devices may be compromised by
a remote C2 implementing DoH tunneling attacks. Rule-based firewall may not be able to detect
intrusion due to similarity with normal https traffic. A flow collector would collect flow metadata
and send them to IDS for analysis.

This new technology, as was mentioned in Section 1, anticipate enormous amount of
heterogeneous data due to the sparsity of data and their imbalanced nature; TTT and TTD
are among the concerned parameters. Information security is also among areas that will
undoubtedly be affected. Therefore, an approach is needed that reduces data dimensionality
and enables small devices to collect only a small number of variables and improve model
interpretability. The solution should not only help us to minimize computation cost but also
should assist users to understand consistency and individualized model output decisions.
Additionally, it may need to minimize the attack surface due to reduced user features. This
framework would serve as an abstract view of how security devices such as IDS or SIEM at
the edge network would be optimized to report more accurate and understandable results,
while reducing computation costs in a growing ecosystem of faster data.

4. Materials and Methods

This study is a computer experimental-based design. This section explains the ex-
perimental procedures used to empirically evaluate the design of the XTS framework
redescribed in the previous sections.

4.1. Dataset Description

The dataset namely CIRA-CIC-DoHBrw-2020, used to evaluate the proposed method,
was created by the Canadian Institute for Cybersecurity (CIC) project, which was funded
by Canadian Internet Registration Authority (CIRA). It was made publicly available by [69].
The authors of this dataset conducted DNS-over-HTTPS tunneling attack using proof-of-
concepts tools in a lab-controlled environment. They followed a two-layered architecture:
in layer 1, they classified HTTPS traffic into DNS-over-HTPPS (DoH) and normal HTTPS
web browsing activities (NonDoH). In layer 2, DoH traffic flows were characterized into
malicious DoH and benign DoH.

The data were captured in two phases: In the first phase of data capturing, web
browsers (Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox) were configured to send DNS requests
to the public DoH resolvers (AdGuard, Cloudflare, Google DNS, and Quad9) through a
local DoH proxy server. The flow samples were captured between the proxy server and the
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public DoH server to include both (benign DoH) and normal HTTPS browsing activities
(NonDoH). In the second phase, three DoH-based C2 tunnelling tools (namely, Iodine [70],
DNS2TCP [71], and DNScat2 [72]) were used to communicate with malicious C2 servers on
the Internet. To make sure that only malicious DoH traffic (malicious DoH) was captured,
other browsing activities were prevented. All traffic were captured as bi-directional traffic
(where requests and responses are combined in one flow) and saved in PCAP files. A new
custom application namely DOHLyser [73] was developed to extract flow-based statistical
and timeseries features and saved as CSV files.

4.2. Experimental Setup
4.2.1. Overview

The experimental setup in this study aimed to rigorously evaluate the performance of
the proposed XTS framework in DNS/DoH tunnels detection as described in Figure 8. The
selection and preparation of suitable datasets, along with careful parameter tuning and model
comparisons, were conducted to ensure the obtention of robust and meaningful results.

 

Figure 8. A workflow diagram showing experimental process.

The datasets used in this experiment consisted of a diverse range of network traffic,
including normal HTTPS, benign, and malicious traffic. These datasets were obtained from
a publicly available repository, ensuring the availability of real-world and representative
samples. To ensure that the datasets were appropriately processed, several steps were
taken. IP addresses were converted into numerical integer values to facilitate analysis
and modeling. Feature scaling, imputation of missing variables, and the label encoding of
target classes were performed to ensure compatibility with the chosen machine learning
algorithms. A comprehensive comparison was conducted among five well-known machine
learning models, excluding deep learning models. In this comparison, default parameter
settings were used for all models, except for models that could be transformed into cost-
sensitive models. Models not designed with this feature, such as Bayes models, were
excluded from initial consideration.

Standard XGB was hyper-parameterized, taking into account cost sensitivity and speed
optimization. GPU acceleration was utilized to leverage computational power for use in
efficient training and testing. To gain insights into the model’s decision-making process, the
SHAP Tree Explainer was applied to provide interpretable explanations. Three types of SHAP
plots were generated: a global SHAP summary plot, local explanations, and individualized
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sample explanations. These visualizations helped use to identify the most influential features
and understand how they contributed to the model’s predictions. Additionally, feature
subset evaluation was conducted to assess the impact of different feature combinations
on the model’s performance. A sequential algorithm was employed to create subsets of
increasing size, and training and testing were performed for each subset. This analysis
allowed for a deeper understanding of the importance and relevance of specific features in
the DNS/DoH tunnels detection task.

The experimental setup was designed to be rigorous, scientifically valid, and com-
prehensive. By leveraging appropriate datasets, conducting model comparisons, hyperpa-
rameter tuning, and utilizing explainability techniques, the XTS framework demonstrated
its effectiveness in addressing the DNS/DoH tunnel detection problem. The subsequent
sections will present the results and discuss their implications in detail.

We trained the newly hyper-parameterized XGBoost on full features datasets, split
divided into three distinct subsets: training, validation, and testing, with sizes of 60%,
20%, and 20%, respectively. The experiments were conducted on a Lenovo laptop, which
featured an Intel i7-9750H CPU with 6 cores clocked at 2.6 GHz, a Pascal GTX 1050 GPU with
2 GB of memory, and 8 GB of RAM. Important parameters were set as follows: objective
function = ‘binary:logistic’, booster = ‘gbtree’, n_estimators = 100, scale_pos_weight =
majority_class/minority_class, tree_method = ‘gpu_hist’, eval_metric = [‘logloss’, ‘aucpr’].
To track the results of separate datasets, an instance for each dataset was created. There
were, on average, 20 epochs on average and 7-fold CV.

The loss/AUCPR log results were collected to plot loss and AUCPR values. A trained
model instance was fitted in the SHAP Tree Explainer for interpretation. Three SHAP plots
were created—global shap summary plot, local explanations and individualized sample
explanations. We selected the top 10 most significant features and created 10 subsets
sequentially using written Algorithm 1. These were recorded for each training and testing
time, along with prediction scores, each time a new subset was created. Finally, the different
results were compared.

4.2.2. Data Engineering

To begin with, the source and destination features, represented as string objects, were
converted into numeric whole numbers. We performed this with the intuition that the
model could learn some insights from the numerical representation of the source and desti-
nation. Another study considered this before and argued that the model would present its
decision in numerical format. For us, these features were crucial in our working hypothesis.
Feature scaling using standardization Equation (14) was applied to all integer features to
reduce their magnitudes, thus increasing the chance to prevent model’s overfitting and
speed up its convergence.

z =
x − μ

σ
(14)

A new score z or standard is computed from μ (the mean) and σ (the standard deviation
from the mean). This technique scales the feature values in the range [−1, 1], so that they
will have properties of the standard normal distribution with the mean μ = 0 and the
standard deviation σ = 1. Since this is a binary classification problem, a vector y is encoded
and assumed to represent the target variable such that, y1 = [0, 1] represents the target
variable in layer 1, where 0 means NonDoH and 1 is the DoH class. On another hand,
y2 = [0, 1] represents the target variable in layer 2, where 0 means Malicious and 1 is the
Benign class.

Both datasets D and B exhibit a high degree of class imbalance, as revealed by the
samples per layer presented in Figure 9.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Classes distribution. (a) shows that, the distribution of classes in layer 1, DoH class is the
minority (Positive class). (b) shows that Benign DoH class is the minority (Positive class) in layer 2.

Based on the numbers in Table 4, the graphical distribution of classes depicted in
Figure 9, specifically, Figure 9a, displays a class ratio of 8:2, while Figure 9b exhibits a more
imbalanced ratio of 9:1. Moreover, both datasets contain 16,056 missing values each, and
therefore, imputation was performed on the relevant variables by filling the missing values
with the column mean, as per Equation (15).

x̂ =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

xi (15)

Table 4. Sample sizes per class.

Layer 1: Classification of HTTPS Traffics

Class Sample size

NonDoH 897,493

DoH 269,643

Layer 2: DoH Characterization

Benign DoH 19,807

Malicious DoH 249,836

4.2.3. Model Selection

Based on a comparative analysis with other popular machine learning models, in-
cluding logistic regression (LR), support vector machine (SVM), and random forest (RF),
we found that XGB outperforms other models on the selected datasets. Our selection
of XGB was based on its empirical performance in terms of accuracy and computational
efficiency. Additionally, our choice was motivated by its popularity and its widespread
use in the machine learning research community [74]. All the models were trained with
default parameters, with their respective cost-sensitive parameters being set as indicated in
Section 3.2.2.

The comparison of both dataset D and B indicates that LR exhibits faster training and
detection times compared to other models, albeit with the lowest F1-score, Figure 10. SVM,
on the other hand, achieves excellent F1-score but at the expense of being the slowest model.
RF and XGB demonstrate outstanding F1-scores, with XGB outperforming RF in terms of
training latency and detection speed. Specifically, RF’s training latency is nearly 5 times
that of XGB, while its detection speed is approximately 20 times slower than XGB. The
selection of XGB was based on its higher prediction performance, lower training latency,
and faster detection speed. The elimination criteria were primarily based on prediction
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performance and computational time. Other factors, such as missing value handling and
scalability, were also taken into account, especially in cases where models had similar
results, as shown by RF and XGB in Section 5.

Figure 10. Performance comparisons of the most commonly used ML models across two layers using
two separate datasets, D and B. The results presented in Table 1, clearly demonstrate that XGB consis-
tently outperforms all other models on average in both Layer 1 (a) and Layer 2 (b). These initial results
provide a compelling reason to prioritize XGB for further investigation and analysis. Its consistently
strong performance suggests that it possesses characteristics and capabilities that make it particularly
well-suited to the task at hand.

5. Results and Discussion

The gCX model demonstrated unrivaled performance compared to other models in the
experiments. It outperformed the baseline models in terms of predictive accuracy, precision,
recall, and F1-score as shown in Figure 10. The utilization of weighted parameters and the
incorporation of SHAP values for feature importance analysis played a role in achieving this
superior performance. The gCX model’s ability to handle class imbalance and its effective
utilization of the underlying structure in the data contributed to its exceptional results.
These findings highlight the effectiveness of the gCX model in tackling the challenges posed
by the DoH tunnels dataset and its potential to make accurate and reliable predictions in
the context of highly imbalanced-binary classification tasks.

5.1. Prediction vs. Computational Time

This section of the findings addresses the concern of overfitting that may arise from the
results presented in Figures 11 and 12. While the possibility of overfitting is acknowledged,
we have not found substantial empirical evidence to support this assumption. Several
reasons contribute to this perspective. Firstly, gCX, our chosen model, is optimized using
the best parameters specifically tailored for the problem under investigation, as outlined
in Section 4. This optimization process enhances the model’s performance and reduces the
likelihood of overfitting. Secondly, the models employed in this research have been widely
recognized as exceptional within the research community. Their effectiveness and reliability
have been extensively demonstrated in various studies, providing further confidence in their
robustness. Thirdly, the evaluation metrics used, such as the confusion matrix and log-based
measures (log loss, AUC–PR), are well-established and trustworthy for use in assessing imbal-
anced models. These metrics offer reliable insights into the model’s performance and its ability
to handle imbalanced datasets. Fourthly, the dataset used in this study is relatively large,
providing a sufficient number of samples for training and evaluation. Adequate sample size
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plays a crucial role in mitigating the risk of overfitting, and our dataset meets this require-
ment. Furthermore, we employed scientifically accepted methodologies to split the data
and applied 7-fold cross validation, a widely recognized unbiased estimation method used
by researchers in various machine leaning domains. For instance, K. Nkurikiyeyezu [75]
provided convincing arguments on the same issue. Additionally, we conducted evaluations
on subsets of the most significant features, Figure 11, further strengthening the reliability
and generalizability of our findings. Based on these arguments, we are inclined to reject
the notion that the model’s exceptional performance on our labeled datasets is solely due
to overfitting. However, we acknowledge the need for further research and exploration to
deepen our understanding of both the data and the model’s capabilities. By conducting ad-
ditional investigations, we aim to gain more insights and validate the model’s performance
in diverse scenarios and datasets.

Figure 11. Prediction performance and computational time by different subsets created by Algorithm
1, subsets result vs. Dataset. Si, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . 10, is a subset containing the number of features selected
sequentially and additively in a forward manner. Taking 10 most important features generated by TS,
we created 10 subsets. Si = Si−1 + 1, where 1 is the next feature to the Si in the selection list. Each Si is
fed to the model and the metrics in this figure are computed. The threshold line (vertically dotted line
in the second row) indicates at which subset (how many important features) required for the model
to achieve the highest (1.00) prediction scores (F1), how much time (TTT), TTD did the model use to
train and detect (test) on that subset. As observed, the results are exceptionally good: even with just
one of the most significant features, the model can detect desired class.

As stated, starting this section, we can observe in Figure 12a that when the model is
trained only with one feature (S1) in the SM list—Destination IP—according to Figure 13, it
successfully recognizes all instances of DoH traffic and avoids false negatives, ensuring
that no DoH traffic goes undetected. However, the relatively high number of false positives
indicates that the model is also misclassifying a significant amount of non-DoH traffic as
DoH. It is also the case in (b), where the model successfully detected many instances of
benign DoH traffic, missing (FN) only around 21% (663) but misclassifying more than 14%
(7123) of malicious traffic (FP). Expectedly, when the model is trained on the combined
destination and source IP (S2) features (a), FP is reduced towards 0 (only 30 out of 179, 549),
which is also the case in (b). These results confirm our hypothesis that C2 traffic is likely to
be detected based only on unique connections at the IP level (the source and destination
IPs) and probably with packet length statistical features such as packet length mode, mean,
or median. The packet length effect was shown in (a), where 0 FN and FP are achieved
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only with 3 features (S3)—the first three most important features according to Figure 13,
Layer 2. Consequently, based on the above empirical evidence, we can objectively reject the
assumption of overfitting for the gCX model.

Figure 12. A confusion matrix showing the FP, FN, in both datasets (a,b). Overall, we observe that
gCX can separate classes with minimum of two features. Since it performed poorly on one feature
—(S1) in both (a,b), and improved exponentially after adding another one, and continue to improve
even to the maximum, it is strong evidence that it’s hard to accept the assumption of overfitting
subjectively.

Figure 13. Global view of feature importance analysis. Both figures represent the global view of the
features importance. While figures in the first row show a simplified summary of the features average
arranged by their contributions, from top (more impact) to bottom (less impact), figures in the second
row show a more detailed summary distribution of combined individual SHAP values of a single
feature across the entire dataset, showing the relationship between the value of the feature and the
impact of the prediction. The numbers before a feature name represent the index numbers in Table 3.
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5.2. Feature Importance

In Figure 13, it is observed that at the global view, the model is likely to classify HTTPS
traffic based mostly on three features, destination IP (DIP), packet length mode (PLMod)
and source IP (SIP). Local explanation provides further insights about these features. For
instance, there is a clear cut showing that, as the values of the feature samples become
higher (which specifies that their values are higher than their respective column mean) in
detecting benign flows (lower right), the model grows certain about the malicious class
(negative SHAP values). The same is observed in Figure 14 (lower right) for sample 1996. It
shows that, values of DIP, SIP and PLMod push the model to predict positive class (Benign),
which is also the case for sample 7 (lower left).

Figure 14. Single random traffic flow samples analysis using force plot (a–d). The number shown
on the line as f (x), indicates the log-odds value (raw prediction scores of gCX before a sigmoid
function is applied) as was discussed in Section 3. This number indicates the confidence of predicting
a positive class by gCX. As the number becomes higher (far from 0) the model increases the chances
in predicting the positive class. The four samples were selected randomly from both datasets D (a,b)
and B (c,d) to avoid bias interpretation. We can agree with high confidence that gCX was able to
detect both classes with the highest accuracy based mostly on the three features that were indicated
in Figure 13, being the most influential features.

Although this might not be generalized to the real-world scenario, where IP addresses
vary significantly, we observed in our study that IP address numbers assigned to DoH
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tunnel computers are larger than those of benign traffic. In this case, we may assert that
may the model was correct in predicting malicious traffic. There is supporting evidence
behind the model basing its prediction on both flow connection and packet length size
features in traffic flow analysis using statistical modeling.

The bold numbers on the SHAP values line in Figure 14 show the summation of all
feature contributions and the expected value of the model towards the prediction of an
individual sample [52] and are represented as log-odds. The color shows the magnitude of
the feature values—not the SHAP values, where red indicates that the values of particular
features were higher than the mean of their respective columns in the dataset and blue
indicates otherwise [51]. We can observe in Figure 14a,c that whenever the values of the
features are lower than their respective mean (blue), they push the model, gCX, to predict
negative classes (non-DoH or malicious) following the order of feature contributions,
contrary to the observation seen in (c) and (d), where values higher (red) than their mean
push the model to predict positive classes (DoH or benign) following the order of feature
contributions. It is important to note that there is not always an exact match between a
single sample (Figure 14) and the overall local explanations (Figure 13, second row).

5.3. Comparison and Discussion

This research includes a comprehensive comparison of the proposed XTS model
with other studies in the literature that utilized the same dataset and employed similar
computational time measurements. It is unfortunate to note that many researchers did not
provide extensive details of their experimental setup. However, even with these limitations,
our findings highlight the superior performance of XTS as shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Comparison of the proposed framework (XTS) with related studies in the literature. *—the
best performing methods before XTS; TTT—training time; TTD—testing time; (-)— indicates that
we could not find these values in the mentioned papers. Where there were two values in the cell,
it means the authors did not use two-layered architecture, i.e., Layer 1 and Layer 2, respectively.
Because all the models have demonstrated exceptionally high prediction scores, we consider the best
performers as overall but focus on TTT(s) and TTT(s). For example, ref. [53] shows missing F1, P and
R in their methods; however, they demonstrate TTT and TTD earlier than others. The presence of (-)
in the Features column means that authors did not conduct the low-dimensionality representation
process.

Methods AUCPR/ROC F1 P R TTT(s) TTD(s) Features

Layer 1: Classification of HTTPS into DoH and NonDoH

LSTM [76] - 99.3 99.3 99.3 - 0.574 3

LGBM [36] * 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 87 0.08 27

Decision tree, random
forest [58] * [98, 1] - - - [11.9,31.7] [0.041,0.216] -

XTS (proposed framework) 99.99 99.96 99.94 99.99 1.8 0.07 3

Layer 2: DoH characterization into Malicious DoH and Benign DoH

LSTM [76] - 99.1 99.1 99.1 - 0.502 5
LGBM [36] * 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 40 0.08 27
ABG-VAE [77] - 99.4 99.2 99.6 12.24 1.1 -
Decision tree, random
forest [58] * [1, 1] - - - [72.24,118.78] [0.098,0.586] -

XTS (proposed framework) 1 1 1 1 0.7 0.016 5

Our research emphasizes the unique strengths of the XTS model, including its excep-
tional computational efficiency and prediction performance. By significantly outperforming
previous models in terms of computational speed and maintaining or surpassing their
detection capabilities, XTS establishes itself as the best-performing solution for DNS/DoH
tunnels detection within the compared space. We welcome other researchers to make
further improvements to our work.
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In summary, the comparison of XTS with other research using the same dataset and
computational time measurements reveals its significant advantages. XTS outperforms
previous models in terms of computational efficiency, being substantially faster in both TTT,
TTD and reduced features. Additionally, XTS demonstrates equal or superior prediction
performance compared to the best performing models in the literature. Moreover, it was the
only model found to have combined bridged or at least touched different research problems
shown in Figure 2, all together. These findings reaffirm the relevance and importance of our
research, positioning XTS as a leading state-of-the-art framework to address the problems
of imbalanced-binary classification, low-dimensional representation, with more advanced
eXplainable AI to detect DNS/DoH tunnels using labeled datasets.

6. Conclusions

In conclusion, this research paper presents XTS, a hybrid framework designed to
increase the low-dimensional representation of data while maintaining high model perfor-
mance. The framework was successfully tested on two datasets containing HTTPS traffic
flows and achieved a prediction efficiency greater than 99.9%. Compared to benchmarked
models and previous studies in the literature, XTS was found to be more competitive
in terms of both prediction and computational cost. The framework’s ability to handle
sparse, highly imbalanced, and scaled data, along with its powerful human intuitive results
presentation, makes it suitable for use in outlier and anomaly detection systems. Given its
positive attributes such as speed, sparsity awareness, scalability, feature learning stability,
and imbalance handling, XTS is recommended for use by other researchers working with
similar types of data. The research paper provides a promising new framework to increase
the efficiency and accuracy of data analysis in outlier and anomaly detection systems.

7. Challenges and Recommendations

During the course of this research, the authors have learned that, in addition to the
challenges posed by high directionality problems, new malware behaviors can emerge that in
practice render IDS ineffective or powerless. Therefore, it is recommended that researchers
focus on developing solutions that do not require a labeled dataset whilst using minimum
features. Researchers can also explore the use of explainable AI (XAI) techniques on un-
supervised methods, one of the known techniques to identify patterns and anomalies in
the data which does not require prior knowledge of the labels. XAI methods can provide
insights into the underlying features and patterns that the model is using to make predic-
tions, a factor which can help to identify potential gaps or limitations in the model. This can
enable researchers to refine and improve IDS models over time, and provide transparency
and accountability for how the model is being used in practice. Additionally, during our
experiment, we observed that, when a background dataset is fed to the Tree Explainer, the
speed increases exponentially, relative to the depts of the tree. A faster approach should be
carefully investigated, such as GPU-based Tree SHAP [78].
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